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ABSTRACT

The role of the artid at the beginning of the twenty-first century: An e~ploration
or dialectical processes in art and science with particular reference to biologically
based art.

This thesis

o~amincs

the role of the artist at the beginning of the twenty-first

century. H focuses on llw interaction between art and science in an

e~ploration

of the

dialectical processes that may occur in thm interaction.
Researchers have recently developed

technique~

in stem eel\ technology and

genetic modification that offer rc!:larkablc potential and bring possible advantages
and disadvantages for scientists and the wider commuuity. In response to these new
technologies, scientists and artists have developed collaborative projects and, in some
instances, artists have moved from the studio to the science laboratory to create work
called sci-art, bio-art, or moistmedia. This new inter-disciplinary activity affords
prospects of dialectical processes: it crosses many boundaries and disturbs some
existing conventions and practices, and, for the artists involv,,d, the access to
innovative materials has moved their work into areas of new skills and

cone~pts.

The

extent to which traditional artists and those with collaborative sci-art practices
contribute to the debate on important social and cultural issues fonns part of this
study.
The research data was gathered during semi-structured interviews with
scientists and artists, of whom three scicntist8 and five artists arc involved in sd-art
collaborations. Proposed dialectical processes identified in the data are outlined
throughont the document.
A discussion about the ways in which con!Cmporary art and artists arc located
within the current social and cultural environment; the status accorded visual art
education today; and the manner in which commentators and other members of the
public regard

tr.~

elements and functions of art, fonns the initial framework. This is

followed by an overview of biologically based art practices, worldwide, thal provides
a background for a discussion of sei-art collabomtions. These collabmations arc
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Plate 1

INTRODUCTION

Our body is not in sp~ce like things; it inhabits or haunts space.
(Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p. 5)
Many artists inhabit a space where interrogation, experimentation and
expression are con;tant companions, but their peroonal and professional lives arc also
impacted upon by the social, cultural and political milieu in which they live. Artists
express diverse responses to these multiple influences, and their responses are
indicative of the numerous ways artists situate themselves in the art world and in
society in general.
Scie:~tists,

and scientists and

too, inhabit a space where interrogation and experimentation exist,
arti~ ·;

wh.., collubora•:e in art and science based pmjects ure among

those who arc beginning to extend the possibilities within this space, and to build
bri!lges between science and art. After the Renaissance, many western cuuntries
adopted strategies of specialisation and viewed science and art as separate
!lisciplines. Although there arc many essential

diff~rcnces

between the two

professions, this thesis will argue that science and art are not discrete !lisciplines, and
that they have areas where constructive intersection is possible, and does, indeed,
occur. To this end, it examines the role of the artist at the beginning of the twenty,
first century, and focuses on the interaction and possible dialectical processes
between art and science, with particul.lr reference to biotechnologically bused sci-urt
practices.
Public institutions and private corporations have recognised the potential of
linking science with art, and some laboratories nJw host collaborative activities to
encourage exploration in various fields, such as sound, light, artificial intelligence,
virt11al reality, nanotcchnology and uspects of consciousness. Traditional artists also
engage with, and interrogate, the products and implications of new technologies.
The categorisation of artists or scientists, or their professional activities, is not
usually helpful, in my view, nor would l choose to adopt such a practice in the
nomml course of events. However, in order to cstaillish a workable structure and

1

scope for this research, and to gather data suitable for analysis and comparison, it
was necessary to identify some form of groupings of art and science practitioners.
The artists referred to as traditional artists are those with a professional art practice
based on a conceptual and/or intellectual engagement with, and interpretation of,
their subject matter, and who express that engagement with the use of traditional
materials or contemporary adaptations of those materials.
The practices of scientists and artists working in wet laboratory environments
who were selected for this study provide a cutting edge and challenging area for
research, and establish a counterpoise between traditional and technology based art,
generally referred to as 'new media'. Many of these collaborative scientists and
artists engage with recently dev'llopcd techniques and subotances associated with
stem cells, bacteria, tissue engineering, and other new scientific and medical
advances. The terms used

to

differentiate these biotechnologically based

collaborative practices from other forms of new media are sci-art, bio-art, and
moistmedia.
Discussions with visual art students, lecturers and fellow art practitioners
prompted me to question what constitutes the role of the artist at the beginning of the
twenty.first century, and the relevance, manner and extent of the contribution
contemporary artists make to the societies in which they live. To this end, I
interviewed six scientists aml six artists, as well as two artists who work together in a
combined project, to establish the primary data for the research. Although ethical
issues surrounding stem cell technology, genctir; modification and other
biotechnological advances impinge on sci-art practices, my study does not address
these matters as bioethics is a burgeoning discipline in itself.

,,,,

The semi-structured interviews enabled the participants to canvas issues
pertinent to their professional lives that augmented, advanced and widened my
inquiries, and afforded insights into possible dialectical innuences. Although I apply
the Hcgclian triadic formulation of the dialectic in this study, I also use a more poststructuralist and non·linear approach to the dialectic as explained by Jervis (1998),
Jnncsick _:2000) and others in Chapters 1 and 2. Each chapter concludes with a
comprehensive summary that includes a discussion of the participants' responses, an
indication of the potential instances of dialectical interaction that emanate from those

2

opinions, and the integration of the intmvicw data with the theoretical framework
established for this research.
In view of the prime importance of the participants' observations from the
interviews, their comments appear in Aria! font to differentiate them from the
quotations from the litcmture and other commentators, and, in order to give the
interview data a sense of immediacy, I have used the present tense, except when the
participant is referring specifically to the past. Comments from the participants that
do not dedve from the interviews appear in the standard typeface and are referenced
separately. The dates of the interviews appear in Chapter 3. The topics discussed in
each chapter derive from the participants' responses to the interview questions, and
the relevant additional subjel:ts they chose to introduce. Many of their responses
apply to multiple topics and, where this occurs, cross

rcfer~nces

arc provided to other

chapters of the thesis. Due to the frequency of new developments occurring in new
media and sci-art, and to keep the research current, where appropriate the
participants' comments arc coa•plementcd by reviews of the latest publications.
Chapter I addresses the methodology and the methods that underpin the
research. Critical qualitative inquiry incorporates post-structuralist and eclectic
approaches, and facilitates u search for pattcms and dialectical influences within the
interview data. 1t also provides for the use of data from sources other than primary
interviews, including exhibition reviews, artist statements, conference and seminar
papers, and the interne!.
l11c Literature Review, Chapter 2, provides a background to the research
topic, and subjects linked to it, including art and the artist, creativity and conceptual
thought, the dialectic, and science and the scientist. The section on art canvasses a
range of views from the mid-twentieth century onwards, on the quintessential
charactedstics and function of art, artists and art practices. The review thus
establishes a background from which to appraise the patticipants' understanding of
the role of the artist from the mid-1990s when sci-art collaborations began to receive
wider allention. The connection between creativity and conceptual thought, and art
and science, is discussed briefly. As the dialectic forms a major part of the data
analysis, the literature review

addrcssc~

historical debates and more recent opinions

on the structure, processes and app!icatiom of the dialectic. The segment on sciem:e
relates to the role of contemporary scientists in connection with interdisciplinary

3

collabormions, and the recent proliferation of books about scientists. The

lit~rature

review was undertaken prior to the commencement of the interviews and, therefore,
does not cover all the topics raised by the participants. These additional topics arc
addressed in the relevant chapters throughout the thesis. The processes and products
of the literature review

r~scarch

infonned the compilatiott oft he interview questions.

Details of the special attributes the participants bring to the research, and
infonnation about their art practices, or art works associated with them, appear in
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 examines the situations and ideas that influence contemporary
art practitioners, and the ways in which they adapt or manage those issues. Recent
trends in the tertiary education of visual artists attracted comment, and prompted
discussion of the benefits or otherwise of a visual art training in acquiring skills in
innovative thought. Other subjects broached range from the aesthetic to the pmclical,
and include beauty, fashion, the essence of art, the polymath, and the influence of
gallery owners, auction houses,

deale~

1nd collectors. In this thesis, the aesthetic is

referred to in relation to responses to art practice attd the discussion does not
incorporate an in-dcplh articulation of aesthetic theory or considerations which
would warrant a separate thesis.
A description of selected examples of world-wide biologically based art
practices appears in

Ch~ptcr

5. The chapter also refers to concerns expressed, in

sonte quarters, regarding recent biotedmological and medical developments, and the
perceived k~ck of exhibition opportunities and curatorial frameworks for sci-art.
Chapter G examines scientist and artist collaborations, and the motivation and
aspirations that foster those interactions. One matter raised here i> the possible
influence outside agencies could have on the collaborative partners, and the level of
conlrol or discretion the partners have over the -:;utcomes of their creative
endeavours. In addition, the participants discuss

issue~

concerning ways in which

institutions, corporations, or olhers, could attempt to appropriate art to aid the tausc
of science, and/or to enlmncc an organisation's public profile. In so doing, Chapters 5
and 6 cstablisl• an overall picture of contemporary sci-art practices.
Chapter 7 provides an overview of the government and corporate funding
regimes that impact on both sci-artists and traditional art professionals. The
cstablisluncnt of institutions lo support new media art has assisted in the promotion
of digital and

biot~~!mological

collahorations, ami a wide network of

,.,;.,;~.:

4

conferences and exhibitions has been fonncd. The participants have varying views
on whether funding could bring with it implications for freedom of practice or
~onflicts

of interest.

Chapter 8 moves into the field of creativity and examines the participants'
views on the extent of the relevance of problem seeking and problem solving s!.:ills to
both scientific and artistic endeavour. Jt reviews ;my perceived impacts of
governmental or institutional policy on creativity in traditional art and sci-art
practices. Participants assess the interaction between teclmology and scientific and
artistic processco, and discu;s the degree to which technology drives creativity, and
the cor~tribution, if any, of intuition and serendipity.
Chapter 9 analyses attitudes towards philosophy and theory in cun·ent art
practice,

a~d

examines whether participants believe knowledge of these subjects

assists artists in the creation of engaging and challenging art work. Some participants
question whether the new technologies arc driving philosophy mther than philosophy
driving contemporary thought.
Chapter 10

question~

the

cxt~nt

of the relevance of an avant-gardc in the art

world at the beginning of the twenty-first century. In particular, the participants
discuss .vhich contemporary art and sci-art practices could, in their opinions, be
regarded as avant-gardc.
Chapter li discusses the diverse facets of the role of the artist. These facets
incorporate the role of the inquiring artist, and the extent to which informed artists
ate able to visualise concepts not previously visible. Participants also express their
disappointment with innccessible and elitist didactic panels and art work. This
chapter also evaluates the issue promoted by several of the participmtts: the
significance or otherwise to artists of an ability to assess the 'discards'; the 'inbetween', the infonnation

overlook~

or discarded by others which, in new hands,

could become specks of'gold dust'.
The participants were generous in the time, energy mtd consideration they
gave to the interview process and it

WJS

impossible to reflect all that they

communicated in a study of this nature. The topics included in the thesis, therefore,
arc those that were mentioned with conccm by the majority of the participants, and

5

those that opened up avenues for exploration, evaluation, and ideas and opportunities
for further research.

6

CHAPTER 1

METHODOLOGY

All pcrcci\·ing is also thinking, all reasoning is also intuition, all
observation is also invention. (Arnlleim, 1974, p. 5)

Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology, methods and ethical issues that
infom; my study. The methGdology is broadly defined as a critical qualitative
approach (Denzin & Lincoln, \998, pp. 26-27). The prime concern of my research is
to invest(gakl the role of the artist in the GUlturol and social environment at the
beginning of the 21st century. This approach enables me to understand the meaning
people give to a particular social phenomenon (Greene, 2000, p. 988), and opens
ways to cxplf>re any dialectical impacts on the role of the artist concerned with
developments in science and tcclmology.
The key components of the critical qualitative methodology used in my study
draw upon Lather's explanation of 'methods' and 'methodology'. Method, as Lather
(1991) explains, "refers to techniques for gathering empirical evidence", while
methodology "is the theory of knowledge and interpretive framework that guides a
particular research project" (pp. 3-4). These basic elements of a research process, are
further explained by Crotty (1998) as

Methods: the techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data
related to some research question or hypothesis. Methodology: the
strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind the choice and
the use of particular methods and linking the choice and use of
methods to the desired outcomes. Tlworclica/ perspective: the
philosophical stance informing the methodology and thus providing a
context for the process and grounding its logic and criteria.
Epistemology: the theory of knowledge embedded in the theoretical
perspective and thereby in the methodology. (p. 3)

7

In accord with Crotty, Lather,

~nd ~!so

Harvey (1990), who states that

"methodology is viewed as the interface between methodic
theory and

cpistemolo~;ical

practi~~, sul>~tantive

underpinninss" (p. 1), the data gathering and data

analysis processes for this research rcllect the philosophical foundation established in
the methodology.
"Exploration, discovery, and inductive logic" are key elements of qualitative
enquiry, according to Patton (1990,

p,

44), supported by Holstcin and Gubrium

(2001). Specifically, the critical quaJitative methodological approach of this study
draws on post-structuralist ideas that sec inquiry "as a relative undertaking shaped by
discursive and interpretive practices" (Mirriam-Webster OnLine, 2004), and an
a!)proach that can also incorporate ideas from critical, mod~mist, nco-Marxist
perspectives, to gain an insight into the participants' perspectives.
l do, however, take note of Patton's caution that, when using an eclectic
methodological approach, "Wimt is required i-1 tliatthe researcher be veq clear

abolllthe theoretical framework being //Sed aud tile implicalious of that perspective
ou otudyfocus, data col/eclion,fie!dwork, aud analysis" (1990, pp. 86-87). [Italics in
original.]
Before describing in detail the key components of the

mcthodolo~;y

and

methods for this study, I want to briefly locate myself as a researcher to provide an
insight on how my philosophical orientation and values infom1 the methodology for
this research.
Locating the researcher
My Honours dissertation and art work explored the topic Science @ art:

Wlten art, chaos am!fractals collide. T11is area continues to influence my thinking,
painting and printnmking.ln view of this interest, and notwithstanding the theoretical
arguments outlined above, I experience great difficulty in accepting narrow
constraints tlmt conform to rigid theoretical paradigms, although I acknowledge the
value of these paradigms in the constmction of pattcms for research, thought, and
argument. Therefore, while recogni<ing that the prevailing practice is to locate
rcscmch within theoretical parameters, a practice which has been followed in this
discocrse, my art ar.d lived experience infom1 one another. If catcgoris~tioH is
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necessary, I favour post-structuralism, a more eclectic approach which Gubrium and
Holstein (2000) suggest suffuses "constructionism with cultural, institutional, and
historical concerns" (p. 4R7).
Another 1notivation for conducting the research comes from working with
students in the visual arts. Some students express concerns regarding their future role
in the prevailing climate of rapid social change, and question where art fits into the
scheme of things. Although my research investigates some of the issues surrounding
their concerns from a contemporary standpoint, a definitive answer is elusive.
My research involves areas of both long tradition, and chango associated with
new technologies. Accordingly, 1 have developed my methods to work with the data
in a timely a.>1d efficient manner in order to heed the following warning to
researchers:
Yet, with the global proliferation of communication technologies in
particular, processes of meaning making are also accelerated. Values,
aUitudes, and opinions arc all subject to rapid fluctuation, and with
them patterns of related action. In eiTcct, the temporal relevance of a
research study is increasingly circumscribed, and the half-life of
cultural analysis increasingly shortened. {Gergen & Gergon, 2000,
p.I040)
Incorporating a reflexive

appro~ch

Smyth (2000) defines the tem1 'rencxivity' as that which describes the
manner in which the researcher reflects on the relationships

th~t

operate within the

research process. These relationships include those between theory and data; the
researcher's presence and the data; and organisational and cultural structures and the
data (p. 61).
The need for interviewers to bracket their own views or dispositions is
emphasised by qualitative researchers. According to Willis and Smith {2000), the
researcher's pre-existing views could influence the data by privileging some
information over other phenomena, as it is revealed by interviewees {p. 10). Holstein
and Gubrium (2001, passim) suggest that interviewers approach aspects or
interaction in the interview process positively and capitalise on the opportunitie~ that
the interaction may present. They also need to be aware that the knowledge produced
is "inevitably limited by our own histories and the institutional forms within which
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we work" (Simon & Dippo, 1986, p. 200). Kinchcloe and McLaren (2000) advise
researchers to acknowledge any existing social and political affiliations and
"understand their impacts" on their interactions with participants (p. 288). 1
anticipate that an eclectic approach will assist me to reflect on the impacts identified
above.
One implication of quantum theory, a subject explored in my Honours thesis,
implies that the involvement of the researcher or observer is sufficient, in itself, to
impact upon the dynamics oflhe interview or interaction and thus the rcf,carch data.'
"Nothing can be seen in isobtion, for the very act of observation must involve
coupling of some sort" (Davies, 1990, p. 57). Chaos theory present> other
implications and challenges for qualitative research, for it "challenges our need for
order and prediction, even as it offers new ways to fulfil those needs" (Pa!lon, 1990,
pp. 82-83). Aspects such as iteration and non-linearity encourage a wider, boundaryfree approach to our world view and suggest to researchers !hat charactcristics such
as turbulence, complexity, and chaos can contribute useful metaphors and concepts
to their interaction with interviewees and data. This wider world-view is important in
respect to my research as I am interacting wilh scientists and artists who arc working
with the latest biotechnological developments and who arc confronting complex and
controversial issues. In contrast, comments by some participants indicate that they
arc sceptical about the continuing rclcv~nce of artists whose practices include, but
arc not limited to, more traditionul

m~dia.

This shift in understanding, partly prompted by new insights into the role of
the observer as outlined, has brought the concept of rcncxivity to research.
According to Hertz (1996), renexivity requires "self-analysis and political
awareness" and "penncates every aspect of the research process" (p. 5).
An eclectic upproach admits a broader lense to critical qualitative inquiry,

Eisner (1997) examines emerging theories of qualitulive research, such as arts or
narrative based research, from the viewpoint of "the promise and the perils they
present" (p. 259). He notes that "fine art is the quintessential achievement of creating
congruence between fom1 and content in the telling" (p. 264). That may be so, but I
feel compelled to observe here that subjectivity is a force to be reckoned with in
assessing what line art has or has not achieved. Taylor (1987) argues that subjectivity
in art has several guises und, in modernist art, can irican "private, inward-looking,
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and relevant only to the artist or his [sic] group" (p. 7). Taylor also states that the
subj~ctivity

of technique is also vital to our understanding of art and to the issues it

presents (p. 17). Therefore, during the analysis and discussion of the participants'
nrtwork, I maintained a constant sensitivity to subjectivity and rcnexivity. Returning
to Eisncr, the use of the dialectic as a theoretical basis for this study addresses some
of the "perils" he outlines; for example, the question of ambiguity in any narrativestyle data, and the issues of interpretation and persuasiveness on the part of the
researcher.
One of the ways in which the social sciences address Eisner's perils is the
technique of triangulation. My research incorporates instances of potentiijl
triangulation: data triangulation, the inclusion of interviews, documents, and
observation; interdisciplinary triangulation,' the inclusion of participants from
science and art; and theory triangulation, the inclusion of more than one perspective
of interpretation. However, to maintain a steady focus on the aim of the research, to
accommodate the wide-ranging views of the participants, and to avoid categorisation,
instead of using triangulation I have chosen to sustain a constant focus on thematic,
paltem, and dialectical analysis as explained below. Due to the eclectic nature of the
study, with no fixed point of reference, this better suits my purposes and concurs
with Denzin and Lincoln (!994). ln the preface to Richardson's contribution to their
compendium, Denzin and Lincoln invoke her imago of a crystal whiGh she contrasts
to a triangle:
Postmodemist, mixed-genre texts do not triangulate. The central
image is the crystul, which 'combines symmetry and substance with
an infinite variety of shapes, substances, transmutations,
.md
angles of approach.' Crystals arc prisms that reflect and refract,
creating ever-changing images and pictures of reality. Crystallization
deconstructs the traditional idea of validity, for now there can be no
single, or triangulated, truth. (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 482)
In qualitative inquiry, Gannan (1994) hypothesises that validity is

a~hicvcd

by assessing work through criteria of quality. Although she qualifies her proposal by
recognising that research is judged by its disciplinary community, Gannan lists
verity, integrity, rigour, utility, vitality, aesthetics, ethics and verisimilitude as
criteria for assessing the quality of the work (p. 7). These aro qualities integral to my
research, and the methods used me proposed in order to sustain this rigour.
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Methodologic~l

approoch

As stated, my reseal-eh is locatell within the broad field of qualitative
research/enquiry, which is methodologically eclectic and post-structuralist unll, as
such, provides for qualitative and critical approaches. It is also a useful methodology
in assisting the researcher to undcr:stand the meaning people give to complex social
experiences such as sci-art collaborntions.
Before proceeding, I want to link my art background with my research into
the relationship between art and science; a valid state of affairs, according to Lincoln
and Denzin (2003, passim), as the field of qualitative research is interdisciplinary,
transdisciplinary, and sometimes countcrdisciplinary. Dcwey (1958), a modernist,
manics art with the quotidian and suggests that it is the role of the urtist to develop
this close relationship. In this way, Dewey believes art can fulfil its essential role as
a principal form ofhunmn communication (1958, pp. 104-105), a subject raised by
ma11y participmts. Jancsick {2004), referring to Dcwey, believes there is a
connection between "a critical approach to art as experience", the lived experience of
the participants, and the qualitative researcher (2004, p. 11). She remarks that Eisncr
is influenced by Dewey, confinncd in Eisncr (1985, passim), and interweaves their
views to provide a summation of Eisner's notions of qualitative studies as; "field
focused"; reliant "on the self us research instrument"; "inlerprctivc in character";
reliant "on the use of expressive language and the presence of voice in the text";
attentive "to particular:s"; and they ''become believable and instructive because of
their coherence, insight, and instnnncnlal utility" {Jancsick, 2004, p. 11).
The assumptions about critical qualitative research set out by Lincoln and
Guba (2003) also place this methodology within a similar world view to that of
Dcwcy and Jancsick. They assume that:
:;... Ontologically, reality is subjective and multiple;
:;... Epistcmologicnlly, the relationship between the researcher md the
participants is interactive; and
:;... Axiomatically, the research is value laden {Lincoln & Guba, 2003, pp. 256265)
Although conceptually diverse and post-structuralist in orientation, my
research also stands within a critical theory framework (Dcnzin & Lincoln, 1998, pp.
26-27) and incorporates modernist, neo-Marxist perspectives. For Smyth (2000),
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critical

qualit~tive

research represents n "simullaneous process of 'deconstruction'

un[l 'reconstruction'" (p. 57}. Harvcy (1990} contends that the use of "a criticaldi~lectical
critic~!

perspective" underpins critical research (p. 1) and that "the aim of a

methodology is to provide knowledge which engages the prevailing social

structures" (p. 2). According to Giroux (1983), the Frankfurt School's persp~:<:tive on
critical thinking has created
a valuable epistemological terrain upon which to develop modes of
critique that illuminate the interaction of the social and the personal
on the one hand, und history and private experiencH on the other.
Through this tOnn of analysis, dialectical thought replaces positivist
fonns of social inquiry. (p. 29)
The Frankfurt School is the name by which the Institute for Social Res~arch,
founded m the University of Fmnkfurt in 1923, is known. Many of its members
became exiles in New York during WW2 and returned to Gcnnany in 1949. The
School developed a critical theory bused on Mnrxisn1, opposed positivism, and
recommended that "an open-ended and continuously self-critical approach could
avoid paralysis in the theory, and therefore also in the practice, of social
transfonnation" (Biddiss, 1999, p. 334). Critical theory still retains some modcmist
influences although its Marxist orientation has diminished over time.
A dialectical approach fonns pm1 of critical qualitative methodology as
outlined by Kemmis and McTaggurt (2000, passim) and Greene (2000, passim}.
An important principle, if interesting interpretations are to be

produced, is to think in a (tialcctic way. ll is in the stale of tension
between different realized ideas and practices on th~ one hand, and
alternatives to these on the other that it becomes possible to avoid
getting caught by established ideas and institutions (Adomo and
Horkhcimcr, 1979; Marcusc, 1964}. By negating the existing order, it
becomes possible to sec it in a different and seminal way. (A\vesson
& Sk5ldbcrg, 2000, p. 138)
Crotly (1998), too, favours the view that the dialectic allows that "reality can
only be understood as multifaceted interaction" as distinct from "a linear, cau$al
relationship" (p. 118). To guard against "imposition and rcification on the part of the
researcher", Lather (1986) suggests dialectical practices which "require

a.Jt

interactive approach to research that invites reciprocal reflexivity and critique". She
notes that the nco-Marxist researcher sometimes adopts an ''interpreter of the world''
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Jnd "exposer of false consciousness" stance and that this "nondialcctical,
nonrcciprocal perception of the role of the researcher confounds nco-Mnrxist
researchers' intent to demystify the world for the dispossessed" (1986, p. 265).
Smyth (2000) adopts Lather's view that the dialectic provides a means to "clarify and
reconstruct existing theory". He adds tiwt it is also useful in challenging existing
constructs (p. 56), an approach taken by this research in its examination of prevailing
stereotypical myths about scientists and artists and its observation of how and where
the participants locate themselves within the contemporary world view.
Further, Wainwright (1997) outlines the methodological consequences of the
use of dialectical logic and advocates an awareness of the historical background of
the phenomenon being studied, not only to observe changes in its appearance or form
but to reveal the nature of the relationship between the phenomenon's
appearance and its underlying essence.. The dialectical approach
problcmatiscs [the] relationship between objective reality and our
attempts to represent it in knowledge. Part of the problem is that
objective reality is inn constant state of flux and our attempts to grasp
it through categorisation and definition must incvit~l.Jly become outdated or inadequate over time. The purpose of studying a phenomenon
over time is, thP.refore, to reveal the historical spccificity of
phenomenal forms and the extent to which they nre socially
constructed. {Wainwright, 1997)
A critical social theory relevant in the twenty-first century is reconceptualised
by Kinchcloe and McLarcn (2000) as "concerned in particular with issues of power
and justice and the ways that the economy, matters of race, class, and gender,
ideologies, discourses, education, religion and other social institutions, and cultural
dynamics interact to construct a social system" (p. 281). These subjects arc
frequently targeted by serious artists and some have been addressed by interviewees.
Researchers have long sought to understand complex relationships, and the
function of intertextuality is now recognised in the search for meaning. The search
far the cultural and historical meanings interwoven in French social life was the
subject ofBarthcs' Mytlw/ogies (1957). However, by the time he wrote The Death of
the Author (1968), texts, including visual texts, were not examined in isolation, or as

the sole product of a single author, but were approached as a result of a much wider
network of influences both past and present. Such influences included the instability
of meaning within the text itself. Dcrrida's work in semiotics, for which he borrowed
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the term deconstruction from Hcidegger, pnralldcd the hypotheses ofBnrthcs, in that
Derrida questioned the meaning between the sign, the significr, and the signified, as
well us the understanding of what is knowledge. According tc Fucry and Mansfield
(2000), Drrrida insists that
all knowledge has to take into consideration the cultural logic in
which i! is situated, the binarisms that it assumes, and the language, or
systems of representation, on which it depends for its timnulation.
(2000, p. 62)
A rc>ponse to dcconstruction is post-structuralism, a stance that "is suspicious
of truth and meaning, which it secs as a construct that ofien serves specific culturnl
or political ends" ,(Fuery & Mansficld, 2000, p. 62). Further, "every human practice,
according to post- stn1cturalism is conditioned by, indeed is part of, textual pmctice,
and the logic of tcxtuality must always be considered when we attempt an analysis"
(Fuery & Mansfield, 2000, p. 63). These theories have relevance in this research
progwmme because several forms of texts (data) nrc included in the process of
analysis.
The ramifications of the texts by the French writers, Barthes, Fcucault,
Derrida and Baudrillard, were not confinc(lto literature and theory. Around 1980, ns
Halley (1993) would have it, post-stmcturalist thought suddenly gained momentum
among artists and prompter! the "heralding and effecting [ot] the sudden vanquishing
of

n~ture

from this world

o: culture" (p.

1072). He maintains that two dominant

trends have developed from the texts and wonders if artists and their audience
"seduced by this

shimm~ring

wQrlu [of Baudrillard's surfaces] have not been

dcncctcd away from the investigation of cmdal issues about society's structure
[Foucault]" (Halley, 1993, p. 1074). The scientist:' and artists interviewed for this
research address

issu~s

about sOJciety's structure. and the data is examined for any

indication of a dialectical innucnce that may have prompted their interests and
concerns.
Wils~n'
qu~litativc

(2002) contends that although critical theory, which informs critical

inquiry, has provoked considerable thought about the interactions cf"art,

media, science, and technology" in cultural circles, the theorists' ideas have not becu
widely wclcorr.cd in the disciplines of science and technology. "In its rush to
dcconstruct scientific research and technological innovation as the manifestation of
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mctanarrntivcs, critical theory leaves lillle room for the appeamncc of genuine
innovation or the creation of new possibilities". He claims this "disjunction" poses
problems for biologically and technologically based artists {Wilson, 2002, p. 11).
Critical theorists see science as u modernist delusion. They see the
self·constilution of scientist/observer as a continuation of cultural
texts focused on domination and exploitation. They challenge the
possibility of objectivity, noting the pervasive influences of gender,
social position, national identity, and history. They focus on issues
such as the social forces and metanarratives !hut shape the questions
and paradigms used in inquiry; the role of ~ocially constructed
frameworks at all stages; and the i1ttcraction of the observer and the
observed phenomenon. Radical construetivists doubt our ability to
discover truths applicable across all times and cultures. (Wilson,
2002,p. 12)
The disjunction experienced by Wilson is, in part, acknowledged by Smith
(1993) who identifies that, while one approach to critical research methodologies can
potentially be 'emancipatory', others merely provide a 'critique' (pp. 79-81). Wilson
suggests that the "interpretative tone of culture theorists stems from their experience
of being acted upon by new technologies, while the optimism of scientists and
!cchnologists reflects their engagement in the processes of imagining, inventing,
developing, and cnabli,lg the new technologies" (Wilson, 2002, p. 23). He points to
contradictions he locates in the arguments of theorists from Postmodernism and
deconstruction, such as Saussure and Baudrillard, and indicates that it is essential for
others who follow those critical theories to resolve those contradictions (Wilson,
2002, p. 25). I do not share the antipathy to technology that Wilson attaches to
critical inquirers. The ways in which critical theory and Postrnodemism impact on
artists, as Wilson describes it, are further discussed in Chapter 9.
Data tollcctlun methods
Preliminary research revealed that a significant number of contemporary
artists, critics, scientists, and philooophers are concerned with the role of artists in
relation to science and technology, and their place in the cultural milieu in which
they live and work. The fallowing procedures were designed and adopted to establish
a scmi-stmcturcd interview protocol, a tool of qualitative research, to canvas the
currem views of artists and scientists about these concerns. A scmi·stnlcturcd
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interview provides room for the respondent and the interviewer to uddress relevant
additional fontures as they emerge from the dialogue. (Semi-structured interviews arc
elaborated upon below.)
Supplementury research data was derived from my obscn-'3tion of the
participants and their art practices, and I collected documents, including journal
articles, art critiques, conference papers, and media interviews, as explained in this
chapter under Analysis of Documents and other Media.
Selection of participants
Interviewing Clites' has particular methodological implications. Gould (1999)
defines Clites as those who "occupy a position (or positions) of superiority within a
society or group by virtue of qualiti~s (actuul, claimed or presumed) of excellence or
distinction" (p. 264). Because of the recogniti1•n occorded them by their peers, and
the wider recognition they have received, I appruuched the research participants as
members of the Clitc for the purposes of this study.
Hertz and lmbcr (1995), and Ostrandcr (1995), outline strategies for gaining
access to and interviewing .Jlites.' However, Ostrander suggests that, contrary to
general opinion, gaining uccess is less difficult than establishing ways to protect "the
interests and integrity of the research and the researcher" (p. 135).
A purposive sampling technique was used to locate the initial interviewees in
the fields of art and science. Interviewees were selected based on the level of
Australia-widc and international recognition of their work. This recognition was
detcmtincd by research into traditional and biologically bus~ artists whose work is
critiqucd in peer reviewed journal articles, conference papers, newspapers, and
catalogue essays; scientists who have collaborated with biologically based artists;
and scientists who have not been involved in such collaborations. Twelve of the
inte!Vicwccs arc based in Australia, ond one collaborative scientist is based in the
United Kingdom. "Snowball" sampling, to borrow Patton's tcnn (1990, p. 176), u
technique similar to networking, resulted in the identification of McLachlan and
Kuhaurt as potential participants.
Potter and Wcthcrcll (1987) support the theory that a small sample size can
elicit as much valuable information as a larger number of participants. Indeed, they
contend that "small samples or a few interviews are generally quite adequate for
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investigating an interesting and practically important range of phenomena" {1987, p.

161). Research data sources can include documents and other record, as well as
interview data, which mediates against including large number:s of participants (p.

162). The sample size reflects the experiences of Morse {1998, pp. 62-63}, and the
theories of Flick (2002}.
then identified thirteen participants who were fom1ed into the following
groups:

1.

artists who have biologically based art practices and who address

aspects of science, or scientific knowledge written for the general public, as part of
their art practice (Peta Clancy, Patricia Piccinini, and lonat Zurr and Oron Calls, who
fonn the Tissue Culture & Art Project};
2.

artists who have traditionally based art practices and who

r~flcct

on

their role in contemporary culture {Jason Bcnjamin, Susanna Castleden, Robcrt
Cleworth, and Richard Kuhaupt);
3.

scientists who collaborate with artists in biologically based art

practices (Or Stuart Bunt, Dr Stevc Mciklc, and Dr John McLaehlan}; and
4.

scientists who do not collaborate with artists in biologically or

technologically bused art practices {Joanne Edmondston, Dr John Long, :md l'iona
Nicholls}. I need to record here that during the intervening three weeks between the
setting of our interview appointment and the actual interview, Edmondston contacted
Kuhaupt and another artist with a view to submitting a collaborative project proposal
for funding. However, as the collaboration was in the preliminary discussion stage, I
retained Edmondston in this group for my research pnrposcs.
In addition, and at Edmondston's suggestion, I contacted Kulmupt and invited
him to become a participant, although this increased the number of artists to seven. l
felt his input would add another dimension to the research because Kuhmtpt straddles
the hypothetical divide bctwecu traditional and biologically based artists as his
practice incorporates both fields, and

bccau~e

he is involved in collaborative projects

which do not involve stem cell research per se.
I invited the purticipatus to take part in the research interviews in person, by
letter, or by cmail. The factors that infiucnccd the method of approach included tltc
location of the proposed interviewee, the level of my personal acquaintance with the

proposed interviewee, the method of contact suggested or put in place by a referee,
and the proposed interviewee's prior knowledge of the intended research./ heeded
Ostrandcr's warning (1995, p. 135) that gaining access to an elite participant did not
equate with establishing a basis for trust within the interview situation, and took
steps to infonn interviewees about my role as researcher, the reason for and
background to the research, and to obtain the necessary infonned consent and
agreements, prior to the commencement of the interview progmmme. Copies of the
pro-fomm Statement of Disclosure and the Informed Consent Fonn, as approved by
the Edith Cowan University Human Research Ethics Commillcc and as provided to
each participant, arc attached as Appendices A and 8 respectively.
In view of their ,:lite status within their fields, and the accompanying
,lcmands on their time, my initial request sought the allocation of one hour by the
participant for the interview. However, interview times varied between 35 minutes
(one) and 90 minutes (the majority)

~nd

depended on the depth in which the

participant elm se to engage with the subjects raised.
The interviews were conducted in a range of venues, the principal criterion
being the convenience and comfort of the interviewee, or by tdephone with
participanls from Victoria and New Sm1th Wales. The

intcm~tional

interviewee, Dr

John McLachlan, was brought to Wcstem Australia from England by the University
ofWestem Australia.
Profiles of the participants arc provided in Chapter 3.
Semi-structured interviews
Interviews conducted with set questions enable researchers a greater c.\pacity
to compare responses on the same issues, and assist in the identification of patterns
(Poacr & Wcthcrcll, 1987, pp. 163-164). Although I acknowledge there is validity in
their claim, I ddcnd my use of scmi-stmctured interviews on the grounds that the
diverse range of opinions that emerged in my research would not have been possible
with a closed interview structure. lfpattem analysis proved more difficult because of
the diverse opinions, I was prepared to accept the challenge. Advantages that accrue
in semi-structured interviews include the opportunity for both interviewee and
interviewer to explore, where helpful, any stances taken, and any perceptions or
experiences re:atcd by the participant.

However, Ncal (1995) reports that she experienced some problems in
retaining control of the process using a semi-structured interview approach in
interviewing "up". While acknowledging the "ethical and political" necessity to
''provide a framework allowing research respondents who inhabit powerless
positions as much control over the interviewing process as possible, offcrin!l control
of the

pro~ess

to research respondents who inhabit powerful positions represents a

fundamentally different context" (1995, p. 523). Fortunately, I experienced no
difficult situations in this regard during the interview process and this may have been
due to the participants' enthusiasm for the research topic. Also, the htervicw
questions were framed in such n way that participants were able to build on any
particular area of interest to them that was relevant to the research.
Potter and Wethcrell (1987) stress that, contrary to the concept that the
interview is expected to reveal "an unbiased set of opinions", researchers engaged in
discourse aualysis prefer to conduct the interview in a conversational manner. This
methodology requires that the interview questions be incorporated within the
transcript as "the researcher's questions arc seen ns active and constructive and not
passive and neutral" (p. !65). I followed their advice and included the questions in
the transcripts.
To summarize
interviews in discourse analysis differ from
conventional interviews in three ways. First, variation in response is
as important as consistency. Second, techniques which allow diversity
rather than those which eliminate it are emphasized, resulting in more
informal conversational exch:mges and, third, interviewers arc seen as
active participants rather than like speaking questionnaires. (Potter &
Wcthcrell,l987,p.\65)
I recorded the interviews on tape, with the consent of the participants, and
transcribed them verbatim. The completed transcripts were sent to the participants
for their

umen~mcnt

and approvaL The majority of participants then returned the

signed transcripts to me indicating their authorisation to use data from the transcripts
in this thesis and other publications of the research. Others indicated their approval
by cmail or by letter.
The first interview wus conducted on the 9'h June, 2003, and the final
interview was conducted on the 9'h January, 2004.
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Interview questions
The interviews were constructed to address the primary research questions for
the study. Therefore, they centred on the role of the artist, the interaction bctw~n art,
science, and technology, the attitude of artists and scientists to sci-art collaborations,
and the circumstances pertaining to art and science at the beginning of the twentyfirst century. Although the participants were aware, from the research title, that
dialectical processes fonned part of my inquiry, I did not ask any questions
specifically relating to the dialectic as I did not wish to precipate pre-detennined
responses in that area.
The first two participants, Castlcden and Clcworth, were not provided with
the questions prior to the interview. They both commented that the questions were
challenging and that they would have preferred a little time to consider their
responses. Accordingly, all other participants were provided with the qt1estions
approximately two days prior to the interview, and, to maintain equity, Cas!ledcn and
Clcworth were given the opportunity to submit additional comments when returning
their approved interview transcript.
As

anticipat~d

in the choice of a semi-structured interview protocol, during

the interviews other questions arose and were discussed, a situation which parallels
Eisner's (1999) observations that "in doing research of this kind [qualitative], you
might not know what the questions arc until you arc well into the research" (p. 20). T
would

sugg~st

that being observant of new questions or issues is essential to

meticulous research, and items of interest that developed during the interviews
fom1cd additional discussion in this study. Some participants commented that the
questions appeared asymmetrical at first, but all interviewees were asked to respond
with their views of both science und art.
The j"terview questions arc as follows.
Pream~ble: The last decade has seen an explosion of interest in the
internc:ion between art and science. The Wcllcome Wing of Tile
Science Museum, UK; the CSIRO, Australia; the Australia Cmmcil;
and univcrsjtics, particularly in Europe, the USA, and Australia, have
ull initiated projects in this area. Generous funding allocated to these
activities has enabled artists working in the many aspects of this field
to choose a variety of responses. I would like to hear your views on
the ways in which science and art have interacted, amlthc role of the
artist at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
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1. What circumstances, such as social, political, economic or other, do
you co1osider may have encouraged educational and govemmcntal
organisations to instigate collaborative exhibitions between artists and
scientists, and what are the impacts and implications for artists of this
:nstitutional intervention?
2. Competition for corporate research funding and sponsorship is
strong. What int1uence do you think this situation will have on the
ability of artists and scientists to retain the clement of creativity
necessary in explorative and interrogative pructices?
3. At a time when the general public is sceptical about recent
scicnti!ic developments, such as stem cell technology, and genetic
mm.li!ication of grains and other items destined for food products,
why do you think artists have agreed to collaborate with scientists in
the development of art works? And to what extent do you think
contemporary professional artists, both traditional and new media,
engage meaningfully and critically in these debates?
4. To what extent do you think science is appropriating art to navigate
a path between the scientist and the public?
5. According to some theoreticians, creative scientists are imbued
with problem seeking skills as well as problem Golving skills. How
would you value those skills as part of an artist's tools?
6, To what extent do you think philosophical or theoretical
innuence art of all persuasions today?

co11sid~rations

7. Early photographers looked for connections with art history, and
appropriated the framework of painting, to present their work and to
launch claims for the recognition of their work as art practices. Artists
with biologically based art practices claim that, when an exhibition of
their work is proposed, difficulties arise due to the lack of criteria to
fomt a context within which their work can be located. To what extent
do you consider contemporury curatorial, art-historical, critical,
economic or other practices are relevant to the presentation,
evaluation and legitimisation of biologically based art practices? If
you consider these practices to be relevant, what strategies could you
suggest for their development or implementation?
8. Some commentators have suggested that technology is driving art
and science rather than vice versa, and that this has changed the
fundamental creative process. How do you respond to this?
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Williams (196), pp. 6\-63) indicates that an awareness of patterns assists in
the understanding of cu]lurul relationships (sec Chapter \). Eldridge and Eldridge
(1994) claim that Williams was influenced by Ruth Benedict's Pal/ems of Culture
(1935), and that he means that, while the development of a theory of culture i~ a
cross-disciplinary project, "At the same time, the approach tries not to privilege
certain tern1s as though they were 'outside' of society, as in a phrase like 'art and
society"' (Etdridgc & Eldridge, \994, p. 79). This inter-connection extends to new
media.

"Virluality is tile cultural perccptioutilal material objects are iuterpeue/raled
by informatiou pal/em"' [italics in original] (Hayles, 1999, p. 69). "Like information
and noise, pattern and rJndomness arc not opposites bifurcated into a dichotomy but
interpenetrating tcnns joined in a dialectic" (p. 78). Her contention that "When the
tem1s are inverted, assumptions become visible that otherwise would remain
trunsparcnt" (p. 78}, points to another perspective addressed in the analysis of the
interview data.
Jcrvis (1998), too, suggests ways in which pattern can be accessed to assist
interpretation. Patterns

cont~in

a framework "of experience and culture", and the

"strains, tensions, and possibilities can be elicited" with the use of conceptual
thought and imaginntion.
Indeed, the unt)'llical, the obscure, or the extreme can be just a~
illuminating as the ordinary, since it is here that the latent possibilities
of the everyday world become manifest, thus clarifying the
'nomml' .... the pallcrns can have contradictory implications, manifest
in strains and tensions. (p. 3)
These strains and tensions can be the result of the manner in which the

'

interview subjects constitute themselves. F.Jueault developed an interest in the way
subjects view themselves, not only in a passive way as the result of, say, coercion,
but

~!so

in an active way.

Now I am interested, in fact, in the way in which the subject
constitutes himself [sic] in an active fashion, by the practices of self,
these practices me nevertheless not something that the individual
invents by himself. They are patterns that he rinds in his culture and
which are proposed, suggested and imposed on him by his culture, his
society and his social group. (Foucault cited in Fornct-Betancourt,
Beekcr, & GomQz-Mullcr, 1988, p. 11)
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Tension is a characteristic favoured by many artists in their art work as it
enables many layers of interpretation. Jancsick (2000) urges researchers to "look for
points of tension", or "conflicting points of evidence", within the data (p. 388).
Harvey's (1990) o.lialectical 'deconstructivc-rcconstructive' analysis process draws
on "elements" such as "abstrnction, totality, essence, pruxis, ideology, history and
structure" as a way ofproblemntising and critically renecting on the data (p. 19).
There are many ways ofworki:-tg with data to identify patterns. The patterns I
refer to arc those defined as "an established mode of behaviour or cluster of mental
attitudes, beliefs, and values held in common by the members of a group" (Gove,
1981, p. 1657). Initially, I worked through the interview data using a line-by-line

keyword classification (Charmnz, 2000, p. 515). This method proved too discrete, or
blunt, and did not facilitate the organisation of the dma into dialectical patterns. By
blunt, I mean that the possibilities became too broad and enclosed and did not
provide sufficient nuances of argument for my purpose. The many days

tak~n

to code

by keyword were not wasted, though, as this interaction pemtitted me to progress my
knowledge oftlte data.
From the limitations experienced with the keyword coding, it was obvious to
me, and tJking heed of Boyatzis (1998), that, for this research, a more conceptual
regime was required. I adopted " 'selective' method choosing categories from "

priori experience. The categories were later expanded to include matters raised
during analysis of the data. In this way, I drew on Patton's (1987, pp. 149-150)
thematic content analysis that enabled a primnr;· analytical regime which was more
suited to the breakdown of the interview data. Potter and Wetherell (1987) remind
researchers that discourse analysis, which, for me, is part of th~rnatic analysis, is a
developing field and that there is no set method as is usually the case with defined
content analysis methods. They point out that it !:; now widely accepted, even in
scientific fiel!ls, following the work ofKuhn and Popper, <hat "any ob8crvation of the
physical or social world is imbued with theoretical interpretation" (Potter &
Wcthcrcll, 1987, p. 158). This thematic analysis was then coupled with pattern
coding as a secondary analytical regime.
Williams (1965, p. 57) recommends pattern as valuable in analysing complex
organisations and relationships. I believe my search for dialectical relationships
fulfils his criteria.
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A key-word, in such analysis (of culture], is pattern: it is with the
discovery of patterns of a characteristic kind that any useful cultural
analysis begins, and it is with the relationships between these patterns,
which sometimes reveal unexpected identities and correspondences in
hitherto separately considered activities, sometimes again reveal
discontinuities of an unexpected kind, that general cultural analysis is
concerned. (WilliiUlls, 1965, p. 63)
The identification of dialectical interactions as part of critical qualitative
inquiry implies a search for patterns, as argued above and observed by Patton, and
identified by Darlington and Scott (2002, pp. 142-143). In contras:, Buchloh (2000)
and McGillick (2001) use the dialectic in a dialogic binary form.

Kemmis and

McTaggart (2000) describe a dialectical approach which facilitates the researcher's
trnnsccndencc from limited thoughts of two dichotomies: "individual-social" and
"objective-subjective": to a "dialectically related" view where these dichotomies arc
approached as "mutually constitutive aspects of one mJother, both of which arc
necessary to achieve a more comprehensive perspective on [research] practice" (p.
575). To this end, l adopted an Hegclian

tri~dic

fonnulation to scrutinise the data for

instances of theses, antitheses and syntheses, and a post-structuralist approach to
explore dialectical processes in movements in understanding, nnd the strains and
tensions in the relationship between art and science. Bois (!997) postulates that a
dualistic mode of thinking is not useful in resolving contradictions: "The dialectic,
for its part, aims only to reinforce homology: homology is simultaneously its
foundation, its point of departure, and its point of arrival" (p. 67).
ln searching for dialectical interactions, J paid particular atlcntion to the
implications of contextual circumstances surrounding the participants and their work
and looked for Grcene's "multiple forms and layers of understanding" (2000, p. 988).
Data interpretation and analysis involve making sense out of what
people have said, looking for pat! ems, putting together what is said in
one place with what is said in another place, and integrating what
different people have said. (Patton, 1990, p. 347)
ln reporting research findings, Potter and Wethcrell (1987) suggest thal it is
pertinent to include excerpts from the interviews as they "arc not characterizations or
illustrations of the data, they arc examples of •he data itself' (Potter & Wethcrcll,
1987, p. 173). The participants' comments are central to my research. They
constitute an important source of data and add insightful perceptions and subjects for

7

discussion. Therefore, relevant excerpts from the interviews arc interwoven
throughout the thesis.
An~lysis

of documents and other mcdi~.

Three avenues of analysis arc

prcfcr~ble

when studying culture, according to

Williams (\965), to achieve a picture of the complexities involved. The first area of
concern to analyse in the definition of culture is the "ideal" and relates to the values
assod~ted

with the "universal human condition"; the second is the '"documentary',

in which culture is the body of intelle<:tual an<.l ima~inative work, in which, in ~
detailed w~y. human thought and experience arc variously recorded"; and the third is
the "social" area {p. 57). Kinchdoe and McLarcn a'scrt that cultural dynamics,
which would include the art practices that infomt this research, influence audiences
both politically and in the fonnulation of their identities (2000, p. 289).
Following Williams, and in order to address issues ofamhcntic representation
and legitimation, strntcgies other than semi-structured interviews incorporated in the
research include the following: the observation of the participants and their art
practices; the interpretation of art works and other material culture; the analysis of
documents concerning art practices and related technologies, such as art reviews,
didactic panels, artists' statements, and exhibition catalogue essays; and the review
of earlier and contemporary literature,

as outlined by Morse {\998, p. 63).

Hoddcr (2000) discusses possible approaches available to the researcher who
interprets "mule evidence .. written texts and artefacts" and advises them to be
aware of the "material", "sm:ial", und "ideological" conditions under which the data
were produced. "In both texts and artefacts the problem is one of situating material
culture within varying contexts while at the same time entering into a dialectic
relationship between those cnntexts and the context of the analyst" (Hoddcr, 2000,
pp. 703-705).
!take on board Hodder's views and, in 11cw of <he complexity of the issues,
and the speed in which events are moving in tcchuology, biotechnology and sci-art,
some texts cited derive from non-refereed journals and other media sources not
usually included in research at this level. The quotes from many of the texts retrieved
from the intcmet do not have page numbers. Nevertheless, I have diiTerentiated in
favour of those texts that have contributed to an infonncd debate.
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Ethical ronsiderutions
Bc~uuse

the research involved humans in

~~~

interview

pro~ess,

approval was

sought from and gramcd by the Edith Cowan University Human Research Ethics
Committee

fort"~

research to procee\1. All requirements were observed.

All participants were requested to signify their consent to pcnnit the
publishing of interview data in the doctoml thesis, book chapters, and papers in
refereed or non-refcrcc\1 journals, understanding they would be idcntifie\1. A consent
clause was included at the head of the interview transcription document which was
sem to the participant for approval an\l read as follows:
I agre~. that the comments in this transcription (with the exclusion of
those inllicatcd) t<lay be pubhhcd i•y Judith Rochc and that I may be
identified. (Signed) Participam (Date).
Information from the curriculum vitae provided b,· each interviewee was
integrated into their interviewee profile (see Chapter 3). Particip.,n!s were advised
that the interviews would be audio recorded an\l that they were free to withdraw from
the research at any time. Sample£ of documentation required for Ethics approval arc
allachcd as

Appcn:E~~s

A and B.

All interview data was stored in a secure environment. Each participant
received a transcription of their interview and, as indicated above, approval was
requested to use the data and to identify the participant with any comments from the
approved transcription cited in the thesis or other publications. Any comments which
th~

participant chose to delclc frr.m the transcription were omillcd from the final

working copy to ensure that they were not included in the analysis process. The
maJority of participants did not make any \lclctions to their transcript, and those
alterations that were maUc did not affec\_.substantially the substance of the interview.
111c rcsenreh data is required

to\1~ stored in a confidential environment at the

Edith Cowan U11ivcrsity, Bun bury Campus, for five years after the completion of the
study.
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Limitntions or the study
One limitation identified in the proposal for this research relates to the
unavailability of participants of first choice. This limitation did not arise, as
previously indicated. Nevertheless, gaining access to elite participants is frequently a
problem and a possible limitation for researchers. The fact that the research was at a
doctoral level certainly aided my access to the high-profile interviewees, as did the
level of interest of participants in the research topic, including the development of
and difficulties for biologically based art pructices, and the place occupied by the
traditional artist in an increasingly technologically oriented world. Another factor
that may h:•ve facilitated the interview process with elite participants is that the
interview questions were provided two or three days prior to the interview, thus
establishing a frame-work to work within for both the interviewee and the
interviewer.
Another anticipated limitation was the necessity. in such a rapidly changing
field, to complete the investigations and to publish the data before the iuformation is
sttpcrscded. I am hopdul that events do not overtake the process in this regard,
although Timms" recent publication (l004b) addresses some of the eulturnl and
biotechnologieally based art issues I raise in my thesis, aud cites views which I have
also referenced.
As outlined in the proposal and the introduction to this thesis, this wcrk could
only investigate the input of thirteen participants due to the time and financial
constraints under which a PhD thesis is developed. I, therefore, regard this thesis us
preliminary research which could provide the basis ror a much wider study.
Suggested areas for rurther research arc

idcnti~ed

in the conclusion.
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Entlnote.;
For examples, such as Hciscnberg's Uncertainty principle, SchrOdingcr's
cat, and Wigncr's friend, sec Paul Davies, {1990), Orfler Worlds: Space. superspace
wu/1/w qtwmum uuilwse. London: Penguin Baoks.
2 Jancsick arg11es for a filth category: interdisciplinary triangulation (p.
215). Janesick, V. J. (1994). The dance of qualitative research design: Metaphor,
methodology, and meaning. In N. K. Denzin & Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.), Ham/book of
qualilalil'e n'!warch (pp. 209-219). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications
3 Stcphen Wilson is Professor Conceptual Design, San Francisco State
University, and the author of Informarion ar1s: lmerseclions ofarl, science ond
Jeclmology (2002).
4 The subjects in Hcrtr. and lmber (1995) include business, professional,
community, and political elites. Although they do not include artists or scientists,!
drew on the observations of the essayists in my preparations for the interviews.
Hertz, R., & hnber, J. B. (Eds.). (\995). S111dying c/ites using qualitative methods.
Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications.

5 In his Notes on elitism rmd the arts, written in 1975, BemanJ Smith (pp.
5,7) suggests elitist critics are thoce who "subscribe to the belief in creative genius
being visited only upon an elect minority, in natural taste, am! the good eye- or have
written and acted as if they did" and proposes instead "a democratic themy of
excellence". Smith, B. (1988). The r!cat!t of the artist as ftcro: Essays iu history and
cufl.,rc. Mclbonmc, Victoria: Oxford University Press. Professor Bcmard Smith (b.
\916-), art historian, author, lecturer and critic, studied at the Sydney Teachers'
College, the University of Sydney, the Courtau!d Institute of Art and Warburg
Institute, London, and achieved a PhD from the Australian National University.
6 Two participant scientists allude to the possibility that important
infonnation resides 'outside emergent patterns' and that this results in opportunities
for artists. Their suggestion is followed up in Chapter \I.
7 !'eter Timms is an author and critic. He has had extensive experience as
an exhibitions and projects co-ordinator in public museums and art galleries in
Australia. In the 1980s, he received a Winston Churchill Memorial Fellowship to
study in Europe.
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CHAPTER2

Lll ERA TURE REVIEW

Every epoch not only dreams the next, but while drcmning impels it towards
w~kcfulncss. Wal!cr Bcnjamin'

Introduction
This literature review seeks to locate the role of the artist in the cultural and
social environment at the beginning of the llventy-first century, and to ascertain any
dialectical impacts on that role from developments in science and technology. Tlm
interview questions were fommlated after collating this infom1ation ami assessing
which areas of the body of knowledge would provide fmitfulstreams of research.
The themes addressed in this literature review arc derived from the thesis
topic. They include art and the artist (traditional anti new practices with a connection
to science and technology); creativity and conceptual thought including problem
seeking und problem solving skills (in relation to art or science); the dialectic
(history, current usage, and relevance to this research); and science and the

sdenti~t

(in interaction with art und technology). For case of reference, the areas mentione(l
are addressed in 5ections, but, us is appropriate in an interdisciplinary research
enquiry, each section is not a

diser~.tc

entity and the boundaries arc permeable. For

~~ample, inth~ 5~~tion Dial~cti~. r~r~renc~s ar~ mad~

to views on 1111, and the role of

the artist, which would be equally appropriate under Art. Joncs (2002) highlights this
cros5-disciplinary and cros5-subjeet dilemma: "what is art doing in the biology lab,
the genetics lah? Bio-technology i5 the future and artists want a say in it. This is art
as

philo~ophy,

us in,estigation, not us decoration."
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Art nnd the nrtist
This section of the literature review rcnccts on cnrlicr and contemporary
views on the nature of art and the artist's place in society. I! also introduces the ways
in which proponents of t!J.e various

n~w

media art practices locate their work, and

that of more traditional artists, within the prevuiling culture. These and other topics
canvassed, including the nvant-gardc, communication, and technology, provide a
background for assessing the role of art and the artist at the stilrt of the new
millennium.
Various references date from the mid-twentieth century when many texts,
such as C P Snow's seminal essay and lecture in 1956 and 1959 respectively,
discussed the functions of art, science, and culture in society. Nevertheless, a focus
has been maintained on the late twentieth

an~

the early twenty-first centuries and the

need to estublish approprii1te interview questions.
Background to the role of urt and the artist
In 1959, Ems\ Fischcr supported a role for the artist in a return to humanism
in art and a liberalisation of Marxist concepts such as realism. He declared "Art is
necessary in order that man [sic) should be able to recognize and change the world.
But art is also necessary by virtue of the magic inherent in it" (cited in M. Solomon,
1973, p. 270). In a similar vein, Bukharin' (1973) observes: "it [the nature of art] is a
systematintion of feelings in fonns; the di•ect function of art in socializing,
transferring, disseminating these feelings, in society, is now also clear" (p. 205).
Bcnthall

(1972) notes how art work that dealt with the overall,

comprehensive human experience, as opposed to the fragmented and specialised
view, was discouraged in the mid-twentieth cemury by many galleries and other art
establishments. Bcnthall confronts the problem of the role of the artist but he linds a
fonnnla

elusive.

He

suggests

the term

'artist'

"combines the

sense

of

'visionary/philosopher/prophet' with the sense of 'crafismanltcchnicianldcsigner"'
(1972, p. 12). However, Bcndmll observes that the changes occurring mid-twentieth
century included "attempts ... to rci.lclinc art as a mode of enquiry mnch closer to
science" (p. 151). He hypothesises that: "If art is thought of as primarily ;1 process of
enquiry rather than a process of production, we must consider the true meaning ofthc
lcnn 'experiment' in art" (1972, p. 153).
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Benthall's idea of experiment has been u<loptcd by artists, and this, in
conjuuction with their eugagcmcnt with art and science, has led ID various roles; for
example, illustrator, critic, recipient ant! utiliser, interrogator, ant!, to a lesser degree,
participant as researcher. Artists' innovative practices in the many fonns ol
tcclmologically based new media run parullel with the postmodcmist trend of
interdisciplinary exchange.
Dufrenne (1980) debates the advantages and disadvantages for art in its
relationship with technology. One aspect he raises, (as do some of the research
partidpants in Chapter 7), is that muclt of the new technology is within the control of
those whose aims arc "power and profit" and suggests that artists need to be aware of
this situation {p. 168). (Rutsky's (1999) views on art, teclmology, and tcchna appear
in Chapter 10). Dufrenne states that:
Art cannot so easily forge the primitive rec!me.J'I For art is above all
doing, a selling up as Souriau would say, or poicsis, as Valery would
put it. Doing in the sense of perfecting, with pleasure, with taste. A
loving battle with a resisting material, friendship with the tool that
extends the body, a 11irtotion with the obstacle, a game of chance in
which one never c!tablishcs enough control to eliminate all surprise.
{1980,p.167)
If art "is above all doing", changes in approaches to art practices that have
prompted new art ;novements have been marked by the publishing of manifestos; for
example, movements known as Snrrealism and Suprematism et cetera. Other artists
have !lcvclopcd their own ilpproach to their prneticc in response to changes in the
world around them.
Artists who contribute to major revisions in modes or representation
must resist the socictal pressures to maintain stability and mnst fin!l
support for their creative endeavours both within themselves and in
segments of the society. (Blatt & Blatt, 1984, p. 55)
Blatt and Blatt also note a correlation between scientific and artistic
developments, and a move away from the perceptual to the conceptual. Genocchio
{2002) observes that Peter Kcnnedy was among Australia's early conceptualists who
examined "the role and fnnction of art in society in order to make it more relevant"
(p. R21 ). Kennedy was a founding member of one of Australia's earliest artist-run
avant-garde spaces. Genocchio reports a similar sentiment in his review of artist
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Simeon Nelson: "Nelson's

work~

consider the impact and obligations of

c1•ery~ay

existence, grounded in the idea of collective responsibility and ethics based on
principles of trust, co-operation and respect" (Gcnocchio, 2000, p. 8). Nelson is
Senior Lecturer in Spatial Design at the University of Hertfordshire, and his
c~hibition,

Passages, was shown in Australia in 2000. Public projects, installation,

sculpture and digital work all fonn part of his wider art practice, in which Nelson
addresses issues arising from the interface bdwcen humans and nature.
While Mathcw Collings, the British painter, writer and television art
presenter, agrees tlml some seriousness is essential to worthwhile art, he has a low
opinion of recent endeavours. In an interview 1~i•h Herd (2002) Collings said: "I
think painting is an art [fonn] where 5criousness and playfulness arc in equal
balance. It's quite clear the best stuff was done in the t7'h century and ended in 1950,
and now it's bullshit" (Herd, 2002, p. Rl5). His comments in respect of the
seventeenth century are in accord with the thoughts of Amheim (2000}, who, in his
discussion of Leonardo's The Lust Supper, 1498, stresses the importance of"lasting,
stable images" that constilul~ "a store oflasting meaning".
The awareness and understanding of our experience depends on the
inter~ction of stable, lasting images and the coming and going of
happenings in time. Th~ stationary images allow us to explore the
world in its being, while the transitory ones let us follow what takes
place in sequence. (Amheim, 2000, p. 168)
Within this context of rapid change, traditional artists face another
conundrum: although several traditional artists with whom J have spoken vow that
their work takes on a life of its own during the artistic process, the life of their lasting
images continues all er the death of the artist. How does this clement affect the role of
the artist? Most infonned critics review art with culturnl and theoretical contexts in
mind, but a divergence from the original meaning intended by the artist can occur
through various possible circumstances; these include the influence of the critic's
personal ideas and interpretation; the critic's lack of research; a change of physical
environment in which the work is viewed; a change in theoretical framework in
which he work is reviewed; and the passing of time. As Alien (1997) reasons, "we
have to be wury of taking contemporary accounts of pictures at face value -the best
art

~ays

things that cannot yet be put into words" (p. 12).
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Wolff (1993) is cognisant of the influence of theoretical frameworks and
claims that "as theory continues to de-centre the subject and displace the artist as
creator, popular cultural texts have accelerated the opposite tendency" (p. 14G). She
invokes as examples the prolifcratior. of"biopies" about the lives of artists, writers,
composers and pop stars to support her claim.'
Nevertheless, new technologies have complicated aspects such as the artist as
creator, and copyright, particularly in respect to the "collective production of art"
(Wolff, 1993, p. 147). Wolff cites David Hackney's use of the fax machiue, and
Sherrie Levine's use of appropriation, as examples to support her claim that the use
of technology by artists negates notions of"pure creativity on the part of the artists
themselves".
Inasmuch ~" the new technologies have been taken up by artists in
various media, they have only served to make more visible the myth
of total originality which still characterises our notion of art. (Wolff,

1993, p. 147)
Regarding issues of authenticity and creativity, Wolff again stat~s her belief
in a role for the author/artist.
The multiple sources of displacement of the author from the text
(collective production, teXl\lal meanings, readers' licence, and the decentring of the author as possible unitary source of meaning} does not
entail the evaporation of l.he producing subject, or the irrelevance of
biographical infonnation. As I have suggested, we have to
rcconceplualise the producer as (non-unitary, provisionally fixed,
psychically and sodally produced) originator of tbe text. {1993, pp.

152-153)
The Chapman brothers produce precocious, risk-taking exhibitions that range
from female mannequins with noses shaped as penises, to SO def.1ced mint edition
Goya prints from the Disasters af w,r series. Their installations comment on
religion, and inlcmational trade and politics, and tbe artists claim that art i8 a
definitive item in a capitalist C\:onomy as "its value is impossible to measure against
any conventional scale" and its worth in monetary terms is calcnlated by the market
(cited in Field, 2003, p. 45). Writing earlier, Bcrgcr (1972) ugrecs that the art market
determines the value oft he art object, but he adds "because it is nevertheless 'a work
of art' -and art is thought to be greater than commerce - its market price is said to
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be a reflection of its spiritual value." He suggests that this "spiritual value" derives
from the "holy relics" approach to paintings (p. 21). Another pertinent Chapman
observation is that, although a purchaser may own an art work, that person does not
own the art work's "meanings" (Field, 2003, p. 45). Bergcr (1972), loo, notes that oil
paintings ollen "depict things" and that, "If you buy a painting you buy also the look
of the thing it represents. This analogy bctwe~n possessing and the way of seeing
which is incorporated in oil painting, is a factor usually ignored by art experts and
historians" (p. 83).
An inquirer into arts based or visual culture is destined to encounter the term
'avant-gardc'. By the 1920s, ambitious artists needed to commit themselves to the
"quirky god Avant-Garde", according to a tongue-in-check Wolfe (1976, p. 17).
Huyssen (1980) secs a role for the avant-gardc to address "those human experiences
which either have not yet b:c11 subsumed under capital, or which are stimulater\ but
not fulfi11cd by it" (p. 164). Marcuse equates avant-garde art that challenges and
contradicts the status quo with the dialectic: "Art denies a mutilated civilization, it
'recovers tabooed meanings' and permits the repressed archetypes to re-emerge as
liberating forces" (cited in M. Solomon, 1973, p. 523). However, if, as Berger (1972,
p. 10) suggests, "images were first made to conjure up the appearances of something
!hat was absent", biologically based, new media, and traditional art practices at the
beginning of the twenty-first century continue this role, as is demonstrated in later
chapters of this thesis.
Visual culture theory
Research that interrogates the nature of art and the role of the
professional art practices

includ~s

arti~t

in

subjects within the emerging field ofvisual culture

theory. Such theorists are among others who suggest that, in a world inundated with
visual imagery, through avenues including television, advertising, magazines, videos,
and the intcmet, images are taking over the role of written text in :he dissemination
of information. Fuery (2000) postulates that the analysis of images as part of a stu:ly
in vis1ml cultures is a diffcrenl intellectual activity than, for example, the analysis of
such images as part of film studies, and that the development of "analytic
competence to address an increasingly image-driven world" is the agenda of visual
culture theorists (p. 89). Fuery cites Foucault, Barthes, and Derrida as theorists who
engage with the visuaL Observations by these post-structuralists :;re included in this
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litemture review but this field is also being addressed by academics in education who
are developing an arts based qualitative methodology paradigm and recognise the
significance ofintel]lrCting artefacts as well as written texts (sec Chapter 1).
Eagleton (1998) clabomtcs on culture and its function in the time of John
Ruskin, William Morris, and D H Lawrence, as the link between art, industry, class
and politics, and he imbues art with the power to colt'_municate change to the
community. Eaglcton's notion of using art as a communication tool is one l found
prevalent among the scientific community during the interviews, and it is discussed
throughout the thesis chapters. This interaction between art and society in the late
nineteenth century Eaglcton denotes as dialectical, and, in this tradition, "the three
major meanings of culture - as art, as lived experience, as social structure - arc
linked and interwoven into u new social critique." However, Eaglcton is aware of the
cracks that arc beginning to appear: "the opening of what felt like an unbridgcablc
rifi between two meanings of 'culture': culture as the direct, dialectical embodiment
ofideat human value, and culture as the negotiation of this value into social reality"
(1998, p. 106).
Snow's 'two cultures', from his essay for the New Statesman in t956, and his
Redo Lecture, Cambridge, 1959, arc defined us science amlliterature (Snow, 1993).
Sontag (1967) does not support the concept of a conflict, in the 1960s, between
Snow's 'two cultures', but suggests "we are witnessing ... the creation of a new
(potentially unitary) kind of sensibility ... Art today is a new kind of instrument, an
instrument for modifying consciousness and organizing new modes of sensibility" (p.
296). Bcnthall (1972} also anticipates change. "Great hopes have been expressed
about the reuniting of art with science and tcclmology" (p. tl).
Wilson (1993) examines the relevance of cultural theory to the contemporary
art practitioner in a period of accelerating technological change. He discusses
modernist and postmodcmist discourses, and proposes three ways in which artists
can proceed in a technological world: to "seek in a modernist sense to assimilate
technological art to the mainstream art world as it was historically constituted"; to
adopt "a dcconstructionist practice which uses the skills, tools and familiarity with
the technology [sic] world to critical!y analyse the mcta-narratives of contemporary
life"; and "to enter into the heart of the inventive process to help elaborate the culture
transforming possibilities of new technologies".

Wilson appears to overlook the
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validity of a fourth modus operandi - that of the artist who engages closely with
researchers, innovators of technology, and theoreticians to establish a constructive
overview, but who uses traditional media to renect, in an infonned manner, a
response to the possibilities, both recognised and envisioned, positive and ne)!ative,
raised through the new developments. In other words, most traditional artists resist
categorisation and could work seamlessly over all three of Wilson's proposed
practices.
The fourth mode of practice suggested above is relevant given the ethical,
cultural and economic implications raised by the new developments in science and
tcch11ology. Wilson (1993) concedes that advances in technology arc outstripping
"culture's ability to make sense of it".

Indeed, Wilson concludes that, although

theory offers powerful concepts and methodologies which arc "useful for
understanding what exists, they arc problematic for envisioning what might be". I
argue that his statements add weight to the call for discussion to facilitate meaningmaking of the new developments from all perspectives, and, thus, to the potential
significance of my study.
The concept of meaning has been central to postmodemist debates.
"Implosion of meaning" is a concept which Wilson (1993) raises seveml times, and
Baudrillard's (1993) "hyper-rcality" describes the condition where people begin to
confuse the "electronic reality" with the actuality of life:'

"From medium to

medium, the real is volatilized, becoming an allegory of death" (p. 1049). He
elahorntcs on this concept in another text in which he extends McLuhan's notionthat the medium by which the infonnation is disseminated becomes the event itselfto embrace a total implosion of meaning.
There arc no more media, in the literal sense of the tern\ (I am
referring particularly to the electronic mass media), that is to say, in
the sense of mediating between one state of reality and another, and
that is true for both fonn and content. That, strictly speaking, is what
implosion means: the defusing ofpolnrities, the short-circuiting of the
poles of every differential system of meaning, the obliteration of
distinctions and oppositions between tenns, including the distinction
between the medium and the real. Hence any mediation or dialectical
intervention between the two, or by one on the other, becomes
impossible.... it is futile to dream of a revolution through either fonn
or content, since both the medium and the real now fonn a single
inscrutable nebula. (13audrillard, 1980, p. 142)
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Rather than an implosion, Huysscn (1980) pronounces the influence of
technology on art and mass culture as dialectic. His analysis suggests that, in the
twentieth century, the cultural industry played a greater part in tr::msfonning

th~

day-

to-day existence of the populace than the avant-garde, although, as mentioned
previously, he still locates a role for the

avant-~;arde.

Huyssen also states that the

aesthetic experience "is uniquely apt to organize fantasy, emotions, and sensuality
against the repressive desublimation which is so characteristic of capitalist culture
since the 1960s" {p. 164). His opinions, expressed two decades ago, arc pcrtiuentto
considerations oft he role of the artist in the twenty-first century.
New media art forms Including blotcclmologicnlly based
Biological!y based artists have introduced another fonn of art practice and
address issues ofinterdisdplinary collaboration. "TI1e artists in BIOFEEL argue that
the issues exposed by genetic manipulatio11 and animal experimcntatiou for
commercial and medical purposes are matters that should not be lefl solely to
scientists and entrepreneurs" (Jones, 2002). The BIOFEEL exhibition brought
international bio-art to Perth, Western Australia, as part of the BEAP programme in
2002. This is discussed more fully in Chapters 3 and 5.
Jones (1997) claims that "interactions between art, science and technology
arc leading to the emergence or new cultural fonns, behaviours and values." He
appropriates the term "technoctic" from Ascoll' (see Appendix C) and links it with
the "use of technology in cultural production, and it also refers to the noetic, or how
we undcrstant! the world and our processes ofbcing in it" (Joncs, 1997).
Jones (1997) also notes: "A primary issue confronting new-media artists is
the politico-economic question of the human and environmental impact of their
work." He hypothesises that new-media artists who critique notions of"humanizing
technology" arc faced, not only with choices that involve "a subversive gencrativity
of ideas and of methods for handling technological presence", but also with the
prospect that their ideas und resulting work will be appropriated as profit-making
opportunities hy business. Ackroyd's and Hmvcy's use ofhyperspcctral imaging to
develop a new fonn or grass demonstrates this point (sec Chapter 7). However, he
secs a refusal to participate in the

d~bmc

as a step towards irrelevance, as there is
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nothing to be gained from withdrawing from the system. His point is not lost on
several of the research participants (see Chapter 8).
Practitioners in the biologically based field frequently quote Wilson (2002)
who TCCOb'llises the limitations to research in the new media area.
There is not yet a robust canon for interpreting the art described in this
book.l'llts rapid development, integration of disciplines outside of art,
and movement into new technologies and contexts all make it more
difficult to assess its significance than with more conventional art
fom1s. (p. 881)
The role of the artist as scientific researcher gradually declined fo!lowing the
extensive activity experienced during the Renaissance.

However, during the

twentieth century, interest was renewed, in part due to the growing awareness of the
exciting scientific and technological developments taking place (sec Chapter tl).
Whitelaw (2000), too, assesses the status of the electronic arts at a time when
technology has been absorbed into daily life and when the future is "arriving". He
claims thut new media artists have benefited from following the "technology
juggernaut" and appropriating developments into their art practices.
Sparked perhaps by the reluctance of the established art-world to
accept their work, artists using electronic mctlia have gathered, over
the past two decades, under such generic banners as "electronic art,"
"digital art," and "new media art." An active international scene has
emerged, with its own institutions, events, stars, critics, and gossip, all
organised around a common creative engagement with technology.
This identification with a technological medium has been useful in
many ways: tedmology is a drawcard, a (largely) positive cultural
marker, often attractive to the powers that be. While often highly
critical of its technologies of choice, electronic art has also been
happy to borrow the progressive rhetorics of "cutting edge"
technoculture for self-promotional purposes. (Whitelaw, 2000, p. 2)
Whitclaw points out that, in the twenty-first century, new media arc "not-sonew", and he asks, where do these artists head now? "Those with a hankering for the
experimental fringes will no doubt continue to seek out esoteric and emerging
tcdmologies; biotcch art is already a reality, no doubt nanotech art is close at hand"

\

(2000, p. 2).
His comment is prescient. Vcsna and Gimzewski (2002) promote the notion
of nanotcclmology as a field for art and science eo11aboration. They describe their
4!

work Zero@wa\•efimctioll as "a set of wavefunctions of human existence and of
technology and science woven together in a dynamically transforming landscape
witl1 probabilities of being and NonBcing of time and Notime".'
Accor<:ling to Whitelaw (2000), there is another alternative. New media artists
could cease the use of the 'new media' banner, a point also raised by a participant in
this study (see Chapter 4). ll is Whitclaw's opinion that this could be a useful step in
that it would concentrate attention on the content of their work rather than the
category in which they operate (see Chapter 11). "Moro space and cnc1gy will be left
for a real engagement with the work, in all its cultural and creative spccificity .
These banners involve an act of differentiation, a declaration of u separate practiceyet among the richest zones arc those where electronic media meet existing creative
and discur:sive traditions" (Whitclaw, 2000, p. 2). However, the question of funding
arises.
What about those organisations structured around medium-specific
banners? What of the funding bodies, who play an important role in
the construction of those categories of practice? Without the banners
of "new media" or "digital art," and the sense of solidarity and
legitimacy which they bring with them, artists may find it even more
difficult to gain support for their work. (Whitclaw, 2000, p. 3)
Vcsna (2001) argues that artists "utilizing new technologies" are critical to
the exercise to build a bridge between the humanities and the sciences. Although she
contends that these artists

~re

developing "an atmosphere of collaboration and mutual

respect", Vesna warns that there are dangers. The greatest danger arises when artists
adopt interprotations of scientific data from "literary, philosophical and theoretical
circles" and then "further ~interprot these versions without checking back with the
scientists" (2001, p. 122), (sec Chapter 5). Another danger arises from the
general allitudc holding theory above practice, prevulent in both the
humanities and sciences. At this stage, it is in the practice of art that
the freedom lies to make assertions beyond the rational and beyond
the necessary methodology of proving a thesis. Practice informed by
theory - or, conversely, theory informed by practice - Uli!izing a
methodology accessible to both worlds is the key. (Vesna, 2001, p.
122)
Vesna proposes several roa.sons why most of this interaction between practice
and theory takes place in universities, Firstly, she claims there is a limited market in
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place for artists working in this area and they arc unable to cam an income outside
acadcmia and imlustry - and an involvement with industry brings pressures to
produce. Also, acadcmia provides "access to good bandwidth and updated
equipment", and "allows artists contact with scholars from many dis.:iplincs" (2001).
In order tu function anJ communicate cffcctivcl)' in this context, one
must learn the etiquette and language of various disciplines. The
challenge, then, is to do tnis without losing the intuitive, "wild" aspect
of artistic practice, which taps imo the silent, the unknown, and the
mysterious. (Vcsna, 2001)
If, as Vesna contends, the artist is cast in this demanding interdisciplinary
~le,

the question arises as to how current univer:sity curricula can facilitate a broader

cducmion of an students that pro·,idcs them with the necessary knowledge and skills
(sec Chapter 4). As well, her acknowledgement of the limited resources available for
tcdmo-arrists raises tlle prospect of an elitist group culture.
In Arias Research, Wilson (1996) again

d~tuils

three paths artists could tread

in response ''to the growing importance of scientific and technological research in
fl1aping

cultur~"-

They could act "as consumers of the new tools",

"On the developments

l'S

commentators

from the distance", or "as core partid1,anis". Once more the

commentary option is seen as a "distanced" function but, in practice, it is frowned
upon hy many artists because it1mplies they arc merely illustmtors {sec Chapter 6).
N~vcrtheless,

Wilson believes there is a positive part for the artist in t::·"

~nfolding

scenario oft he "shaping ofrescnrc!J and development agendas" (1996). He h.lenlifies
some of the advantages of artistic t1z.ditions enjoyed by arti.1ts: for example, the use
of ieouoclasm; the valuing of social commcntmy; the
as

-~clcbration,

play a1od wonder:

tl~c

consid~mtion

of criteria such

interest in communication; and the valuing of

creativity and innovation. Although Wilson acknowledges some of the assets of
traditional art

~racticcs,

he does not appear to anticipate a mnj'lr role for traditional

artists in engagement with the tcdmologically based field.
Bum ham ( 1980) is scathing in his assessment eft he efforts of visual artists to
incorporate technological dcvclopmcr>ts, such as electronic ami electrical advut:ccs,
in "socially acceptable art" and

dismis~cs

the majority of their attempts as "dismal"

failures (pp. 200-201). In comparison, he deems "successful" some art works, such
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as thr,;c of Jean Tinguely, that "deal with the absurdity and fa!lihility of the
machine".
During the 1960s, exhibitions of co!labomtivc works between artists and
engineers, (although reasonably funded), received mixed reviews. According to
Bumham {1980), artists and critics expressed apprehension at the prospect of the
demise of traditional art mellia and the takeover of the art world hy "engineercontrolled nrt" (p. 207).
Bumham was one of the first fellows at the Ccnter for Adnnced Visual
Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

wl~ich

opened in 1968. He traces the

activities of the Center and suggests that "the rapid decline of technological art as
one of the pet ideals of the avant garde" was one of two causal factors for the
reduced nnancial support for the Ccnter from the mid-1970s (1980, p. 208). The
controversy surrounding the Art & Technology exhibition of 1971, the suspicion of
"a nefarious connection between advanced technology and the architects of late
capitalism" (p. 210}, ;md the

dispar.~ging

press reviews, would not have helped.

According to Bumhnm, captains of industry, on the other hand, arc aware of the
limited research capabilities oft he majority of artists and would not be so na"il'e as to
consider art as an efficient

str.~tegy

for marketing "Teclmocracy as a successor to

Capitalism" {p. 211).
Despite his criticism that art of the 1960s ami 1970s was reluctant to be selfcritical while remaining "implicitly critical of everything around itsclr', Bumham
proposes tha< art
encompasses all aspects of the psyche equally; mythic fantasy,
technological skill, csthetic idealism, manual craftsmanship, a variety
of contents, but most importantly an internal semiotic cC"nsistency
which prevents it from becoming absorbed by other disciplines, no
matter how powerful or persuasive. (1980, p. 212)
13umi~nm's

reasoning that art resists ubsorptiol' by other disciplines may have

been applicable in the 1970s, but, in 2004, the proliferation of new media bused
work,

typifi~d

by Documenta 11,2002, and the Vcnkc Dicnnale, 2003, and the work

of artists participating in this research, would

rai;;~

question; about the basis for such

an assertion today.
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Planetary Collegium Founding Director, and former CAiiA Director, Ascolt,
a strong proponent of intemational new media exhibitions, makes expansive claims
for teclmoart. His stance reflects his position among his peers who regard him as one
of the prime instigators of an international new media art culture. Ascolt conveys the
notion that the interface between art and t<.-chnology works on spiritual, biological,
and social levels. "In this recottliguration of ourselves and our culture, the process of
transformation lies between what l call cyberception, technologically extended
cognition nnd perception, and the tcchnoctie aesthetic, art allied to the technology of
consciousness" (Ascott, 1997). He further claims tlmt
we arc engaged in a new social process. This in turn flows from the
new thinking that circulates in, around, and as a consequence of the
convergence of computers, communications, and biotcclmologics,
which is leading to the reinvcntion of the self, the transformation of
the body, ami the noetic cxtcnsioTt of mind. In the process, art has
shifted its concem from the hchaviour of fonns to fom1s of behaviour.
(Ascott, 1997)
Ascott notes that 'noetic' is developed from the Greek 'nous', meaning mind.
Technoart also cmbmccs the field of artificial intelligence {AI) and its proponents
suggest that artificial consciousness will be part of Al. Ascott claims consciousness
equates with a living being having the "power of choice", and, from this, he deduces
that "in short, it [consciousness] is the space of art" (1997). Nel'crtheless, Ascou
acknowledges that artists no longer have total control or the work in the technoctic
sphere. Appendix C contains a glossary of new media tem1s coined by Ascott.
Interactive technoart requires the participation of the l'icwer. This
participation brings new experiences to the work that the artist may not anticipate,
and through which the work nmy evolve in a different direction. In this connection,
Ascott {1997) concludes that technology is seduced by art. It is difficult to reconcile
his argument that the artist no longer has total control with his urt:ument that art has
seduced technology. Could this be a reflection of a technological culture that regards
the artist as a mere cog in the manufacture of the art which then becomes the
principal subject, the prime concern? As technoart requires a team effort between the
artist and the technician, such as in the work ofPatricia Piceinini, the notion of the
possible '<lcath of the artist' comes to mind. This has not proved to be the case for
Piccinini and other new media artists who employ teams of experts to realise their
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B~ckm:um,

1996), champions the cuuse for an education system that places more

emphasis on "baoic science": "that is, research aimed at understanding mechanisms
rather than developing technological applications". Dohcrty agrees that scientific
methodology checks hypotheses to try to falsify them. However, he emphasises the
need for an open mind, and that the scientist needs to "be prepared to drop one line
of inquiry and follow another if it looks interesting". In particular, he slates that
"conceptually-driven research, as opposed to end-use driven research, is what is
likely to yield some of the biggest benefits" and mentions that "a certain amount of
serendipity" was involved in the research process that resulted eventually in a Nobcl
Prize (Dohcrty cited in Bcckmann, 1996). Doherty's comments point to the notions
of several participants in regard to the exploration of'discards', an issue that surfaces
throughout the thesis.
Amhcim (1969) provides a clear picture of the role of the artist in relation to
science in 1he 1960s, and the need for the cducmion of the artist. He recognises lhat
the art studio is the ideal situation in which to train stuMnts in perceptual thinking,
and contends dmt scientists benefit from the conceptual expertise of artists in "visual
pattern"; for

cxam~le,

in the preparation of models. "He [sic, the artist] is

accustomed to visualizing tomplexity and to conceiving of phenomena and problems
in visual terms" (Amheim, 1969, p. 296). Here again is a link with the idea of the
exploration of 'discards'.
Vcsna (2001) asserts that "bath artist ami scientist are involved in the work of
intuiting change in perception and materializing i1 for others to experience, sec Jnd
ultimately change". In a similar vein, Blatt and Blatt (1984, p. 349) advocate that
"Art and science arc both expressions of a general cognitive mode that pervades the
~ulturc

and is expressed in all its intellectual endeavours", a view supported by

Mcdawar (1979, p. 39). Later, Blatt und Btatt add literature and philosophy to this
cognitive stmcturc (1984, p. 363).
Ragsdcll (1996) discusses the relevance of creative thinking to organisations
today and the difficulty theorists have in agreeing upon an appropriate definition for
creativity. For Ragsdcll, "creativity is a quality that defines the arts. This is rarely the
case in the sciences, in particular tile sciences of management where my inlerests lie"
(19%, p. 141). Her acknowledgement tlmt creativity is intangible leads her to an
extensive review of texts on creativity by m1mcrous authors and a discussion of
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techniques such as brainstorming and role playing. Ragsdcll resolves the dilemma by
turning to critical creativity which she presents as a system that allows creativity to
be integrated with problem-solving approaches. Although her treatise offers
assistance for organisations and addr~sses questions of the genius, and the traits
assumed to be exhibited by creative people, the issue of a definition of creativity is
not resolved for the artist.
Printmakcr and lecturer Constancc Jacobson's art has related to biology for
many years. Her recent exhibition Almost Biology "refers to fabricated scientific
imagery and an imagined parallel universe." She obscrws:
While viewing these images after completing them, I was slmck by
the essential difference in perception between the scientist and the
artist: When looking through a microscope at a dissection or an x-my,
a sr.ientist asks, "What is the content of what 1 am seeing, and what
arc the implications?" while the artist asks, "How does this appear,
and how can I transform this into an aesthetic, personal, or
historical/cultural statement?" Tl10 phenomenology of viewing is
pmamount for the artist, and veracity means only tlwt the subject
matter be visually believable within the imaginary world the artist has
established for the viewer. (cited in Tarlow, 2003, p. 22)
In the Afterward to the second edition of The Social Prot!uclion of Art, Wolff
(1993) observes the changes which have taken place in academic circles si.1ce the
first edition (1981) was wriUen. WoiiT relates that, in the lute 1970s in Britain,
cultural studies, media studies, and the sociology of the arts were growth areas,
including the "development of a social-historical-critical perspective in the
humanities, cspeciall>' literary studies and art history" (1993, p. 144). However, she
asserts that government policies of reconstruction in higher cducat;on in Britain
"affected the project of an inter-disciplinary sociology of art" and prompted the
migration of many academics and scholars to the USA, Canada, and elsewhere.
One of the results of the transfommtion of tertiary education has been
a kind of cost-consciousncss which has pushed research and teaching
into the direction of more 't,>cful' work - projects which attract
funding, or which can be seen to have more immediate relevance for
social problems. (Wolf(, 1993, p. 144)
The issue of the education of artists, and the benefits that accrue to the wider
community, is discussed in Chupter 4. Hofstadter (1985) suggests that creativity
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develops not only in the artistic lield but in life generally as individuals seck to move
out of the routine of ordered daily life and to detennine
the fom1 and content of their life, [to] experience the rebellion of life
within their own selves, and they lind themselves in profound
ali~nation from much of the traditional culture. So they arc in the
midst of the crisis that is characteristic of creativity generally: the
crisis of estrangement, alienation, othcmcss, difference. (Hofstadter,
1985, p. 203)
The primary issue in Briskman's (1985) paper is the notion "that creativity is
something we value, and that the notion of creativity is an evaluative one" (p. 129).
He notes that if the mystery were removed from creativity, creativity itself could
cease to exist. Therefore, Briskman suggests that "we want a theory according to
which creative scientific and artistic achievements have the right to exist, not one
according to which they are under an ohligatiou to exist" (1985, p. 132). He asserts
that the creative product is central to the argument as it is the evaluation of the
product that determines whether or not it (or its maker) is creative. He secs creative
products ns 1ranscendent- they transcend what has gone before, "the tmdition out of
which they spring"', as does the creative scientist and artist. Several participants
relate similar experiences to thm described by Briskman.
The creative artist or scientist does not simply produce a transcendent
product; in a certain ~cnsc, he [sic) actually transcends himself He
produces something which he could not have willed, and which he
could not know he had the ability to produce .•.. One is reminded of
the beautiful story about Haydn who, listening for the first time to his
Creation, broke into tears and said: "I have not written this."
(Briskman, 1985, p. 150)

The Dialectic
The dialectic as an analytical tool is discussed in Chapter 1, and the theories
and philosophies pertaining to the dialectic are discussed in this Literature Review.
A defence of Hcgcl's dialectics against nco-Kantian texts was published by
Labriola in 1862. "By dialectics we mean the rhythmic movement of understanding
which tries to reproduce the general outline of reality in the making" (cited in M.
Solomon, 1973, p. 91). Theorists and philosophers have discussed the properties
attributable to the dialC~:tic for scvcr.~l centuries examining discourse, binary, and
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triadic interpretations. Critical theorists adopt the dialectic as a tool to scrutinise
social and cultural mores (sec Chapter !).In view of its history and continued use,
the dialectic is an appropriate theoretical basis for research into the role of the artist,
particularly in relation to the social and cultural dynamics that pertain to
technologically and biologicully based art practices.
1ymond Williams (1983) defines the dialectic in philosophicaltenns and
considers its history has been influenced by Plato's two streams: one of "the art of
defining ideas" (logic), and the other "the method of detennining the interrelation of
ideas in the light of a single principle" (metaphysics) (p. 106). However, l argue that
there is a conceptual connection between Labriola's thoughts on

dial~etics

and

Williams' thoughts on pattern (sec Pattern, below.)
The connection between dialectics and pattern suggests to me the use of the
triadic foml of the dialectic usually ascribed to He gel. However, Willimns (1983, p.
107) and Waiter Kaufmann (1960, p. 127) question the attribution to Hcgcl of the

triadic dialectic structure of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.

Kaufm~nn

suppor1s

Williams in that he asserls that Fichtc and Schelling spoke of theses, antitheses, and
syntheses, and Hegcl did not. In his opinion "neither his [Hegcl's] analyses in the
Logic nor his dialectic in

g~neral

can be reduced to any such three·step". Jt is

Kaufmann's opinion that discrepancies arose in some translations from Gcmmn. into
En!;lish and that "antithesis" appears "to render words that literally mean 'other' or
'opposite'; and secondary sources perpetuate the legend that Hegcl construed
everything mechanically in tenns of three concepts which he actually spurned"
(Kaufmann, 1960, pp. 127-128). Hall differs.
Hall (1989) agrees with those who claim iiegel "gave a new turn to
dialectic", a process Hcgcl regarded as "consisting of a necessary movement from
thesis to antithesis, and then to a synthesis of the two" (p. 81). Magcc (1998), who
ascribes the three stage dialectic to Hcgel, observes that, because the synthesis is a
new situation, 'it contains new connicts, and, therdore, instigates a new triad of
thesis, antithesis, ami synthesis.
This, says Hcgel, is why nothing ever stays the same. 1t is why
everything - ideas, religion, the arts, the sciences, the economy,
institutions, society ;!self- is always changing, and why in each case
the pattern ofchnrtgc is dialectical. (After ~egel's time the dialectic
came often to ~c referred to as "the law of change"). (1998, p. !59)
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However, Kaminsky (1962), who favours Hegcl's hypothesis, juxtaposes
Hegel's views on the dialectic with Being and Nothing. Kaminsky notes that Hegel
introduces a third concept, Becoming, which "signifies an experience that is and yet
is not. ... Becoming, in the language of the Hegelian dblectician, produces a
synthesis out of the thesis, Being, nnd the antithesis, Nothing" (p. 15). According to
Kaminsky, Hcgcl considers art as "a highly important instrument for giving us
insight into the nature of the Idea" (1962, p. 27). The notion of a new kind of
reflection is the way Eagleton (2000) describes dialectical thought; one that develops
when a society seems self-contradictory in its processes ofprivilcging some "human
potcntia!s" while suppressing others (p. 23). In view of the nature of the art work
discussed in this thesis, and the notion ofprivileging some art practices over others,
it is appropriate to question the extent to which a synthesis (m new understanding) is
created by the interaction between art, science, and technology.
Scientists adopt u process of test and criticism similar to the trial and error
method that is essentially one of elimination. Although Popper (1972) acknowledges
that others say that thought develops on Hegel's dialectic lines, he explains that, in
Plato's time, dialei:tic had several meanings, one being "[the art of} the
argumentative usage of language". He asserts that another of those meanings was
similar to his own "scientific method" of falsification. However, like Kaufmunn,
Popper questions interpretations ofHegel's tenninology.
In Hcgc!'s tem1inology, both the thesis and the antithesis arc, by the
synthesis, (I) reduced to components (of the synthesis) and they are
thereby (2) cancelled (or negated, or annulled, or set aside, or put
away) and, at the same time, (3) preserved (or stored, or saved, or put
away) and (4) elevated (or lif\cd to a higher level). (1972, p. 314)
Popper concedes that the dialectic triad does describe "certain developments
of ideas and theories, and of social movements which are based an ideas or theories",
but he explains that, although the "dialectic development" may appear to confonn to
his trial and error method, it is not exactly the same (1972, p. 314). Although he
agrees that usually human thought develops from a single idea, in Popper's trial and
error method more than one thesis can be offered to start the debate, these theses can
be independent of one another, and not necessarily opposed to the other. I agree with
Popper that the dialectic is not a trial and error mechanism, and I percei'.'e the
dialectic, not in a modernist binary categorisation, but as a philosophical construct
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thnt can incorporutc a range of ideas, not necessarily opposed. The important point is
that this process leads to the productive, critical exercise ofi.lebate and discourse.
As Dcckcr (1994) sees il, the 1980s disturbed the modernist binary
oppositions, and the dialectic, which "assumes history as meta-natTativc, as governed
by logic and laws", is required to compete with tb dialogic, which "refers to forces
and meanings which endlessly shift and slip". P:os interpretation is of relevance to me
as- although I invoke logic to address what i. "consider to be dialectical relationships
between art, science and technology - sometimes components within these
relationships 'shift and slip'. Nevertheless, Docker states that "the dialectic looks to a
transcendence of that which is opposed; the dialogic suggests spatial metaphors, the
dispersal of conflicts and antagonisms into repetition and ambivalence" (1994, pp.

xx-xxi).
Marcusc (1973) indicates links between dialectic theory and dialectical
analysis.
Dialectical logic is critical logic: it reveals modes and contents of
thought which transcend the codified pattern of use and validation.
Dialectical thought does not invent these contents; they have accrued
to the notions in the long tradition of thought and action. Dialectical
analysis merely assembles and reactivates them; it recovers tabooed
meanings and thus appears almost as a return, or rather a conscious
liberation, ofthe repressed! (p. 538)
Plekhanov ( 1973) hypothesises on aspects of art and the dialectic that remain
pertinent to this study at the beginning of the twcnty-lirst century. Plckhanov
contends that art develops in relation to movements in history and that "gifted
persons appear" in response to favourable social conditions. However, he
acknowledges "that such people" can "change only the individual aspects of events,
not their general direction" (p. \20). In Solomon's (1973) opinion, Plekhunov's
stance accords with the views of Marx and Engels (1976) who state, in Tile Germ<111
Ideology,

Raphael as much as any other artist was detennincd by the teclmical
advances in art made before him, by the organisation of society and
the division of labour in his locality, ami, finally, by the division of
labour in all the countries with which his locality had intercourse.
Whetl•cr an i11dividual like Rapbael succeeds in developing his talent

depends wholly on demand, which in turn depends on the division of
labour and the conditions of human culture resulting from it. (p. 417)
According to Solomon (1973), Buklmrm adopted Bogdanov's theory of
Tectology that "explains natural and social movement in terms of a dynamic
equilibrium whose unstable harmony is disrupted and then restored", and adapted it
to the dialectic. Some Marxists doubted that Buklmrin understood the dialectic.
Solomon insists that, for Hcgel and Marx
the dialectical process involves both the unity of opoositcs and their
contrariety: the unity of opposites produces self-mo•Jioment, whereas
for Bukharin aml Bogdanov the origin of motion- :dng the product
of conflict betwcc11 wholly antagonistic opposing forces- lies outside
of things, requiring a mechanical causative factor to bring it into
operation. In terms of a theory of art, Buklmrin's overemphasis on the
tcclmological factor makes impossible the exploration of creativity, of
the inner dynamics of the art object, or of the active role of artistic
creation or audience response. (1973, p. 201)
Frow's (1986) illustration of the dialectic is developed from the theories of
Althnsscr and Balibar, French structuralist Marxist theorists of the late 1960s and
early 1970s, and distinguishes between an ideological and a scientific basis of
theorisation, and, in my view, furthers Labriola's

~"rhythmic

understanding". These

nuances of the dialectic are important to the resCarch process as they enccumge the
interpretation of movement of meaning within the text rather than an insistence on an
inteljection from an outside source. Frow differentiates between the problems raised
in a text and "the horizon of the problems, the 'problematic', implicit in the texts
which arc its raw materials" (p. 24). Althusser and Balibar imply, according to Frow,
that the intcrtcxtunl relation, rather than the extratextual real, indicates not only that
which is missing from the prior text: it is rather a reading of the
necessity of this absence, of the relation between the "seen" and the
"unseen" which is constitutive of the limits of a problematic. It is
therefore concerned with the dialectic between the answers inscribed
within an ideological problematic and the questions which this
problematic cannot pose. (Frow, 1986, pp. 24·25)
Later, Frow allows that dc'(:onstruction is a form of dialectic but moderates
this statement with the observation that "the concept of dialectic is rejected by most
post-structuralist writers as being a form of that logic of identity which reduces
othcrncss to sameness in the very process of recognizing and incorporating the
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Other" (1986, p. 3 I}. In my view this is illl

unfortunat~

interpretation, as the dialectic

does not search for, nor anticipate, sameness, but seeks a movement to a new er
clearer understanding of a given set of circumstances. At the conclusion of his
critique of Jameson illld Eaglcton, in which he claims that the latter's Tile Rape

of

Clarissa criticises de.:onstructive readings but moves towards Derridcil!l
methodology, Frow states;
The way forward, for Eagleton an~. for Marxist cultural theory, lies
neither in a rejection nor in a complete accommodation of those
varied languages called post-structuralism but in an acceptance of the
challenge they offer to Marxism to rethink the status of the dialectic
and to build a semiotic politics on the ruins of a metaphysics. (1986,
p. 50)
A situation that

doe~

not lend itsclfto the dialectic is that of an 'art for art's

sake' practice wherein aspects of meaning and purpose arc unnecessary. Citing
Pushkin's pessimism due to his censorship by Nicholas !, and, in France, the
"insoh!ble" disaccord cr.pericnced by Jacqucs-Louis David (1748-1825} and his
friends who worked to "put an end to the old order" prior to the "great Revolution"
(1973, pp. 136-137), Plekhnnov postulates: "the tendency of artists, and of those who
have a lively interest in art, towards art for art's sake, arises when they arc in
hopeless disaccord with the social environment in which they live" (1973, p. 138).
Following the revolution, David painted Napoleon Franchissantles A/pes, and The

Consccrurio11 of the Emperor Nllpo/eon ami the Cor011atiorr

of Empress Josep/riue,

1806-07. This particular interpretation of Dnvid led me to ask the participants
whether they believed artists' feelings of disaccord with their social environment
influenced the role ofcontcmporJry arti~<s (see Chapter 4).
Williams {2001) translates Be,ljmnin's idea of correspourleuces, which I
interpn:t as a form of dialectic, as "an observable 'correspondence' between certain
kinds of writing and certain other contemporary social and economic practices".
Williams also observes that Bcnjamin and Momo differ in their theorising of the
dialectic in that Adomo pushes the "idea of mediation" (Williams, 2001, p. 256).
Adomo argued that correspondences of content, let alone reflections
or mediation; of content, arc basically irrelevant to art. Indeed, the
presence of such correspondences or reflections is virtually a
guarantee that the art is not authentic. Art is produced .•• by a process
which he called the discovery of 'dialectical images', which had no
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possibility of being discovered or expressed in any other fonn. The
'dialectical image' arose within the processes of art, and when
created, although it might by analysis be related to the whole stn1cturc
within which it was fonned, was never overtly or directly related.
Indeed the condition of its success as art was that it achieved an
autonomous existence. {Williams, 2001, p. 256)
Lunenfcld (1999) uses the dialectic to examine the area of new media and
observes that Adomo considers the dialectic as a ''way to weld together identity and
the contradiction of thought, unfolding 'the difference between the particular and the
universal"'. Digital technology, the focus of LuneniCid's text, operates on a duality
or binary basis: 0 or I, on or off, which, he claims, could be seen erroneously to
resemble the duality of thesis and antithesis (p. xviii). He infonns the reader that the
essays in his book fonn screen grabs that "embrace ambivalence" [which] "contrary
to what this might intuitively seem, is to sacrifice neither rigor nor sense. It is to
lodge oneself in the dialectic, where reversals arc not simply expected but required"
(pp. xiv-xv). The dialectical approach varies among contributors. It is seen by some
"as a philosophical system, by others as a method of disputation, and by still others
as an analytical tool" (Lunenfcld, 1999, p. xvii).

N~vertheless,

I interrret the book to

be based, in the majority, on a dialectic of duality- one between theory and practice.
Eiscnstein (1898-1948) applies th.e triadic dialectic in his silent movie

Potemki11, 1925, an account of the mutiny by sailors at the port of Odessa, by using
the principles of montage. For example, in one scene sequences are presented of the
ill-treatment of the crew by an autocratic captain. An

antithc~is

arises when the crew

mutinies and their leader is killed. A synthesis is reached when the local populace
embraces the crew and supports tl1eir action. The following scene sequences repeat
this dialectical structure. Thus the plot is structured, through montage, around
dialectical images with an emphasis on tension between ideas and situations. T~is
method proves successful in building responses of apprehension and involvement in
the audience.
In his discussion of stills from Eisenstcin's Iwm tile Terrible, 1940-1943,
Barthes (1983b) identifies disguise as an instrument employed by Eiscnstcin to create
a third meaning. One example is thut of !van's beard where, in one still, it is used
both as a referent to the Czar and as a visihle artifice. In Barthcs' opinion, such a
cievicc creates a dialectic:
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a multi-layering of meanings which always lets the previous meaning
continue, as in a geological formation, saying the opposite without
giving up on the cout\llry- a (two-tem1) dramatic dialectic that Brecht
would have liked. The Eisenstcinian "artifice" is at once falsification
of itself- pastiche- and derisory fetish, since it shows its fissure and
its suture. {Barthes, 1983b, p. 323)
In The Eiffel Tower, written in 1964, Barthes (1983a) demonstrates that the
dialectic is a useful resource in literature. Barthes relates to the Eiffel Tower both as
an observer looking at the tower, and as an observer looking from the tower. He
transports the reader from the city and surrounds of Paris into the steel and human
fabric which represents the essence of the famous structure. The synthesis of these
two literal and metaphoric perspectives proffers a wider appreciation ofthe historical
and contemporary roles of the Eiffel Tower1 !n the lives of Parisians and tourists,
Paradoxically, although Barthcs (1983a) writes that, like observers who cannot kn-ow

tl1cir "own glance", "the Tower is the only blind point of the total optical system of
which it is the ccntcr and Paris the circumference" (p. 237), he later attributes to it
"both sexes of sight" (p. 238), and further: "Paris, in its duration, under the Tower's
gaze, composes itself like an abstract canvas in which dark oblongs (derived from a
very oiL! past) are contiguous with the white rectangles of modern architecture"
(1983a, p. 245).
More recent texts on art indicate a return to the notion of the dialectic as a
comparison between binary factors without the intention of ~e~king a synthesis, or
new level of understanding. Although some critics mention the tenn dialectic,

t~ey

discuss the art works in binary values, or comparisons; for example, material ,ifnd
imJ)latcrial (Tousley, 2001), reason and emotion (Davis, 2001), artisanal i~nd
mechanical, intentional choice and aleatory chance (Buchloh, 2000), and '·'the
decorative Jnd the metaphorical (McGillick, 2001).
ln her critique of Eckart's' paintings, which she describes in tenns evocative
of light, space, luminous depth, beauty, and work that "moves a contemplative
viewer into the space of the inner self and, perhaps, beyond," Tonsley (2001) warns
that the contemporary art scene (excluding artistSJ may

con~ider

such a captivating

journey "dangerous". "This might be one reason why, despite the revived interest in
beauty, in the past decade, still so little serious attention is paid to it in the world of
contemporary art. Except by artists, that is." McGillick is also aware of the
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contempowry art scene's wnrincss of beauty. Concerning Borgell," he writes:
"Borgell's art is

fonn~lly sophi~ticutcd

ami rigorous, but it has achieved the

condition of art more in spite of its luminmts beauty an<J fonnul fncillty than because
of it" (McGillick, 2001, p. 78). A renewed intet'est in beauty is canvassed in Chapter

Tousley (2001) discusses another issue that she suggests reduces the
"dialectical pc.ssibilitics for contemporary art"": Modernism's move mvay from the
illu~:on

of depth in painting ;o a nattening of the picture plane, a situatiot. she

describes as u move from the "feminine" and "beauty", to the "masculine"" with its
"countc[Jlarts >uch as 'strength', 'singularity' and 'alllonomy'". Tonslcy's dialectical
observation for art fits well with Burthes' dialectical observation for litcrat;trc as
outlined earlier. A dialectic between paiming as illusion and painting as material fact
concerns

McGillic~

{2001 }, too. He observes that Borgelt sets up a dialectic between

the iilusion of depth generated by tonal gradation and the literalism ..,f the shaped

en. was in her paintings (p. 81 }.
G1gliotli (1999) posits ,t1at the diakctical method prevailing in Western
thought needs revising:
We ne<.:d a dialectic drawing upon the morally imaginative methods of
Socrates, the grounding of ethical life in the cultural contexts of
Ludwig Willgcnstcin, and n disregard for contentious argument for its
own sake .... Wlwt is needed is a dialectical process bused on the goal
or one position e11larging the other, ofTrring it possibilitie.~ for
improvement tlut an insider might never have guessed. (p. 52)
For a

~;~re

moves in Western

evocative last word, [turn to Burnham (1980): "Dialectically art
~ulture

towards the disclosure of the human psyche, which !

would interpret as the life force unhindered by ogo and sclf·consciousncss'" (p. 215).
In this study, I use the dialectic as an 'analytic tool' to examine the
interactions between, as McLachlan, a research pa"'licipant, would have it, 'the
people' involved in the disciplines of science and art, their views and their practices.

Science nnd the

~d~nti.1t

A> remarked earlier in response to Wolfrs (1993) commc'lts, scientists and
scicnct! arc bce,Jrning popular Sltbjccts for publications written for the non-scientific
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co;nmunity. A sample of these tGXts is reviewed hero to give an insight into the role
of science

~nd

the scientist in view of the collaborations discussed in the research.

More specific updates on these issues arc included in the rclcv~nt dwpters.
The essence imcl role of a science community was the subject of
Clmrlesworth's research at the Elizn Hall Institute. In his theoretical discussion,
Charlesworth (1989) evaluates Kuhn's 111e Struclt/re

ofScie~:tific

Revalulious (1970)

wherein Ktthn claims that science develops by revolutions, not "'linear evolution",
and that it is the seicntilic community that decides wlmt to accept as science.
Charlesworth adds that Kuhn assumes that the scientilic community

accept~

his

notion of a paradigm '"instead of what might be called a 'dialectical' situation in
which competing attempts to establish paradigms ure vying for supremacy" (1989, p.
9). Indeed, Clmrlcsworth stresses that Kuhn observes that science not only "takes
place in a social context; he is making the more radical point that sdentists
themselves form a distinct community or sub-society which in

cff~ct

dclines what is

and what is not to count as 'science'" (pp. 9·10}.
Kuhn's

hypotheses

around

the scicutific paradigms attracted

wide

correspondence from his readers, w whiclt he responded in a postscript in 1%9.
However, it is the relationship of Kuhn's paradigms to his "novelties" or
'"rc1•olutions'" that I argue reflect on the role of both the scientist and the ;utist. Kulm
( 1970) posits tlm uovclties mise when a problem which "ought" to be solved by the

usual means resists explanation, or when a piece of equipment does not work in the
"anticipated manner, revealing an anomaly lhat cannot, despite repeated efiOrt, be
aligned with professional expectation'" (p. 6}. According to Kuhn, these mw·.nalics or
scientilic revolutions lead to shi!ls in scientific commitment to the previous
parudigm. "They arc the tradition-shattering complements to the tradition-bound
activity of normal science (p. 6). In my view, the link between Kuhn's paradigm
shins,

and his "'revolutions··, represents a fomt of the dialectic

throu~;;t

complemcntarity. The novelties correlate with the 'aha' or 'Eureka' moments, or
synthes-!s, described hy both scientists and artists. The novelties also correlate with
the idea of exploring the discards, a recurring tltcme.
Kuhn ( 1970) also has a view on the education of scientists and arlists, noting
that scientists concentrate on textbooks but, for ..lrti;ts, texthooks are secondary to the
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"exposure to the 'vorks of other artists, principally c;:.rlicr artists" (p. 165). He admits
(in accon.l with others of his time):
I suspect •. th.1t some of the :m\ort..1US difficulties surrounding the
notion of styk in the arts may vanish if paintin!Js cun be seen to be
modclcd [sic] Oil one another rather than produced in confom1ity to
some abstmctcd canons of style. { 1970, pp. 208-209)
Dcwcy {1958} differentiates between the roles of artist> and scientists in
relation to "technique of thought and emotion".
Those w!to arc called artists have for their subject-matter the quali~"cs
of things of direct cxpericn~e; "intellectual"' inquirers deal with these
qualities at one remove, through the medium of symbols that stand for
qualities but arc not significant in their imme,,iutc presence. (p. 73)
Shekcrjian (1990) received a MacArthur Award and used tl1e opportunity to
interview other MacArthm Award recipients, including several sctcntists. The focus
of her research was the creative impulse. She discovered some common themes. For
example, scientists were driven and resilient; they were adept at creating an
environment that suited their needs; they were skilled at honouring their own
peculiar talents: they were capable of knowing when to follow their imaincts: and
they were "magnificent risk-takers"' who were not afraid to run ahe:1d of popular
opinion { 1990, p:1ssim). The extent to which these trnito ;trc \"alued in art and science
circles is raised in my research interviews.
Wolpcrt (1989), who hosted the BBC Rallio 3 programme, A Passio;l IOr
Science, in the mid-1980s, found that many of his guests acknowledged problem.
seeking tendencies, a feature seen as positive by Shckerjian and others. He askctl
Gunther Stcnt, a molecular biologist, for his opinion 011 the crcativtty of ocientists
and arti;ts. Stent replied:
The world that the artists address is the inner world, so the
funllamcntal difference between a scientist and an artist is that the
at1ists address the inner world of the emotions, whereas the scientists
address the act ol" discovery.. [art] is similar to science in that it
endeavours to di5covcr tntth. The :mist cndcavoms to discover tmth
ahout the cmotiolls. the inner world. it's not a question of tests or
proof, bttt of validity, whether the c.~pcricnce seems valid to you or
not. (cited in Wolpcrt & Richards, 1989, p. 117)
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Endnotcs

Waiter Bcnjamin, from Pari:,·- Capital of/he Nineteemh Cenlury (cited
in Solomon, 1973, p. 549).
2

Bukharin wrote "What is art'.'" in lfisrorica/ Materialism: A system of

svdo/ogl' {1921}.
3 Dufrcnnc contends: "The word redme in Greek refers to any productive
pmcticc; it Jocs not incluJc distinctions m~de today under the headings of technique
and art'' (p. 165}. Dufrcnnc, M. (1980). Art and technology: Alienation or survival?
{C. Tcnnessen, Tmns.). InK. Woodwanl (Ed.), The myths of information:
Tec/mology and poslimfllstriul eul111re (pp. 165-170). Lo 'on: Routledge & Kegan
Paul. Sec also Bcmard Smith's comments, Chapter 8.

4 Although Wolff does not mention scientists, in recent years a new genre
in literature has emerged -non-fiction texts addressing the lives and works of
scientists and scientific communities. These include publications sttch as: I!idden
hislories of science (1995} Robct1 Silvers; Of one mind: The collcclil'irmion of
sciruce (1995) John Si man: f'm;simmtc minds (1997} Lcwis Wolpcrt and Alison
Riclmrds; Tile asccu/ of seie11ce (1998) Brian L. Silver; Burner: a life ( 1999), (first
published as Tlw seeds oflimr (1991 )) Christopher Sexton; Profiles: Ausmliitm
11'0/IICI! sciemisls (1999) R~gbir Bhathal; and Science, not or!; Ten scienli.<ls 'tharies
(2003}, Jon Tumey.
5 In a sccn;nio where a reality is imploded, Chance the Gardener, the
principal protagonist in Being There, a novel by Jerzy Kozinsky (1997), and later a
film, is forcc!l by circumstances to leave the house, housekeeper, television, ~nd
walled garden which have constituted his entire existence, and to emerge into life on
the American street. His reality based on television is replaced hy a world of living
people and hypcr-rcality. The plot develops as his social and intelleclllal
disadvantages m• !I banalities ~re interpreted by people close to the fictional President
of the USA to be profundities.
6 Roy Ascott is Professor ofTcchnoetie Arts and the Founding Director of
Planetary Collegium, until recently known as the Centre for Advanced Inquiry in the
Interactive Arts- Science Technology and Art Research (CAiiA-STAR}, also at the
University of Plymouth. Ascott is referred to in Chapter 5.
7 Wilsmt, S. (2002), luformaliouwls: hilcr.wetiaus ofurt . .<cieuce. and
lcdlllology. Cambridge, MA: M!T Press.
8 Zero@wm•c:fimclion would be an
Diswvery Centre, Gingin, Western Australia

appropri~te
(s~c

installation in the Gravity
Chapter 6).

9 Christian Eck art is u Canadian artist who works in Naw York ami
AmstcrJam.
10 Marion Borgclt gmduatcd from the South Austmlian School of Art, and,
upon completion, studied at the New York StuJio School ( 1979-1980). !n 1989 she
w~s awarded a schol~rship by the French government and, subsequently, spent eight
years in !'aris. Borgclt is the lirst Australian to be awarded a Polloek-Krasncr Art
Fellowship, and rccciveJ an Australia Council Fellowship for 2001-2003.
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CHAPTER 3

THE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

Science begins when men [sic] gauge the regularities round in
sensation In order to learn the ~lruclurc or the world. Art begins
when they recreate sense p:•ttcrns, using sounds and images to
pr~scrve past experiences and to enrich the present. (Kepes, 1956,

p. 103)

Introduction
The enthusiastic and conscientious participation of the thirteen interviewees
involved in this study has provided insights and topics that

h~vc

given added

dimensions to my rescmch into the role of the contempomry artist. Although their
contribution is acknowkdged previously, 1 would again like to emplmsise the
generous and g'lod humoured manner in which the:-

~greed

to take part, and the co-

opemtive attitude they brought to the interviews. Without exception, the interviewees
were positive and supportive when asked to participate, despite their onerous
responsibilities and the heavy demands on thdr time. Sotnc were reticent at first, not
fi·om lack of interest, hut from a concern

th~tthcy

would not be able to contribute

sufficiently to the research. Their concerns were unfounded.
In addition, I wish to acknowledge the extensive preparation the majority of
the interviewees undertook aflcr receiving the questions and prior to the interview
taking place. They approac!ted the interview with notes for responses to individual
questions, and details of itc•ns of interest that they considered would adtl to the
dialogue. My sincere thanks and appreciation arc extended to them all.
This dtapler sets out information on aspects of the participants' professional
carcc,,; 1hat influenced the decision to invite them to take part in the research. The
interviewees arc listed in alphabetical order. Descriptions and reviews of the
partidpants' art works, or art works on which they lmvc collaborutcd, arc provided

mul, in addition, wcbsitcs arc listed to facilitate access to images and additional
information, where approprimc.

Jason llcnjamin-lntcrviewcd

o~toher

10, 2'!03.

Jason Bcnjamin, a fulHime professiona! painter who has not collaborated
with a scientist, resides in Sydney. His art education includes a period, 1989-1990, at
the Pratl Institute, New York City. Benjamin is represented in Australia, London,
Tokyo and Hong Kong. He has won the Kings School Arl Prize and the Mosman Art
Prize (three times), and has work in numerous public and private collections.
Bcttiamin fmds ittspimtion in the paintings of Diego Vclasquez and other seventeenth
century masters. During the interview, Benjamin expressed the "undeniable and
indescribable magic and wonder'", the essence. of great works of art he

scn~cd

when viewing the original masterpieces aller previously having seen them only in
reproduction. Solomon (1973, p. 270) cites magic as "inherent" in art, sec Chapter 2.
His own large, intense canvases arc imbued with metaphor and beauty, and have
pithy, thought-provoking titles. The images

~re

based in realism but evoke

metaphysical overtones. Some of the dcscriptors Thomas (2003) uses for 13enjamin's
paintings include

"cxtr~ordinary

realism, which he clothes in colours of

r.~vishing

beauty", "metaphors abound", and "these paintings, so rich in their realism
enveloped in an atmosphere of utter stillness, remind me of the great Gemmn
Romantic landscape painter Caspar David Friedrich" (2003, unpnginated). The
Australian Art Collcrtor magazine nominates Benjamin among Australia's top filly
most collectable artists, and his recent exhibitions have been opening night 'sell
outs'. He is the youngest Australian painter to sell a work for over AS50,000.
Bcnjamin's daily experiences of the role of the full-timr. professional artist in twentyfirst century society add an infomcd artist voice to this study. His paintings can be
viewed on:
http://www.mctroSuallcry.cnm.au/artistbcnjamin.htm,
•

ltttp:llwww.jnnmumhvuallcry.eom.au/artists/06jason hcnjaminljasnn
benjamin.htm
!!!!p://www.grccnillgallerics.cnmlnrevious-cxhibitionsljasonbcnjaminl
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Dr Stuart Bunt -lnlen·iewed Jul)' Ji, 2003.
Stuart Bunt, BA (1974) MA (1976) D.Phil (1980) St Catherinc's College,
Oxford, is a neuroscientist who IHIS collaborated with artists. A eo-founder of
SymbioticA, Bunt has a strong art and science intcrdi.1ciplinary approach.
SymbioticA, the Art and Science Collaborative Research Laboratory, was
established in April 2000 within the University of Westem Austmlia's School of
Anatomy and Human Biology. The first research laboratory of its kind, it offers
artists opportunities to engage in wet biology practices within a biological science
department. The laboratory promotes the artistic exploration of scientific knowledge
and developments, ;nd the artist in residence programme is open to artists with or
without training in the sciences. However, the management of SymbioticA believes
that artists need to engage actively with the tools and technologies of s·;iencc to
enable them to enter the discourse about scientific and medical tcc:mological
advances. Another example of Bunt's interdisciplinary approach is his eo-founding
of the Image Acquisition and Analysis Facility, also at the University of Western
Australia (UWA).
Bunt is one of the collaborators in MEART, (multi-electrode army art), a biocybemctic installation project, which has interdisciplinary and international
crossovers and involves the SymhioticA Research Group, comprising Guy Bcn-Ary,
Phi! Gamblcn, Stuart Bunt, fun Swcetman, Oron Catts, Iona! Zurr, Gil Weinberg and
Matt Richards. Professor Stcve Potter and his laboratory team at tho Georgia Institute
of

Tcclmolo~y.

Atlanta, arc also involved in the MEART project. ,\4£ART is

described as a semi-living artist, assembled from wetwurc, lmrdwarc, and software.
Its 'brain', composed of living neural cultures, was C\Jltivatcd in Atlanta. When
exhibited in West cm Amtralia, "the electric signals from a culture of cmbr)·onie rat
cortex grown over Multi Electrode Array (MEA) in a Georgia lab controlled, in real
time, the robotic drawing ann in Perth". This drawing 'ann' made "visual art" marks
on sheets of paper with coloured pencils. The MEART project was originally titled

Fish & Cilipl', and the personnel involved assert that "by creating a temporal 'artist'
that will perfom1 art-producing activities, 'Fish and Chips' explores questions
cone~ming

art and creativity" (SymbioticA, 2002). MEART has been exhibited ut

I>EAP 20U2, Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI), Melbourne, 2004,

and Ciber@rt, Bilbao 2004: Challenges for n Ubiquitous Identity, Spain.
Comprehensiw explanations and Hlustrntions arc available at the following sites:
•

http:/lartbots.orW200J/narticipants/M EAR Tl
http:l/wwwlsymhioticWnwuledu/au/rcscarcb/lishnchips.html

•

http://www. wirchcadin~.comlalticlclhyhrots.html

Bunt's active promotion of a dialogue between science, art and society in
public and government arenas places him in an appropriule position to infonn many
areas ofthis research.
Susmma Custlcden -Interviewed June 18, 2003.
Susanna Castlcdcn, BA (Art) Honours, MA {Visual Arts), is a practising
artist and Co-ordinator of Prinlmedia, Curt in University. Castlr.den has not engaged
in a sci-art collaboration. Her recent exhibitions focus on the manner in which
language is used to discuss landscape and territory in terms ofplaec and mapping.
Maps of Australia fom1ed and informed by mapping pins, metal tags, tape and
screenp•ints arc the aesthetic basis on which many of her cultuml concerns arc
expressed. In her recent exhibition, Souvenir, 2004, Castleden's c!cgant, achromatic
screcnprint overlays, and a creative ;Jse of mappin~; pins, evoke a sen~e of presence
an:! stillness as they remind the viewer tlmt human structures, such as wells, mines,
airfields und out-camps, once abandoned, arc merely souvenirs in the AustrJlian out
back, now reclaimed by the spread ofwildflowcrs. Her Work can be seen at:
•

hltp:/lgalcriedusscldorf.com.uu/GDArtistsiC;!s\!cdcniSCExh20041SC
];xh04.!JJ.m.!

•

ILitp:l/galericdusseldorf.com.au/onlineonlyjan03.himl

Castleden maintains a strong interest in Australian and international art, and
brings up-to-dale infomJUlion, and personal experience of the role of the
contemporary artist, to the research.
Orun Cults and lonat Zurr -lnlerviewcd July 21, 2003.
Oron Calls. 13A (Design) {Honours), MA {Visual Art), is u eo-founder and the
Artistic Director of SymbioticA. Iona\ Zurr, 13A {Honours) is currently a PhD
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The Pigs Wi11gs were created by cultivating pig bone marrow stem cells into
miniature models of wings. The artists developed three different wing shapes: the
angelic, a bird wing; the horrific, a bat wing; and the obsolete, a dinosaur wing. The
'semi-living' Worry Dolls were created in response to the Gtmtcmalan Indians'
legend in which they teach their children to tell their

wonic~

to a special doll at

bedtime, with the anticipation that the doll will solve their worry overnight.
Our worry dolls were hand crnftcd out of degradable polymers (PGA
ami P4HB) and surgical sutures. The dolls were sterilized and seeded
with endothelial, muscle, and osteoblasts [sic) cells (skin, muscle and
bone tissue) that arc grown over/into the polymers. The polymers
degrade as the tissue grows. As a result the dolls be<:ome partially
alive] Will they take our worries away? (Tissue Culture and Art
Project, 2004b)
!llustrations and in-depth explanations of these projects, and others, can be
found at numerous sites including:
http:llwww.tca.uwa.cdu.aul
•

http:/lwww.cullurcandrecretion.gov.aularticlcslncwmcdia/
http:llwww.lea.uwa.cdtJ,aulvllvllhtml

Calls and Zurr proved invaluable inclusions for this research due to their high
profile in sci-art, bio-urt, or moistmcdia, world-wide.
Pet a Clancy- Interviewed December IS, 2003.
Pcla Clancy, BFA (Media) (RMIT), BFA (Honours} {University of
Tasmania), MA (Me!lia At1s) (RMIT), is a practising artist, and :, PhD c~ndidate
(Monash University, commenced 2003).

Cl~ney

is included us an artist who

collaborntcs with scientists. !n 2001, she was an artist in residence at SymbioticA.
Part of the work undertaken during Clancy's ten day residency at SymbioticA
was incorporntcd into Body Mwuifi!c/,<re, a project for the Next Wave Festival, 2002,
in Mdboumc. Body Mamifocture was.' an Austrian and Austn•lian exchange, funded
by Film Victoria and the Government of Austria. Clancy pariicipatcd in Our Perfect

Dream, an Austrian/Australian art

~xchange,

in Salzburg, in 2001. For Body

Mumifiicture, the artists decided to rcscan:h genetics, a common interest, but each
artist contributed to the collaborntion from his/her own area of practice: for example,
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Clancy's interest was medical imaging; and Kranawctvogl's interest was fashion and
consumerism. Clancy was unable to have her chromosomes imagcd in Melbourne, as
it required having blood taken for non·mcdical reasons. She declined images of other
people's chromosomes. Forllmately, through SymbioticA, Clancy was able to access
her karyotype in Western Australia. Body

MrmujiJ~Iurc,

an installation, comprised

several components including sound, an:hitectural!sculptural elements, digital images
and animation, all originating from the molecular structures of the human body. An
innated architectural structure was based on Clancy's chromosome data. Duriug lhe
Next Wave Festival, in 2003, Calls and Zurr,

Cla:~cy,

and a scientist from Murdoch

Children's Research Institute {MCR!}, in Melbourne, gave a presentation about their
work.
In 2002-2003, Cl~ncy gained further experience in working with scientists
during a residency in the Cell and Gene Therapy Laboratory, at MCRI. Her residency
was funded by Arts Victoria, and the New Media Arts Board of the Australia Council
for the Arts, to 1~ork on the project gene\l"are. The scientists at MCRl research gene
therapies and diseases such as thalassocmia and Fricdrcich ataxia, and Clancy's time
there provided her with ci rewarding learning experience. In gcncwuro, Clancy
explored developments in genetics and biotechnology.
Clancy asks "ln the future, how will biotechnology influence our
relationships with our bodies?" D11ring her residency at MCRI, in 2003, Clancy
developed V£siblv l/umar1 Bodies, work

th~t

comprises "living" drawings "made

using different bacteria grown on nutrient agar in Petri dishes". When the
drawing is finished, "the bacteria cultures are then incubated in un environment
conduci•:e to growth for several days." In this way, Clancy uses the human body
"syrnbolically to reflect on fears ofbiotcchnology" {Clancy, 2003).
In 2004, Clancy was awarded a three month residency in London, funded by
the Wcllcomc Foundution. During her London residency, she created Swcclie, a body
of photographic nnd video works, in which "bodily materials and other substances
arc used as inctaphors for the tr:msforrnativc, reproductive and regenerative process
of the human body" {Ciancy, 2004). Claney has been invited to present a solo
exhibition, Visible Hmmm Bodies, at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery, UK,
during the Brighton Festival in May, 2005. Other high profile artists to exhibit at the
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Gallery during 2005 include Richard Billingham, Zmina Bhimji, Tracey Emin, and
lsaac Julien. Images ofCJancy's work can be found at:
http://www .synupse.net.au/artist/detail.php"!ID-81
http://mcdia-arts.nnit.cdu.aulouroerfcct drcamlartistslpclancy.html

Robert Clcworth- Interviewed June 09, 2003.
Robert Clcworth, BFA (Australian National University (ANU)). Clcworth
resigned from his position as Co-ordinator of Visual Arts, Edith Cow an University,
Bunbmy campus, Wcotern Australia, to commence a Masters degree at Curtin
University, Perth. He has not been involved in a collaborative work with a scientist.
His awards include the inaugural Samstag International Visual Art Scholarship in
1993, and in 1993-1994 he attended the Glasgow School of Art, Scotland. He is a
consistent exhibitor in Canberra, Sydney, and Western Australia. Cleworth's painting
explores tht nature of sexuality as it is represented through the pornographic and
painted image. Notions ofpaintcrly craft and skill, and references to, and the use of,
pornographic imagery are integral elements of his work, but they arc also only points
of departure. Clcworth's frcqt1cntly confronting sexual imagery is juxtaposed with
landscapes or abstract fragments, nnd is painted with !,<Teat sensitivity, oflcn resulting
in a tantalisingly rich surface. He maintains a scholarly and practical relationship
with line art and provides an excellent art-based balance for the research. Images
from his exhibition at Lcggc Gallery, in 2003, can be viewed at;
hllp://www.leggcgallery.com/CLEWORTH/2003/clcworth3.btml
Juunnc Edmondston -Interviewed October 7.7, 2003.
Joanne Edmondston, BSc (Murdoch), MPH (Curtin), combines her current
PhD research in the area of science communication with lecturing in biotechnology.
When initially approached to participate in this research Bd!llondston had not
collaborated with artists. However, in the three weeks between the initial approach
and the intcn:imv, she contacted two artists and submitted a proposal for Austmlian
Research Council (ARC) funding for a collaborative project in the science
communication field. :As no work on the project had commenced, I retained
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Edmondston in the group of scienti~ts who had not collaborated with artists. Her
special interest in the communication of science infum1s my research.
Rich le Kuhaupt -Interviewed December 22, 2003.

Richie Kuhaupt, BA (Fine Arts) (Honours), MA (Visual Arts), is a full-time
professional artist. Kulmupt is included in this research as a sculptor who works with
biotogical!y based fonns. In particular, it was his installation with Drake-Brockmnn
at BEAP, 2002, which drew him to my attention. Kuhaupt is an honorary member of
the Royal Society of British Sculptors. Kuhaupt and Drake-Brockrnan ure the artists
Edmondston approached in instigating her proposed collaborative project. Kuhaupt
wus a joint winner of the Sculpture by the Sea, 2000, und images of his winning
work, Hollow Mall, nnd his work in BEAP, Chromeskin, can be seen at:
http://www .pixent.com.au/Chromcskin/Chromeskinl.htm
http://www .pixent.com.au/Chromeskinlkdh.htm
http:l/www.sculpture.org/documentslparksdirlp&o/sculsea82.htm
l!!.!R;I/www.dmke-brockman.com.au
Dr John Long -lnterviewed July 04, 2003.
John Long, PhD (Monash), was the Curator of Vertebrate Palaeontology at
th~

Western Australian Museum at the time of the interview. In

Octob~r

2004, he

was appointed to head the Scicnccworks Museum, at Museum Victoria. Although
Long frequently engages artists to aosist in the visualisation and illustration of his
scientific dis~overies and his books, he has been

inclu~e~

as a scientist who does not

specifically collaborate with artists on distinct science :md art dcvelopment'l!
projects. Long is a distinguished author of books, articles, and scientific papers, and a
high profile contributor to public discussions on science. His work in making

scien~c

more accessible to the public was recognised with the 2001 Eureka Prize for the
Promotion of Science. He is particularly noted for his leadership of the team that
researched one of Australia's biggest fossil finds on the Nullarbor, in 2002. Long's
broad experience nnd enthusiasm for the dissemination ofscicntitic knowledge to the
wider community equip him to contribute substantially to the research.
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At the time of the interview, Stcve Mciklc was the Prit1cipal Scientific Officer
(Physics) in the DcpJrtmenl of Positron Emission Tomography' (PET), Nuclear
Medicine, Royal Prince Alfred HospitaL He is now Assodntc Profcs>or, School of
Medical Radiation Sciences, University of Sydney.
Mciklc a!Jproachcd the Sydney Regional Scientific Visnalisation Laboratory
(Sydney VisLab)' to explore better ways to visualise and to aid the interpretation of
the data generated from PET. From 1992 until 1994, Palsy Paync was also accessing
Sydney VisLab for licr art work. Through this connection, a collaborative work,

l(\1>oclwmlri<t, was created. Paync manipulated the raw data fro1;·1 ~series of PET
scans of her body, on a supcrcompuler all he Austmlian N.ttional University. In this
way,

Payn·~

redefined her body by laking the 'objective' data from the scans and re-

pre>cnting them as a range of sensations, mcmork:s and cxpcricnc~~. "Patsy pr~scnts

~n

internal sclf-portrdit that is projected on to the gallery walls.i::·A••dicnccs will be

able to stroll inside Palsy" (l'ayne, 2004). Meiklc's and l'aync's work can be seen at:
http://www.visl:lb.usyd.edu.aulgallery/sea/ramc/p~ync.html

http://www.csiro.m•/metislpayne.htm
http://w}VW,o7.~o.gov.nu/ncwmcdiaarls/clnshofcultnrcs<ppamc.htnll

http://""w .ahc.nct.au/nrt&IIJcadspacc/spe~iallpatsy/dcf:1Uit.htm
M~ikic

contributed a major insight to the rer.carch by pointing ton future role

for the artist within a science and art collaboration {sec

Ch~ptcr

I !).

llr Jc•Jn 1\ld,uchlan-lntcrvicwcd N"\'cmber 13, 2003.
A

dcvclopm~nt;tl

biologist, John Mclachlan was awarded a Personal Chair

(Medical Education) by the University

ofE~ctcr

in June 2003. In the

s~~1c

year he

wns awardrd a National T"aching Fellowship (£50,000) for excetlcnce in 1:::ching.
'!'his Fellowship

<~cknowkdged

the inno,·at\ons McLachlan brought to

th~

leaching

of nJCdicinc as u result of his Jwnrcncss of the ways i'l' which art cm1ld assist his
medical >llidcnts 111 thc:r slmlies; an awarcnes> l1c dcl'cloped following his
interdisciplinary collaboration with the rrtisll'rofe.ssor !!ckn Storey. McLachlan has
won many rcsemr.h gr;mts ;md aw:11ds, but·... •~ which is dear to his heart is n··
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prestigious SciAn Consonimn Development Award for £370,000 in recognition of a
collabnmtivc exhibition, Mental, with Storey. IJ7. Rcrlclion, an installation in which
the uudicnce could perform structured experiments with non·hazardous chemicals in
a simul;1tcd laboratory setting, was com:civcd by McLachlan for MentaL The Hdcn
Storey Foundation wcbsite tlcseribcs 87. Rcaclirm as a "large scale public experiment
[that] takes place in a minima:

gallcry/lahor~tory.

Three undcrlit troughs of liquid arc

cmploycJ to display each individual experiment." /J7. Reaction is based on an
experiment developed by Belousov and Zhabotinsky, the outcome of which does not
follow the second law of thcmtodynamics, and is rando1n and "defies explanation".
The wcbsite also claims that: "The imponance of the existence of such phenomena
within the dialogue of Mental is their ability to dissolve boundaries between art and
··science. Sdcnti>ts cannot cxplail' cveT)thing, and in the BZ exhibit the anist i~
~imilarly

rendered useless" (Hdcn Storey

Found<~tion,

2003). Gerber (2001) notes

that Dr McLacltlatl will use data gathered from the BZ Rcactiou exhibit experiments
to

~urther

his genetic research. Chapter 6 contains further details of the collaboration

between Storey and McLachlar Jr,ronnation on the components of Mental, BZ

Rcaclioll and Dcllllr Dr·csscs, is available at
http://www.hdcnstorcyfonndation.or<;!bzrcaction.html
!J!tp://www.eycma~azine.conllrcvicw.pltp?id-2&ridm2Q

lillp:/lwww.kcl.;lc.uk/phpncwslwmprinLphp'!Ar11D~299

McLachlan"s knowkdse of the funding opportunities and arrangements for
science and art collabomtions, and his personal inl'c•lvcment in a sci-art exhibition
which travelled internationally, enabled him tn c~1ntributc snbst:mtially to this
research.
,,.

'

Fiona Nicholls -lnlen·iewed OctolJ•;r 15, 2003.
Fiona Nidu.lls. BNntRcs .(Houonrs), MllA, has taken her science and
hllsincss degrees into the world of
conceming the environment and
Manag~r

mill;!'~

where site has applied them to issues

_s11~tainab1iity.

!!er present position is General

- SIJStlliuablc De•·clopmcnt, Energy Seriiccs, for a :slohal company with

extensive and varied

int~rests.

Cnnstant global t<avel has cnnhlctl Nicholls to

experience many cultmes on n pcrsnnto person leveL >ind to access a wide (livcrsity
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of museums und art galleries. Nicholls'

'

c~rcer

has taken her from leading mining

exploration l'ams in outback Austmlia, to remote mine sites world-wide, to corporate
boardrooms. Due to her depth b!ld brcuo.lth of experience in the wid~r community,
and her keen intucsl in art, Nicholls was in a position to respond to the research

questions from many pcrspcctil·cs.
l'atrh:in l'iccinini -lntcn·icwcd November 19, 2003.
Patricia Piccinini, BA (Economic History) (Australian National University),
BA {Painting) (Victoria College of the Arts), was Australia's representative at the
2003 Venice Bicnnalc. Piccinini's art prJcticc has received extensive media
coverage. For this research, Picciniui has been included as a biotcchnological!y based
artist because, although she has not collaborated with scientist>,
frequently based on biological fonm and represent
~r,tl

imngin~ry

h~r

productions arc

versions of stem cells

other scientific or medical phenomena. Nevertheless, Piccinini was adamant that

she does not

rc~ard

herself as a biologically based artist, and questioned my use of

the tcmt 'bioloJ;ically based art' to delineate any art practice as, in her vi~w.
categorisation is unn~ccssary. h is not my intention ta categorise artists as
practitioners in any particular ;>rea, as artists usually defy !uch :tllcmpts. but the tcnn
i~

used as a means of identifying ccrt:oin ;ortists mtd practices IOr the purpose of this

research.
l'tccinini initiates the ideas for her :ort work but cmplq_ys experts in the
nece»ary areas of practice to bring her ideas to fruition. Htnak (200ti notes that
"l'iccinini s;1ys her work requires a team of people. and she is curcful to always crcoit
anyunc who

h~s

n>ntributcd to the production of J work" (p. 65). However, Vakras

(2004) ~rgues thattho~c "with whom she collaboralcs rem;1in l;1rgcly unknown and
only one person is pronmtcd as the creator, cxhib;;Jr and artist"', the exception being
when l'iccinini's hm.l""ld, Peter lle11ncssey, exhibited with her in A1!cl~idc, in 2004.
Strickl;md (2003) reports that l'iccinini"s dcder,

Jm~

Minchin, "is keen to dispel any

nolion th;1tlknncsscy i.~ a dual creator of her client's work, but acknowledges hls
pivOI;l)JOie in l'iccinini's life and in the creation of her art" (p. 16). Henuesscy has
bccu ~ member of the Australia ('mmcil's New Media ArtS· llomd siucc 2000.
l'icdnini'~

wchs1tc provides a comprchcusivc coverage of her p[n!ific arl practice,

13

F.ndnotcs
"In PCT, multiple sections of infom1ation Slacked b~ck-to-back, like
slices of bread, arc tak~n througholll a particular area of interest e.g. bruin, heart or
whole body to give a three dimensional display of function in-vivo" (Central Sydney
Area I !calth Service, 2004)

2 Sydney Vislah is 'the leading-edge site in Australia for advanced
compnling and scientific visuali>ation'. The central laboratory is located at the
University ofSydney.

Plate 2

CHAI'TER4

CONTEMPORARY ART PRACTICE

\
l\lodcrn art has made dear what hefore was unly sul'Pcctcd ur
hinted at - that the worth of a work of art depends n1\t Oil one's
taste for it, nor Oil the respect which it displays for tt1'e exterior
world or for tradition, nor on itl quall!ies of or~amcllt or
cntertainm~nt, hut on what is pruper to itself, c~i•rcoscd by Its
own proper means. (R. Bergcr, 1963, pp. 11-12) .. ·

lntro:iuction
This thesis does not uttcmpt to answer the question "what is art?" However,
in order to CX!liorc the comments and ideas expressed by some of the participants
about art in general, and more traditional contemporary art practices in particular,
this chapter examines severci! components that contribute to the essence of art. This
chapwr also provides an overview of what the act of art-making means to artist8, and
studies the er. tent to which participants believe art works play a part
of social and cultural issues.

in1l1~

..

.•

discussion

During the conrse of the research interviews, the participants commented on
various topics that were not sit,>l1allcd in the q11cstions: for example, the incrensed
commentary on bcanty in contemporary art; the correlation between fhshion and art;
the influence of art dealers and urt auction honscs; and the current

cdue~tior.

'regimes

for secunda•.)' and tertiary visual art students. Some uf these issues:' ·.c addressed in
this chapter.
The use of the tcm1 'contemporary' in relation to art is discussed in Chapter
10. 'Art for art's

sake~

is discussed in this chapter and, although in the research

question art for art's sake is described as a practice "wherein aspects of meaning and
purpose arc unnecessary", participants brought their own interpretations to the
interview. In so doing, they validated the assertions of many qualitative the(lri<;ls on
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the use of semi-structured interviews, as outlined in
dimension to the

Ch~pter

1, and added another

rese~rch.

Art's elusive essence
As Long would have it, art comes from the "classical side of the mind" and
is required "la create something r1e1!Y in order to present something that has
not been seen before". Instances of insightful artists arc discusser\ in Chapter 11.
Long's idea equates with that of Baudelaire and Ma}Tie (1995): "Painting is ~n
evocation, a m~gical operation" which makes its effect by means of a fusion of
colour and line, and which has its own principles of life, to be found nowhere else
but in the "soul" of the artist (p. xviii). Iris Murdoch, one of the fifteen 'men'
interviewed in Magee and Berlin's Me11 of ideas: Face to face with fifteen of the
world"sforcmosl philosoplwrs, claims that
art is close dangerous play with unconscious forces. We enjoy art,
even simple art, because it disturbs us in deep often incomprehensible
ways; and this is one re~son why it is good for us when it is good and
bad for us when it is bad. (Murdoch, cited in Magec & Berlin, 1979,

p. 269)
Tilghman (1984} concludes that, for him, the "very idea of a !heal)' or
definition [of urt] is a conf~•.)d one" (p. 187). He draws attF.ntion to the quantitative
and qualitative distinctions bet wee~ the

"sense~··

or,uses of the phrase "work of art"

expounded by theorists such as Pepper, Weitz, ~nd Dickic (Tilghnmn, 1984, p. 48).
Dickie's (1974) definition of a "work of art" is stn1cturcd intc,:n1s of "urtifactuality"
and the work's "conferred status ofc~ndidate for apprccimion";(pp. 33-34).
A work of art in the classifica6ry sense is (1) an artefact (2) a set of
the aspects of which has lmd conferred upon it the status of candidate
for apprcdution by some person or persons acting on behalf of a
certain social institution {the ;U"tworld), {Dickic, 1974, p. 34)
Diel.:.ie (1974} goes on to recognise the problems inherent in defining who
confers the status of art upon u work, who comprises the art world, und what is meant
by "appreciation". He

su~gcsts

"all that is meant by 'appreciation' in the definition is

something like 'in experiencing the qualities of a thing one finds them worthy or
v~luable"'

(p. 40},
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RenC Bergcr (1963) and John Bcrger (1972) arc aware of the value and
integrity retained in a painting. RonC Berger expresses it as what is 'proper' to the art
itself, sec epigraph above, and, for John Bergcr, original paintings manifest a
"silence and stillnc~~ [that] penneatc the actual material, the paint, in which one
follows the lrnces oflhc painter's immediate gestures" (J. Bcrger, 1972, p. 31). They
identify the experience of many artists with whom I have spoken who sense that
these traces of the painter's hand and time invested in workir.g on a painting reside
within the work, and enhance the perceptive viewer's affinity with the result.
This outlook regarding time invested in art work ditrers from that of Caves
(2000) for whom economic issues arc paramount. "Time is of the essence", writes
Caves. He cites the film industry and the dependence of creative projects on the
timely ~"·ordination of production and financial return, a factor he calls lhe "timf:"
flies proj1Crty" (p. 8). Artists suffer acutely from Caves' 'time flies' problem: their

frequently delayed recognition results in loss of possible financial and other,
intangible, returns. The film

entr~prcncur

will benefit from continuing royalties, but

the artist w:ll probably receive a very small sum for an art work's initial sale, and its
increase in price over the years will benefit others, not the artist.
Benjamin suggests mystery opcmtes in nrt and be reveals that he has
experienced a transcendental quality when viewing "great art", such as original old
Masters. Einstein {1954) observed that "the most beautiful experience we can have is
the mysterious. 1t is the fundamental emotion which stands al the cradle of true art
and true science" {p. 11).

Bns~man

(1985) agrees and sum1ises

thalth~

problem "is

emphatically not to remove all the miraculousness and mystery from creativity, for
that would remove creativity itself. Rather, it is to try lo explain how

cr~ativity

is

possible, without making it necessary" (p. 132). Bcnjamin suggests that Picasso's

Gucmica, 1937, is one of the great creative works of art that deals with a challenging
issue but retains sufficient mystery to prevent limiting its horizons. lt is the title,
rather than anything spedlic in the painting, that points to Guemic,a, "because
clearly it is not just about Guernica, it is a broader brush stroke.":
Anoth~r

aspect of mystery in the mts is the influence of-' the muse, or

inspiration, ai reported by many musicians, writers, scientists .1nd artists. McLach!an
prefers the Fwnch tenn, ap~rru, a insight. Briskmnn (1985) records that some have
pNc\aimcd themoclvcs SUIJlrisc([ by their own creative achievements. Nevertheless, it
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is necessary to relate to the

crc~ted

products to comprehend the

cre~tivc

process,

according to Briskman, and, in this regard, it is the preparatory work which "'
impinges
on the process: the scientist's thoughts and conjectures, and the

~rtist's

initial strokes

upon the canvas.
The creator, in his [sic] very Process of creation, is constantly
interacting with his own prior products; and this interaction is one of
genuine feedback, for the creator is as much inl1ucnccd by his own
initial creations as these were inl1uenced by him. (BriskmUn, 1985, p.
139)
In an attempt to define a creative product, Bn"skman arrives at the following
essential characteristics: first, it nee1ls to be novel in relation to its background atid.
prior products; second, it needs to solve a problem in relation to, and that emerges
from, its background; third, it needs to "actually conflict with parts of this
background, to necessitate its partial modification, and to supplant and improve upon
parts of it'"; and, fourth, it needs to be "favorably evaluated" in relation to its
background. Such a product conld be termed a

·~ranscendent

product", says

Briskman (1985, p. 144). Bri~kmun's transcendent product could, in some instances,
represent a dialectical relationship; the background or status quo is disturbed by an
antithesis, the transcendent product, culminating in a synthesis whereby the creative
artist or scientist "transcen~s himself', as Briskman puts it, sec Chapter 2 ...
Art from a new media perspective
The Australia Council, the Planetary Colleginm and other funding bodies
consider biologically based art to fit within the parameters established for new media
due to sci-art's close association with new scientific, medical and digital
technologies. New media commentators, therefore, includ.: biologically llascd art as
part of their remit, a remit that incorporates constant change.
Smith (1988) argues that three periods of major change in western

so~icty's

methods of production have correlated with perio<.ls in which "the culture-hero and
his legitimate heir, the arti~t as hero, has nourished" (p. 9). The first occasion was
associated with the beginnings of technologies, such as lire, as portrayed in the
Greek myths of Promethcus an<.! Daedalus. The second occasion occurred between
1425 and 1525, another period of technological

d1~ngc.

At that time, new "rules"
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developed for artists and it was "required that each unit of an artist's production
should differ significanlly from a previous unit; that it should solve a problem, or
reveal personal originality" (1988, p. 13), a circumstance described by Briskman
(1985, p. 139). The third occasion was associated with the technological advances of
the industrial revolution and the political upheavals of the late eighteenth century.
However, by the late nineteenth century, as Smith would have it, artists "tended to
avoid active participation in politics", or "kept it out of their art. lt is the time of the
tedmieal hero" (1988, p. 25). Smith claims their position responded to Kant's
aesthetic theory "that an aesthetic judgcm~nt was at once personal, universal and
disinterested" (1988, p. 25). For K;,nt, "Fine An and the sciences, if they do not
make man morally better, yet by conveying a pleasure that admits of universal
communication and by introducing polish and refinement to society, make him
civilised" (cited in B. Smith, 1988, pp. 25-26).
- · Smith believe£ that, in Picasso, we have an example of the end of the artist as
hero. Picasso, according to Smith, kept his politics and his art separate, a situation
typical of the sepamtion of art and moral action
Calls

an~

rccommcn<:i~d

by Kant (1988, p. 27).

Zurr assert that the purpose of their art practice is to provoke debate about

the moral and ethical issues surrounding recent biotechnological developments.
Experimentation and the incorpomtion of new teclmologics in art has tested

'

philosophers of art, reports Wilson (2002). He cites the notions that "art is
intentionally made or

a~scmblcd

by humans, and usually consists of intellectual,

symbolic and sensual components" as meeting with general consensus, while a ckar
definition of art, aesthe"tics, the role of "expression", and "criteria of evaluation" all
remain elusive (Wilson, 2002, p. 17).
According to Heathcote (2003), the cyclical argument that painting io dcuJ,
and that it has been surpassed by new media, re-ignited by Geczy (2002a), is a matter
of semantics and rival positions. Hccthcote {2003) evinces surprioe about the
negative response to the inclusion of grnffiti in a book he co-authored, Auslmlimt

Paiming 1788-2000.' In many locations in Australia, painting "!HIS been rcinvcntcd
in a brash new manner - I refer to urban graffiti". He counters Gcc1.y's (2002a)
article on the 'death of painting' and points out that changes in art fashion arc led by
tastcmakcrs and that innovatil"c painting "may be Q\lt of fushion in the museum, but
iu the real world painting still packs a punch":{f·!c;tthcotc, 2003, p.

l3~

This is the
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vision of the Australian Centre for Concrete Art (AC4CA). fts members develop
projects to paint and convert external walls and car parks, mainly in Fremantle,
Western Australia, into a fresh visual environment. Group leader, Goddard,' predicts
that their activities will heightcu interest in "the role of art and its contemporary
articulations" (cited in Snell, 2004, p. R\9}.
In response to Gcczy, Timms (2004b) reminds his readers that, for those of a
Eu>opcan heritage, "painting works metaphorically. It is vertical and associative"
(pp. 20-21), The inherited influences arc triggered by "cultural

connectednc~s"

that

brings with it knowledge, ?f "the basic mythologies of the cultnre in order to
understand not just what is being conveyed by a painting, but alsll the manner of its
conveyance, for the two me inseparable". Timms also points out that paintings have
an historical context, "they contain traces of memory", On the other hand, he asserts,
and as some of the research participants have emphasised,

n~w

media do not have a

long history on which to draw, but Timms suggests that this could have both positive
and negative implications (p. 21). New me<Jia originate from the technologies that

,,'
'

unfolded during the sccott<.l half of the twentieth century. The lack or history, as a
curatorial concern, is discussed in Chapter 5. Timms also addresses the argument that
new technologies "arc seen simplistically as being in opposition to tr.~ditional media
and, by inference, superior, because more up to date {w,hich itself suggests a
conservative belief in technical progress)" (2004b, ,. n). (See also Wilson (1993;
19%; 2002).)
Wilson (2002} associates technological developments in reproduction and
ephemeral art works with the loss of 'aurn' of art work, and claims "timeless
masterpieces" might no longer be possible. In particular, he regrets that the computer
based art work he produced in 1988 is now "quaint and archaic" due to more recent
technological developments. He proposes that a new <Jclinition will be necessary for
'nmsterpk'Ce' (pp. 30-3 1).

.\1

Think or a masterpt(.CC as a work of art that seizes the cultural
moment, or as a work that senses the cultural leap represented by a
line of research and uses the magic of the arts to expanti what it means
nnd explores what it might bc~omc. After the moment pa.~scs, the
masterpiece will hai'C served its place in history. Like landmarks itt
science, such as Gallilco's [oic)new vision of the tmivcrsc, tb!:.ie
artworks' timelessness is their :tudacity, even though the new ground
they break may become common ground. (Wilson, 200~.·;,; 31)
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''
As is to

b~ expected,

Wilson's W(lrld view is biased towards art

associ~'l'ed

with all fonns of technological advances, and leaves little room to manoeuvre for
artists with a wider appreciation of art of all genres. In this he is s!!pported by

Wolpcrt (2002). Painting is the lcJS! likely of the arts to connect with science, he

asserts, because
it does ne>! deal with complex ideas or explanations, is the easiest to
appreciate, uud the response is of\cn an emotional one. Ideas in art
come from art critics and historians, not the works themselves. Unlike
the second law of thmnodynurnics, pvpulation genetics or quantum
mcclmnics, which require much basic knowledge to appreciate

properly, the response to a painting needs no prior training- though it
can increase appreciation and pleasure. I cannot understand what is
being referred to when there is reference to critical thinking in art.
(\Y,olpert, 2002)
Hofmann (1993) claims 'The only values which make a work of art great arc
emotional and sensory. Life-content. Expressed experience" (p. 155). Here lies a
conundrum. I contend that Hofmann's assessment integrates the qualitio!s Wolpert
acknowlcdg~s

exist in painting, such as case of appreciation and an emntional

response, and those he de<:recs do not, such ns complex ideas and critical thinking
that arc developed er.tensively through life experiences.

Is 'beauty' beiog rehabilitated?
A deep engagement with the historical debates regarding
by philosophers, such as

Baumgart~n

b~auty

conducted

and Kant, is beyond the scope of this thesis.

However, as one parlicipant in particular considered beauty an important
contemporary S\lbjcct, it is discussed briefly in relation to recent texts. For Bcnjamin,
beauty (a quality he assured me is very diffurcnt.from decoration) is the ullimate aim
in his paintings, an aim, he adds, that is" hard to achieve. "Beauty is not just
shallow decadence, beauty can have real pain In it, perhaps a sad kind of
happiness ... il is not eye candy", or it can range to the beauty that is "in nature".
llis view is expanded upon in Chapter 11. Wolfgang Laib asserts that "beauty [but
not naive beauty] is

som~thing

that many ~rtisls arc

"v~ry

that is very important for now and

forth~

future'". and

afraid of beauty" because our society is surrounded by "so

much ugliness". Laib feels that the natural materials he uses for his a11 work, such as
milk, beeswax and pollen, are of"an incredible beauty in which we can participate",
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and which offers infinite "possibilities for our fu!urc life" (W.Laib, personal
communication, Febtuary

15, 2005). Tousley (2001)

also contends that

contemporary artists may consider "dangerous" ajoumcy into the contemplative th~t
includes beauty (see Chapter 2).
It is worth noting here that Benjamin's exhibition profile is growing as is !hat

of other artists whose works e;.roke associations with beauty. Reid (20021)

advise~·

his

readers to be efficient in their art collectin!:' strategies and to ensure that ihey me on
the dealer's preferential mailing list for any artist they l1rget for collection. As an
example, Reid cites Benjat'riiri's exhibitions an(! assures ilis readers that, although

,,

some artists' works can

at~~·lCt

a lower price in a smaller marketplace, Benjamin's do

not fall into that category (Rcid, 2002f, p. 36).
In an academically crafted catalogue essay on the work of Tim Maguirc,
Biemofrs' (\999) final sentence reads: "perhaps in the ctJd, it is the sheer beauty of
Mnguire's painting that makes one look, a second titne, at painting itself'. A
heightened interest in aspects of beauty is 'Jiso evident in French'-1 catalogue essay
for Dale Frank's exhibition, Before Beauty, 20p.
Bcnjamin connects with the magic and wonder apparent in great art and
contends tlmt these qunlitie~ arc "undeniable" but also "mdescribable". His views
echo Emst Fisher's assertion as reported in the literature review: "Art is necessary in
order that man should be able to recognize and change the worltl. i3nt art is also
necessary by virtue of the magic initerent in it" (cited in M. Solomon, 1973, p. 270).
G~rtrudc

Stein's circle thought a work of art dead if it were called beautiful, says

I!

Sontag (2002), who points out that such a stance did not necessarily indicate ···a'.'
decline of the authority of beauty. Rather, it testifies to a decline in the belief tlutt';l,

'•',

there is something called art" (p. 22). Culture wars during the twentieth century IL'll ·'
to the notion that 'interesting' was a mor~ appropriate euphemism for an than
'beautiful', but Sontag suggests that "connoisseurs of the interesting - whose
antonym is the boring- appreciate clash, not harmony", She asks: "Imagine saying,
'That sunset is interesting'", rp. 26). Son tag proposes that "it is in url thut beauty as
1,',

an idea, an eternal idea, is best cmbmlicd" (2002, p. 7.2). However, as Danto (2002)
recognises, there is a difference between the 'idea' o'fbeauty and the 'fact' ofbcauty.

.'(

Beauty's place is not in the definition or - to use the somcwh~t
discredited idiom -the essence of urt, from which the avant·garde h~s
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tightly removed it. Timt removal, however, was not merely the result
of a conceptual but, as I sbaU argue, a political detcmllnation. And it
i.s the residue of aesthetic politics that lingers on in the negativity we
'find in attitudes toward beauty in art today. (Danto, 2002, p. 39)
"Contemporary visual art stands on the ruins ofbe~uty'' claims the dustcovcr
of Osbome's {2000) collection of essays, Where Theory Ends, T11ere Art Begins'.
However, as Osborne points out, the question today is art's place in the "broader
socio-historical proce&ses

~~d

practices" and it is in this sphere that the "ae.<lthetic''

discussion falls (2000, f'· 9). The art practices discussed in this research are finnly
placed in contemporarJ social and cultural issues and, therefore, meet Osbome's
parameters. They also take on board what Tousley (2001) refers to~" a ''revived
interest in beauty" (sec Chapter 2). Indeed, I have observed references to beauty
appearing more frequently in current art writiog.
When ArtReview International selected its top 25 of London's MA
for 2004, the reviewers were

surprise~

student~

by the resurgence of painting, and the

emphasis on technique and drawing skills. According to Warren (2004), and his
comments apply to all genres including video and installation:
a few years ago, 'beautiful' was a :Jirty word to students; roow it's
often something they aspire to. Their work doesn't hm•e to be
beautiful, of course- far from it, in''~ome CilSCS -but when it is, it's
r.ot to b~ sniffed at". (pp. 4-5)
Before proceeding, however, I wish to share Hickey's (1993) ane~-dote and
his consequent discoveries. He relates that the reverie, into which he had drifted in
the closing stages of a panel discussion, was interrupted by a question frcm the floor.
The inquirer asked Hickcy's "opinion as to what 'The Issue of the Nineties' would
be". The reply sprang unbjdden to his lips: "The issue of the ninetie.<l will be beauty",
a response he states was'."a total improvisatory goof'. His "goof' was greeted with
'1otaJ, uncomprehending s1lencc", a circumstance that Hickey claims, for him, Ieo!
his ''modest proposal ... immediate credence" (1993, p. 11). Inspired by his
spontaneous declaration and its cool reception, Hickcy embarked ~~ an uJ~<Jfficia!
sur~~y of"artists

and students, critics and curators, in public and in private- just to:

see what they would say. The results were disturbingly consistent, and not at all wbdt
I would have liked", he write.<l.
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Simply put, if you broached the issue of beauty in the American art
world of 1988, you could ,1ot incite a conversation about rhetoric- or
efficacy- or pleasure - oi·. politics- or eVCII Bellini. You ignited n
conversation about the mai;{et. That, at the time, was the "signified"
of beauty. If you said "beauty", they would say, ''The corruption of
the market". (Hickey, 1993, p. 13)
Hickey's respondents' reasoning was the presumption that art dealers "only
care about how it [the art work)looks", but that art professionals in institutions
"ret~11y care .arOut what it means"

(1993, p.14). They inferred, pejoratively, that

"Beauty sells" (p, 16). Hickcy analyses the situation pertaining to the institutions,
their growth, power and self-setVing agendas, and suggests that none have a "vested
interest in the subversive potential of visual pleasure" (p. 13). With Mapplethorpc's
images as a focus, Hickey argues that it is the beauty in the photographs that
ali~ates

the art establishment and, if the images had somehow acknowledged

Mapplethorpe's "corruption, and thus qualified him for our forgiveness", the court
action in Ohio, in 199(1, would not have arisen. The Director of Cinclnnati's
Contemporary Arts Ccntcr, Dennis Barrie, was arrested on obscenity charges in
relation to seven images from Robert Mappietlwrpe: Tha Perfect Moment. The
images were later deemed by the court not to be obscene. Hickey concludes that "the
vemru:~:olar

of beauty, in its democratic appeal, remains a potent instrument for

change in this civilization" (1993, p. 24).
The foregoing relates to the issue of pretty pictures of scientific or medical
subject matter that are classified by several participants as illustration. However, the
eo-option of beauty in other forrus of art work, such as biotechnologically ba.~ed
work that the collaborators regard as a 'potent

instrumen~

for change', appears to be

an acceptable exercise.
There is beauty and elegance in scientific ideas, too, and Girod, Rau and
Schepige (20ll3) conducted a pilot study to examine ways in which science teaching
could foster an understanding of the aesthetic, not only in science, but to encourage
students to link the aesthetic experience in science with their (1-<:'ly livet. Tbe
researchers found that their teaching programme significantly increased their
students' appreciation of aesthetic understanding, and broadened their vision of the
world and their place in that world (Girod et al., 2llll3, p. 585). It thus seems ironic
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that, at a time wh~h research is establishing the value of art in cross-disciplinary
functions, the merit in art education is being diminished in some sectors (see below).
The renewed interest in beauty could be cyclical. However, artists express
their responses to world events in many ways, and an engagement with beauty could
represent a reaction to the disturbing images of war and conflagration that currently
appear in the mass media. In contrast, artists responded to the depression of the
1890s I!Dd World War I with radical work in the fonn of movements such

!1.5

Surrealism, Dada and Cubism.

Functions ornrt
Kuhaupt thinks people hold a romantic idea about what art can do, but that
sometimes art can be ahead of its time. In this sense he suggests that "art can
almost predict public opinion in a way, rather than changing public opinion."
For Wil!iams (1965), "communication is the crux of art". The art work is a fonn of
transmission of an experience which the audience can reject, accept, or ignore
(Williams, \965, p. 46). However, Wolpert (2002) concedes that art can "broaden
our experience" in ways as yet not understood, but is adamant it "does not explain".
Nicholls found the questions brought back to her historical reports of the role of art
prior to the beginning of the twenty-first century. She recalls that, in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, art was not necessarily for entertainment or aesthetic
pleasure, but was also a mediwn to convey messages about rcligion, personal
aggrandisement, politics, and otber topics. In addition to these purposes, art, as a
function of society, was an indication that that society had enough wealth to allow a
portion of that prosperity to be used for art. Here Nicholls emphasises that she is not
discussing frivolous, decorative work. She invokes Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs'
whercin art comes further up tbe ladder than basic bodily needs and, for Nicholls, is
an "indication that a society Is more economically developed, more socially
developed, and can afford

to support

art." For example, historians propose that

prchistoric communities who decorated their clothing were experiencing times when
food was more plentiful and life was more ordered. Nicholls challenges today's
society to think about the different ways in which contemporary art is used and the
audience it reaches. According to Bunt, it is the art galleries that attract many visit.:.rs
to cities such as London or Paris, not the commercial houses, the factories or the

'
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t..wl:s. Nevertheless, controversial New York artist, Hans Haackc, contends that the
increasing numbers of visitors to art museums do not signify a deeper interest in art
but the entertainment value the institutions arc providing (cited in D. Solomon,
2000). However, artists neer\ to be part of the system to have a voice in public

discourse, and Haacke continues to exhibit in the galleries.
Art for art's sake

Although Castledcn concedes that some artists may feel alienated and on the
periphery of society, and that they use those sentiments in their work, disaccord and
feelings of alienation do not have a role in her art practice. Rather, she engages with,
and researches, art that critiques or pushes contemporary perceptions and boundaries.
Catts and Zurr describe a feeling of alienation as a sensation that the world
does not correspond with the values instilled in people from childhood, and, in
response to this, any noticeable "errors" should be identified and exposed. They also
believe that art is an ideal tool with which to examine existing belief systems.
However, for them, art for art's sake is ''formulaic". They suggest that artists who
work in this vein produce work that is irrelevant to the wider community. Art for
art's sake is "only ornamentation and decoration" which has its place, Catts
reasons, but it is not created to stimulate profound thought on life or on our position
in the world as it is today.
Clancy thinks that ''the Isolation from society that some artists feel is
different from, say, the Marxist idea." In a capitalist system tim!l is money, there
is a scale of payment for hours worked, but "an artist can spend fifty hours on an
art work and it is not quantifiable." Clancy sees this as a positive: "that is one of
the brilliant things about art." Nevertheless Claney insists that "some art works
are a part of the capitalist system In that they do sell as objects." She reflects:
"nobody is going to starve in terms ·Jf food if there is no art, but we would be
poor through a lack of expression, and this would be tragic."
Cleworth describes feelings of disaccord or alienation as elements tl1at drive
the initial creativity, but relates th!lm to having very deep questions about one's place
in the world. Although he is passionate about art and art history, Benjamin is aware
that some conceptual work that references its own self can become art about art, a

"

genre he does not find challenging. He regards art that emphasises the medium over
the content as lacking in impact. For example, he explains that, despilc Rcmbrandt's
incredible draughtsmanship, it is not that quality which haunts the viewer but the
freedom ofthe artist's engagement with the work and the essence that lingers therein,
particularly in the late self-portraits. Piccinini and Castlcden have similar views {see
Chapters 8 and 11 ).
Meikle locates examples in science, rather than in art, to respond to the
question regarding an art for art's sake practice, and mentions instances ''where a
scientific hypothesis or an idea came about which was completely at odds
with the corwentional thinking of the day." For eKamp!e:
Galileo's proposition that the earth revolved around the sun was
thought to be heretical In that day, and was completely jarring
and shocking compared with the philosophical framework at
that lime; Wegener's concept of the movement of tectonic
plates was radical as the earth's crust was assumed to be a
solid crust: and Einstein's quote that God doesn't play dice
when he thought that it was completely non-scientific to
propose a theory that you can't know certain things. {Meiklc)
MeLachlan challenges the notion of art for art's sake, because if art for art's
sake is where aspects of meaning rutd
and art is non-utilitarian in

pu~posc.

pu~pose

are unnecessary, then !hat is just art,

Art could acquire utilitarian valnc subsequently

but good art is not undertaken for utilita.rian reasons. In the same way, McLachlan
reasons that science undertaken for utilitarian pu1poses, rather than being driven by
curiosity, is often less successful than generally supposed. Ever the storyte!!er,
McLachlan recounts Nurse's eKperience to illustmte his point that science for
science's sake is the best kind of science.
Nurse [now Sir Paul Nurse] was interested In cell division, a big
problem In c;~ncer. Although one school of thought believed that
human cells should be studied In cancer research, Nurse opted
to study cell division in the simplest possible organism, yeast.
His reason was that it would be more proficient to do the initial
study with the yeast, and then to do genetic work on it. He
chose Schlzosaccharomyces pombe, a South American yeast
used for making a beer called Pombe, and which is an
organism separated from humans by 2,000 years of evolution.
His team discovered that the mechanisms which operate in the
yeast are the same as the mechanisms which operate in
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humans. !t ls brilliant science. Nurse won a Nobel Prize for his
work. (Mci.achlan)
Therefore, McLachlan posits that:
;ut should always be for art's sake, and science should always
Ce for science' sake, and utilitarian art and science actually
delay you from getting there rather than helping you forward.
So meaning and purpose, of course they should be
unnecessary. Art and science should not be for a purpose.
(McLachlan)
Bcnjamin agrees with Whitelaw's (2000) views that, although new media
artists have benefited from following the "technology juggernaut" and appropriating
developments into tl1cir art practices, they would he well advised to concentrate
attention on tl1e content of their work rather than the category in which they operate
(pp. 2-3). Benjamin's concern for proponents of new media art is that they appear to
struggle too much with the idea that they have the image or banner of a new medium
to sustain.

Art as rnshlon, decor and entertainment
McLachlan and Chmcy have both collaborated in 1•arying degrees with artists
linked to fashion. Storey's Death Dresses, and the Barbican's exhibition, Rapture:
Art's Seduction by Fashion since 1970, 2002, highlighted a connection betv.•ccn art
and fashion. Smee's (2002) review of Rapture suggests that, although the public is
prepared to accept decadence in fashion, it is less likely to in art "where infatuation is
so often regarded as trivial, and decadence is felt as a steep affiiction" (p. 39).
McDonald (2004) claims that "by degrees, art has beeome inextricably linked to ...
fashion" (p. 4).
The National Gallery of Victoria billed its exhibition, 2004: Australian
Culture Now,' as "an unprecedented landmark national survey of work at the edge of
current artistic practice" (Colless, 2004). Eleven curators presented work from 130
Australian artists, including representatives from craft, fashion, video, plasma screen
installations, sculpture and many other fields. The art and the buildings are "so
integrated" that one could describe the situation as art as dC\:or, and decor ''nuances
our lifestyle" which, as Colless puts it,
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could well be what will make 2004 one of the most exciting and
formative shows of the decade. It demonstrates the ways in which
artists are now freely disregarding the distinctions that once separated
art from design, entertainment, leisure and commerce. (2004, p. RI8)
Colless (2004) admits that, after reviewing the diverse segments of the
exhibition in relation to aesthetics, multiculturalism and globalism, it is difficult to
deCide what work would fit the definition of "status of art", and, further, ''what the
word Australian means". He concludes that "after 2004 [the exhibition], maybe the
phrase Australian art will become obsolete" (p. R19).
Nelson {2004) reviews 2004: Australian Culture Now as "a courageous
exhibition" but recognises that the diversity of artists and art, which could be seen as
a positive element, mediates against a cohesive common theme. He, too, comments
that "some of the best work in· the exhibition is the most handsome decor." For
Andtrson (2005), the exhibition highlighted
the slippery nature of the current border between contemporary art
practice and the world of coJJUilercial entertainment and leisure, but it
also reveals the continuing ambivalence of many in the art world to
the apparent collapse of clear distinctions between these areas. (P.
Anderson, 2005, p. 90)
Respected international art magazines, too, have recently featured fashion as

art,' and art as decor and

entertainment. Cleworth notes the blwring of boundaries

between art and fashion in exhibitions and in the layout of journals and magazines
that were previously classic art publications. He observes that current design layouts
commodify art by advertising "art next to Timex: culture is another accessory".
The integration of fashion with art in previously dedicated art publications is typical
of the "laying of Modernism to rest, of moving beyond the theory of
spaciallsatlon", according to Cleworth. This bluning of boundaries is symptomatic
of the interdisciplinary mind-set that has made possible sci-art collabmtions, and
impacts on the art practices and role of most contemporary artists in one fonn or
another.
Visual art education: Innovation and creativity
Although visual art education plays a part in the fonnulation of the attitudes
of many visual artists, and some other community members, it was not specifically
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targeted

as a subject iu th!l interview questions. Nevertheless, several participants

brought it fo!Ward as an important issue for discussion. A visual art education is also

linked by some commentators with creativity and innovation, the latter being an
attribute the Australian Government wishe~ to promote (see Chapters 6, 7 and 8).
Arnheim was cognisant of the role of the artist in relation to science, and the need for
the education oflhe artist, in the 1960s (sec Chapter 2). During the 1950s and 1960s,
an internationally-based campaign was conducted in Australia to promote "education
through art" (B. Smith, 1988, p. 51).

In Australia in the 1980s, llS Nicholson (2000) explains it, the Dawkins
rcfonns led to many art schools becoming faculties of larger tertiary institutions, and,
since the late 1980s, both l.abor and Coalition governments have implemented
funding cuts for education. "After Howard's [Coalition]

::~nding

cuts, Australia

became, with respect to education, the OECD's lowest-spending nation" (p. 131). He
adds that funding for visual art departments was affected in several ways: these
included that, historically, the Australian Research Commission has regarded an
exhibition as intligible for research funding, but a journal article about the exhibition
as eligible; and that private industry funding has not been forthcoming. In 1998, the
Edith Cowan University introduced a Creative and Perfnnning Arts Activity Index
(CPAI), funded by the University, to reward staff for their creative and perfonning
arts efforts that are not covered by the Austmlian Government's Research Activity
Index scheme.
Nicholson reports that "the first term of the Howard government saw
widespread closures of visual arts courses across Australian campuses". The
institutions that remained cut staff numbers: "sessional staffing was virtually
eradicated, the result being a kind of institutional arthritis" (2000, pp. 131-132). I
would point out that, as a result of the diminution of contracted staff numbers that
Nicholson reports, some institutioru found it necessary to increase the llllrnber of
sessional staff employed.
The introduction of fee-paying courses, which Nicholson regards as a
"contradiction between the impetus to practise art and the paradigm of economic
rationalism", was also promoted by government policy. Neve!theless, he reports that,
at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Teclmology {RMIT), up-front fees did not
"attract any signifi.cant interest in the art faculty'' when they were introduced in 1998.
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As Nicholson points out, "it is hard to imagine any bank manlger leaping for his or
her loan booklet at the eoonomic proposition of a client paying [A]$30,00(} to be
trained as an artist" (2000, p. 133).
Recently, the Flinders University, in South Australia, has out-sourced its
visual

arts course to combine with the Adelaide Central School of Art, a private art

school, to offer a five year full-time, or equivalent part-time, double degree BNBachelor of Visual Art. In the mid-1990s, some university humanities
departments in the USA also suffered funding cuts and were re-structured [see
Steiner (1996), and Cordes and Walker (1996)].
Visual arts departments
disciplines with

are also impacted upon by the emphasis on

a strong record in employment outcomes for graduates. Weller

(2002) reports that the New South Wales Higher School Certificate (HSC) figures for
2001 reveal streaming into employment oriented courses begins in Years 11 and 12.
Wi!liams' deplores the situation in the UK where streaming between the sciences and
the humanities in schools has led to a two cultures phenomenon and he proposes
bringing the two "communities" together. Sixth formers do not have to be fully
informed about quantum mechanics to debate the ethics and implications of the
human genome project or stem cell research, Williams claims (cited in Radford,
2003, p. 9).
A MacArthur Fellow, Root-Bemstein's (1997) thesis is that "if we let the arts
atrophy in this country [USA] through lack of public support, we also will lose an
important part of the creative base from which the next generation of scientific and
engineering breakthroughs will emerge". The Wellcome Trust (2004) reports that, in
an interview, McLachlan claimed that evidence suggests that medical students with
"some arts and humanities" b11Ckgrouud have a better outcome than many who have
"focused on sciences". A third scientist, Doherty (1997), articulates similar concerns
and believes that it is increasingly important that science students have a liberal
education component in their degree. He sees advantages for parliamentarians and
bureaucrats to have "an understanding of what science is about" and for scientists to
have an understanding of"politics and economics" (Doherty, 1997).
As. Janousek (2000) would have it, one ramification of the division between

schooling in the humanities and schooling in science and mathematics manifests
itself in the philosophy of western museums and galleries in relation to their lack of

'
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integration of science and culture. He identifies that the "division of the education
system .... may have increased the efficiency of specialized training, but it also
produced a deformation of natural character and reduced overaU possibilities of
communication" (p. 22). Some research participants observe that perceived
difficulties with the appropriate communication of scientifiC discoveries are a
concern. The ANU was sufficiently concerned to establish a Graduate Programme in
Scientific Communication and describes science communication as "the processes by
'which the scientific culture and its knowledge become incorporated into the common
culture". However, the course outline does not mention artists specifically as among
those the course planners suggest are expert science communicators.
The best science communicators include writers, journalists, TV and
radio presenters and personalities, workers in science centres and
museums, and communication officers for scientific, environmental
and industrial establishments, professional associations and exhibition
designers. (Australian National University, 2004)
Baker (2004) identifies the role of the art school as "generating cultural,
intellectual, and creative capital in the broadest sense of the term .... A good art
school creates a milieu, an atmosphere, a critical context, an occasion for these
explorations and opportunities ... a new conceptual marketplace" (p. 39).
Radok (2004b) cited anecdotal evidence of cuts in funding for visual arts
education progranunes to support her call for concerned artists to support the
National Association for the Visual Art Limited's (NAVA) programme oflobbying
during the 2004 Federal parliamentary election campaign. She maintains that these
cuts come in spite of the known benefits to employers of the capabilities of visual art
graduates. Funding cuts to universities have necessitated rationalisation and
encouraged the support of courses which provide commercially positive outcomes
for students. Some universities have responded by merging departments, such as
visual arts, under the Creative Industries banner, a term developed in 1997 by the
Blair Government's UK Creative Industries Taskforce. The Taskforce's Creative
Industries Mapping Docnment, November, 1998, defines creative industries as
"those indu~tries which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and
which have potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and
exploitati'ln of intellectual propertt' (cited in Cunningham, 2003).
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The emphasis on an intellectual property rather than a material property
outcome is a matter that Rossiter (2003) suggests needs attention." Cunninghwn"
and Hartlcy (2002) urge university humanities and arts departments to support the
creative industries 'flag'. In a report prepared for the Australia Council, "Don't give
up your day job", Throsby and Hollister (2002) recommend that community
awareness of the cultural significance and contribution made by the arts be
recognised "through the education sector and the media" (p. 80).
In her address to conVerge, 2002, in Adelaide, Rowley emphasised the
partnership ethos of ARC in its funding of art and high teclmology because of three
"key issues". One issue is the ''very high international standing that Austrnlian art
and science/technology has", and another is the large amount of money artists will
need, and the function of the Australia Council and the ARC in contributing research
funds. However, it is h~r second issue I wish to emphasise here.
Second is your [the mainly artist audience's] understanding and
emotional investment in research practice that ''your idea makes sense
to you". An example of that is the 1111mber ofpeople who hold PhD's
in this area, which is obviously not important in the arts industry
[italics added] but it certainly is in the research community. (Rowley,
2002)
It would appear that, in Rowlcy's opinion, higher degrees are unnecessary in
the arts industry. If this is the case, the question arises about future academic
excellence in visual art teaching in Australia. In addition, ifUtis area of scholarship is
neglected, it may be that, as Kerr (Kerr, 2002) suggests, auction house catalogues
could be<:ome a prominent source of art historical

rlat~.

Buckley and Conomos (2004) posit a case for the traditional contemporary
artist that parallels the discussion about the influences of funding in Chapter 5.
As well as the obvious disadvantage that individual artists face
through not having their creative work funded, a manipulative climate
has grown up in which they are encouraged to develop research
projects that do not represent their primary intellectual concerns as
artists but do fit neatly into the ARC funding categories. (Buckley &
Conomos, 2004, p. 40)
A similar debate occurred in the mid·l990s. Hi!! (1995a) presses a case for
the research and e:-:pe.rrisc accumulated during an artist's succe~sful national and
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international career, that fulfils an agreed set of criteria, to be re;:ognised by
academia. His proposals include formats for university degrees on several levels that
incorporate course work with an accompanying exegesis. He notes the irony that
artists, who were prime movers during the Renaissance and Enlightenment, are the
late-comers to university campuses (p. 12). Hill (1995b) advocates that eligible art
lecturers employed in universities pursue applications through the ARC Grants
Scheme to avail themselves of the opportunities offered and to reinforce the validity
of research and practice in the visual arts (pp. 26-27). "In the near future", according
to Radok (2004a), Ascott's Planetary Collegium plans to establish a PhD
programme, "dealing with the burgeoning field of consciousness issues", in
Adelaide, South Australia. The candidates would be based in Adelaide but registered
as PhD students with the University of Plymouth, UK.
Lee (1996) delivers a riposte to Hill's article. Lee argues that university
visual arts departments arc taking over

th~

role previously exercised by Technical

and Further Education (TAFE) and private art schools. He disparages the staff
selection processes, questions the ethics of educating students for low-paid or nonexistent jobs, and reminds his readers that the visual arts courses at universities are
sustained by the high demand for places "rather than by evidence of outcomes". Lee
cites reports by Throsby and Thompson, 1995, and Presser, 1995, for the Australia
Council to support his argument (1996, p. S). Geczy (2002b) paints a damning
picture of the parlous state of art education in Australia and asks whether art schools
are, indeed, necessary. Lee (1996) argues against the awarding of higher degrees in
the visual arts, and is sceptical of the validity of an exegesis to accompany art work.
It is his understanding that artists find it difficult to explain what they intend before

they create the work, and that it is impossible to translate paintings into words. Lee
claims that artists have m.> uniquely privileged understanding

of t!Jeir work [italics

added] (p. 4).
Lee's views re-emerge in a report on The Art of Seeing and the Seeing of Art,
a conference held at the Australian National University (ANU), in 2001, for the
Newsletter of the Adelaide Central School of Art (ACSA), distributed more widely
by Amy lone, with permission. Lee questions the attitude of some higher degree art
students who opt to isolate themselves in their studios instead oftaking advantage of
the opportunities around them. He asserts that,_ by isolating themselves, they faillo
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infonn themselves, not only about the science and art area, but also about the wid~r

world and the benefits that interdisciplinary associations can provide.
What ultimately can they hope to achieve isolated in their studios, and
why should a wider public seek out such work when it is finished? By
turning away from the ethos of university research, artists are
confinning their position as mere sUpplicants, with ambition that aims

no higher than to win approvRI from the unacwuntab!e
art world valuation. (Lee, 2001)

proc~ses

of

Costache" (2002) identifies visualliterocy as an issue. At a time 'When the
image reigns, and the screen is the dominant means for the dispersal of news and

infonnation, textual literacy across disciplines is emphasised but visual literacy, or
"seeing", is neglected. As Costache arguer.: "a picture may be worth a thousand
words but do students have the tools to frnd those words and further decipher their
meanings?" (2002).
The Australia Council (2003) promotes education in the arts and claims its
"strategy highlights the catalytic role the arts can and do play in the social, personal
and intellectual development of young Australians". In 2002-2003, the Council
funded seven research projects, one of which was designed to examine "the value of
links between education and the creative arts, particularly for children and young
people at risk of not completing formal education or training" (Australia Council,
2003, p. 31). Root-Bemstein (2003) claims that art classes should be required for all
scientists as well as children, as they help to develop "attention and acciU'llcy" (p.

271).
To invent and to create requires an understanding that incorporates all
that is known sensually and abstractly, subjectively and objectively,
imaginatively and concretely. And because of their wide disciplinary
training in the imaginative skills, handicrafis and expressive
languages, only polymaths will have the tools necessary to do so.
Thus, the future of innovation will reside, as it alway~ has resided, in
the minds of multiply talented people who transcend disciplinary
boundaries and methods .... ru'[science is both the past and future of
innovation because innovatOrs cannot help drawing upon any form of
thinking that will spur their imagination. We ignore tllis profound
truth at our peril. (Root-Bcrnstein, 2003, p. 276)
Cleworth detects another clement appearing in the art education system that
derives from the amalgamation of art schools with universities. He claims that, as

"

new additions to the organisation, the art schools are required to change to fit the
academic model of assessment and grading, and thnt this _has led to an
institutionalisation of the intellectual approach to art education a.nd art practices. This
modified approach has been necessary to allow the people already within the system
to undcrsta.nd the visual arts, but has forced visual art lecturers to change the way
\'Jey teach, and students to change the way they study and approach their art, to
comply with curriculum requirements. Cleworth says it "will be Interesting to see
how this amalgamatlon of visual art into the academic system plays itself out
within the art world generally, both in Australia and internationally."
In his pursuit of higher education, Cleworth was advised that a Doctor of

Philosophy is regarded more highly than a Doctor of Creative Arts or similar new
degree with a.n art courscwork component, a.nd that a Masters by research is regarded
more highly than a Masters with an art coursework component (R. Cleworth,
personal communication, November 2004). On closer analysis of the inferred
hierarchical differentiation between the two streams of higher degrees, it could be
argued that it is the desired outcome and preferred career path of the candidate which
decides the more advantageous pathway for the particulllf set of circumstances. For
example, on one hand, a scientist seeking a collaborative artist for a sci-art project
would, in all likelihood, prefer an artist with greater 'hands-on' art technical
expertise than one who specialises in art theory WJd history. On the other hand, a
scientist seeking a collaborative artist to provide an art theoretical and historical
conle)(t for a theoretical research project could prefer an artist with research oriented
skills. These hypothetical scenarios highlight the need to transcend dichotomies and
dualistic modes of thinking, aq claimed by Bois (1997) and Kemmis and McTaggart
(2000), to reach a third position where interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary
qualifications arc valued for their relevance to the candidate's desired outcome.
In addition, Cleworthobserves that the tcr1iary academic requirements impact
on students who are not articulate although they may be arti&tically talented. The
fortunate students arc those who are gifted both academically and creatively.
Unfortunately, students who struggle to articulate their ideas are those who are more
inclined to experience a lack of confidence and possibly "drop out". In Cleworth's
experience, the fanner specialised art school did not grade students using strict
academic guidelines or "impose a preconceived set of ideals about what good
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artists should have at their disposal". Provision was rntlde for both those who
wished to develop their critical articulation of ideas and those who wished ''to

develop those skills that were relevant to them and their art practice." Here

Cleworth senses a correspondence with the academies of the,pineteenth century and
suggests that \!le institutionalised syst~m will "produce a lot of art that at the lime

is going to make some artists very famous and very wealthy", but he proposes
that ''We are going through a period where perhaps some, of the really

interesting work is happening by artists who have chosen to work outside the
system- outside those commercial and cultural pressures."

While most people, Cleworth contends, recognise that the Venice Biennale

(Australian selectiOn) nnd the Australia Council are, by nature, influenced to a degree
by politically aligned judgements, a situation he acknowledges is probably a
neccssa.'"y and unavoidable part of that aspect of the art world, he would prefer that
this attitude did not penncate visual art education. He foresees that if university~
dep.irtments adopt a similarly narrow focus, students will be ''formulated, In soma
.iases from quite a young t:<ge, to certain methods of thinking. This comes
back to a highly academic way of..werklng which does not necessarily create
lateral and creative thinking."

"

Cleworth might draw some comfort from Bott's" address, titled The Arts aud
:&::ucaiion, delivered in August, 2004. Her focus was the vital part the visual arts play
in a well-rounded education. She spoke of the Australia Council's National
Education and the Arts Network and the research projects it is undertaking. An
international summit is convened for late 2005 in Sydney, Australia.
The Council knows that the way to ensure that Australia's future can
benefit from integrated creative learning, is to bridge the gaps
bctw~cn our.~reative arts intlustries and our education system. New
and strengthened partnership·~ between schools, universities, other
educadonal institu:ions and inli.ividn:tl artists and arts companies are
vital to ful\y. ~acking Australia's ~bility. (Bott, 2004)
Bunt indicates that the

~stabli.:~"'lent

of, lrt departments within universities

has facilitated greater interaction between science ani! art. He suggests that, although
the artists are highly likely to continue working in their chooen medium, they are
now in a position to approach another university department with a proposed
interdisciplinary project. For example, a textile lecturer could visit the engineering
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department, or the biology department, and llllk about the possibilities of"growing
clothes" or developing "clothes with Inbuilt circull!y". Bunt claims that this twe of
engagement can be beneficial to all concerned. Fisher" (2004) reports on ideas at a
recent presentation: "In the world of Biomimicry, a possibility for the future is
clothes resembling cells so as the child grows, so do the clothes ... something new
and interesting to ponder" (pp. 5·6).
As a further means to foster interdisciplinary engagement, in 2002,

SymbioticA commenced a VivoArt course for undergraduate students from various
disciplines at UWA during which they experience a practicum in t!Je wet laboratory.
However, a few practising artists who have participated as artist in residence at
SymbioticA have preferred to visit the laboratory as an onlooker and then to return to
their art studio to work. In these Clll!CS, their art has developed a biological overtone
but it is not looked upon as quintessentially bio·art, and its essential premise is not
the critique of science. There have also been instances where artists have approached
SymbioticA but have been deterred by the exigencies of producing art within the wet
laboratory.
Asked whether he considered artists were appropriately educated to deal with
general sdentific issues, Long contends that this is the reason it is necessary to have
a collaboratiol between a scientist and an artist. He mentions that, in some iD5tances,
an artist or

11

writer will research a scientific subject very, very well and convey an

accurate depletion, but this is not always the ease. As an example, Long discusses the
close interaction which is necessary between him and the artists who work with him
on palaoontologic projects, and the need for the artists to work from primary
information to achieve accuracy.
Bemard Smith (1988), the doyen of Aus~ian art hi\\torians, locates a

"'"

..

division between the professional training of llrlists and the art ~~~cher trmnmg
systems. He suggests that one of the influences to sustain that division is a "faculty
psychology: the notion that certain subjects in the curriculum are better suited than
others to inculcate certain skills in general and certain faculties or powers of mind"
(p. 54). Although Smith's text was published in 1988, his idea retains !ts validity. His
solution is, that "those who have enjoyed a full professional training in the arts and
crafts are rilso tlmse who arc the best equipped to te110h it" (p. 53), and he proposes a
system of "commu;Uty workshops", possibly attached to universities and schools,
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where arts practitioners could be trained in all aspects of a professional practice
(1988, pp. 54-62). Smith denounces the division between artists and crafts persons,
as does Timms. ''The Visual Arts/Craft Board [of the Australia Council] points out
that it has nothing against what it calls traditional crafts practice, it simply doesn't
fund it" (Timms, 2004b, pp. 129-130).
Wilson (2002) hypothesises that a reliance on traditional forms of scientific
and technologic research could delay progress and that potentially unexpected results
could be precipitated by input from artists with the relevant education. ''The arts
could well serve an important function of independent vision if artists were prepared
to leam the knowledge, language, work styles, self-discipline, and information
networks that are instrumental in their fields of interest" (Wilson, 2002, p. 39).
Kupka, an artist with links to science who practised in Paris between \911 and 1914,
is known to have been well informed in many subjects including contemporary
scientific developments and 'eastern' mysticism - the quintessential polymath.
Kupka is discussed further in Chapter 11.
The "classroom" in 2099 wi!! be equipped with multidimensional holograms
and a polymath teacher, if we accept Chandler's" (1999) prognostications. She urges
educators to net now to re-examine the ways in which art and science are taught, and
to encourage collaborations before students reach tertiary level so that future
generations will be suitably equipped to use advanced te<:hnologies constructively.
From her research, Chandler is assured that "science and art share wmmon turf
much like visual artists conceive of positive-negative space and the edges they
share".
In listening to and observing scientists and !lrlists who are innovators

in their studios and laboratories, the clarity of the interrelationship
between artists and scientists is apparent. They are always slipping
through magic mirrors of experimental procedure or falling down
rabbit holes oftheoty. (Chandler, 1999)
An advocate of the polymath, Root-Bemstein (2003) suggests that, because
scientists have profited from artistic insights, a claim he substantiates with
considerable research examples, a reassessment oftransdisciplinary interactions and
their impact on innovation would be appropriate. He argues that an education in the
arts aids the careers of successful scientists and that "there exist fundamental
y,
,1.'

connections between sciences and arts that provide non-trivial windows onto the
gardens of the mind where innovative thinking is cultivated" (Root-Bemstein, 2003,
p. 268).
Role of gallery mnnagement, dealers, auction houses and collectors
Although public and private institutions and corporations have the capacity to
impact on the role of many artists, some participants also attribute a measure of
power to gallery management, o.lealers, auction houses and collectors as they are
frequently the artist's public representatives in business and entrepreneurial matters,
~~,d

the arbiters of which work will be given gallery space. According to Kirby

(1.1,99), art critics and historians perceive the following as those who decide what
constitutes "art":
institutional recognition by art dealers, commercial and state galleries,
art bureaucrats, artists, critics, art historians and publishers. But what
is relevant, what counts as art is negotiable. The art canon, like
capitalism, continually grows, creating new markets, absorbing and
legitimating attempts to subvert it. (Kirby, 1999, p. 151)
Robert Cook, Associate Curator of Contemporary Art at the Art Gallery of
Western Australia, exhorts artists to work outside the limited commercial gallery
system, to exhibit wherever they will, in an endeavour to put their work before the
public (R. Cook, personal communication, August 28, 2004). However, Smith (1988)
attributes much of the growth in the wider public interest in art in Australia in the
1960s to the energy of private gal!cry owners and commercial art dealers who
educated sections of the publlc who could afford to purchase art (p. 51). Purvis
(2002) is cognisant of the difficulties for gal!eryowners who are presented with often
challenging art work that unsettles current thinking, and for which they arc required
to find a market, preferably as quickly as possible, to e~.::ble the artist to keep on
working. Nevertheless, Reid (2002d) is not totally

symp~thelic to the nrt market, and

argues that a lack of industry accreditation allows people with no depth of experience
to call themselves art consultants or dealers.
It's a huge problem. There's a lot of unethical behaviour; the art world
gets ·,\way with behaviour that would put people in jail in the financial
markets. Things like insider trading, aH those kind of concepts just
don't exist. Hidden commissions, golden handshakes, backdoor deals,

lOO

it can be quite murky. It's absolutely 'buyer beware' and l say to
people, "Make sure you're dealing with the right people". (Reid,
2002d)
Galleries that have censored exhibitions include the New York Guggenheim
Museum, which withdrew art work by Haacke in the 1970s because it [allegedly]
questioned the propriety of the busiuess d'ea!ings of a prominent citizen. The
Guggenheim management's actions prompted other institutions to be wary of the
artist. In 2000, another fiuore erupted over Haacke's installation, Sanitatio11, for the
Wbitney Biennial. Sanitation linked the controversy, in 2000, over the First
Amendment (associated with the Sensation exhibition at the Brooklyn Musewn of
Art) with the suppression of free speech in Nazi Germany. To assure the public that

the Wbitney Musewn would not "deliberately" trivialise the holocaust, the Director,
Maxwell L. Anderson (2000), stated that

,,
'

Mr Haacke was put forward in April\999 ns an artist for the Biennial
based on his reputation as a very influential artist. ... That was five
;U:onths before the '"Sens~!ion" exhibition opened at the Brooklyn
Museum of Art. Once he d.::~\ided to change his work to focus on the
controversies swirling in :Eirooklyn, we faced the alternatives of
disinviting him from the exhibition, which would \le tantamount to
censorship, or to proceed with the work and seck to explain his
intentions. We chose the latter course, mindful that it would cause a
great deal of concern.... While their personal feelings about the work
may differ, as a Board they supported me in the Wbitney's obligation
to protect freedom of expression.... Deeply disturbing though it is to
recall the excesses of the Nazis in order to draw a parallel to
contemporary intolerance in the United States, it is the artist's right to
do sa, and the Whitney will support his right to express his opinions
in our galleries. (M. L. Anderson, 2000)
The role of auction houses, and their impact on art practices, has significantly
increased over recent years. This growing influence has not escaped the notice of
Kerr (2002), who observes that the catalogues produced by auction houses have
be<:ome significant contributors to the knowledge-base of Australian art in the face of
an inadequate art history milieu (p. 76). Clearly, rigorous research and
documentation of art work, and the wider publication of that infonuation, could
assist to overcome an unscrupulous practice Reid (201J2d) describes wherein art
works are renamed to hide details of their provenance and to enable the dealer to
inflate the price. This practice of changing titles, Reid says,
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is very, very dangerous, because it makes the collector unable to
check and double check, and trace, and ultimately it makes it very
difficult for academics in years to come, to follow tluough and
research paintings. Very dangerous, very unscrupulous. (Reid, 2002d)
The ABCTV's Reality Bites: Art House: The thrill of the chase, screened in
AugusVSeptember 2004, follows the events in Australian auction houses as the
auction season approaches. The documentary emphasised the importance of the
catalogues to se \le~, lo prospective purchasers and to artists as their works reach the
secondary market, both in boosting financial returns and in authenticating the
provenance of the offerings. Manipulation of the market is not unknown, and artists'
careers can be impacted upon by a contrived meteoric rise fo\lowed by a
corresponding plummet in the prices for their work at auction. Another concern here
is that, should the art economy and auction balloon burst, auction catalogue research,would be diminished. In relation to concerns about other fonns of art res=h, Kerr'
refers to the abandonment of the sequel to the Dictiotwry of l.ustralian Artists ... lo
1870 (1992) which she attributes to the short-tenn research funding regime that
currently prevails. "In 2000, the new Director of the Australian National University
Centre for Cross-Cultural Research closed down the Dictionary project, despite [it]
being a foundation core project of this ARC-funded Special Research Centre" (Kerr,
2002, p. 77). An increase in the number of research academics in the visual arts
could help to address this concern by strengthening the voice for improved funding
in art historical studies.
Collectors also play a part in an artist's career path. The exhibition of work
from Australian art patron, Sieve Vizard's, extensive private collection in
Melbourne, in 2003," was accompanied by a catalogue containing academic essays
written with the general public in mind. Although Vizard has curatorial advice when
making purchases, he expects contemporary art to be challenging and confronting,
wtd admits that he finds understanding what is happening in an artist's 'head-space' a
problematic exercise (cited in Crawford, 2003, pp. 63-64).
Many prospective collectors regard the comments of art critics as indicators
of the directions of some art practices wtd the wisdol'.l of collecting certain artists.
Blond, the art critic for Western Australia's daily newspaper, the West All.'ltralian,
admits that, ultimately, subjectivity is the ground upon which he deddes the

'

exhibitioru; he will review (S. Blond, personal communication, August 28, 2004). In
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a few years the problem of subjectivity in artistic evaluation could be solved,
suggests Bezruczko (2004). He explains the credentials of developments in testing
for artistic judgment which he claims will help to guide students in their choice of
study programmes. "The fact that virtually all hwnan expression is mediated by
artistic judgment now presents an even more challenging goal- design of programs
in schools and communities to enhance and develop anistic judgment" (Bezruczko,
2004,p.188).
A perception of subjectivity as a strong element in art practice, as well as art
criticism, stimulates speculation regarding the contribution art can mllke not only to
an art and science interaction, but also to wider discourse. Hanrnhan" (2000) argues
that it was in the 1860s that assumptions of art's "capricious subjectivity'' and
science's "cold objectivity" gained authority (p. 267). Since the 1950s, such
deiineations have been widely discredited but, as Hanrahan observes, they still
persist in some quarters. In an analysis of the processes involved in the creation of
two of her sculptures, Responsibility, 1993-1994, and Translati11g Movement, 1995,
Hanrahan scrutinises the elements of objectivity and subjectivity in contemporary art
practice. She demonstrates that the processes whereby artists clearly slate the
questions arising from their chosen subject matter, and critically examine their
solutions to the ensuing problems, ore not performed sequentially, but are concurrent.
Therefore, subjective and objective orientations are required as the art work is
progressr.d. '"Thus, art-making seems to share some cognitive tools with critical
modes ofinquiry such as science, particularly if'one focuses not on the works but on
the process by which the works ore conceived'l"l" (Hanrahan, 2000, p. 402).
Delgado's doctoral thesis, accepted in 2001, s~ggests that analogy emerges as
"a form of knowledge pre.>leat" in both art and scierr:;. Sevc~\ aspects are identified
that De!gn:lo claims point to the wisdom of encouraging interdiSciplinary study. The
dissertation's general conclusion reads:
We propose not to separate objectivity and subjectivity, reason and
intuition into the respective realms of art and science. On the whole,
we consider that it is necessary to eliminate the false hierarchy
between disciplines and opt for interdisciplinarity. Analogy is the
system of relations that describes knowledge, the principle and
method that makes unity and diversity possible, and the continuation
of human expression through the fonns of art and science. (Delgado,
2004, p. 402)
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Responses to quote from Cbristophcr Alien

"The best art says things that

~annat

yet be put Into words".

(Alien, 1997, p.l2)

The last research question invites the interviewees to respond to the above
quote if they wish. l anticipated that its openness to interpretation would provide the

participants with an opportunity to express, in a less structured and more relaxed
way, any wider views that they had not seen fit to offer previously during the

interview. The responses were varied and, although most participants treated the
quote as philosophical, in a few cases it was taken as an opportunity to discuss

further the use of!ext to accompany sci-art installations.
As a traditional painter, Benjamin feels that his ultimate aim is to achieve a
state in his work whereby it reflects Alien's observation, a response consistent with

his auitude to his art practice outlined previously. Another painter, Cleworth also
agrees with the sentiments in the quote and adds that he sunnises that cutting edge
scientific and mathematical research deals in, a similar way with concepts that
initially are not fully understood. He portrays the process as one in which the
researcher has a "deep Intuition•• concerning a concept, "an Initial gut reaction",
then, tluough a long process of gradually trying to 1mderstand that intuition through
time and work, understanding might come. Nevertheless, he cautions that "artists
might not even understand, or be able to intellectualise or conceptualise fully,
that intuition during their life lime". In a similar vein, Berger writes:
While it is true that a Wor'..:: of art is a homogeneous, indivisible and
(strictly speaking) unanalysab!e whole, it is false to pretend that it can
be grasped instantaneously in all its complexity. Intuition allows us to
understand it in part, or more exactly, brings us into contact with it,
but it is reflection orientated by intuition, and intuition guided by
reflcdion, that lead gradually to klmwledge. (R. Berger, 1963, p. 114)
C!eworth's suggestion that Alien's quote could also refer to cutting edge
scientific and mathematical research is supported by Meikle, who provides a helpful
insight by pointing out t!Jal when he read the quote it ocr-urred to him that:
There Is a parallel in the scientific world as well. Often the
things that are most Important and make the biggest
breakthroughs In science are the things that answer questions
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that people didn't even realise were questions at the time. This
often happens. (Meikle)
This insight corresponds with notions of the 'discards' or the 'things inbetween' which arc more fully explored in Chapter 11.
Castleden is sympathetic to Alien's notion and considers it a great quality in
art. Indeed, Castledeu expands the com:ept beyond art to encompass instances such

as ''to explain how birds flew over your head is perhaps not nearly as good as
experiencing the birds flying over your head, or, perhaps, a moment In a
movie where there is just a poignant space between something else".
Nicholls says that the quote encapsulates her interactions with the art in the
Guggenheim Bilbao Museum and other events described during her interview, Wld
she emphasises that, for her, the response to art "relates hack to it being about
feelings".
''The best art says the best things that cannot yet be put into words"
dcdares Clancy, which raises the issue of quality. Apart from this digression, Clancy
responds that Allen's quote is •:amazing" and conveys her wayofthinking about art,
which is that art can communicate an essence that hasn't quite come to the surface,
Wl essence that someone has not been able to communicate successfully verbally.
Along with Clancy, Kuhnupt agrees with the quote "in a way", but questions how
one defines the "best art", and proposes that the quote "suggests a romantic
notion that art expresses the pure thought or emotion beyond the limits of
language."
Another ch:!IIge of emphasis is proposed by McLachlan who asks ''What !s
this "yet"? That Implies that it will be 'putable' into words. That's a very
interesting Idea."
The worrying thing Is that there are some things which cannot
be put Into concepts and, therefore, can only be described, for
Instance, mathemati~ally; and you can never have any
conceptual understanding of what you mean. For example, we
have particle duality, the way an electron Is both a particle and
a wave. We have no concept for that. (McLach\an)
McLachlan suggests that we think by analogy to assist in the understanding
of ideas to which we cannot ascribe any meaning, but "if there Is nothing In our
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analogy sets, nothing in the toy box to match it to, then it is hard to have a
mental concept of it". McLachlan's observation refle~:ts my experience and that 6f
many visual artists with whom I have spoken who strive to translate difficult
concepts into mental visualisations. McLachlan recites excerpts from Kcats' On Firs/
Looking i111o Chupman 's Homer, which he regards as "a brilliant poem" because:

it is analogous, like "a new plant swims into his ken', so he
makes a set of analogies very expllc!Uy In trying to describe
how he feels about the poem, and I think that that is really
Interesting. He has no language for how he feels about the
poem except by making comparisonS with other things.
(McLachlan)
"Art can say things that can never be put Into words, and that is one of
Its values" emphasises McLach!an. He points out that putting things into words with
a limited toy box poses problems but art, with its:
more fluid nature, changes chimeras spontaneously and
changes without having to go through a conscious process of
change, whereas once something Is written, it is written and
you have to score it out, you have to write something new. So
putting things Into words formalises, ties down and defines, and
that is not how I feel about art. (MeLachlan)
In relation to science communication, Edmondston appraises the quote in

relation to her proposed sci-art project and advances the notion that the work will
"perhaps reach people who would not see the written word, or the spoken
word, but who maybe will respond to a visual representation". Bunt also
responds in the didactic vein and discusses the quote in relation to l11e necessity or
otherwise for explanatory infonnation to accompany sci-art exhibitions. His
comments are reported in the discussion of curatorial paradigms for biologically
based art exhibits (sec Chapter 5).
"That's a good quote", Long responds. He interprets it as drawing on ''the
classic distlnction between art and science"- science as "something definable,
logical, rigid, and containable" in contrast to art which is "emotlonal, classic, a
response from the heart".
The views ofthcse artists are, in part, summarised by Ball and Keating {2002)
who propose that
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art does have the capacity to heal, to question, to challenge, to
connect, to celebrate, to empower, to reflect and indeed to be an agent
for beneficial social change. It also allows us to imagine a different
world and a way of getting there. (20()2, p. 44)
Summary
In this chapter, il1e participants raise a variety of contexts applicable to

contemporary 'trnditional' and new media art. These include their experience of the
functio!L'I and characteristics of art in contemporary society and culture; their sense
of what art means; and their attitude toww:ds interdisciplinary educational
opportunities, particulw:Iy at a tertiary level. This summary analyses the dialectical
processes ob3erved within and between the participants' experiences and
perceptions.
The participants recognize arl as an agency for critiqning and understanding
the world around us, and that it achieves something that cannot be put into words, but
which encourages us to see differently. Their position accords with the theories of
Alvesson and Sktl!berg (2000) who argue that a dialectical tension between realised
and alternative ideas and interpretations enables oue to sec the world differently and
decisively. Although Kuhaupt suggests that art can sometimes predict rather than
change public opinion, Fisher claims that art permits one "to recognise and change
the world" (cited in M. Solomon, 1973, p. 270). Other participants suggest that art is
a rueful means of examining existing belief systems, and of presenting concepts that
have not been seen before. Although Wolpert (2002) accepts that art can offer ways
to new experiences beyond our present understanding, as Laib maintains, he is clear
that art does not explain. In relation to its background and context, some participants
suggest that art can be novel, can offer a solution to a problem, and can challenge.
These movements between multiple layers of understanding w:e typical of Grecnc's
(2000) hypothesis, referred to in Chapter 1, whereby he asserts that an awareness of
numerous viewpoints and an appreciation of context facilitate dialectical processes.
Time, stillness, and other elements that w:e 'proper' to the art work, as Rene
Berger (1963) expresses it, all contribute to the appreciation of, and interaction with,
works of art. However, the.>e factors also aid the cultivation of other intangible
qualities in art that the participants mention, such ns notions of the muse, mystery,
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magic and transcendence. The 'transcendent' relatiQJJShip Briskman (1985) describes
could be regarded as an example of a triadic dialectical process, described in
Chapters I and 2, as the artist moves from a fonner mode of practice via an
inspirational interaction to a different level of art practice.
The relevence of many of the attributes the participants ascribe to art is
contested by some proponents of new media, and Wilson asserts that a clear
definition of art and an art masterpiece, and the criteria for their evaluation, remains
elusive. That nsidc, a tension exists between Wilson's assertion that new criteria need
to be established, the promotion of Wilson's book as "the Bible" for new media
artists by Catts and Zurr (see Chapter 11), and the inclination by some sci-artists and
new media artists to appropriate existing art paradigms to provide a curatorial
framework in which to present their work. In addition, new medla proponents
suggest that the long anticipated 'death' of art and its aura has now arrived,
supplanted by new media which are seen by some as superior because they are more
'up-to-date'. As stated in Chapter 1, Jervis (1998) maintains that patterns of recurring
tensions, such as the cyclical clait118 of the imminent 'death' of art, represent a
framework for interpretation of data. In this instance, I suggest this pattern
underscores the dialectical processes of strains, tensions and possibilities oecuning in
the call by proponents of new media for a new approach to the definition of art and
its evaluation. It appears to me that, although they wish to change the notions
surrounding conventional art, they also wish to appropriate some of those notions to
fonn curatorial paradigms for new media. The responses to their call are still
awaited.
Wilson (2002) advocates that artists need to learn, among other skills, selfdiscipline if they are to function within scienlific and technological research fields.
Although he advocates new ways in which artists can practice, Wilson appears to
adhere to the myth that a!l artists are unreliable. This myth is arguably countered by
the relations of production of art in the early twenty· first century, where :lrlists face
keen competition for recognition, and require dediCPlion, self-motivation and se[f.
discipline to maintain n professional practice.
In addition, the claim that art can challenge and prompt debate, a situation on

which sci-artists base much of the rai.wn d'€tre for their work. is contradic.ted by
Wolpert (2002) who claims that there is no critical thinking in art This conflict of
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ideas suggests that the dichotomies will need to be transcended to achieve a ''more
comprehensive perspective" (Kenunis & McTaggart. 2000, p. 575).
Beauty is an nnanticipated but relevant topic to emerge from the interviews.
The euphemism 'interesting' has been used instead ofbeauty for some decades, but,
since the late 1990s, beauty appears to have been reinstated. ParticipMts make it
clear that it is not 'eye candy', naive or decorative beauty to which they refer, and
some commcntators attribute the resurgence of beauty in art to tile influence of the
art market and art dealers. Although nn evaluation of beauty in art could be s?en as
subjective, some sci-art exhibits, such as Pig Wings, are designed with careful regard ..
for aesthetics, such as colour, form and presentation. The renewed interest in beauty·
could be cyclical, but the movement for beauty seems to parallel the increase in
images of the ugliness of war Md civil strife that haunt the world media. It may well
be, as Hickey (1993, p. 24) argnes, that ''the vernacular of beauty ... is a potent
instrument for change", although it is worth noting that the significant changes in the
visual arts that occurred after the depression during the 1890s and World War 1 were
not necessarily related to beauty but to radical forms of art, such as Surrealism, Dada
and Cubism. The grounds for the contemporary rehabilitation of beauty could
provide an area for further research but additional subjects are beyond the scope of
this stndy.
Although some partkipMts are aware that difficult world situations conld
encourage attitudes of alienation, tl1ey have little sympathy for artists who choose
estrangement for selfish reasons. The resulting art work is usually irrelevant and
utilitarian, they claim. The tenn utilitarian is also used to describe llrl for art's sake.
Some of the participants view art for art's sake with scepticism, and, although
Question 10 gives Plekhanov's definition of art for art's sake as ''wherein aspeets of
meaning and purpose are unnecessary'', in some instances participants appear to
interpret his premise differently. Art about art, and art that emphasises the medium
over the content, are not regarded as engaging or challenging by many of the
participants. "This situation also pertains with new media where, in

som~

cases, n

greater concentration on content over category is recommended. In other words,
categorising art may contain it, rather than enabling opportunities for creativity. It is
thus ironic that new media and sci-art, such as Kac's Alba, which could be seen as
appropriating the products and techniques of scientific research and technological
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advances as one participant points out, does not generate or invent new mode1s or
materials. However, new media or sci-art are frequently hailed as 'cutting edge'. An
artist's move to create a synthesis from the conflict between fonn and content, and
thus develop a new level of work, would satisfy Magce's (1998, p. 159) notion of a
three stage dialectical process that constitutes a pattern of change. Two participants
report outcomes in science that illustrate this notion.
Meikle points to scientific hypotheses that were undertaken as science for
science's sake, and without a utilitarian purpose, that challenged the conventional
thinking of the day, and the results of which brought about radical changes in
scientific knowledge. McLach\an agrees that science driven by curiosity is often
more successful th1111 science undertaken for utilitarian purposes, 1111d he asserts that
'good' art is not undertaken for a utilitarian purpose. Indeed, McLachlM is clear that
art and science should not be for a utilitarian purpose. A utilitarian purpose

frequently precludes experimentation and innovation, a circumstance which limits
the opportunities for an 'aha' moment, or Briskman's (1985) transcendent
experience.
Fashion may not be accepted as utilitarian, but, along with decor and
entertainment, it has recently been linked to art in exhibitions, journals, and
magazines. As Bunt points out, it is the :ut galleries, not business premises, that
tourists seek out, but others query whether it

i~

the art or the entertainment package

in which it is now frequently presented, that attracts visitors. This linkage of art with
entertainment is viewed

a:;

typical of the postmorlern blurring of boundaries, and

another expression of the interdisciplinary era which has facilitated the development
of collaborative sci-art practices. In addition, the movement of art, by some
entrepreneurs, into the arenas of fashion and entertainment demonstrates Bukbarin's
(1973)

id~

where the "dynamic equilibrium" of the social situation, snch as where

art and fashion co-existed as distinct entities, is "disrupted and then restored" (p.

201). The 'restoration', or the possibility of same, is an unknOWII quantity at this
time.
Some participants express interest in the current system of visual art
education and its projected role in encouraging innovation and creativity. They judge
the curtailment and, in some cases, the closure of tertiary visual art departments due
to economic rationalism to be a retrograde step, and base their opinions on arguments
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that a visual arts education in interdisciplinary contexts enhances the ability of all
students to 'see'. The skill to

's~e·,

rather than to simply 'look', has relevance in

disciplines other than visual a;1, such as science, mer!icine and mathematics. For
instance, Costache (2002) regards it as unfortunate that, at a time when vioua\ images
inundate most aspects of current daily life, textual literacy is encouraged and vislllll
literacy is neglected.
The research indicates that tertiary art education is undergoing change and
that the tensions between the funding constraints of the universities, the advocacy for
new forms of creativity and innovation, and the

students~

desired outcomes are

creating an undercl!ITent of concern on a number of levels. The constructive
resolution of these conflicting "underlying apects of the phenomenon", as Boyatzis
(1998, p. 16)

des~~bes

them, could provide the impetus for a new fonn of art

education, perhap{~onc predicated on contemporary adaptations of the notions of
Smith (1988) and Cleworth.
Cleworth

hypothesi~es

that perhaps art schools that remain outside dte

!diary academic system peiWit students more freedom to explore avenues of lateral
and creative thinking. In this case, possibly the teachers would be artists with a full
professional training, as Smith (1988, p. 53) advocates. Cleworth observes that,
currently, artists working outside the system are producing some really interesting
work. Conversely, Bunt points out that those visual art students who are located in
universities today have an opport11:1ity for greater interaction with other disciplines,
and, in some instances, have access to facilities such as SymbioticA which encourage
interdisciplinary ~ollaboratior.. These conflicting points of view highlight the strains
and tensions that exist between stakeholders in the visual art education area. These
stakeholders include the students, the institutions, the government, and ether parties
who employ, interact or collaborate mth the visual ~rt graduates.
Conunentators disagree about the value of higher degrees within the visual

arts, and higher degrees with an art or exhibition component are regarded cautiously
in some academic quarters. Attitudes, such as Lee's (1996), that would limit the

oppor'..!llitics for visual artists to expand their expertise and knowledge by attaining
higher degrees, could impact adversely on the quality of visual art lecturing in the
futuro.

Ill

Cross-disciplinary knowledge and expertise Play a significant role in the
development of the polymath, according to research into the vocations and
avocations of successful scientists, such as Nobel Laureates. Doherty(\997), aNobel
Laureate, suggests that the benefits of an interdisciplinary approach extend to the
broader community. As an exwnplc, the broader community is disadvantaged if, as
proposed by some participants, a lack of cross-disciplinary interaction between the
hwnanities, science and mathematics has affected tile philosophy of western
museums and galleries where, in some instances, science and culture are frequently
regarded as two distinct entities. Some participants also link over-specialised training
with a perceived reduction in opportunities for, and skills in, conununication.
To conduct a professional practice as an exhibiting artist, graduates also need
to expose their work to an audience, and art dealers, auction houses, and gallery
managers are influential in this sphere. Dealers and gallery owners may educate the
public about art, but they also s~lct.t those artists whose work will be exhibited, and
have a strong voice in establiohing the price at which the work will be offered for
sale. Confronted with the need for sales, many artists fmd their practice dominated
by the need to produce and to reproduce what the market requires. The decisions of
gallery owners, dealers, art critics and writers are frequently based on snbjectivit"J,
and all can sway the course of an artist's career. Even so, gallery

own~rs

are

sometimes faced with the challenge to sell difficult work. Cook (R. Cook, personal
communication, Angus! 28, 2004) advises artists to explore the exhibition potential
of alternative spaces to expand their opportunities to show work to the public. That
aside, artists need to be part of the art world system to have a voice in public
discourse. The contribution of auction catalogue research, as well as its flaws, is
noted, and it is proposed that a diminution in the levels of art scholarship could lead

to an increased emphasis on exhibition catalogues as a source of information.
Nicholls points out that a society is interested in art when the basic
neces~ities,

such as food, shelter Wld cl(l\hing, have been satisfied, in accord with

Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Clancy agrees, but reflects that a society that has
attended to its basic needs, bnt lacks art, would be the poorer in other nonquantifiable ways, such as a lack of a form of expression.
This chapter begins with a discussion about the essence of art, and concludes
in a similar vein as the participants respond to the quote from Christopher Alien:

1·

·:
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''The be,o;t art says things that carmot yet be put into words" (1997, p. 12). Scientist
and artist alike connected with Alien's sense of what art means to those who are
fortunate enough to be able to engage with art at any level, and helpful insights were
gained that would not have emerged otherwise.
Benjamin, Castleden, Nicholls and Cleworth al! agreed with Al!en's
sentiments, with Cleworth sunnising that cutting edge scientific and mathematical
research would also deal with concepts that initially are not fully understood. Mcikle
supports Clcworth's notion and states that often some of the most important
breakthroughs in science answer questions that people did not even realise were
questions at the time. His observations complement the notion of the 'discards'
discussed in Chapter 11.
Clancy prefers to emphasise the "best things", and Kultaupt asks how does
one define the "best art". McLacl<lan queries the use of the word 'yet'. He prefers
"art

can say things that can never be put into words", and claims that that is one

of art's important characteristics. On a more;'Prosaic level, Edmondston relates art's
projected expressive qualities to the possible ,,pportunities they provide for science
communication, and Bunt links them with his discussion of the necessity or
otherwise for didactic panels to accompany sci-art exhibitions (see Chapter 5).
One of the dominant issues in this chapter involve.~ the tensions surrounding
both contemporary art practice and contemporary art education. Some proponents of
new media question the relevance of contemporary art practice and the conver,tions
usually associated with art, and raise once again the cyclical spectre of the 'death' of

art. The structure and delivery of contemporo~ry visual art education is questioned
from within and without the system. It would appear thnt the tensions within and
between visual art education and practices have propelled them to the threshold of
change. These tensions seem set to continue, and may well evolve into new fonns
and structures.
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CHAPTERS

BIOLOGICALLY BASED ART PRACTICE

This [biologically based art]is art as philosophy, as investigation, not as
decoration". (Jones, 2001).

Introduction

The reselli'Ch questions about the relevance of biologically based art to the
public debate prompted divergent responses. One scientist was astonished by the
preamble to Question 3, which states "At a time when the general public is sceptical
about recent scientific developments", claiming that that was not the situation. The
suggested scepticism, and !he possibility that artists could unwittingly progress the
cause of pharmaceutical companies, are raised in this chapter. Other issues addressed
include the curatorial problems experienced by bio-art collaborators in finding
suitable locations in which to exhibit.
Plants and animals have been modified through hybridisation and selective
breeding for centuries, frequently to satisfy human aesthetics and expediency. In
some cases, the products of these modifications have been exhibited as art. This
thesis primarily addresses practices that engage with more recent biotechnology and
medical advances that impact on humans, but a brief overview is provided of
contemporary activities involving plants and animals to establish a context in relation
to the exhibition ofsci-art. However, as stated previously, ethical and moral attitudes
towards biotechnology and sci-art are not examined in this thesis as they involve a
specialised area of expertise.
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Biotccbnology and community risk perception
Carts and Zurr state that one of their main aims in creating their 'semi-living'
sculpturllS is to bring biotechnological and medical advances to the attention of the
public and to prompt discussion of the issues involved. Their premise of o need for
discussion perhaps indicates an acknowledgement of a degree of public scepticism
concerning these developments. Sun'eys commissioned by Biotechnology Australia'
indicate that there is scepticism in the conununity towards the uses of stem cell
technology, cloning, and the genetic modification of animals and food products, but
that the level of that scepticism has changed since 1999, as described below. The
surveys were conducted in 1999, 2001 and 2003 to track public opinion on these
issues. At conVe1ge, 2002, Connick' (2002) stated that key public concerns
regarding biotechnology induded "the perception that there aro no adequate controls
over the process, motivations aztd outcomes of the development and application for
biotechnology and gene technology in Australia".
Cormick's (2002) assertion that "another key issue for any research body is
how do you communicate what you're doing to the public and do they trust you?", is
relevant to sei-art and its projected role of communicator. According to
Biotechnology Australia's Media Beckgrounder, (2004, February 11), the 2003 study
indicates more positive attitudes towards stem cell technology than in 1999 and
2001: "82% of the population support stem eel! science but, perhaps unrealistically,
expect it to improve our way of life in the next five to ten years". However, the Key
Findings (Biotechnology Australia & /llfillward Brown Australia, 2003, p. 4) report
that "since 2001 the wnount [sic] of Australians who felt that they could explain
genetic engineering too friend has dropped significantly (36% vs 31 %)."The report
advises that Australians are more likely to use the interne! to fmd infonnatiou on
gene technology than more traditional sources, such as libraries, tdevision, schools
and books. The majority of biotechnologica\ly based artists have their work
accessible on the intemet, but questions may arise as to whether the public would
consider such sites as trusted sources for information on ge;,e teciL"''ology. However,
hio-art is not limited by the constraints on other, more traditional, sources of
information, such as those mentioned above, and has the potential to present
dilfering perspectives to the public.
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Cook's (2002) appraisal of the biotech indusby, prior to the international

conference on the commercialisation of stem cell research in Melbourne, in
September, 2002, highlights the dilemmas faced by bioscience and the scepticism of
investors and the public. Miracle cures are many years away, he suggests, and, given

that investors do not s<Je further ahead than 10 years, stem cell researth is confronted
by financial and regulatory difficulties, he reptlfls. Cook ponders whether Senator
Boswell's' concerns that "dtug companies, not children with diabetes or grandp:uents

with Parkinson's disease, will be the beneficiaries of embryonic stem cell research",
will prove correct (2002, p. 26).
Examples of world-wide biologically based art practices

Infollllation about the research participants' biotcchno!ogically based
practices and/or collaborations, where applicable, appears in Chapter 3. The works of
other prominent Australian and international artists in the field are described in this·
segment. A focus is maintained on biotcchnologically based work, and I do not
venture into the expanding world of nanotcchnology, the cyborg, artificial
intelligence (AI), or virtual reality.
The number ofbiotcchnologically based art practices has grown rapidly since
the mid·l990s, and, in keeping with most art genres, it has no rigid set of criteria or
boundaries. Therefore, to attempt a definition is difficult, but Pandilovski' (2004),
curator of Art of the Biotech Era, 2004, in Adelaide, South Australia, offers the
fo!lowing:
At a technical level, we may say that such work repre.scnts a vibrant
collection of moist interaction between bio-data stacks moving from
the representation of the manipulation ofbio-matter, as in the work of
Patricia Piccinini or Mez, through to the actual manipulation of binmatter, as in the work of Andre Brodyk, Eduardo Kac, Adam 7.aretsky
or The Tissue Culture & Art project [Calls and Zurr]. We would not
be wrong in saying that artists utilise integrated media
communications where the "space" becomes the space to be
augmented, accented through a process of wide-ranging visualisation,
across text, imagery, bin-matter and coding. (Pandilovski, 2004)
Pandilovski has witnessed an increasing intere.st in ''wetwork", or moistmedia
as Ascott (2001) would have it (see Appendix C). Pandilovski regards the heightened
interest as typical of the move by artists to ask questions regarding the moral, ethical
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and aesthetic issues sm:rounding bioteelmological advances. Pandi!ovski, among
others, predicts that the new art practices will investigate "new ways of Jiving and
new possibilities for consciousness" (cited in Radok, 2004a, p. 28).
BrodyJcl (2001) Ii~ts five categories for genetic llC! practices: "(1) Virtual
sense (2) Physical sense (3) Biotechnology with living (4) Merger of Biotechnology
and living with digital technology (5) Synthetic organiclinorganic recombinant ready
mades." He perceives that genetic art provides a cultural creative function that
perrnits a wider reading of, and engenders wider thought on, bioteclmology. Brodyk
does not believe that it is genetic art's role to assure the public of the veracity of the
scientific research behind the biotcclmological developments (2001). In 2004,
Brodyk exhibited g/o@k gene "bnsed on the fact that current transgenic technologies
now make it possible to genetically engineer llDY living species with encoded genetic
material from any source including non-living 'inanimate' objects" (Brodyk, 2004).
His installation featured tr110sgenic E-coli bacteria modified with either green or red
fluorescence from jelly-fish or coral organisms. As. with Kac's GFP [Green
Fluorescent Protein] BU!Uly, Alba, an albino rabbit genetically modified to glow
when exposed to blue light at 488 nm wavelength, theE-coli emit green or red light
when exposed to Ultra/near Ultra Violet light energies. The technology has already
been commercialised in the aquarium trade in the forrn ofGloFish.
Originally produced and patented at the Nntional University of Singapore, the
exclusive rig/Jts to GloFish were purchased by a company in Texas, USA. The
genetically modified red GloFish are now marketed in mo~t states of the USA despite
controversy and opposition. Green, yellow and orange fish are scheduled for release
to the market in the near future. ''The GloFish is a trademarked transgenic zebrafish

(Danio rerio) expressing a red fluorescent protein from a sea anemone under the
transcriptional control of the promoter from the myosin light peptide 2 gene of
zebmfish" (Hallcnnan, 2004).' The promoters ofGloFish recommend white light for
daytime viewing, enhanced by white gravel in the aquarium, and a black light when
the room is completely dark. Fluorescent green zebrafish from Taiwan have been
sold in Malaysia and Hong Kong. The import of modified fluorescent fish into
Singapore, Canada and the European Union has not, as yet, met with regulatory
approval. The development of commercial products from laboratory techniques and
developments is, in many cases, an anticipated outcome. However, as some

ll9

participants indicate, artists need to be cognisant of the consequences, advantageous
or otherwise, of their involvement if their art works aru appropriated to advance the
cause of corporations or to facilitate the acceptance of the extraordinary as
mainstream.
Gessert' (2003) has been breeding hybrids of the genus Iris, and other
ornamental plants, as his art fonn since the late 1970s, and his name is usually
included in lists of artists with sci-art practices. He explains that, since he began to
exhibit the hybrids as art, to his surprise, no-one has

rais~d

with him the issue of

whether or not living plants are art. However, Gessert's arc not the first exhibitions
of modified living plants in prestigious art galleries. According to Tomasu\a (2002),
in the 1930s, Edward Steichen, artist, photographer and flower breeder, exhibited
delphiniums of "gigantic size and co\ors never seen before" in the Musewn of
Modem Art, New York. Steichen used the drug, colchicine, to induce the genetic
mutations in the delphiniums (fomasula, 2002, p. 138). The obstacles Gessert faces
in relation to public exhibitions arise more from social and architectural issues than
philosophical ones. Selected images of hybrid streptocarpuses, from his 111e Family
of 'Mark Tobey', were exhibited at Art ofthe Biotech Era, 2004. On some occasions,

his exhibits arc interactive. The audieoce is invited to make aesthctio decisions that
affect the life and death of some of the plants, an exercise reminiscent of eugenics.
However, Gessert (2003) discusses the consequences of exhibiting living non-hwnwt
creatures in traditional spaces and asks whether such exhibitions "aestheticize the
biological revolution", and will they "speed the conunodification of life?"
So far I have discussed sci-art dealin!i'with fish, animals and plants. The
ensuing discnssion is about human subjects. Prior to 2003, Ste!arc's' art practice
would not have met the parameters for this study. Until then, he had been associated
predominWJtly with installations and prostheses incorporating modifications to his
body and, in 2002, he produced the Prosthetic Head described as a "live interootive
embodied conversational agent" (Gye, 2004, p. 63). Polls (2002) describes Stelarc as
a ''techno-evange\ist", a futurist, who has a "distaste for past and nature" in view of
his nse of technology, including nanotechnology, to "supersede the body's
limitations" (p. 249). AY. with biotechnology, a growing number of llrl.ists are
engaging with nWJotechnology.' However, it is Stelarc's more recent collaboration
with the TC&A that brings him within the scope of this discussioJL In 1997, during
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his residency at the Cortin University ofTechnology, Perth, Stelarc initiated a project
to develop a ~Jft tissue wearable prosthesis in the form of an ear, potentially to grow
either behind his right ear er on an ann. It was proposed that the ear be formed with
cartilage harvested from Stelare's rib cage, then shaped into an ear framework, and
placed beneath his skin in the preferred location. However, following discussion v;ith
Bunt, Stelarc established a project with TC&A to grow a V. scale extra car, using the
tissue culture engineering expertise of the personnel at SymbioticA. The Extra Ear Y.
Scale is a 'semi-living' creation which Stelarc is hopeful of eventually attaching to
his body as a soft prosthesis.
Less invasive concepts are pursued by artists who take advantage of
opportunities provided by new medical technologies. For example, Gary Schneider
responded to the Human Genome Project with Genetic Self Portrait, a series of
photographs based on parts of his own body taken with imaging technology during
an eighteen month association with the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, New
York. To form Family Porlrait, 2003, London-based Marillme 0\iver used magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scans of her father, mother, sister and self to form four
sculptures created by screen-printing the scans in bronze ink onto sheets of clear
acrylic. The sheets were placed upright, one in front of the other, to reconstitute the
imaged "slices" of their bodies into whole figures. 0\iveris
aware of a huge potential in the poetic subversion of medical imaging.
'The translation of flat or screen-based medical imagery into sculptural
objects allows the viewer to identify spatially with the imaged bodies
and to repair their fragmentation/dislocation. (Oliver, 2004, p. 374)
Justine Cooper, nn Australian now principally based in New York, created
RAPT iu 1998. She re-interpreted the work for Transfigure, 2003-2004." The video

installation is based on MRI scans of the artist's body.
Shivers of recognition accompany U:; as we travel with the 'camera
eye', effortlessly crossing the interior/exterior divide, watching as the
body builds and falls away from itself in ghostly slices. The final
sequence builds s head from back to front, slowly forming the image
of a face. Despite the scientific accuracy of its representation, the face
possesses a haunting, uncanny quality, which seems to challenge us to
translate or incorporate this strange vision into the language we are
comfortable using to describe ourselves. (ACMI, 2004)
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In 2002, Cooper exhibited Moist at the Multimedia Arts Asia Pacific Festival
in Beijing (MAAP)." The video of bodily fluids magnified many times was created
to suit a wall screen, but Ball's (2002) reaction is that the video "attempted a massive
scale shift which resu!led in a blotchy, groiny, abstracted image lost in the
translation". Most traditional artists are aware of the advantages and disadvant1ges
associated with altering scale both in the 'reading' and presentation of work. Another
source for the lack of engagement with the work could be that the video illustrated
the movement of body fluids and did not attempt to interpret or comment upon the
subject matter and, therefore, did not develop a dialogue with the viewer (see
Chapter4). Also at MAAP, 2002, Piccinini exhibited Swell, and her work was among
those that were ''well received", according to Ball (2002).
SubRosa exhibited

Matrixial Re!!islance: Ccmte!!ling patenting cmd

privatisation of life materials at BEAP, 2004, a presentation that incorporated
perfonnar.ces, exhibits, and a laboratory project. Their concerns are similar to those
of Sir John Sulston discussed in Chapter 7. SubRosa examines "alternatives to
corporate proprietary science practices and the pateuting of life materials' .. The
laboratory element of their exhibition uses umbilical cord blood, donated by artists,
to create experimental cell lines to be made "available to independent amateur and
professional researchers who wish to punme non-copyright, experimental or
contestational research in the public domain - using guidelines similar to those
developed by t\Jc open source and copy-left moven1cnts" (Biennale of Electronic
Arts, 2004). The same information sheet describes SubRosa as a "cyberfeminist
collective" that combines "art, activism and politics to explore and critique the
intersections of the new information and biotechnologies on women's bodies, lives
and work". Blond (2004c) reports: "With a series of quotes, th<!y protest against the
exploitation of biotechnology by men, but their installation is to·J much like a stand
at a trade fair- clear communication but not much imagination" (p. 11). Elftcan, a
video and technology based work at BEAP, 2004, by Agnes Meyer-Brandis, that
parodies "the whole status of science in our cult<1re", met with Blond's enthusiastic
response (2004a, pp. 12·13).
The Belgian conceptual artist, Wim Delvoye, also uses installations. His

C/oaca, 2000, constructed with an assortment of pipes, pumps and jars, processes
food blended with water in a simulation of human bodily functions. It 'eats',
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processes and excretes. During an exhibition in Antwerp, the resultant stools were
signed and sold for US$1 ,000 each.
It would be remiss to close this section without a reference to the interaction

of new media art practitioners with notions of a postdigital orposthuman existence, a
significant subject but one beyond the scope of this research. Jonson and Tofls
(2002) depict the cyborg as a portent of"a dramatic new phylum- the posthuman",
and Tofts claims that the terms 'posthuman', 'cyborg' and 'informatic' are "different,
yet complementary'' (2002, p. 2). Punt" (2002) asks whose vision of paradise will be
progressed in the postdigital age
where the digital proposes the pcrl'ect fmite conditions for a perfect
existence regardless of matter (as for example in tbe human genome
project), in the postdigital analogue (as for example in the ironies of
genetic and wet biological art) human consciousness is regarded as
almost infmitely malleable, able to shape its identity in response to
local (and teclmologica\) conditions, while aware a\1 the time of the
range of possibilities (digital and analogue) that arc not developed. (p.
120)
With the development of cross-species experiments, sci-artists will have
further avenues to explore, but, as Tomasula (2002) points out, the teclmology used
by Kac and his collaborators to breed Alba was applied to laboratory mice for
approximately five years before the birth of the rabbit. The controversy only erupted
after the event "due to the fact that science has become just that- art" (p. 143).
Curatorlll1 concerns for biologically based art

The advent of "[computer] networking has the effect of dcstabilising the
gallery/museum system just as it extends and enriches the scope (and perhaps nature)
of individual creativity'' (Ascott, 1989, p. 88). Ascott, along with other ''pessimists"
as Janousek" (2000)

dcscrib~s th~m.

predicl8 that digital technology will have

repercussions for, and could bring about the disappearance of, the established gallery
and art museum institutions. However, currently, bioh>gically based artists claim
many difficulties in having their work accepted into the mainstream gallery and
museum system. Traditional artists experience similar difficulties and, although
biologically based artists have dilemmas associated with infrastrocture, as Benjamin
points out the lack of venues is a concern for artists of all persuasions. As mentioned
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in Chapter 4, Cook recognises that the shortage of exhibition venues limits
opportunities for artists, and, at a professional development seminar for practising
artists, he encouraged all art practitioners to investigate the possibilities offered by
spaces outside the recognised gallery systems (R. Cook, pernonal communication,
August 28, 2004). According to Benjamin, all artists have curatorial problems and
limitations when preparing to exhibit. He believes it is part of an artist's remit to
address dtuations as they arise and to work professionally towards a satisfactory
resolution.
The notion of tl!e 'two cultures' (see Snow, Chapter 2) is one factor that
influences the non-acceptance of sci·art into established museums, according to
Janousek. He calls for a reassessment of the philosorhy behind museum and gallery
organisation and envisages the future museum as one that networks to access the
contents of other museums "eldtibiting technical historical documents and tresenting
context through background and simulation (including virtual reality)" (2000, p. 24).
In the meantime, the public display of biologically based art work is subject
to several constraints, as demonstrated by the precautions required for the exhibition
Gene(sis), 2002. Subsequent to the terrorist attacks in the United States of America
on September 11, 2001, :md related concerns about biological terrorism, Held (2002)
explains that the exhibition set new hallmarks for the inclusion of "biological
artworks and wtworks containing hazardous materials" at the Univernity of
Washington museum. Among the many precautions taken were safeguards for
environmental health, guidelines for safety and risk management, and guidelines for
the presentation and shipping of the biological art works. Held, the exhibition's
curator, found that "the paranoia and bureaucracy was sometimes out of proportion
to the project at hand and the relatively hannless materials employed" (2002, p. 5).
Equipment breakdowns during exhibitions are additional concerns for curators.
During conversations about my research topic with members of the public,
they frequently voice the frustration they experience when visiting technology based
exhibitions only to find that some of the installations are not working. They state :hat
they would prefer to visit the Scitech Discovery Centre, or similar pennanenl
displays, because of their reliability. However, it is important to point out that many
sci·art exhibitions are exploring new and difficult technologies that, as yet, are not
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widely available. This highlights the difficult conditions under which galleries, who
do not have the full-time technicians that institutions :ruch as Sci-tech employ, work.
Members of the public infonn me that, in addition to non-functioning
exhibits, frequently the sma!ler ve!IUCS do not abide by the advertised opening times
and that the resulting lllllio~ce is causing their enthusiasm for such exhibitions to
wane. Blond (2004c) had a similar experience at BEAP, 2004: "Both Paul Vanouse
and Stephen Wilson \iad laree-scale interoctive installations that used complex ideas
and technology but unfortunately neither seemed to be working" (p. It). Some noutcchnologically based artists claim that this lack of profer.sionalism could reinforce
the notion that all artists are careless and unreliable.
Bunt describes sci-art

a:1

difficult and costly to exhibit due to possible

requirements lli!d infrastmcture, such as on-line gas, Faraday cages, lli!d biological
safety hoods. Neverthel=, SymbioticA first exhibited Fish and Chips in an opera
house in Austria, where an electrophysiological recording laboratory, a tissue culture
laboratory, and a cyborg were installed.
The establishment of curatcrial criteria for sci-art is "crucial", says Bunt. He
recognises this as a big problem for biologically based art practitioners as they vie
for acceptance by the mainstream art world. Sci-art is relatively new, and there has
net been time to develop a critique or history of the genre to enable curators and
critics to place it into a context A glance through conference papers similar to those
from Sins of Ch;;.,,~," 2000, confinns Bunt's assertions that new media artists ar~
concerned about the lack of material available to inform and assist prospective
cumtors.
Castleden does not conside1 herself qualified to comment on the curatorial
concerns ofbiologiclllly based artists. However, she volunteers that all living artist:l,
as the creators of their work, continue to have a cumtorial connection with it. Her
point is valid. For example, Haacke dec)Jncd to have his work exhibited in what he
considered to he an inappropriate

con!~~!. Nevertheless, in many instances, artists

retain a tenuous connecticon with their work after it moves into institutional, private,
and corporate hands.
Castleden raises another curatorial conr.em: the problem of the deterioration
of digital prints. Many installation artists, including sci-art practitioners, use digital
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prints to record the results of their work because !Tequcntly the art

piece.~

cease to

exist after the close of the exhibition. She notes that the penmmence of digital prints
is very limited; approximately fifty years, lllld to achieve one hundred years'
longevity for a print it is necessary, with the technology available in 2003, to
compromise the hue of the red. As Castleden points out, other art works are not
immune from attacks by silverfish, from the effects of the vagaries of extreme
weather changes, or from damage in hlUldling.
Catts and Zurr state that they devote their sci-art practice to the critique of
new scientific and medical technologies, and are aware thE! challenging, topical art
often is relevant only to the time lUld place in which it is produced. However, they
insist that this does not mean that the work is less W':lrthy of exhibition, and
biotech;1ologically based rutists try to contextualisc their work to the forum in which
they are invited to present. These invitations

~wide

ranging lllld include "digital

art venues, electronic arts conferences," performance arts, extreme art
expressions, design, and sculpture". Cntts and Zurr maintain that sci-art
transgresses current notions of what art is, and the boundaries between the different
art expressions, so that it is really difficult to pinpoint curatorial and otherparadigtru.

They find this challenge adds to their commitment to their work.
Having a background in photography, Clancy is well aware of the ''Ways In
which photographers looked at painting to legitimise their practice." She does
not recommend similar approaches for biologically based artists. She cites Gessert as
typical ofbic-artists who have encountered difficulties in finding a context i!1 which
to show their work, as galleries are not familiar with exhibiting life fonns.
Curatorial paradigms are not needed for the actual creative process; they are
more relevant to curators and the market, according to Cleworth. "The market is
always looking for ways to package work to enable it to be bought and sold,
and curators need a set of parameters to legitimise their frameworks."
Therefore, he foresees that new media will be no different from other art fonns, such
as painting, in that, when it becomes neatly packaged, it will be very easy for artists
to create work that fits within those artificially made boundaries.
Everyone has curatorial problems with new technologies, according to
Kuhnupt, but the more adventurous lllld alternative projects are not easily categorised
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by institutional staff. Curators tend towards work that is topical and, in the growing
biotechnological field, multimedia is becoming more prevalent. Kuhaupt observes
that:
in 2001, basically almost the whole of the Venice Biennale was
screen based. The Australian representative at the Venice
Blennale in 2001, Lyndall Jones, presented screen based work,
and the Australian representative in 2003, Patricla Picclnlnl,
also presented multimedia work. In reality, within the art world it
is just mainstream. (Kuhaupt)
McLach\an agrees that there is a lack of contextual criteria for biological!y
based art in exhibition spaces, particularly as the establishment agenda tends to
support art work that illustrates scientific concepts to aid the public understanding of
~cience.

Hence, galleries tend to say "Oh, we've done that. We did the public

understanding of science." Thus he suggests that an work that is radically new,
that is a "genuine fusion of science and art", unfortunately is grouped with the
fanner illustrative work and is classed as "done" by the galleries. BZ Reacti011, an
audience participation exhibit within the Mental exhibition created by Storey and
McLachlan, (discussed in Chapter 3), is an example of problems sci-art practitioners
encounter when submitting proposals to galleries and other exhibition spaces.
Although it was installed successfully at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London,
in July 2001, issues such as the handling ofliquids, health and safety, and constant
supervision have all contributed to the proposal being declined by other

ve~ues.

However, McLachlan believes that the problem is "not actually about money, Ills
really about understanding." The activity of bodies such as Planetary Collegium,
the Wellcome Foundation, the Australia Council and others supports McWJan's
assertion that there are funds available for sci-art.
McLachlan's other collaboration with Storey, Death Dresse.s, prompted Dent
to write that the work was:
a thought-provoking, occasionally moving, exhibition in relation to
both the psychological and biological spheres of death. Strangely, it
was the biology that sunk into me, that stirred emotions in surprising
ways. I never thought to be moved by cells, by that molecular journey
towards the dying light. But these pnit-a-portcr insights into the
biological skins we're in were intelligent and beautiful by turn. (Dent,
2003)
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Dent's positive experience could also reflect the skills of the curator and
gallery owner who were prepared to be connected with a challenging exhibition that
broached difficult subject matter (see Chapter 4).
Piccinini states that she has not encountered any difficulties with exhibition
spaces and does not consider her art practice to be biotechnologically based. Her
assessment could be predicated on the fact that she does not use wet laboratory
material as a constituent of an end product, or that is the case according to my
knowledge of her practice. However, journalists, reviewers and catalogue essayists
frequently link the two. For example, Cregan and Scanlon (2004) observe that "there
is an unbridgeable disparity between Piccinini's desire to stir our emotions -to make
us feel kindly towards all potential life-forms - and the negation of difference
implicit in the biotechnologies her works are about" (p. 38). In addition, Engbcrg
(2002) writes that "Piccinini investigated and embodied human characteristics within
the technical world of digital environments, auto-mechanics and biotechnology to
exploit cognitive acceptance and emotional attraction" (p. 07), and ''Piccinini has
explored the potential and the consequences of scientific, technological and medical
intervention" (p. 08).
The market could also influence the curatorial decisions of galleries in
relation to challenging biotechnologically based art. For example, sales of sci-art in
Petri dishes are not possible in the vast majority of cases, and, therefore, in most
circumstances, unless it is fully funded an exhibition of this type of work does not
represent a sound bu~iness proposition for a commercial gallery.

Summary
From earlier exhibits of hybrid plants, bio-art has moved into new areas as
evidenced by the recent access for artists to scientific wet laboratory facilities and the
establishment of sci-art collaborations, particularly in the areas of stem cell
technology and moistmedia. Other biotechnologically based artists use new
developments in medical imaging, such as MRI scans, as a resource, whilst a few,
such as Stelaro, investigate more invasive procedures. Some of these practices are
described as questioning the moral, ethical and aesthetic issues surrounding
biotechnological advances. However, sunreys suggest that the public is sceptical
about the ways in which the outcomes of stem cell technology and genetic
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modification research will be applied to humans, to animals, and in food products,
and key concerns are associated with a perception that li1ere are no adequate controls.
In view of this perception of a lack of adequate controls in the scientific context, it is

pertinent to mention that sci-art activity, possibly due to its connation with art

practice, also does not fall within specific regulatory guidelines, although the French
government did intervene in the case ofKac's Alba as mentioned in Chapter 6. TI1e
dialectical possibilities for cii.mge presented by sci-art, posited by scientists and

artists involved in such collaborations, suggest that these new practices are not

merely an aberration in the continuwn of art, and that their influence has the potential
to extend further than is currently appreciated.
Representatives of the biotechnology industry arc aware that there are issues
in communicating their research ;Jrocesses and outcomes to the public and that the
interne! is now the most likely information source for Australians. Some observers
suggest that another traditional source of infonnation, the institutionfll art gallery,
will be replaced in the future by an interne! based information network.
Biotechnologically based art would appear to be an excellent vehicle for the
dissemination of information about scientific and medical research, and sci-artists
would broaden their audience potential if they could move their work from
traditional spaces with their regular constituents into venues or spaces more readily
accessible to the general public, an exercise Cook maintains all artists would be wise
to undertake.
Anotl1er concern of the biotcch industry is investment for future research, and
some participants and others arc concerned that the commercial interests of the
dominant funding bodies, such as pharmaceutical companies, will prevail over the
common good. Observers also express approheusion about the practice ofpatenting
'life materials'. In this regard, sci-artists, too, need to be aware of the ways in which

their work is adapted to, and presented in, the public arena.
Although, in some quarters, the artist is seen

a:;

the communicator of

scientific developments in an illustrative form to the community, some participants
are adamant that it is not the role of the artist to reassure the public about the veracity
of biotechnological research, but to provide prototypes or projections to stimulate
debate. Among the issues sci-artists claim to explore are possibilities for new ways
of living, new ways of physically being, and new ways of consciou.sness. These
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notions aside, the technology used for Kac's Alba, and Brodyk's g/o©k gene, has
been commercialised in the aquarium trade to market GloFish. In a few countries this
commercialised genetic modification in the fonn ofGloFish has caused some debate,
but, in others, the fish have been regarded as nothing more than another marketable
commo~ity.

Clearly, sci-artists face the dilemma that their products could be seen as

prototypes for marketable products rather th!III art works to stimulate questions and
debate.
Gessert was swprised that no-one interrogated the legitimacy of his
exhibiting living plants as art. Any obstacles that do arise to his exhibition of the
hybrid irises are usually of a social or architectural nature. Nevertheless, Gesscrt
expresses his concerns, subscribed to by others in this study, that the exhibition of
living

non-human

creatures

in

traditional

art

spaces

will

'aestheticize'

biotechnological advances and hasten the commodificntion of life. These
undercurrents of concern, or latent content within the interview data, raise important
issues that warrant deliberation; see Sarantakos (1998, p. 280) and Boyatzis (1998, p.

16).
Some sci-art participants claim that curatorial problems need to be overcome
in order to achieve the satisfactory presentation of their work to the community.
Snow's theory of science and literature, interpreted by many as science and the arts,

as two separate cultures is cited as one philosophical reason some curators regard
science exhibits as incompatible with an art gallery. A lack of historical background
is another reason given as to why curators have difficulty contextualising sci-art. To
claim a lack of history as a deficiency conld be seen as disingenuous, when one takes
into account the disregard many new media artists have for tmditional art practices
with historical links, as evidenced by the comments ofWilson, Catts and others in
this thesis. However, there arc a nwnber of disincentives for commercial galleries to
sh()W som~ bi()technol()gicallybased art, including the lack of opportunities for sales,
the cost of the technical infrastructure that is frequently necessary, and the technical
wue!iability of some exhibits.
McLachlan suggests that, while some institutions snpport sci-art that aids the
pnbUc understanding of science, others avoid more radical work that addresses a
genuine fusion of science and art: the institutions claim that they have already
addressed the public understanding of science. Some participants also discern that
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sci·art crosses boundaries between different f01ms of art expression and suggest that
this creates difficulties for curators who try to locate the most appropriate context for
new media. A body of material on which they could dmw for background
infonnation and assistance could be useful for curators when assessing prospective
sci-art installations. Further alleged curatorial anxieties, in some cases unfounded,
include a fear of biological terrorism; costs of equipment and infrastructure;
unreliability of equipment associated with developing technologies; and dangers to
public safety associated with, hazardous materials. Tensions between the need to
increase the public understamUng of art, and the dynamics associated with sci-art
collaborations, are explored further in the next chaper.
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Endnotes
I Biotechnology Australia was established in 1999andreports to the
Australian Government Biotechnology Ministerial Council. Its partner agencies are
the Department of Industry, Tourism and Resourt:es; the Department of Education,
Science and Training; the Department of the Environment and Heritage; the
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry; and the Department of Health and
Ageing.
2 Craig Corrnick is the Manager, Public Awareness, Biotechnology
Australia, an author, and Chair of the ACT Writers' Centre.
3 Senator Ron Boswell, from Queensland, is the National Party leader in
the Australian Senate (at the time of the conference).
4 Art of the Biotcch Era was presented by the Experimental Art
Foundation (EAF) as part of the Adelaide Bank Festival of Arts, 2004. Melentie
Pandilovski curated the exhibition and is EAF Director. He was previously the
Directorofthe Contemporary Art Centre, Skopje, Macedonia, IUid an initiator of the
Skopje Electronic Arts Fair (SEAFair) from 1997 to 2002.
5 Andre Brodyk is a genetic artist who writes extensively about the genre.
Brndyk lectures in the painting studios at the University ofNewcastle, and is a PhD
Fine Art candidate at the College afFine Art, University of New South Wales.
6 Hallerman cites from Gong, W. et al. (2003). Development of tronsgenic
fish for omamcntallllld biorenctor by strong expression of fluorescent protein in the
skeletal mllSde. Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communicatians 308: 58·63.
7 George Gessert (1944.) (USA), studied English literature and painting at
the University of California, Berkeley, and the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
He has exhibited extensively in Europe and the USA, and la the art ano.l biology
editor for Leonardo.
8 Stelarc (1947·) was born Cyprus and Jives in Melbourne, AIIStralia. He
works internationally. In 1997, Stelarc was appointed Honorary Professor of Art and
Robotics at Camegie Mellon University, and in 1999 was re-appointed as a Senior
Research Scholar for the Faculty of Art and Design at the Nottingham Trent
University. He received an Honorary Doctor a flaws from Monash University in
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CHAPTER6

COLLABORATIVE PRACTICES BETWEEN SCIENTISTS AND
ARTISTS

Art disturbs, sdenee reassures. (Georges Braque, Le Jour et fa Null.)

Introducllon
This chapter draws upon the input of scientists and artists fium different
pen;pectives: half of the participants have engaged in sci·art collaborations and half
have not. In particular, Question 4, ''To what extent do you think science is
appropriating art to navigate a path between the scientist and the public", raised the
ire of some of the collaborative scientists who considered it asymmetrical. However,
all participar,ts were asked to respond to the mirror hypothesis that art was
appropriating science. With no knowledge of the scientists' reactions, one artist
commented th;.t it was an interesting question with "some real pepper in it".
I have chosen to use the term 'collaborative' to head this chapter because it
seems to me to describe the atmosphere I sensed when I visited the wet laboratory at
SymbioticA, where scientists and artists appear to enjoy a free exchange of ideas,
knowledge, expertise 110d opinions. Although the tenn collaboration is used by artists
and scientists in writing about sci-art, some particip110ts commented that scientists
who are not closely involved in collaborative partnerships are more inclined to think
of the artist as an illustrator of scientific concepts. Additional tenns, such as
intersection and interaction, are used in the body of the text.
Governmental and instltutlonallnterest
Governmental and institutional funding is a prime factor in facilitating sci·art
collaborations, particularly as the government funding agencies are now placing
greater emphasis on supporting projects promoted as partnerships. Rowley observed
!3.~

at conVerge, 2002, that scientisl'l frequently talk about their collaborations with
artists as linkages. Such terminology is in keeping with the ethos of the Australillll
Resean:h Council (ARC) as Rowley outlined at a Creative Arts seminar at the
Western Australillll Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA), in Perth (S. Rowley,
personal communication, May 21, 2004). Her model ofsci-art collaboration does not
foresee artists initiating scientific breakthroughs but in
artists enabling a better interpretation of scientific process, the
education, communication lllld nurturing of community awareness lllld
indeed acceptllllce. I have mlllly long discwsions with one of my
CSIRO [Commonwealth Scientific lllld Indwtrlal Research
Organisation] colleagues about community acceptance of issues like
genetic modification. I'm not sure that should be our prime task here
but it is a task that we could take. Finally, scientists are intere.o;ted in
our ability to assist them in showcasing science as aesthetic and
scientific processes as aesthetic in themselves [italics added].

(Rowley, 2002)
Row!ey's notion of art showcasing science is contentious in relation to issues
of illustration and soft science that concern some participllllts. Another key area of
Rowley's purview is the govemment's stress on innovation wtd commercialisation,
and she foresees opportunities for artists ''to push the boundaries of scientific
development, to problem solve and to challenge pmdigrns and perspectives"
(Rowley, 2002). More extensive comments on the government's push for innovation,
and other research funding issues, are presented in Chapter 7.
In the United Kingdom, the National Institute for Medical Research (NIMR)
offers a NIMRart programme. Residencies associated with NIMRart

ll!'e

usually

award<..:! for a period of three months, based on two or three days per week, and are
open to international artists. The institute's interest in a scientist and artist
collaborative programme is in the benefits that could arise from the dialogue betwem
the participants, and the new perspectives that the parties bring to the work.
Their tools and their prodi\Cts may be very different but contemporary
artists and research scientists are both question·askers, researehers and
experimenters, and producers of 'stuff'. The NIMRart encourages this
relationship between the artist and the scientist, prefercncing
significant discussion, integration and process over superficial
relationships and product.'
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Authorship, Intellectual property and copyright
Authorship- or collective authorohip- and who makes

decision~

regarding

the exhibition of work, copyright, and intellectual property, are important questions
for sci-art collaborators, and, indeed, anymuitidiscip!inary interactioJL Parties with a
proprietary and/or ethical interest could include govenunent agencies, universities,
sponsors, technical assistants, sdentists and artists. Kac's Alba, a green fluorescent
rabbit, has been detained by the French government in the laboratory where it was,,
bred, despite similar technology being used for the genetically modified GloFish pets(
ne-w being made available in most American states, and in parts of Asia, (see Chapter
5).

Copyright is another issue. For example, the grass based hyperspectml
imaging project initiated by artists Ackroyd and Harvey is a situation where
copyright problems could arise due to the possible commercial applications of the
collaborative research outcomes. For further details of this project see Chapter 7.
Copyright is again an issue when artists are asked to do work as a favour, a situation
with which many artists are familiar.' The majority of the people who approach
artists would not consider asking most other professionals for free services. An
c;.:ample of this is the rarely attributed art work of Elizabeth Kendrew who drew the
structure of the DNA double helix for Watson.
If we examine Watson and Crick's paper, we encounter the first
artwork that is of central relevance to the Henry Art Gallery
exhibition.l'l The paper contains a single figure, which is the first
drawing of the double helix as a representation of DNA. It ranks
among the most famous visual images in the whole history of science.
I actually had to do original research to find out who the artist was.
There is no mention of the artist's identity in the paper, none in The
Double Helix, Watson's memoir, none in any of the historical
treatments of the discovery that I have read. I have always been struck
by the artistic force ofthe figure, which displays an elegance and level
of abstraction rarely encountered in a technical paper. Indeed, the
artistic interpretation of the double helix in the initial Watson-Crick
paper has become a major icon of our culture. To satisfY my curiosity,
I asked Jim Watson who drew the picture, and he said that it was
Elizabeth Kcndrew, his tennis partner. So, Elizabeth Kendrew is the
first artist who addressed the central theme of this symposium.
(Olson, 2000)
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Kendrew's original pencil drawing could be the one Connor asserts hung over
the scientist'f. desk (Connor, 2003).' However, the Economist (The art of DNA,
2003) reports that "their [Crick and Watson's] paper also included a simple pen·and·
ink drawing of the molecule, by Odile Crick, Francis's wife", In eith~r case, the lack
of acknowledgement of the artist corresponds with the scant re~ognition given, at the
time, to the work of Dr Rosalind Franklin, whose pivotal con:ribution to research
into the structure of DNA has only been highlighted recently, in biographies' and
television documentaries. Ingham (2003) refers to Franklin's X·ray photographs of
the molecule, [given to Crick and Watson by Wilkins, Franklin's colleague, without
her pennission,] which proved vital to Crick and Watson, and the alleged misogynist
attitude she experienced at the hands of the "male scientific establishment" (p. 11).
Why does science Interest artists?
Bijvoet (1997) claims that artists generally lagged behind science by
approximately twenty years in the early 1900s, but caught up in the latter part of the
century. In this later period, technology and science began to work closely together
"for economic as well as political reasons" (p. 15). Despite Bijvoet's inference that
artists were "out of the loop", in Chapter 11, I venture that there were instances
where artists envisioned scientific phenomena before science provided evidence of
the phenomena's existence, both early in the twentieth century and more recently. In
particular, it is the hwnan genome project that many consider prompts community
curiosity and interest in biotechnological developments.
Like other arenas of culture, contemporary art is deeply implicated in
the ultimate meanings of the human genome .... Mole importantly, it
[Gtlne(sis)"] exploits the power of contemporary art to provoke, to
question and to articulnte new paradigms, ·tJioviding conditions
necessary for a deeper underlltanding and a fuller discussion of
genomic issues. (Held, 2002, pp. 2·3)
Calls and ZWT suggest that the extent of public scepticism about recent
scientific developments has induCJJd artists to seek access to scientific laboratories.
They assert that most members of the public are not well informed about the new
technologies, and this leads to negative respomes, in somo instances, from fear of the
unknown. Because of this apparent lack of understanding of scientific

di~coverics

in

the eonunwlity, Catts and ZWT suggest that it is useful for artists to collaborate in
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scientific laboratories, to look and learn about the issues, and then to comment
publicly upon them. They detect opportunities for exploration of scientific
developments by both traditional and new media artists, but note that many of the
artists who are active in this field realise that our belief systems and cultural tools are
ill equipped or inadequate to

analy~e

the potential outcomes of the new technologies.

Their notion about belief systems is discussed in Chapter 9.
S!)me participants suggest that art is a means of examining existing belief
systems \bd the Economist, {The art of DNA, 2003), states that the arts provide a
ready foi Jffi for debates, particularly those that reflect "popular arn:ieties about social
control, conformity and commoditisation [sic]". The paper nominates Bryan
Crockett's Glullony,' 2001, as an example of an artist commenting on "the business
of biotechnology''. Although the paper claims "Gluttony is a model of an animal
modified to become obese, so that it can be used in the laboratory to study diabetes",
the assertion is an over simplification, possibly due to lack of space, and does not
convey Crockett's ovemll intent. Crockett addresses the growing authority of the
ratioJ,ality of science in western society, and the "spiritual void in contemporary
te<-hnological cultnre" (Lehmann Maupin, 2002). Piccinin''s 17Je Young Family,

·~·;2002, has similarities with Giullony. Both artists present sculpt'Jral forms With
connotations of human facial expression, and with snrface qualities evocative of
human skin: Piccinini uses silicone, acrylic, human hair and leather, while Crockett
creates historical links with marble statues and the human body, by using ground
marble cast with contemporary polymer binders. However, Piccinini's concern is the
concept of the family as a community.
Clw1cy identifies ~(;portunity, curiosity, and a seas~ of adventure as factors
that influence artists to collaborate with scientists. Rather than being necessarily
more concerned than other people abcut, for exwnple, genetically modified foods,
she lists "fascination, a certain level of affinity, or attraction, or repulsion,
towards the material and Ideas" as aspects that encourage artists to practise in the
biologically based art field.
Long states: "I think that more artists are becoming involved in science
because it Is such a topical thing In the world today, and there is such a high
degree of scientific illiteracy in the community."
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Who initiates sci·art collaborations?
A Swiss initiative, co-ordinated through the Hochschule fitr Gestaltung und
Kunst ZUrich (HGKZ), offered twelve artist residencies in nine laboratories for 2004.
The programme was conceived in 2002 by two academics, one from science and the
other from art: Professor Marilie Halrnc, Research and Development, University of
Applied Science, Aargau; and Professor fill Scott, HGKZ. The aim of the
programme is to focus ou ''transdisciplinary methods of coliabo~tion hetwccn the
applied and theoretical worlds of art and design ... and the disciplines of scienceincluding the scientific procedures of visualization, interpretation and knowledge"
(Artists in Labs, 2004). The various areas of research

offer~d

included AI, robotics,

biochemistry, nanotechnology, and genetically modified organisms. The recipients
came from Europe, the USA, Singapore, Au:;tra!ia and India.
A new exhibition about the brain tries to bling visual arts and science
together. But it's a false premise. Art does not help us understand how
the world works - and to merge the two disciplines trivialises them
both. (Wolpert, 2002)'
Wolpert denies any value in pursuing art and science collaborations. He

eo. ntends that "artistf. are envious of scientists and scientists want to lie thought of as
artists", and that "an element

o~ s\lcial

snobbery" resides in any idea that the visual

arts are similar to science {2001). On the other hand, Camie H" .,sgests that
art is too important to be left to artists - science too important ~ t.o~
left to scientists. Bringing the two together raises provocative ar1d
interesting ideas about fundamental issues on the nature of creativity,
the role of education in shaphlg discipline~ ar1d the funding of culture.
(Camie, 2002)
Camie exhibited Magic Forrut in the Wellcome Trust'ri H~ad On: Art with
the Brain in Mind exhibition, at the Science Museum, London,

~!002, and asserts that

thi. public h3!J an interest in vie11ing and IISSCssing: the results of sd·art
collaborations, particulnrly as aspects of the two disciplines can be either
"intriguingly similar or profoundly different" (Carnie, 2002).
Jacob', one of the founders nf "Signatures of the invisible", a collaborative
project based at CERN", indicates that he aspires to bridge the gaps between poli,~cal
arid cultoral ideologies. The project involves CERN witb. the London Institute," and
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two artists, Richard Deacon and Anish Kapoor, who will visit CERN for two months

to work with ph)l5icists. The resultant art work is scheduled for world-wide gallery
exhi~iiions

(Cartlidge, 2000). The scientists at CERN are experienced in hosting

arti(0: for t>xamp\e, Monica Sand, a sculptor, who says her main interest is "space,
and how light shapes space", has been visiting CERN OV<:r a period of eight years.
Also connocted with notions of space, a diverse trio: John Barrow, a
cosmologist from Cambridge University and author of The Artful Universe; Martin
Kemp, an art-historian; and Richard Bright, an artist, initiated a collaboration
sponsored by the We\lcome Trust. Their project is based on the hypothesis th!.lt the
wide use of perspective as a visual aid is "limiting the ability of scientists to
represent complex spaces" (Cartlidge, 2000).
Mukeiji (1994) interprets sci-art collaborations as examples of practices
where "the movement of scientHic material pmctkes beyond the lab ... contributes
to the overall power of science and technology to the culture" (p. 157). On the other
hand, the power Mukeiji notes is attributed, by several sch<.Jlars, to science in western
social and cultural life, and could be the very reason artists find a sci-art
collaboration challenging, and scientific c\ainu; legitimate subjects for investigation.
Science is revered because it epitomizes the rationality of modem life,
because it is the legitimate voice of capitalist development, because it
is a system for the rational exploitation of resources, because it has
powerful advocates, because it is the knov!lcdge system th!.lt most
frequently ''works" (whatever that means), because it is written in a
language of measurement and precision that gives it authority, or
because it is used by and is useful politically for the modem state.
(Mukcrji, 1994, p. 143)
Many of the participants mention science's perceived Uifficulty with
communicating its research outcomes to the public. According to Vesna (2000),
inappropriate

refe~1ces

to scientific phenomena by philosophers and intellectuals

are also confusing; As an example, Vcsna turns to a parodic article published by
Sokal" in 1996. Sokal takes comrneots about physics and mathematics by prominent
intellectuals, su~~ as Lyotard, Derrida, Irigaray, and Lacan, and re-contextualises
them into non~n·;lieal quotations. He makes frequent references to scientists, such as
Heisenberg, Kuhn, Bohr, Harding, Bell, and Glide!. "The references cited are all real,
and all quotes are rigorously accurntr.; however, having been taken out of their
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cultural contexts and reframed, they do assume questionable meanings" (Vesna,
2000, pp. 9·11). Following the interdisciplinary debates that erupted following
Sokal's hoax, and the publishing of"Intellectual Imposters"," one positive result was
that the controversial issue was openly discussed. The negative ramifications of this
debate included the endangering of ''the very fragile bridge between the humllllities
and sciences", and the possible com:ems of funding bodies for scientific research
(Vesna, 2000, pp. 9·11). Tills suggests that collaborations initiated by either artists or
scientists could forge a closer empathy between the two cultures and help to lessen
the possibility of misunderstandings 110d misinterpretations in the future.
On~

of the earliest orgllllisations established to foster dialogue between

scientists and artists is Experiments in Art and Technology (EAT), founded in 1966
by Kluner, a Swedish engineer, and Rauschcnberg, an artist. EAT was sti11 operating
in New York in 2004, but it is not the force it once was. EAT's original purpos;: was
to facilitate artists' access to new materials, technology and engineering, and, to that
end, developed government a'1d corporate networks. According to Bumharn (1980),
EAT was very successful in gaining substantial amounts of money, but fell into
disrepute when it had a pubiic disagreement with the PepsiCo, Inc over $405,000 in
relation to a planned Expo '70 pavilion in Osaka. Disaffected members claimed the
organisation was "elitist" and ignored the needs of the general constituency in favour
of more high profile members and staff (Bumharn, 1980). However, B1omham,
exhibiting healthy cynicism, no doubt fostered by his unfortunate experience with the
technology based exhibition Software, 1970, claims that, although EAT approached
corporations for funding, ''most compllllies were cynical and wise enough to realize
that the research abilities of nearly a!! artists are nil. What companies could expect is
a limited amount of good press for appearing 'foJWard looking"' (1980).
Wilson (2002) remarks that the early EAT collaborations did not consider the
artist's role as one of researcher butrnthcr as conswnerofthe new technologies, with
the scientists and engineers acting as technical support (2002, p. 36). Wilson is
adammt that the artist today needs to be involved as a reseEI!Chcr, but Bijvoct (1997)
recognises that, in 1965 and 1966, artists were seeking to extend the boundaries of
art and to gain access to technological advancements {p. 17).
Initiatives also took place in Australia at that time. In the mid-1960s, the
University of Western Australia (UWA) installed Hans Arkeveld," a traditional
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artist, in the Department of Anatomy and Human Biology. Arkcveld pioneered the
collaboration between artist and scientist in the Department, and the success of his
residency has helped to develop a positive attitude towards the involvement of artists,
and to pave the way for the establishment of SymbioticA. That aside, during a
meeting in March, 2002, Catts and Zurr suggested to me that artists with a traditional
training and practice would probably adopt the commentator role in relation to
scientific developments.
Building on these earlier initiatives, artists and scientists now collaborate and

,,

provide artists with access to new .scientific and medical developments. Purves
(1998) believes these interactions b'ring "ncw' 1methodologies, rather than new

subjects, to the practice of art".
Along with Purves' assertion of new methodologies, Bunt claims that the new
materials developed through recent technical and medical advances, and made
available to artists in scientific collaborations, constitute an important innovative and
stimulating ingredient in the move towards an expansion of transdisciplinary
interaction. In their report on the BRIDGES" summit of2002, Pearce, Diamond, and
Beam (2003) reflect on the perceptions interdisciplinary projects could stimulate and
suggest that such projects could, in themselves, develop into a "meta-discipline"
encompassing "scientific visualization" (p. 125). This is an interesting hypothesis,
given that scientific visualisation, both to assist researchers in interpreting data and
for public viewing, is a burgeoning field particularly in the area of fractal geometry,
chaos theory and space exploration. The aesthetically attractive images created by
digital enhancement of data transmitted from satellites are assisting scientists to
communicate the results of their space research to a wider audience in a form that
can be understood by the lay person.
Bunt was provoked into an animated response by the suggestion, in Question
3, that "artists have agreed to collaborate with scientists". In his

experi~nce,

in

approximately ninety-five percent of good sci-art, it is scientists who have agreed to
collaborate with artisll;. However, Bunt nominates Joe Davis" and Adam Zaretsky"
as artists who beleaguered scientists until the latter agreed to collaborate with them.
Davis' philosophy is that an arti~\ needs

t.l work with the "tools of cell and molecular

biology" because "an is about communicating. How can you convey something you
don't have a clue about?" (cited in Nadis, 2000, p. 668). Davis' presence has
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prompted some of the scientists ta think outside the nmmal scientific paradigms but
not everyone is pleased to have Davis in the labmatory, Wld some scientists tald
Nadis !lmt the bench space wauld be mme profitably accupicd by a scientist (Nadis,
2000, pp. 669-670).
On the ather hand, Bunt proposes !hat, when an artist agrees ta callaborate
with a scientist, the results are frequently the il\ustratian af a scientific concept, in
"pretty pictures", which Bunt does not consider "good" sci-art. "Paintings and
scientific illustrations seem to spring from two quite different worlds" {Schenk,
1960~

During collaboration with the National Science Foundation (USA) in relation

to artificial intelligence {AI), Wilson (2002) found thRI, although he contributed
coustructivcly to the discussion, the assumption was that his main function was "to
beautify the reports submitted to the government" {p. 37). Timms (2004a) notes that
photography is a means of producing macro or micro images that can be
"spectacularly beautiful and moving in their own right" and help to "blur the
distinction between science and art" (p. R\9). Although some galleries accept
illustrative works for exhibition, artists with whom I have discussed this dilenuna
deem as dubious the claims that such pictures are art.
According to Long, SymbioticA is a collaboration funded through
government but initiated by artists, not by scientists. He points out that, in his
opinion, the artists tah part in a project to integrate artistic concepts with science
and to promote both art and science simultaneously.
Asked about his reaction to Palsy Payne's approach regarding the Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) scanning, Meikle responded that "it was a little
unusual ... but the approach did not come in that way initially, it was one of
those things that evolved." bt an endeavour to find alternative, more meaningful,
ways to visualise their data, in addition to the conventional cross--sectional slices of
the body, the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital (RPAH) PET Department began to use
the Vi sLab facility at the University of Sydney. Coincidentally, Payne was using the
facility as an alternative medium to look at images of the body. From this chnnce
meeting, discussion developed and resulted in the artist proposing a project that,
although unusual, evolved into something useful for all concerned.
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On the issue of whether artists initiate projects, or vice versa, McLachlan tells
how his collabomtion with Professor Helen Storey, a designer, came about. Prof
Storey and her sister Dr Kotc Storey, a developmental scientist, had worked together
on a Wellcome Trust funded project Primilivc Streak'', 1997. When McLachlan saw
the media images of the high fidelity representations of human embryos as dresses,
he recognised the potential of this type of work for teaching purposes: ss
"something slightly off the wall to re-engage the students' attention". He
telephoned Storey to seek permission to use the images lllld, following their meeting
and further discussions, they decided to apply for funding to work on a col\abomtive
project. Storey and MeLachlan developed a sound working relationship prior to
commencing the collaboration, acircwnstance McLachlan maintains is vital, because
if one party has "a very specific project In mind and then goes looking for a
scientist or an artist to fit", the creative agenda could be subverted and the outcome
disappointing.
In the technologically sophisticated world of today, a creative sci-a.rt agenda

needs expensive equipment that necessita!es commercial or research funding, and
this eauld see art becoming more reliant on the resources available to science. On the
other hand, Munster (2001) queries whether a cssh-strapped science could decide
that the illustration and communication skills ofa.rt make it a worthy bedfellow.
Is it too natve to hope that these strange hybrid objects that arc now
manoeuvring their way along and shifting the art/science borders, do
not too readily become assimilated into a unifying terrain for a drab,
instrumentalised technics that is bereft of any ingenuity? (Munster,
200l,p.2J)
Munster has plenty of company when she associates art with a
communication tool. Dewey observed in 1934 th:1t "In the end, works of art are the
only media of complete and unhindered communication between man and man that
can occur in a world full of gullS and walls that limit community of experience"
(Dewey, 1958, p. 105). Since that time, twnoltuous changes have occurred in the
means of communication, but the participants in my research, and many
contemporary writers, still proclaim the facility art provides ss a communication too!.

As these interdisciplinary co\labomtions move into ever-increasingly
complex areas, Punt (2004) warns that the postdigital era (and, ss others indicate, the
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posthurnan and cyborg ern), will bring with it the challenge ''to consider how
knowledge might be extended, codified and distributed in a multiverse of
collaborative realities" (p. 201). Tarlow (2003) reports that Jacobson senses a
difference in perception of outcome between a scientist and an artist. These
differences relate to the discussion of creativity in Chapter 8, but Jacobson's
comments are included here as they·!Jrovoke thought on an issue that could affect
future collaborations.
When looking tluough a microscope at a dissection or an x-ray, a
scientist asks, "What is the content of what I am seeing, and what are
the implications?" while the artist asks "How does this appear, and
how can I transform this into an aesthetic personal, or
historical/cultural statement?" The phenomenology of viewing is
paramount for the artist, and veracity means only that the subject
matter be visually believable within the imaginary world the artist has
established for the viewer. (cited in Tarlow, 2003, p. 22)

The function of collaborative sci-nrt
The best sci-art is very rarely art for art's sake, according to Bunt, because it
engages with and comments on science. He Elates that sci-art would be trivial if it
only comprised "pretty pictures". In addition, Bunt concedes that, because the
intention ofsci-art is to engage with the actual substances in the wet laboratory and it
is, therefore, closely connected with the scientific material, sci-art is sometimes
criticised as non-art. This situation raises a dilemma for some traditional artists who
accept a residency at SymbiolicA.
Collaborations between artists and scientists at SymbioticA often move along
paths different from the close liaison expected between parties who work in the ''Wet
laboratory" situation. Although the work produced by some of the trnditional

artisl~

fo!lowing their residency has been influenced by their experiences at SymbioticA, it
represents art for art's sake, according to Bunt. In his opinion, there is
"bio!ogica!ness" but no deep philosophical reason behind the work. This art for
art's sake illustrates science, it does not critique science. In contrast, he says, a
critique of science is the prime concern of the work produced by The Tissue Culture
and Art Project. As Bunt would have it, work like MEART does not necessarily
flatter science but it draws people's a!lention to what is happening in science, and it
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does, in some ways, illustrate science. Nevertheless, he claims it is different from the
art for art's sake work he comments npon in association with the more traditional
artists. Although Bunt found it difficult to be precise about the difference, he
suggests that, in part, it relates to the response of the viewer: for example, viewers of
Worry Dolls usually have strong reactions ranging from intense dislike, to not being

moved by it, to going 11way with a variety of thoughts, or to being moved to tears at
the death ceremony.
Munster (2001) observes the way in which artists introtct with technobiololiica\ issues and the message their work leaves with the viewer. The 'semiliving' sculptures, Worry Dolls, appear to her to prompt consideration of the degree
to which the public should accept scientific developments in "faith" 1111d the
"borderline status of the animistic-technical object produced as a moment of both
scientific and aesthetic invention that makes us wonder about the ethical directioll3 in
which such art/science endeavours are heading" (Munster, 2001, p. 20). MllllSter
juxtaposes Piccinini's S02 (Synthclic Objectl) digital images with Worry Dolls.
The crisp banality of the scenes she photographs and the jo!l that
comes from realising her manufactured life form is no longer out of
place in everyday life, is a salutatory [sic] reminder that organic
artificiality is already assumed as part of the ''natural" cultural and
scientific landscape. Art 11nd science are here conjoined on the plillle
of technical artifice. (Munster, 2001, p. 20)
Wbot hos prompted the Interest in scl-art collnboratloos?

The possibility for sci-art co\laborations arose from the social, economic 11nd
technological changes that occurred in ihe early twentieth century, and the interest
shown by visual artists in these transfonnatioll8.

Stm~gos

(1981) points out that,

although artists fonnd new areas of interest in the scientific developments taking
place, they did not necessarily understand them.
The new scientific ideas were simply in the air (through the mass
media, etc.) and, regardless of whether or not they were understand,
they helped channel imaginative activity in new directions and also
encouraged experimentation even when they were totally
misunderstood. (St11ngos, 1981, p. 8)
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Stangos highlights the notion of the scientific ideas being 'misunderstood',
and some scientists allege there is an 'anti-science' ethos in the community. The
question of lack of communication skills in some areas of science is mentioned
frequently by the participants in my research, but Tumcy (1998) discerns other forces
at play. For instance, he cites Professor Lewis Wolpert, in his capacity of chairm:m
of the British Committee on Public Understanding of Science, who "chastises the
media for what he terms 'genetic pornography'", a claim for which Tumey asserts
there is no evidence. Tumey reveals also that ''The outgoing editor of Nature
summed up the feeling in a revealing jeremiad bemoaning 'the prevalent mistrust of
science' at the end of 1995" (1998, pp. 3-4). While doubting the ex.istence of a strong
mistrust, Tumey agrees that there is "ambivalence" towards some sciences and that
biologists are aware of this hut ''they consistently ascribe it to general anti-science
sentiment, ignorance or media misrepresentation of their work". He quotes two
prominent scientists, Medawar and Davis.
I find it difficult to excuse the lack of confidence which otherwise
quite sensible people have in the scientific profll.'lsion ... for their
fearfulness, laymen have only themselves to blame and their
nightmares are a judgment on them for their deep-seated scientific
i!literacy. (Sir Peter Mcdawar, 1977, cited in Turney, 1998, p. 4)
Davis, too, is concerned tlmt the lack of public confidence in genetic
engineering will impact on the potential forhiotc;:hnological advances:
it [public suspicion of genetic engineering] has added one more facet
to a more general scepticism about the goals and the social impact of
science and technology .... This antiscience movement poses a threat,
more than is generally recognised, to public support of science, the
recruitment of promising students, and ultimately the morale of
working scientists. {Professor Bemard Davis, 1991, cited in Tumcy,
1998, p. 4)
Tumey's book takes us its departure point Shelley',;

Frat~kensteill,

but it

finishes on a cnllStructive note for the future interface between scientists and the
public. Scientists arc authorities in their field and he advises them to use this
authority to inform tbe public about the rapidly moving developments in
biotechnology that ultimately affect all parties. In this way, a\! members of the
community will be in a better position "to weigh up new techniques and procedures,
to make new decisiollS, to decide what is acceptable, which paths should be blocked,
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to make sense of the ultimate promise to reconstitute OUTBelves" (Turney, 1993, p.
221).

Turney advocates storying as a tool fur the wider dissemination of
possibilities and debate, and, from those stories, he

sugg~ts

choices can be made

about the way forward. Of course, visual artists, too, work with narrative 1111d Cllll
interface with science to contribute to the stimulation of debate 1111d the dissemination
of possibilities.
Bunt notes the long association between science and art, and reflects on a
significant change. The sciences, particularly the biological sciences, are more
visible and have more impact in daily life now. He asserts that this visibility and
impact have aroused more awareness and debate, resulting in wide discussion of
topics such as genetically modified food and organ transplantation.
Bunt prefaces his next comment with an acknowledgement that artists will
"hale" his use of the word, but, in his opinion, art is "following" the expansion in the
sciences, and that art has been "struggling" with this state of affairs since about the
1980s. He claims that, prior to the 1970s and 1980s, art was at the cutting edge of
discourse and led debate on issues of the day, but it lost the initiative to science and

is still trying to catch up. Bunt believes

art will become irrelevant if it does not

engage in debate about current major issues emanating from science and technology.
As Bunt would have it, "some people would say" that traditional art was
superseded by conventional photography and has become merely pretty pictures and
illustrations. He nominates Eduardo Kac as among those who espouse that view.
Nevertheless, he acknowledges that this is an extreme view and that bio·art, whilst
having the distinction of being regarded as "new" due to the development of more
and more new technologies, is, in manyiustances, very repetitive.
With regard to ''straight science", Catts and Zurr recognise "that scientists
fee! that they have lost contact with the wider community" and have a problem
commwricating the potential of their discoveries. This is a recurring theme
throughout the interviews. Catts and Zurr found that:
when we approached scientists, In many cases they were so
amazed that someone else was Interested In their work that this
opened doors for us. Obviously they saw scl-art as a vehicle for
them to expose their work to the wider community In a way they
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found, or Initially they found, non-threatening. Obviously, after
seeing what wa are doing, soma feel mora threatened by that.
[italics added] (Catts and Zurr)
The sentence in italics relates to the reaction the artists have experienced
when, in the opinion of some scientists or sponsors, their work has critiqued the
scientific discoveries rather than illus!mtcd them. However, the more they work with
scientists, Catts and Zurr realise that, instead of art and science being opposites, there
are many similarities. There arc different fonns of art, different areas of art
expression, and different intention:; by artists, and the same is troe about science. A
good example of different fonns of expression is the mouse with the car on its back"
and the problem of how to communicate the potential of tissue engineering to the
public. (Piccinini's Protein Lattice series, 1997, appropriales the idea of the mouse
with an ear on its back.) Calls posits that:
the actual experiments did not succeed, so lt has become the
most glorified failure because the fact that Jt failed was never
revealed to the public. The Image did, however, open up the
Imagination, and in my perspective it Is one of the mast
/mporlant images of the late twentieth century ptalics added]. !I
has really achieved a goal as a communication piece rather
than a scientific pleca, but it was made by scientists, so
sometimes the roles cross over. (Catts)
Whilst in Gennany in 2003, Catts

visited-~me

artisans' collaborations. He

"

found circumstances there that resembled those"in other organisations in that some
artists visit a laboratory for a couple of hours, have a short discussion, perhaps obtain
some imagery from the researchers as a fonn ofinspimtion, and then return to their
studio and produce very superficial work. Here Catts stresses the different protocol
that pertains at SymbioticA where artists are encouraged to spend time in the
laboratory on a daily basis, and to engage and be critical, rather than to disappear
back into their studios. Zurr maintains that, at SymbioticA, artists and scientists are
regarded as equals in the allocation of space, and in other ways.
C\ancy welcomes the elimination of any sense of boundaries between art and
science, and suggests the growth of interest in collaborations could correspond with
the growth of research into genetics. "The profound effects of being able to cut
and splice genes from different species" are stimulating "urgency". Chmcy
attributes the spread of interest in. these developments in part to the publicity
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sllfTOunding Kac's Alba, and says she would not be surprised if there are 'green
rabbits' in many labomtories around the world Environmental concerns are another
stimulus for the increased attention to scientific .research projects, she claims. To
support her statement, Clancy discusses a television docwnentary about bio·mimicry.
The programme examines industry's research into products such as tyres, and the
dangerous problem caused at the edges of tyres where robber meets metal, if that
meeting is not gradual. The scientists involved in

thi~

research are studying the

prospects for materials that are produced natumlly, in this case abalone shells which
are "really, really tough". Clancy explains that to produce tough materials in
industry requires a bake process and intense heating which is very detrimental to the
environment. According !o C!ancy, the programme talked about the benefits of
"realising that we can learn a lot from nature and that we are not separated
from it." The programme's focus on industry and the "growing" of products, "semiliving" products, causes Clancy to see a connection with the practices of Catts and

Z=.
In another example, C!ancy suggests that hwnans are now ''trying to link

themselves with the rest of nature for environmental reasons because it feels
as If we are on the edge of something- a huge disaster or a turning point". In
her view, ''there Is a tot more environmental work now that is gentler, and
more obseJVing and reflcctrng of nature. That's the way it should be." Clancy
points to some instances in car crashes now where, depending on the critical levels in
the accident victim, instead of operating immediately, the victim is wrapped up and
treated with a highly controlled cooling down intervention to allow the body's
natural healing powers to work for up to three dnys before surgery. This proeess is
adopted becnuse, in some instances, immediate surgery could block the natural
clotting process for internal bleeding, et cetera, she explains, and add!!: "Hopefully in
the future there is more respect.,, ior nature and that we [human beingsJ are
considered part of nature and nC.~ separated from 11."
Clancy discovered during her residency in the laboratory at MCRI that there
was an expectation in some quarters that she could "help the public learn about
what scientists are doing". In her view, artists do not need to be a link between the
scientislli and the public, However, she thinks that there are a Jot of "unknown
truths ... that the mass media

se.<~satlonallses

a great deal of scientific data,
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and that a lot of scientific data and advances are not known about until they
are already resolved." In light of these attitud~, Clam:y maintains that there is "a
misunderstanding between what artists actu<illy do a·nd what they can do".
She reiterates that artists and scientists work in different ways: a scientist has to have
an hypothesis, to work on "so-called facts", and to have proven data; an artist,
using herself as an example, looks for the possibilities that arrive during the research.
The MCRI scientists welcomed Clancy as an nrtist in residence, and were interested
in her work, and her conceptual and practical processes. When they asked her for the
hypothesis upon which her project was based, she explained that, although she had
"concrete ideas for a new work" at tile commencement of her time at MCRI, she
was "also happy for the ideas to evolve during the residency". The fact that she
was asked for her hypothesis underlined for her the difference between working in a
laboratory surrounded by scientists, and working at SymbioticA, where artists and
scientists combine. "Perhaps artists can raise awareness in different ways you can't quantify it and you can't control Jt", she muses. Clancy's notion of the
potential inherent in "possibilities" provides a link with the idea of the 'discards',
discussed in Chapter 11.
Due to the proliferation of infonnation via new technologies, such as the
interne! and mass media, Clancy believes that "artists have become more aware
of what Is happening In other fields, including scientific concepts and ideas,
and are now more intere.~ted In working with scientists." She mentions the "big
developments In science, In knowledge, and In technology since the
industrial revolution" and proposes that "science has become something of a
new religion, or a way of understanding the world". Bolun (1990) has a similar
appreciation, albeit from the angle of truth. His attitude is that science is regarded as
searching for "a unique truth", and in this it has taken over the role of religion which
fonnerlywas seen as "giving us truth" (1990, p. 26).
Maslow (1965) uses the tenn 'religion' in connection with science but corn~~
from a different perspective. He agrees that scientists can have a 'religious'
encounter but it derives from a scientist's experience of beauty in a scientific context.
Science at its highest level is ultimately the organization of, the
systematic pursuit of, and the enjoyment of wonder, awe, and

IS!

mystery .... Not only does science begin in wonder; it also ends in
wonder. (M as low, 1965, p. 151)
Clancy's experience as artist in residence at IKith the MCRI and SymbioticA
enhance her understanding r.f the cultural differences between the disciplines of art
and science. She notes that scientists are usually required to focus on, or to specialise
in, one area of research, whereas artists are inclined to draw from a variety of
sources, such as mythology or science. Clancy recomnJends Strange and Channed"
as nn introduction to the work of artists who are developing an interest in scientific
developments, but reports that a friend to whom she lent the book returned it with the
comnJcnt that "it was loo heavy to read". This reaction reflects an attitude Clancy
has encountered from other acquaintances who have said to her that "science is
really heavy".
Edmondstoll takes up the concern with comnJunication. Her particular area of
interest is the "enllre concept of sclentii.c literacy and tryir:g to develoo,a __
community that Is aware and understands specific technologies and
applications of science." She sees science and art collaborations as a "platform for
science communication and research." In accord with McLachlan, Edmondston
predicts that the main difficulty in putting art and science together could arise if the
collaborators have "different preconceived ideas" about what they want the
project to be, and what outcomes they hope to achieve. From Edmondston's
perspective, artists are interested in col\nborating with scientists in order to reach a
different audience, to gain creative inspiration, and to expand their experience.
Another motivating factor Edmondston locates is the avallallility of funding thr•t
allows the scientists and artists to meet their common goals.
Scientists such as Long, who work in areas that lend themselves to griiphic
1

d~piction, such as palaeontology and botany, liaise closely with artists. He su~,,gests
that these close intemctions are ''Vital to capture the public's imagination ami, as
a by-product, to raise public interest and get funding to have good artists
working with sclentlsts". Another benefit he identities is that artists have the skills
to develop useful artistic depictions of scientific concepts that ere very difficult to
explain. Long's discipline highlig\J!s the need for fonns of illustrative art, although,
in contrast, some branches of other sci-art collabomtions regard il\ustrativu art
dismissively.
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In 2000, Nationnl Science Week, established to communicate the message of

science to the community, provided Long with the opportunity to organise an art and
science exhibition at the Western Australian Musewn. He believes the eKhibition had
a double impact: the promotion for National Science Week; and the promotion of
approximately thirty local artists, some of whom had not been involved previously in
a

m~jor

exhibitiop, On a daily basis, Long's experience is that :1rt and science

collaborations derive from research that "goes on when something Important is
discovered". If the Museum's depiction of the scientific material is not adequate to
capture the public imagination, a professional artist is employed to assist in this
work. For e::amplc, Brian Choo has reconstructed pre-historic landscapes, Martin
ThOinpson has created a molfel of thylacoleo, and Tony Windberg has UlusL. lied a
book for the Museum.
Meikle suggests that a heightened public interest in and awareness of science
is one soda! factor that might have influenced the instigation of collaborative
exhibitions. Visual images of Jupit~r, the Voyager exploration. Mars, and DNA, as
well as computer animations of other data, have all contributed to the way

i~

which

science !; -~ captured the imagination of the public, he explains. In a;!dilion, Meikle
suggests a political imperative in initiating co!laborations. He avers that the scientifi~
community is conKcious of u,~ fact that, "over the last ten or fifteen years, most
of iite government funded granting bodies have bayun expllcltly calling for
collaborative type projects, cross discipline prOjects, and multi·lnstitution type
projects." He notes a parallel here between art, science and literature and "a
universal trend towards the breaking down of disciplinary boundaries". He
says another reason that could influence the government's attitude towards funding is
that perhaps !',·perceives collaborative projects as ''Value for taxpayers' money
because different disciplines and Institutions work together". Meikle's
observations fit with Rowley's comments aboVe.
McLachlan queries the veracity of the preamble to Question 3, which
suggests that the general public is sceptical about recent scientific develo)lments, and
clain,s there is "a high degree of public acceptance for science". He lays the
responsibility for "a cultural paradigm which has <1 difficulty with science" at the
feet of cultural leaders, governments, l!lld journalists who are predominantly arts
8rf:duates with little understanding of science. Doherty (1997) has similar views as
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dted in Chapter 4. Mclachlan maintains that it is the "opinion forming avantga:tle that Is sceptical about science rather than necessarily the general
public as a whole." Much of this scepticism and fear arises from the potential
applications of new technologies, which, at times, are perceived as potentially
dangerous or as having politically motivated functions to limit personal 'freedom'.
Mclachlan distinguishes ''two very simplistic Ideas" about why artists and
scientists choose to collaborate: "one of how sciance helps art, and the other of
how art helps science." The first is that the scientist supplies the artist with "pretty
pictures" for the artist to convert into an art work, a process that can be interesting,
but is "intellectually unexciling", according to McLachlan. The seeond, "and most
tedious of the agendas", is that the artist assists the scientist to explain the science
to the public. To move away from these simplistic programmes, Mcl.a.:hlan
advocates that artists move to new media, and mentions SymbioticA as a model. The
invention of a new medium frequently signals a burst of creativity, says McLachhm,
and artists who ''want to lea m something that is completely novel" are interested
in collaborating with scientists.
McLachlan identifies ''the possibility that the artist can make the
scientist more creative" as of benefit to scientists. He submits that he and Storey
used conversation as probably their "main research tool". Scientists can respond
easily to questions such as "How does that work?" Mclachlan recognises that it is
more difficult to explain ''the problems within a pretty picture and to loOK for the
discarded things". In fact, Storey and McLachlan developed their collaboration
through a "look for the discarded things". This occurred when, in conversation,
Storey raised 11e perception ilmt biology is deterministic, a view McLach!ap. says is
popular due to the Human Genome Project and the notion that genes ''tell you
everything about organisms". He explained to Storey that this was not necessarily
the case. A significant course of events ensued.
McLachlan gave Storey examples of''thlngs" that were not detenninistic a'nd
she then asked for an example of something that was completely deterministic. He
used sex detennination in mammals as an cxnmple.
I said 'everybody knows that you have a Y chromosome In
mammals and that makes you male, and on theY chromosome
there Is one gene, called SRY, which Is the determining feature,
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and that one gene will actually lnlllate the cascade, so that is
highly deterministic." Storey asked "Is that really true?" I went
'mmmm'. There are a couple of discarded bits of information
Involved <md that is where we developed the joke about rubbish
being thrown away, the discarded bits of informal! on, and that is
what led to the paper in th&, Journal of Theoratica/ Biology
(JTB). (McLachlan)
-. ''',\

,,

The collaborative paper in JTB was noticed by Nature which ran a news story
about it. McLachlan highlights the irony of the situation in thnt, as a developmental
and molecular biologist, none of his papers had attracted the attention of Nature, but
a collaborative paper which grew out of his desire fur a change, to do something
without any "pay..aff', to do something that was ''fun", actually generated a high
level publication. Eventually, the project received £370,000 in external funding. This
figure exceeded any single grant that McLachlan had received from the Medical
Research Council or any other funding boo.ly.
McLachlan is hopeful that, if other ~cientists 'realise what is possible, it could
encourage them to work closely with rutists and to seize the opportunity to pursue a
project that is "really interesting Instead of something that Is really focussed".
Due to the clear definition by most sponsors of the "kinds of things that you are
allowed to work on", McLachlan claims there are a lot of "bored scientists, and
bored scientists are rarely good sclent!sts, and, therefore, they are looking for
something that really engages their Imagination."
A superb storyteller, McLachlan relates the tale of Richard Feynman and his
appointment to the California Illlititutc of Technology. A rising star in physics,
Fcynman arrived full of promise but became stressed when he could not decide on a
research project. His main comfort was that he was a "terrific" teacher and found
teaching really satisfying and enjoyable. According to McLachlan, Feynman "had
an apergu, a moment of insplrat!on". First, Fcyrunan came to the wonderM
realisation that "If I'm not a good scientist, they made a mistake". They had
appointed him as a star; he was not a star. He felt absolved; it was not his fault. On\:
day he was in the canteen and saw someone spinning plates on a stick. He thougl)!
"That's really Interesting; I wonder what the physics of that are". As
McLachlan points out, "of course, it is dynamics, something that had been
done a hundred years ago so you might think it Is not interest!ng as a
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research topic, but, you guess the sequel, that became the research that won
Feynman the Nobel Prize."
McLachlan emphasises: ''this new way of thinking about things actually
gave him a real Insight Into something creative. So the sense of fun there
comes across really strongly, and I think that, for scientists, normal science Is
often not fun." To support his assertion, McLachlan describes as "incredible
excitement" the emotion that scientists feel when the moment arrives that they arc
the first person to know something, to understand something nobody has ever
understood before, a moment hoped for during long arduous hours ofrese!ll'Ch. This
is the instance many Commentators describe as the 'aha' [or ah ha!] moment. As
Tumey (2003) reports from his interviews with ten scientists, two common factors
prevailed: the first is the need for a scientist to have a "strong personality to
overcome the fear of failure which is bound to haunt anyone trying to discover
something new", and the second is the agreement that the 'Eureka' or 'aha' moment,
"when you know you huve glimpsed something hitherto unseen by anyone", is
beyond compare (2003, p. 14).
Piccinini, and Wallworth, (a non-participant), are two artists whose art work
relates to biologically based matters but who affinn that they do not collaborate with
~dentists.

Piccinini believes that an artist does not necessarily need to be a scientist

to comment on that area. In some ways, for her, to have a space between \be artist

and the scientist can be an advantage. However, Piccinini points out that art that is
solely about tile technology is illustration, as are the colourful photographs of
scientific material.
Lynette Wallworth declares that, partly because of the wide differences in
scientific opinions on issues, she does not

ne~d

to collaborate with scientists, but

participates in "incredible, and often intense, conversations" with them. She claims
that, with scientists, "I am dealing with someone whose sense of time is very
different from my own". Her intr-raction also allows her to speak with scientists from
different disciplines who, she explains "because of the way science operates ... may
never speak to one another, but my freedom is that I can bring those things together"
(cited in Mackenzie, 2004a).
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However, Wallworth, who thinks being an artist provides "an incredible
passport to talk to a lot of people", confirms that her experience in interacting with
scientists is that "they arc quite phenomenally open" and thnt she is "interested in
how fonns of knowledge might nm side by side that are possibly trying to look at
similar things" (M"ackenzie, 2004a). To me this is an indication that Wallworth is in
tunc with the scientists who suggest artists hnve a role in looking at the 'things that
arc lost in-between' (see

Chapter 11}. Wallworth has arranged several

interdisciplinary 'interactions' for the duration of her two-year Australia Council
New Media Arts Fe11owship which commenced in 2004." I-<
exhibited at ACMI, in 2004, and at the Art Gallery of

N~.

work, Hold, was
,, 2001. In Hold,

Wall worth projects images of the night sky and the underwater environment, created
by telescopes and microscopes, on to small howls that the audience can carry and
pass on to the nlll't viewer (absolutearts.com, 2001, August 18).
Castledcn has not collaborated with a scientist, nor does her art focus on
biological references, but she is aware of SymbioticA through attending exhibitions
such as BEAP. However, as she lectures at Cortin University of Technology, in
whose gallery BEAP was staged, Castleden is conscious of the interaction between
large resource centres, institutions, universities and artists which such a
comprehensive endeavour necessitates. In keeping with Castleden's concept that "art
ploughs a wake simultaneously to other kinds of movements and other world
events", she feels it is natural that art is involved with new scientific technologies.
Although Barrow (1995) observes that "science IU!d art have diverged" (p.
vii), his book concludes with the thought that science and art could we11 meet in their
examination of"the mind's most artful inventions" (p. 246). His views arc similar to
those ofCastledcn.
Science and art are two things most uniquely human. They witness to
a desire to see beyond the seen. They display the crowning successes
of the objective and subjective views of the world. But while they
spring from a shared source- the careful observation of things- they
evoke different theories about the world: what it means, what its inner
connections troly are, and what we should judge as important.
(Barrow, 1995, p. vii)

In addition to being a major

~-ponsor

of sci-art, the Wc11come Trost also

publishes ,looks in the field. However, Quin" (2004) is sardonic in his review of a
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recent publication, Experiment: Conversations ill Art and Science'' in which Arendsn
and Thackara (2003, p. 66) state that Lyotard and Foucault ''have spoken of
'transdisciplinarity' as a means of achieving new forms of knowledge" a.nd, in a
footnote, direct readers to an essay by Jan Vcrwoert." Quin classes Foucault's use of
the term 'transdisciplinarity', and his notion that such activity wil! "create new
knowledge that is unattainable by pure art or scicntif.c practice", as "one of the last
touchstones of modernist optimism". Quin finds little to enthuse about in the book
and concludes "Sadly, it seems that for much of our uncertain times the conver:sation
between art and science remains a dumbshow" (2004, p. 144). In my view, the book
provides a visually exciting catalogue of projects funded through the sci-art
programme Consortium during 2000-2002. However, probably due !o its gcnesis, the
publication does not comprise an intellectual debate about the relevance of sci-art
and this was possibly not intended. In light of some of the opinions expressed by my
participants in relation to the nature of various sci-art collaborations, some of the
book's examples appear to be 'soft' science that flirt with Hlustration.

Is science appropriating art?
Times may have changed but Waddington (1969) suggests that illustration of
scientific concepts is not the domain of the serious artist and that the &cientist looks
to the artist for "the enriclunent and deepening, of his [sic, the scientist's]
consciousness". He claims that this faculty will be found in a ''painter in whom the
climate of scientific thought he!: penetrated into the spirit" (1969, p. 155).
Root-Bemstein (2004) offer:s a comprehensive but concise picture of the
current association between scientist and artist. He surmises that one reason some
people fail to see the connection between art and science is that they take on board
Snow's concept "that artists and scientists were member:s of non-communicating,
antithetical endeavours", without understanding that Snow viewud such a situation as
"intolerable and inexcusable" (p. 93). Snow's 'two cultures' is frequently alluded to
in sci-art texts, but, in his Rcde lecture, Snow related to the arts and, in parti~ular, the
gap between literary

intell~luals

and scientists, a point not lost on Ward in his

review of conVerge: Where Art and Science Meet. "But, alas, it has to be said that
when

~cicnce

and art converge it's not inevitably to the advantage of the fonner or to

the spi:"itd extension of the latter. Billlal outcomes can occur'' (Ward, 2002, p.

R21~
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The fact that two Nobel laureates, in 1980, could believe ''that the arts had
not contributed anything of value to science since the Renaissance", concerns RootBemstein, and he lists artists whose work has impacted on science, and techniques
pioneered by artists and adopted by science, such as anamorphic distortion (from
painting), false colouring (Fauvism), and pixelisation (Pointillism). Root-Bernstein
ponders whether the Nobellaureates' position derived from a Jack of knowledge or
thought, "Or do scientists, wittingly or unwittingly, dismiss artistic contributions in
order to objectify their results?" (2004, p. 93). His suggestion correlates with Bunt's
assertion below that involvement in a sci-art collaboration is not necessarily an
advantage, career-wise, for a scientist.
I

Root-Bernstein (2004) develops a!.t argument that, in accord with Kcnneth
Clark's observed "epiphenomenon",

arti~~s

and scientists draw on similar mental

capabilities. "The majority of successful scientists have been amateur - and
sometimes even professional- artists, musicians, composers, poets, playwrights and
novelists who have understood the value of arts for scientific education, thinking and
creativity'', claims Root-Bemstein. As examples he cites, among others: Desmond
Morris, "Oxford zoologist" and "professional surrealist painter"; and Roger Peruose,
''the Cambridge physicist whose tessellations have transcended even Escher's"
(2004, p. 93).
The average scientist, in contrast, is unlikely to have artistic hobbies
and far more likely to dismiss the arts as uninteresting or even
antithetical to science. Becau.se th~ scientific enterprise has been
growing so rapidly the philistines dominate the culture of science.
(Root-Bemstein, 2004, p. 94)
Root-Bcmstein grounds his argument on a ~tudy" based on interviews with
forty scientists about art, science, and the notion of the two cultures. Nevertheless,
the sting in the tail ofRoot-Bemstein's article involves his question as to
whether science itself can su!Vive the increasing m!ll'ginalization of
the arts both within society and within science itself, espooially if the
best science is done by polymnth individuals who integrate the two.
Conversely, we mu.st consider what the impact on art may be if
scientific inputs become increasingly rare. (Root-Bemstein, 2004, p.
94)
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Asked whether science was appropriating art, Bunt conceded that cOJrporate
science is not necessarily appropriating art, but that, in a few cases, it is "e)(ploiting
artists and using them for its own ends." As an example, Dunt mentions the
situation in which a photographic equipment company advertises a competition for
the best photographs of cells. This competition would not represent an appropriation
of art, he says, os the majority of participants would., in all probability, be scientific
photographers or scientists who feel creative, and would not be full-time practising
visu:i\ artists.

Accord~g

to Bunt, in this instance, the photographs produced would

qualify !lS illustration and not sci-art, a view shared by several of the participants.

An inconsistency that develops from an artist and scientist collaboration,
suggests Bunt, is that the artist's professional reputation is enhanced by exhibits of,
and publications about, the resultant art work, but involvement in an art exhibition
does not necessarily enhance the career of a scientist and, in some instances, may be
rr.garded negatively. In this Bunt replicates the observation ofPearce et a\ (2003) that
"scienhsts do not get tenure points for being in art exhibits any more than, artists gain
value by working on scientific research" (p. 125). Bunt's hypothesis is 1~6me out by
comments from some scientists at MIT, USA, who, when asked about the presence
of Joe Davis in the laboratories, commented that Davis treated the area "like a
playground" and that his work should be "evaluated with the same scrutiny as the
scientific output of the postdocs". With funding tight, there are few opportunities for
artists in

laboratori~s.

One scientist, who at first intimated that he would accept one

of Davis' artist "recruits" but eventually withdrew the offer, told Nadis that "as a
junior faculty member, that's not the sort of thing that will help me get funded or
!enured. When I'm as established as Alex Rich, it might be a possibility'' (Nadis,
2000, p. 670). In 2000, Catts and Zurr received a one year fellowship as artists·inresidencc at !oseph Vacanti's tissue engineering laboratory at the Massachusetts
General Hospital After early scepticism, Vacanti said that his colleagues became
enthusiastic about the artists' presence: Nadis interviewed Calls and reports that the
latter's view is that artists need to engage with and comment upon the world around

lli=.
That world ~hould include science and technology- and biological
research in particular - which arc emerging as key driving forces
behind the development of twenty-first-century society. We cm: 't go
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on painting landscapes forever, as

if not!Jing

has changed [italics

added]. (Calls cited in Nadis, 2000, p. 670)
Bunt notes that one scenario that impacts on the scientist involves the urrival
of an artist from a humanities background into the laboratory with an idea or concept
that fonns the basis of the collaboration, but with no training in biology. A1though
the artist is very welcome, the scientist could become an "expensive, hlgllly skilled,
technician for the artist", and the collaboration then demands a disproportionate
amount of time and effort from the scientist. Bunt intimates that most scientists fmd
the interaction enjoyable but that their rewanls are intangible: for example,
inspiration to think of new ideas; to think of their work in different ways; and to
experience a change from customary practice. Mci.achlan has similar comments.
Other mutual intangible benefits that Bunt proposes accrue from the interaction
include the development of respect for the other's discipline and professionalism,
and the "debunking" of myths such as "scientists are looney, amoral
vivisectors", and that "all artists are crazy do-nothings".
C!eworth's perception is that it is artists who aro "using science to
legitimise their work as being cutting edge and current" lllld he quest!ons
whether "scientists are really that interested In the visual arts" as a collaborative
process. He cites Lnurie Anderson's counection with NASA as a prime example of
an organisation possibly exploiting the services of an artist but, for Cleworth,
Anderson's position is not ''much different from an otganis3tlon buyir(l art work
to flxhibit to enhance its public image". At a s~minar, Redefining Parameters, at
the Western Awtralillll Museum in Perth, February 12, 2003, Anderson was asked
what NASA was "gening out" of her. She replied that she had not thought about it in
those tenns but that she thought NASA "found it refreshing to have an artist"
involved. She pointed out that NASA has a large art collection and that they

commission art work (L Anderson, personal communication, February 12, 2003).
According to Hull (2004), NASA has commissioned work by 250 artists since \963,
but its expenditure is depP,ndant on budgetary parameters. In 2004 NASA's art
expenditure was US$50,000 of a total US$15 billion budget. Since the semir.nr in
Perth, Lauric A.>1derson has received a US$20,000 commission from NASA with
total creative freedom. "She intends to produce a range ofworl:s from her two·ycar
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NASA commission, including a fihn on the moons of the solar system that will debut
nt the 2005 World Exposition in Japan" (Hull, 2004, p. Al9).
Although some seminar attettdees viewed Anderson's eo-option by NASA as
an expedient means of rebuilding the orgmisation's public image after the tragedy
caused by faulty tiles on the space shuttle Columbia, in 2003, Benjrunin looks for the
positives in the association. He suggests that, provided Anderson is well remunerated
for her input, he is pleased that artists are paid for their contribution. In addition, as
an artist, he hopes that Anderson's involvement is a wny of stimulating a different
way of thinking that could provoke different outcomes. However, he questions
government spending in areas such as anns when more basic causes are in need of
funding.
Edmondston deems the artist and scientist collaborntion a difficult one and
questions whether the scientists "are really getting something out of it." However,
her view is that "if it is an art and science communication project, then I think
that is entirely different because it can establish a platform for discussion of
different technologies." Her concern is that arti:l\5 or scientists could enter
collaborations with the intention of generating an outcome that prompts acceptance
of a scientific development, whereas Edmondston, from a science communication
perspective, does not necessarily
want people to be more accepting of the scientific
developments, but I want the public to be able to make
decisions based or; an understanding and awareness of those
developments. I think some people will do a sci-art
collaboration as a means of increasing awareness of a
particular technology, so that the public wlll feel wonderful
about taking it up, or supporting 11. I'm not sure that that is what
their a!m should be. (Edmondston).
Edmontlston

do~s

not detect a strong link between sci-art and the

advancement of science rC!learch

becaus~

frequently the science involved is the

"softer" science. However, she suggests a more likely connection is that the artists
achieve their goals and the scientists achieve funding for more work and a higher
profile because of the art collaboration, (a point Bunt would question, see above), or
increase scientific literacy based on the message inherent in the art work. The latter is
problematic, according to Edmondston, because much sci-art is controversial and
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comes laden with a message, but, if that message is the preferred one, then the
collaboration has achieved its goal. Kac's fluorescent rabbit is an e)[ample of a
collaboration which has resulted in conflict between an artist and, in Kac's case, the
French government. Hesse-Honegger's situation is similar, as described in

Chapi~r

11.
Edmondston conjectures that ru:<.ists are sometimes thought of as being freer
of constraints than scientists and that this could lead to a good collaboration: it could
be po~sible to legitimise more freedom in the science response if the project were an
art work and not a publication relating to tl1at particular area of science. Knrtz's
controversial C)[perience with th: FBI challenges the notion of wider freedom for
artists, particularly since the tightening of security following the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001 (see Chapter 11).
Reflecting on Edmondston's comment regarding the possible raiseC. profile of
a scientist following a sci-art collaboration, I mentioned to her that a previous
interviewee had suggested that such a collaboration could be detrimental to the
scientist's career. Edmondston agreed. She elaborates that scientists could distance
th=elves from \he work by saying "I provided this information and this is what
the artist did with it", but it depends from which source the scientist is "looking for
rer.ognltion". When artists and scientists court the media and develop a high profile,
the resulting "limelight" for the scientist can sometimes mean that their scientific
integrity is questioned. Nevertheless, Edmondston proposes that some scientists
could see a sci·art collaboration as a different avenue for obtaining research grants.
Castleden was surprised by the question about science appropriating art and
did not think that scientists would necessarily engage with irt for that purpose.
However, the question prompted a recollection of a lecture, presented by a surgeon,
that she had attended, titled Art, Medicine and the Body, which included a slide
presentation of images of cancer cells juxtaposed with beautiful landscapes of
Western Australia The similarity of colours, shapes and forms bridged the boundary
between medicine and art but the actuality of the content of the slides was very
different. Castleden considers this an ,interesting way for a scientist or a medical
person m be receptive to the visual language of an artist. Her story reflects Rootflemstcin's theory regarding polymath~'·mcntioned earlier.
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In line with his comments that scientists do not communicate well, and do not

take advantage of the new media to explain their difficult concepts, such as stem cell
technology, Meikle claims that "maybe scientists should be appropriating art
more, or perhaps collaborating with artists more often, to try to explain some
of these difficult concepts and to provoke debate." Paradoxica!ly, Quin (2004)
recalls the performance piece by Joseph Beuys, How to Explain Pictures to a Dead
Hare, which he presumes was intended to emphasise the "almost inevitable

communication breakdown when artists try to explicate their work" (2004).
McLachlan has reservations about the use of the tenn 'science' in Question 4
and prefers the term 'the establishment of science'. In addition, he prefers to S;>.y
'men and women working in science' rather than 'scientist'. To answer the question
then, Mcl.achlan replies that ''the men and women working In science are nDI
appropriating art at all". Nevertheless, he conjectures that the appropriation of art
could be a public policy agenda, but not the intention of scientists, whom McLach!an
suggests have "anti-authoritarian" tendencies. Here McLach!an arrives at an
interesting theory of a tension between science and medicine, because he locates
medicine as authJritarian and claims that science and medicine do not Dvcrlap
cDmfortably, the two training protoco\s being "antithetical". This leads him ID
speculate how this dynamic '¥ould affect the way in which science, medicine and art
could fit together.
Nicholls, who recognises the need fDr better communication of scientific
work, advocates thnt scientists should appropriate art to:. help them in this area.
HDwcver, she nominates astronomy, chaDs theDry, and fractal geometry, all areas
where the data generate ''fascinating diagrams" and "pretty pictures", as scientific
fields with better

communi~ation

outcomes. 1he Human GenDmc Project has also

stimulated public interest, according to Nichol!s. She says that it is "amazing h()W
little people know about their bodies'', and, analogous to that, although people use
digital technology, ''Very few would be able to defend the science ~.ehind it".
Kubaupt, whilst claiming to be speaking sceptically, says he believes
scientists feel "cut..Qff from the general mainstream opinion" and that they see
artists as me..iiatDrn. He argues that scientists collaborate with artists as n way of
illustrating theirj.ieas, and he doubts that they regard anists as genuine collaborators.
According to Kuhaupt, because of the contemporary trend toward specialisaliDn,
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scientists in collaborations roll5ider that they attend to

th~

science and the artist is

there to illustrate the science. His experience with engineers has been that they
regard artists as "being off the planet. They just don't understand what we are
doing at all." However, he puts their attitude down to the fact that they do not really
want to understand artists - each has his/her own specialisation.
Summary
The participants stretch the canvas to ·bover a broad range of issues and
responses in this chapter, a situatiort that underlines the necessity for a non-linear
approach in th:s research. Ten participants regard the perceived lack of
communication skills among many scientists as an important issue and as an impetus
behind the interaction between art and science. Some think that a few scientists could
be appropriating art to fulfil a communication function for them, and that, if
scientists are not doing so already, they would be wise to consider this course of
action. The problem here is that frequently the products of such lhlisons arc
described disparagingly as being illustration and not 'good' sci-art, or as deriving
from 'soft' science, products that support Wolpcrt's (201J2) claim that merging art
and science trivialises both disciplines. Nevertheless, scientific visualisation is a
rapidly expanding field, particularly in areas such as space exploration, fractal
geometry and chaos theory. In particular, digitally cr.hanced images of data made
available by sate!lite Ulissions provide scientists with the opportunity to
communicate the results of their space research to the general public in the form of
beautiful representations that are not difficult to interpret.
One scientist participant articulates the view that both art and sci-art are seen
by some as irrelevant if they fail to engage in debates about new scientific and
technological developments. Artists with professional practices have commented on
social, cultural and, in some cases, seicr.tilic issues for centuries and many
contemporary artists relish the opportunities their art provides to continue this
tradition.
The Australian Government's funding policy also enrouragcs rollaborative
engagements. According to some representatives, the government agenda is to
promote partnerships and linkages between disciplines to assist in the interpretation
of science for the

pu~lic,

and to foster innovation and commercialisation. In the
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United Kingdom, the NlMR favours discw;sion, integration and process rather than
superficiality and the end product These multilayered stances are typical of the
complex relationships that Gan develop when the parties have different, but not
necessarily conflicting, agendas. Alvesson and Skijldberg (2000, p. 138) write of the
tensions b~twccn ''realised practices", alternative outlooks, and the possibility of
being caught up in established institutional frameworks.
Fonnal arrangements between the parties are advisable in sci-art
collaborations when funding is involved, suggests Edmondston and other
participants. They point out that it is essential for both the scientist and the artist to
agree on the projected course and outcome of the project at the outset, a.1d to liaise
when variations occur. They advise all parties entering into collaborations to ensure
that the legal and ethical matters are carefully canvassed and resolved before
proceeding with the work. These issues 'include copyright, intellectual property, and
any possible commercial outcome.
According to the participants, there arc several reasons to initiate sci-art
collaborations, including the intellectually and aesthetically exciting possibilities the
new techniques and materials offer. Importantly, access to innovative resources has
frequently heralded a burst of new activity. The idea that new materials and new
methodologies derived from technological and ~cientific developments both threa!en
and

lnvigon.~~

_contemporary art practices leads me to hypothesise that this tension

would provide s1imulating opportunities for artists. TI1e poss1ble outcome, that it
would move art practices to a new diiDcnsion, sits within a triadic dial~ctical
framework usually ascribed to He gel.
Another reason proposed for the interest in sci-art is that, although scientific
research, such as the human genome project, is topical, there is, purportedly,
scepticism ~bout the technological and medical developments prevalent in the
community. The participants sense that, as well as characteristics such as excitement,
repulsion, a\tr.~ction, fascination and challenge, artists view the opportunity for ascia.'1: co!laboration as a meaus of examining and critiquing tile latest research
outcomes, and scientists view collaborations as a meaus of explaining and presenting
the outcomes to th~ public. However, not everyone agrees that sci-art collaborations
arc worthwhile.
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Allhou3h some intangible benefits may accrue to scientists from sci-art
collaborations, and the movement of science into other fields could contribute to its
power within the culture, according to Mukezji (1994), a scientist's career is not
necessarily enhanced by the Jlroject. 'It is sugg<' )ed that scientists could benefit from

,,__

the prospective freedom artists are supposed to enjoy and feel less constrained within
a sci-art relationship, and that some artists could inter;;ct with scientists in the
expectation that the results will be deemed 'cutting edge'. Although the presence of
1lllists in the laboratory is not universally welcomed, some interactions h·~ve resulted
in atti!Udinal change and a greater appreciation of the benefits the two disciplines can
offer each other. This could well represent another example of what Bukharin terms
a dialectical disruption of an unstable harmony which

i~

then TC.'l!ored,

:u;

discussed

in Solomon (1973) ;~nd Chapter 4.
Finally, some exciting prospects have become app!Jent to me in this chapter.
The first prospect is the positive atti!ude towards polymaths and the related advocacy
for an interdisciplinary eduClltion and the redresf of the marginalisation of the art>;.

"
Scientists who are proficient in an area of the arts rate highl~[_in.the
'successful'
scient!st stakes, it is claimed. The second prospect is the opportunity to .Jll:plore new
approaches, tl1e innovative and challenging aspects of this mind-set, and the potential
amelioration of the p'Li&ht of the 'bored scientist'. The third prospect is the potential
for art as an interdisciplir.ruy education tool. The fourth prospect .surfaces in other
chapters, totl. It is ti<i:'notion that artists would profit from investigating

th~

'discards', or 'possibilities', that exist in the nooks !Uid crannies ofideas that othets
h~vc overl~~ked.

This heralds an area of great creative potential, both practicnHy and

inlellecfiially.
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Endnutes

Infonnation available in lbe NIMRart Research Residency Scheme
infonnation sheet current in September, 2004.
2 The failure to observe copyright and royalty requirements is also of major
concern to musicians, and film and video makers.
3 Maynnnl Olson, is Professor of Genome Sciences WJd of Medicine,
Adjunct Professor of Computer Science & Engineering, at the University of
Washington. The excerpt c~mcs from his keynote address to the Gene(sis) Forum at
the time of the Gene{sis) cXtibition which opened at the Henry Art Ga!lery, Seattle,
April 06, 2002.
4 J.D. Watson and F.H.C. Crick publi~hed their paper"A structure for
Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid, in Nature, April25, 1953. The paper included the
diagrammatic figure of DNA.

5 Anne Piper: Light on a Dark Lady; Ann Sayre, Rosa/ind Frank/in and
., DNA (1975); Brenda Maddox: Rosalind Franldin: theDarkLadyof DNA (2002);
and Hilary Rose: Love, Power & Knowledge: Towards a Feminist Tramformation of
tha Scie11ces (\994).
6 The Gene(sis) exhibition travelled frmn Sea tile to Berkeley, Minn~olis,
a1Jd Evanston between 2002 and November2004. Robin Held was the Exhibition
Curator, and AsSistant Curator~! thc.Henry Art Ga!lery.
7 Glullony, 2001, cast from ground marble crystal cast with a polymer
binder, represents a grotesque, obese laboratory experiment mouse. Crockctt's
P.xhibition "Cultumt", 2002, includes Glullo11y, LU!!I, Sloth, Greed, Anger, Pride and
Envy {G\adman, 2002).

8 Wolpert is referring to Head On: Art with the Brain in Mind, an
exhibition held at the Science Museum, London, March to July, 2002, organised by
the Wellcome Trust
9

Mailricc Jacob is a former head of the CERN laboratory's theory division.

10 CERN, the Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nuc!Caire, (the
European Organization for Nuclear Research), is located in Geneva.
\I The London Institute is the "world's largest eo!lege of art, design and
communication", according to Edwin Cw:tlidge, the News Editor ofPt.jsies World.

12 Alan Sokal {199~) Transgressing the boundaries: Toward transformative
bcrmeneutics of quantum gravity. Social Text. Sokal and Jean Bricmont published
lmp0111ures illlellectuel/es, or Fashionable nonsense: Pas/modern ,•nre/lectuo/.r' abU!/e
afsr.ience, \988. Ve~na claims the book hig.'l!ights documemed gaffes by people
such as Lncan, Kristevo, Baurlrillard, Delcuze and Gunttari (2000, pp. 9·11 ).
13 Hans Arkeveld was awarded the Prime Minister's Medal for h1s
contribution to Art and Science in 2003, and the Chancellor's Medal, School of
Anatomy, UWA, in 2000. He has had many el\hi~itions and three retrospectives of
his sCulptures, prints an'd drawings. Arkevcld also exhibited ir,:the "BEAP
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BioDifference" ell:hibition, 2004, in Perth, where his work involved trials in growing
living materials on moulds from various substances.
14 The BRIDGES Consortium was eo-founded in 2001, by Celia Pean:e
and Sara Diamond, of the University ofSouthem California (USA) nml !!le Banff
Cen\re New Media InstirJte (Canada), to cu'.ilte a network for the development and
dissemination of strategies to improve and s-upport the practice ofinterdiscir..linary
collaboration in the arts, sciences, culture and technology. (P~arce, C., Diamond, S.,
& Beam, M. (200J). Bridges 1: Interdisciplinary collaboration as practice. Leo11arda,
36(2), 123-128.
15 Circa 1990, 1oe Davis, artist, persisted ru:.l talked Iris way into a
research affiliate position in Alexander Rich's laboratory at MIT, USA. "Davis, one
ofa handful of artists using the tools of cell and molecular biology in their work, is
the leade~ of an emerging 'new Boston school' ofbioartists" (Nadis, 2000, p. 668).
16 Adarn Zorets~:'s persistence also bore fruit when, after completing his
MA, and with Davis' help, he obtained a place in the laboratory of Arno!d Demain,
MIT,USA.
'
17 'A fashion collection chronicling human embryonic development',
Primitive Streak, 1997, one of the first co11aborative Science-Art projects sponsor~d
by the Wellcome Trust, aimed to 'avoid didactic approaches to communicating
science' and for the artist and scientist 'to jointly create new objc;:ts inspireD' by
science, but offering new perspectives and reaching novel audiences.' The
collaboration produced 'a series of designs that elucidate 1_0 key events spanning the
first 1,000 hours ofcmbryon!c life.' (Infonnation from promotional material
published by the Dundee Contemporary Arts Centre, April, 2002:
htm:/lwww.scienceyear.com/about sy/events/storey sisters.html, accessed August
05, 2003.) The colle<:tion of dresses reflects on the first 1,000 hours of human ure.--and the ways in which genes influence early embryonic development.
18 The ear was sculpted with degradable polymers, seeded with human
cartilage cells and inserted under the skin of the mouse fol!owing the collaborative
work ofDr Josepb Vacanti and Dr Robert l:.angar.
19 Ede, S. (Ed.). (2000). Strange and charmed: Science and the
contemporary_ v/sr1a/ arts. London: Calouste Gulbenkian Foundatioli1

20 Wallwarth has arranged resid~ncies at the lode Star ob;,;r;.;:.-:-ry,
Albuquerque, USA; the We11cslcy Co!Jege's Acoustics and Physics Dept.
•\
Massachusetts, USA; the Paradise Residency, Iran; and Merrima Designs, Australia.
21 John Quin, is a consultant physician at the Royal Sussex County
Hospital, Brighton, UK.

22 Arends, B., & Thackam, D. (Eds.). (2003). Experinrem: Conversations
in art and science. London: The We!lcome Trust.
23 Bergit Arends graduated in Visual Art:; Administration from the Royal
College of Arts in 1997, and has ell:tensive experien~ in co-ordinating arts
programmes. She is the co-ordinator of the sci-art programme and is based, part-.
time, at the Wellcome Trust.
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24 Verwocrt, J. (2002). Transdiscip/inary move.~: Basic ideas about/lie
encounterbetoeen art ana· science. Retrieved October 14,2004, from
http:l/www,sciarLorWsitelessay detail.asp?ID item-566

25 R.S. Root-Bcmstein et al., Correlations between Avocations, Scientific
Style and Professional Impact ofThirty-Eight Scientist~ of the Eiduson Study,
Creativity Research JournalS (I 995) pp. 115· JJ 7.
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CHAPTER 7

A TIITUDES TOWARDS GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE
FUNDING

Science states meanings; art expresses them. (Dewcy, 1958~ ·p, 84}

Introduction
This chapter examines the configuration of some of the major funding

agencies accessible to artists, bolh conventional and those involved in sci-art
collaborations, and, where available, it cites the aims the agencies seck to achieve. It
then presents the participants' perceptions of the extent to which the receipt of

fllllding could benefit, or have implicotions for, art or sci-art practices. The researr.h
Questions I and 2 approach the subject of funding for art and science_.collaborations

from different angles:

-1\

,,,

,,

Question 1: What circumstances, such as social, political, econrmic
or other, do you considr;r may have encouraged educationr.l' and
govenmental organisations to instigate collaborative exhibitions
between artists and scientisl~, and what are the impacts and
implications for artists of this institutional intervention?

Question 2: Con:petition for corporate research funding and
sponsorship is strong. What influence do you think this situation will
have on the ability of artists and sdenlists to retain the element of
creativity necessary in explorative and i!llerrogative practices?
Responses ranging from robust incredulity to pragmatis:n resulted from the
comment that "generous funding allocated to these activities [art and science
collaborations] has enabled artists working in the many aspocts ofthis field to choose
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a variety of responses" in the preamble to the interview questions. As some
participMts bad no personal experience of the funding process, their comments,
looking from the c:t:oide in, establish a range of views.'
Types of funding and funding organisations
Australia Council and Australian Research Council
Cutler (2001) anticipated a "seamless overlap" between his interests in both
the arts and industry upon his appointment

33

Chairman of the Australia Council in

200\.ln addition to art'S-importance in "expressing the soul of a community and the
spiritual and intellectual journey of its citizens", art has a significant role "in
scientific and technological endeavour'' he explained. Cutler pointed to the
importance of the Australia Council in the push towards Australia becoming a
creative nation with an emphasis on innovation, and Prime Minister Hawke
emphasised the need for Australia to become a 'clevt:r' conntry at f :opening of the
National Science and Technology Centre in Canberra, in 1988.
Part of rhat push was the establishment of The Australia Council's New
Media Arts Board to support "arts practices that do not fall within conventional,
single artform [sic} area.;" (Australia Council, 2004b). Biotcchnologically based
l'i.:!rk comes within this Board's purview. Some participants in this tesearch have
received funding fiom the Australia Council, and its New Media Arts Board.
Piccinini received $40,000 Fellowships in 2000 and 2001, and was the Australia
Council's artist at the Venice Biennale, 2003, with all aspects of the preparation,
promotion and exhibition of her work funded by the Board. Catl'l received $50,000

'

for his US residency in 2000, and S}'lnbioticA received $37,492 in 2il02, and

" Clancy received $10,000 in 2003
$10,000 in 2003.

from the New Media Arts Board

and $10,000 in 2004 from the Visual Arts!Crafl. Board.
The Australia Council's emphasis on innovation, while e:cments such as f.:.! m
and toncept could purportedly receive less rigorous scrutiny,

i~

not universally

endorsed. Timms {2004b) caustically advises artists who have difficulty complying
with the "conceptually innovative" criteria to throw away ''those stuffy old
paintbrushes" and to buy "something that plugs in". His c:lnunents add to the debat~
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about the tensions between the attitudes of conventional and new media artists
discussed in Chapter 6.
The Visual Arts/Craft Board has a funding category especially for the
p1Upose [the New Media Arts Board], even though it is otherwise very
keen to avoid media categorisations. Some media - painting,
ptintmakilr.'g, drawing and the crafts - are irredeemably associated
with the art of the past while others - performance, video,
photography and computer technologies - definitely belong to the
present moment. The use of advanced technologies is one way artists
can assert their avant-garde credentials by default. These mzdia are
sexy. (Timrns, 2004b, p. 19)
/'

If
As noted in Chapter I, and indicated by a recent:\Australia Council

announcement, the areas of sci-art and new media are

ch~ging

rapidly. The

Australia Council's press release, (2004a, De-:ember 08),, has relevance to my
previous paragraphs in co!Ulection with that body. Th~A::ouncil has decided to
dissolve the New Media Arts Board and to create''a·-;ew Inter-Arts Office with
respon~ibility
a.~

for supporting hybrid practices. The Council describes hybrid art fOnns

thooe "where artists combine conventional artforms [sic]to create new forms of

artistic expression", and these criteria would include science and art co!labomtions.
The digital media formerly oversecn by the New Media Arts Board will come under
the purview of the VisualA;rtsiCmft lJoard and the Music Board. The changes come
int'l effect for grant applications early in 2005. The Council's moves highlight the
blurring of boundaries and the n<!justments society and artists face in considering
what constitutes an art practice, and what constitutes the role of J-;/' artist at the
beginning of the twenty-first century.
Timms' comments indicate that he regards government funding for new
media, installations and performance, as "In a purely practical sense ... a kind of
welfare-state art". He observes that, because these ~orks are "ephemeral, unwieldy,
and difficuil~ if not'-impossible, to buy and sell", they give the illusioni,'of being
'

.

..--,

Jl

beyond the scope of the commercial market (Timms, 2004b, p. 23}/Nevertheless, I
suegest that the substantial prices paid recently for photographic documentation of
new media work will encourage optimism that the complementary elements of these
art practices can ope;ate remunemtively in the market place. The media and the

primary and secondary art markets have responded to Piccinini's recent high profile,
particularly since the Venice Biennalc, 2003, with an increase in the prices paid for
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her work. By 2003, her limited edition photographs sold for A$8,800 eaoh lllld had
trebled their 1998 price; one reached A$45,836 at auction, and, in 2004, her major
sculptures and installations were selling for A$260,000.

Tirnms suggests that institutions h<<Ve been the principal purchasers of digital
work since its inception, and that Westem governments generally support
installation, performance and -..ideo and ''pay for the public exhibition spar.es that
show it, the tertiary educational institutions that teach the theory in the first place,

and the public museums ofr.ontemporary art that represent virtually its only buyers"
·'/

(2004b, p. 24). The institutional support Timms identifies is, perhaps, obligatory for
government instrumentalities as it is in line with govemment policies that promote
innovation and creativity, policies promulgated by several Western countries
including the United Kingdom, Singapore, and Australia.
In relation to new media and traditional art lobby groups, Timms identifies

the proponents of''real painting" as high on numbers but low on organisation, but, in
contrast, proponents of new media are "energetic, well organised, disciplined and
highly effective. Importantly, they control most of the forums through which ideas
are dispersed" (2004b, pp. 25-26). As Thruns explains, there are differing views on
the relevance of traditional art in the current new media era, but he believes the
persistence of the binary opposition between the two is "about power, about the
control of public institutions- specifica!ly art sch'Jols and museums" (2004b, pp. 2627). Several of the high profile organisations supporting biotechnolllgicslly based art
are also committed to

'

th'~·,fields

of interactive i!ll.:nersive installations, artificial

intelligence, and 'refrl!ll1ing' consciousness. One

i:r the most dynamic organisations

is the Planetary Collegium (see Chapters I and'4).

·;·;

Since the mid-1990s, Piccinini ha~·· benefited )'from the Australian
Government's push for innovation and technology, and its subsequent funding for
new media. Her work is rcpresentatiffc of the early exhibitions in new media that
mainly comprised artists who did not collaborate with scientists. Many of the artists
whose technologically based art practices originated in Ausiralia during that period
have subsequently eXhibited in the numerous international comprohCIISive new media
exhibitions established since the mid-1990s. In addition to Federal Government
support through the Australia Council, Piccinini has received funding from Arts
Victoria, the Melbourne Festival, Film Victoria, and others.
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The New Media Arts Board, itself developed from the initial Art and
Technology Advisory sub-committee of the Australia Council, sponsors The
Ausli'lllian Network for Art and Technology (ANAT). In 2002-2003, that
sponsorship wu $275,500. ANAT provides an advocacy body and network for
artists working with science

and.tC~nology.

As part of its

~upport

for ANAT, the

Australia Council provides funding \br.· Synapse, an online database resource
designed to encourage sci-art

I'

collaborat~~ns

"

and to facilitate colUiections between
..

industry, researchers, curators, scienti5ts"··and artists. In 2002-2003, the Australia
Council provided $106,812 for Synapse. ANAT is also ru;si:rted by the South
Australian Government through Arts SA, and the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an
initiative of the Australian, State and Territory gove~ents.
Another avenue pursued by the New Media Arts Board is the promotio·n of
artist in residence progranunes such as that established with the CSIRO. Snel\L'Ig
{2002};- "dle New Media Arts Board Chair, states ''The Board e~~:pccts the outcomes of
this new residency to further develop inter-disciplinary [sic] practice providing new
insights that benefit both artistic and scientific endeavour". The third recipient of the
residency, Meredith Walsh, works with multimedia and is interested in the
philosophy of perception, She views the residency as an opportunity to "investigate
the roles of vision and touch in virtual space" {CSIRO, 2002).
Perceptions of the role of artists in the push for hmovation vary. Catts recalls
that, during the Australian Government's Innovation Summit in Melbourne, in 2000,
Professor Sue Rowley,

E~~:ecutive

Director Humanities and Creative Arts at the

Australian Research Cc:.nc_il {ARC), Stated that she sees "the role of artists
working with new technologies as vehicles to help appropriate those
technologies for the Wider community". Catts

~.ontends

that this remark is

insulting to artists as it infen.-,that artists are merely illustrators of th6

sci~ntific

concepts and facilitntors oflhe new technt:llogies for the public, and that their critical
input is not valued. AI a Creative Arts seminar I attended in Perth, in May, 2004,
Calls reminded Rowley of the comment m1d asked for further explanation. Although

,,

an e~change of semantics ensued, I am not convinced that a resolution satisfactory to
both pm:ties was achieved.

\.1
/;'

,,,,

The ARC's stated mission is "to advance Australia's resellf'~h excellence to
be globaJ!y competitive and deliver benefits to the community'' (Australi~ Research
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Council, 2004). To further this aim, the ARC has inaugurated the ARC Research

Ne~ork for Tissue Engineering: Living Materials for a Healthy Australia (ARNTE)
to ''bring geographically separate groups from a wide range of disciplines into a
critical mass of cell and tissue engineering research''. In particular, the Network
encourages linkages between "Areas as diverse as art, public awareness studies, and
nanoteelmology''. Its funding derives from the ARC, the National Health Medical

' other government sources, and private
Research Council (NHMRC), university .f.nd
and international sources (ARNTE, 2004).
Although the establishment of thcs~ types of linkages is \"lelcomed by those
seckjng to participate in creative and innovative measures, some arc concerned that
the cultural benefits are not factored into the equation. The attendecs at the semin:!l"
(ibid.) in Perth in 2004, including the sci-art panel, were predominantly university
personnel from the humanities and science. The debate broached ways in which the
Howard AusiiJiian Government could be convinced to see, not only the economic
value, but also the cultural value of creative industries. The four clusters for
recommendations adopted by the Innovation Summit bnplementation Group for the
Amtralillll Innovation Summit, 2000, were Culture; Regulation, Finance,
Measurement and Inte]le\:tual Property; Stimulating Innovation; and Linkages and
Support. Bagnall (2003) rcfeu. to the Europellll Union's (EU) Cultural Commission's
policy paper in her conCI:rtlS about the methods used to measure the performance of
·,;

cultural institutions nnd the matterofwho defines 'value' in this context. 1.'.
The cultural sector cannot rely any more on a presumption of its
worth; in future, that value will have to be monitored, tested and
articulated in terms acceptable to those who are not its natural
supPorters, in the face of urgent and ·competing demands on the public
purse. (cited in Bagnall, 2003, p. 76)
Anstrnllan Business Arts Foundation
The Australian Go~emment promotes cultural philanthtopy in the fonn of
Artsupport Australia, a joint initiative of the Australia Council and the Australia
Business Arts Foundation (AbaF). The Foundation offers AbnF Awards to
acknowledge companies who have funded cultural activities and to encourage others
to come ou buard. In particular, the AbaF is interested in fostering long-term
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partnerships between cultural organisations and business instead of 'Oile-off
sponsorshlps.
Two leading philanthropists in this field are quoted in AbaF
promotional
,,
material, one of whom is the patron, Richard Pratt AC [Companion in the Order vf
Australia]. "Australia's arts and cultural life is critical in helping to define who we
are as a nation. Who we are and how we see ourselves matters enonnously in
developing our bwiness and generating wealth [italics added], (Pratt, 2004).

Schofield (2003) observes that, in the USA, the private sector is the prime
source of funding "for major perfonning arts companies and galleries'', but cultural
organisations in Australia receive "significant funds from both govenunent and
business with iacreasing emphesis on the latter'' (p. 73).
Tb:e Wellcome Trust

"The Wellcome Trust was established in Britain by private endowment
through the will of Sir Henry Wellcome in 1936. Its mission is "to foster and
pro'r:ote research with the aim of improving human and animal health" {The
Wellcome Trust, 2004). The Trust's initiatives in the sd-art field aim to assist the
"cross-fertilization" of ideas: to inspire art with

"science'~

insights into the natural

world" and to offer science "an entirely new perspective on research". The aim of the
Trust's sci-art funding scheme is ''to encourage artists and other creative
professionals to explore biomedical subjects", but the fol!?wing quote suggests that
the

u!tii.i1~.te

purpose is to appropriate art to the service of science. The Trust

sununarises its science and art agenda as follows: "More prosaically, adding an
artistic dressing to sci<:ntific concqlls is an effective way of making lechnically
H,

complex material mor•). palatable for wide public consumption [italics added] {Thl:!

Wellcome Trust, 2004)).',
Predictably, Landry (2000), who w~ one of the judges for 4 Welleome ~st
SCl-ART wmpetition, applauds the Trust's role in encol!fllging collaborative
proposals and in senerating OVfil" 400 proposals over two years that promote a
synthesis between scientific and artistic thinking (p. 147). In 2004, the Trust offered
grants totalling £500,001) for sci-art projects associated with ''biomedical science and

/

its social wntexts" (The Wel\come Trust, 2004), Nevertheless, in response to" lt":
questions about the mediocrity of some sci-art collaborations, Arno!d, a \\ '\\

\:,__\)

··.),

'
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representative of the Wellcome Trust, admits that some of the projects are "not very
.good, and predicts that art-science projects will become less popular in the future"
I'

· (cited in Cartlidge, 2000).
Wolpert (2002) "completely disagrees" with the We\!cm1ie Trust's
expenditure of "many thousands of pounds to art/science projects" and deeillll
"bemusing" the notion that content and creative processes are similar in the visual
a.1s

and science.
Corporate funding
Corporations enjoy many benefits from their association with the arts; for

instance. arts-based enterta!runent, assistance with marketing, and prestige ,in the
ownership of professionall). h:searched and managed quality 11r1 collections. As Reid
(2002a) would have it, corporations would be well advised to judge art as a sound
asset becliuse "art is a large and high-growth market, characterised by transparency,
liquidity and strong information flows" (p. 36). However, Reid contradicts his
ass~::~ tion

of traru;parency when he notes the =n:pulous practice of renaming art

works (Reid, 2002d), discussed in Chapter 4. In another article, Reid reflects on his
//

visits to some Australian corporate collections and reports that "the [Macquarie Bank

\\

art] collection showed the role art could play in underscoring an organisation's

'

culture and reinforcing its marketing and image to the public" (2002b, p. 36).
Not all cmporate art collections arc treated with

th~

professional care and

attention required to ·maintain them in good order. The Fairfax corporate 1111
collection has suffered in recent years, according tu Reid. "Many paintings were
hung above photocopiers, and one in a fire exit. Every time that fire exit door was
opened, the handle went through a well formed hole in the canvas" (Reid, 2002c, p.
36). This damaged condition not only has implications for the value of the
~OTJXlflltion's asse~
damag~

but, should droitc-dc-.ruile Pe implemented in Auetflliia, the

could impact detrimentally on the 3ubsequent payment due to the artist on

re-sale, depending, of course, on th~ conditions enshrined in the legislation,
Community ackno;,;;.ilrJgement is another area in which corporations gain
recognition for an interactiod,/with art. Sigler, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of Champion International Corporation, confinns in an interview that

/I

from a purely selfish point of view, this comoany has never received
the kind of recognition for anything it's ever' done at any time, as it
has receiv~d and is still receiving, because of the involvement with
the Whitney [Musenm]. (cited in Jacobson, 1993, p, 84)

\\

On the ?!her hand, in keeping with its subtle approach to luxury advertising,
Mo~t

et Chandon's Australian art touring exhibition constituted

&

"lucrative"

sponsorship for the artists selected and the company. "Explt>iting the notion of art as
'high culture', Mo~l et Chandcn has buifi up an association between the quali<y
'
image associated with art and the image of tl!e cumpany's products" (O'Loughlin,

20?0, p. 20).
To balance the discussion, I cite Montmann (2002) who critiques an
exhibition titled Art & Economy, hosted by Siemens, in Hamburg. She identifies
ad":antages and disadvantages in the interaction between the art works and the
corpon~te

,, model, but, overall, she statts ''business does not (yet) seem prepared for

the in~tithtional critique that museums have learned to desire" (2002, p. 187). To be
fnir, museums in Germany may desire critique, as she asserts, but such a,
generalisation leaves her argument open to question.
As a recipient of corporate sponsorship, Benjamin participated in a visit to

Wi!liam Ct?ek,' South Australia, by a group often artists financed by an Australian
businessman. Benjamin states that the results ·of the experience and research
facililllted by that journey are still iniorming and enriching his art practice. In return,
the sponsor received a collection of art works. The expedition is featured in a book,
Wifflam Creek and beyond: Australian artists exp/01e the outback,' and Benjamin

regards the publication as a means of extending the ''tentacles" of art into the wider
community.
In relation to corporate and privRte patronage, cne participant notes tha.t
wealthy business people ~om~limcs endow art galleries to ensure recognition of their
name in perpetuity. For example, in pllrl to., acknowledge his endowment of the
Handa Classical Percussion Studio at the university in 1995, the Edith Cowan
University conferred an Hononuy Doctor of Letters upon Japanese .. philanthropist
and businessman, Dr Haruhisa Handa, in 1998.
Meikle stresses that the reason competition for corporate funding is so strong
is "that tOO funding Is so pathetk:; funding provided by the corporate sector is
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(• __

~!

lr.<;redibly small in Australia compared with

ct.~e/OECD countries". He asserts

that the rankings show that Ausllalia is in the top ten countries for govenunent se<:tor
funding, but is outside the top one hundred for corporate sector funding.
Competition for corporate funding and sponsorship is strong, both in the arts
and sciences, Bunt acknowledges, but because new technologies generally are
becoming more expensive, it is fmancially difficult for the nrtist or sci~ntist to work
independently. For example, if one chooses to work with tissue culture, the
requirements include biological safety laboratories and equipment valucl.l nt
approximately A$50,000, ami' the necessary infrastructure to exhibit tissue culture
based art is costly. An example is MEART, Bunt's C'Jllaborative 'semi-living mist'
installation, described in C!ui~ter 3, which was shown -~~ PICA as part of BEAP
i)

,'

.

2002, and exhibited againr'{n 2004: Australian Culture Now.' For lllis later exhibition,

.

'

The National GalleryofVI'cto'cla and ACMI were supported by funding from Ems! &
'·'

Young (principal sponsor), John McCoughey Memorial Prize Trust (exhibition
partner), Sofitel, Xenon, Taylonnadesigns, the Austral;a Council, and others. The 37
sponsors for BEAP 2004 are listed in Appendix D.
Corporate funding can also meet with controversy. This was the case in
Tasmania, where Robyn Archer, curator for the Ten Days on the Island Festival
I'

2003, and Jim Bacon, then Premier of Tasnlani~ ..Jefended their acceptance of
'$50,000 sponsorship from Forestry Tasmania, a wood-chipping entity loathed by
many Tasmanians and conservationists. Schofield (2003) asserts "it was not.a wise
move. 'The wedding to the woodchippers' (as author Peter Timms branded it)
sparked mass defection of high· profile participants' and an alternative event called
Future Perfect" (Schofield, 2003, p. 72). Despite the increi!Sed competition for
funding, the uproar highlights the sensitivity arts organisations need to exercise when 1~
seeking sponsorship, whether it is private, corporate or government, and ''the dangers;'['
inherent in accepting cash from the unacceptable". Benjamin asks whether it hehov~\\
,\
artists to ensure that any corporate funding they receive derives from ethical business - \
practice. This, of course, would engender a difficult situation hut nevertheless it is an
interesting point when, for example, one considers the efforts of some company -,.,
shareholders to if!lluenct "green" outcomes.

u

Due !o, 1the nature of his work, lhe funding .ror Long's projects frequently
materialises in response to_ individual events. Hit::researeh cxpeditioM are often

-
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unexpected and sometimes arc precipitated by an exciting fossil discovery.
Therefore, due to the urgency of his departure, instead of seeking funding before the
project begins, often the Museum has a projccl that stimulates publicity and
comrr.unit~

interest, and, says Long, the fumling "will come to us". Opcmtion Leo,

which involves scientific research into the Nullarbor discoveries of t!Jylaco/co and
the megafauna, is a case in point. [lu!Iowing the discovery, the Museum tuundted an
expedition to the Nullarbor with •m funding, but, by the time the expedition had
returned to Perth, Rio Tinto had agreed to sponsor the project for three years.
Because corporale funding allows the Museum to pay artists to create, display and
illustrate reconstructions, Umg secs the funding a; generating a whole new spate of
creativity that would not have been possible otherwise.
Nicholls is aware that the corporate sector has developed an increasing
awareness of corporate social responsibility in the areas of community development,
and sensitivity to indigenous culture. She relates the care taken to maintain the
integrity of the cultural and spiritual ethos of the Aboriginal artists from the
Kimberley who perfom1ed Fi,.e, Fire Buming /Jrighl 'or the Melbourne Festival, in
2002. Their visit was funded by the Argyle Diamoml Mine. Miclmcl Chancy, OA
[Officer in the Order of Australia], Managing Director of Wesfanners, declared at
the opening of Sublime, a touring exhibition of the company's collection of
Australian art, that Wcsfanncrs was aware of its corporute social responsibility and
planned to continue its support for the arts, and to make a meaningful
contribution tc>

the community in

which

Wcsfanners operates

cultuf~l

(persona]

r.ommunication, Noven1ber 19, 20!J4).
Chapter 2 signals warnings or possible disadvantages to those who accept
innding that r.omcs with an age,Jda aUachcd. Attcndees ut the BRIDGES summit in

::OP noted that industrial corpc>rations could regard collaborations us a means of
''rcc1 .iting and ns a way to test and promote their products" (Pcarce et a!., 2003, p.
127). Perhaps Sic he!' expresses the nuts and bolts oft he situation: "Under 1!-e banner
of science, art has become a suitable channel for propagating industrial opulence md
national wcallh" (Sichel, 1997).
Evans (2000) scrutinises anoth~r fonn of corporate sponsorship. Allegedly, in
1998, Citylink donated A$100,00n to the Melbourne lntcmational Festival, "and then
spent A$200,000 advertising thdt sponsorship ...• in such a way that one could have
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been forgiven for thinking that it

Wl'S

the Citylink Intcmutionnl Festival." She

suggests Uoat n genuine corporate citizen "would have donntcd the entire AS300,000
to the Melbourne Intcmationnl Festival" (p. 103).
Research funding for sdcntists und artists
Pearec, Diamond and Beam (2003) declare funding; structures in the USA are
"complex, tiered, overlapping, conflicting and archaic" and the competition is
"intense". They cite instances of hybridity in which artists propose projects for
"science and military funding, and various fonns of corporate sponscrship, including
industrial R&D departments that function as art-and-technology incubators" (Pearce
et al., 2003, p. 127).
In Australia, competition for a!l funding is "fierce", agrees Castleden, but she
concedes that there has been a large "explosion" of funding and support for new
technologies. Clancy and others broach a theme I found in many of the recent
publications on the lives of scientists, {sec Chapter 2), and that is the large amount of
time and energy researchers arc required to expend in compiling rcseJrch grant
applications and in presenting those applications to review panels, o!lcn without
success. Artists, to,, arc required to meet extensive criteria in their funding
applications.
Bunt took strong exception to the statement about generous funding in the
preamble to the research questions. He collaborates as a scientist and an artist, and
has received funding for his projects through the Australia Council, ANAT and
corporations. However, from his experience, he finds that it is "terribly difficult to
get funding for critical and ground-breaking sci-art". Bunt conjectures that some
funding bo!lics arc wary of sci-art

projec·~

that could be critical of development~ in

biotechnology, particularly if those bodies have nhady supported medical or
scientific research in that field that could be interpreted as contentious.
Although the Tissue Culture and Art Project receives funding, Calls points
out that there arc many artists who do not, and, while some fonns of artistic
expression arc supported,

h~,

too, rejects any claim tlmt there is generous funding for

the arts in /,ustmlia.
Nevertheless,

B~nt

agrees that generous funding is available for two streams:

one for sci-art which promotes :1 company's

produ~ts,

and one for sci-art which
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provides ~csthctically ple~sing piet~res to decorate new institutions. Bunt is
appreciative of the early funding SymbioticA received through the New Media Board
of the Australia Council, and this initial assistance has enabled work from
SymbioticA to be exhibited widdy, in Australia and intcnmtionally. Following the
publicity from these exhibitions, the scientists and artists involved with SymbiotieA
now receive wide recognition and this, in turn, encourages other bodies to provide
funding for furl her ventures. In part, Bunt attributes the reluctance of funding bodies
to support sci-art to the uncertainty some parties have as to which discipline it
b~longs:

is sci-art art, or is it science, for funding purposes? Among the many issues

perpetuating this divide, according to Bunt- who is quick to point out that these arc
sweeping statements- arc the following: the art community does not con~ider sci-art
as 'good' art; the art community confuses the role of sci-mt, and considers it us
support for the sciences; and the science community misunderstands what art is, and
does not recognise the value of art.
Bunt mentions that people have questioned the source of money for sci-art in
a science research department and he explains that research funding granted to the
department is strictly targeted towards the research projects for which it was
provided, and that the sci-arl is funded

separ~tely.

However, as Calls has indicated,

any useful knowledge acquired during the activities of the TC&A is available to
scientists. He also notes that some critics maintain that sci-art project~ in a "rich"
science department do not warrant funding and that there are other more appropriate
areas which have a greater need of support.
Comparison of international sci-art funding
Cntts is in a strong position to provide an overview of financial support for
biologically based art, as he travels widely to exhibit sei-art, to addre~s conferences,
and to participate in other forums. He perceives three different funding systems
operating in the United States of America (USA), the United Kingdom {UK), and
Australia.
In the USA, Calls suggests that the funding is driven by commercial
companies who use artists to convey the impression that the new technologies are
innova~ive,

"just fun", in an attempt to generate investment and to assist in their

public acceptance. I! is not the companies' aim to create cultural discussion or
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deb~te.

In the UK, Catts claims that most of the funding is provided by the Wcllcome

Trust with whom he and Zurr have bad negotiations as members of the TC&A
Project For Cntts, the purview of the Wcllcome Trust has spread into diverse areas
as it was

~stablished

as a non-profit, private organisation to support biomedical

research, and currently funds projects with pharmaceutical companies and selected
proposals by artists who work in the bio-art field. The Trust's investment in
phannuceuticnl companies presents a problem, according to Catts, as it couli.l be
construed as a conflict of interest when proposals are submitted for projects which
question aspects ofbiotcclmology and raise ethical issues.
In the UK, Calls notes that, despite the

~rcvailing

opinion that ethical issues

surrounding bioteclmological developments arc being addressed, there appears to be
limited discussion about biotechnology's role in the future. In conversations there, he
was informed that there were sufficient debates already tilking place concerning
biotechnology, and that it

w~s

unnecessary for nrtists to become involved. His

concern is that, due 10 the dominance of the Wcllcomc Trust, oppom:nitics arc
limited for org:misntions lo create n more critical discussion, and that \:ritical
eug~gcment

with and discussion about biolcchnological developments have hccn

embed in the UK, resulting in a superficial dchatc. Despite lhcsc perceptions, Calls
bclic\'cs that the discussion is more developed in Europe than in the USA. l·lowever,
from Iheir personal experiences with the Wdlcomc Trnst, both Calls and Zurr reflect
that the Trust's preference is to fund mtists who wish to engage wilh bioteclmology
but who do not wish lo critique the serious implications of the technologies.
In lhc USA, Calls and Zurr note that in the sciences, and especially in the
field ofhiomcdical research where there is a vision thut consumer prod11cts arc going
to derive from the rcscnrch, the research is no longer basic or curiosity driven but is
profit driven. This is a difficult issue, according to Catts and Zurr, because
"somelimes the most problematic technologies are in the hands of the big
corporalions". If artists wish to comment about these problematic teclmologies they
need access to them to inform their views. However, to achieve this, the co-operation
of the corporations is necessary, ond, according to Calls and Zurr, artists need to
operate in a "smart" way in order to both gain access and to retain their integrity. It
is a fine balar,ce, but the need t) 'Walk the line" adds to the excitement of their work
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and has honed their skills in navigating around the various forces that impinge on
their art practice.
Nevertheless, Zurr and C1tts discovered that some scientists arc also critical
of the way the research funding system works, and that they alluded to an emphasis
on research that is oriented towards an end product, rather than research that is
valued by scientists as investigative and legitimate. Sulston' warns that privatisation
poses one of "the biggest threats to science" (AustrJ.lian Associated Press, 2003, p.
54). From Melbourne to SUo Paulo and Beijing, and in his book The commoutllread:

A story o{ science, politics, ethics rmd the bumau genome,' Sulston has been
campaigning against the abuse of the patenting system in relation to human genetic
infommtion. He claims that such practices restrict the character of research projects,
limit communication between researchers, and make possible a climate in which the
economic

intcre~ts

of large phannaceulical companies could prevail (cited in O'Ncil\,

2003). Connick (2002} reveals that a study in 2001 found that Australians viewed
large multinational companies us "driving biotechnological innovations" and that
society and govcmmcnts were powerless in face of the "intemational financial and
political power" that the companies wielded.
Implications or funding
On creativity

In response to the questions about funding and its possible influence on
creativity, Ztlrr asks "How does one define creativity?" She agrees that a person
can be creative by producing beautiful pictures, but a critical perspecuvc is the main
criterion for the TC&A. Zurr and Calls nrc aware that artists who receive money
fron1 sponsorships and corporations arc frequently expected to "sex up" the
co:npany's public image, and they propose that art created under such funding is not
as strong as art that critiques the field of biotechnology. Some participants envisage
the possibility that a few artists and scientists could he tempted to compromise their
professional integrity by chasiug corporate f1mds.
Clancy surmises that there arc two ways that funding could infiucncc
creativity. The first way is the long held belief "that some artists might feel
pressured, feel a responsibility, or feel they don't have freedom -the old idea
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that funding contaminates creativity." That aside, people work in diiTcrcnt ways
and, according to Ctancy, allhough one person might feet restricted, another "might
work really well within those limits a11d retair1 their creative illtegrity".
Benj~min

has received corporate funding hut has not applied for a

government art grant, and sees both advantages and disadvantages for a traditional
artist to be involved with institutional funding bodies. On one hand, despite the
financial hardship, there is a freedom ofpmcticc if artists arc independent of funding
if that funding brings with it a restrictive agenda. Also, being forced to work outside
the studio part-time to earn an income keeps artists in touch with the cvcryduy world
of the community in which they live. This interaction frequently infonns the artist
about the 'real' world, he says, However, the recent strong demand for Bcnjamin's
work suggests that he may no longer need, or have the time, to srck work outside his
studio. On the other hand, Bcnjamin acknowledges the necessity for, and the benefits
of, government support for artistic endeavour.
Similar to the vaunted programme of "embeddiflg" journalists with the
troops in Iraq, Clcworth is concerned about the danger of crcati~g a bond or situation
between the arti8t and the funding body whereby the artist is tempted to be less
critical than would otherwise be the case. Clcworth suggests this trend is already
evident in some recent biotechnologkally based exhibitions he has visited where he
did !lOt 'feel a great sense of critical engagemer1t with their processes and the
subject matter that they are dealing with'. However, he concedes that it is early
in the development of this field and he is hopeful that more intcrcstin)l·vork will be
prrduccd in time.
According to Clcworth, the competition for grants could encoumge anists to
develop projects that they anticipate arc going to be assessed favoumbly by funding
bodies, but he also notes that visual artists have always been i!llmstcd in stylistic or
tcclmical developments. His perception is tlmt projects that are seen as cutting edge,
or that engage with new technology, frequently receive more substantial funding, and
he asks whether they are assessed on an understanding of the nature and merit of the
project in contrast to their superficial attraction. Clcworth questions whether this
push for art to engage with new technology is coming from particular institutions
wishing to enhance their profile.
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Cleworth believes that funding does not exclude good art work or good art
practice, nor does it exclude good research. "Good artists will always produce
good art work whatever the environmer1t", he says, but he anticipates changes
will be triggered in the mode of art practice if funding is linked with direct
commercial outcomes. He a1\udes to para1\cls developing with ninete~nth century
academics in Europe and Britain, especially France. If the available money is pooled
nnd careers arc made through the artists' connection with government or large
institutions, similar to the nineteenth ccntnry, Clcworth reminds ns that powerful
forces come into play and m1ists could be obliged "to conform in major ways". His
assessment is that history shows that not a lot of interesting work came out of the
academics, and, although son1e amazing technical developments, and technically
accomplished work, came out of that

p~riod,

the creative work that engaged with the

cultural and social conditions of the day surf.1ced from outside the institutional
system. He cites Courbet as an example. At the beginning of the twenty"first century,
the Venice Biennalc, the Sydney Biennalc, and other large scale showcase events,
where artists wisl, to exhibit to seal their position

~s

cutting edge, arc examples of

venues over which "the State has a huge level of power". Despite a\1 the
hyperbole surrounding these events, Cleworth regards the m[\jority of the work as
"-Onfonnist. That aside, Bunt points out that it is becoming more and more difficult
for the "single artist or the single scientist to practise in their back garden"
because they "need $50,000 worth of equipment". Although new medin and
research fumting grants may ~now claims for cqnipment, most b'fants avaikblc to
conventional artists preclude such items.
Castlcdcn hopes that the competition for funding will not innuence the
creativity of the artist involved and will not limit the scope of the snbject matter of
the work. In spite of these eMccms, Castlcden cclebmtcs the expansion offun~ir.g if
th~t

funding "supports work that crosses disciplines or pushes the

bour~daries

of what science is, or what art is".
Provided the goals of the funding or sponsorship body arc in line with those
of the artist and

scientis~

creativity should not be stifled, nccording to Edmondston.

She suggests that "perhaps it is a matter of using your creativity to produce a
sci-art project that meets the requirements of the funding body, and also
achieves your own goals. Maybe that's where the creativity lies."
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Edmondston

~sks

whether funding for art

~nd

sden<;e

project~

"is an

agenda to increase the acceptance of specific technologies based on
arUscience as a science communication message",
collaboration incorporating cutting edge technology and

Sh~

suggests that a sci-art

innov~tive

science could be

assessed more favourably than a pure research art and science collaboration,

bec~use

of its novelty, high profile, and "sexy" science image. Edmondston speculates that a
sci-art proposal that puts a "positive spin" on a scientific or technological
innovation which does not enjoy universal favourable public opinion, such as
genetically modified food, could receive funding over another proposal that is not as
topical.
Although, according to Edmondston, science projects with technological and
innovative outcomes receive strong funding, she suggests that "quality projects" in
pure research will still be funded despite the competition for grants. Nevertheless,
she conjectures that some good research projects that incorporate a creativity
component could be overlooked for funding

bec~use

they do not "fit into the

technology and innovation requirements".
Outcomes are of prime importance today for funding hadies and they arc
influenced by fashion and fads, "by what is in vogue", declares Kuhaupt.
Corporations ask "How are we going to make money out of it?" In this respect,
he conjectures that the people who receive funding arc not necessarily tile best
applicants, nor do they necessarily have the best project or art idea.
With regard to creativity, Mcikle judges that the competition for funding is
"probably more of a negative than a positive". He proposes that one positive to
emerge is thnt competition will mean that the higher quality projects will be funded,
and, as a negative, the possible "effect of directing research in certain targeted
areas that may or may not be the d~rections in which research and art should
be going".ln addition: "Funding from the corporate sector is usually designed
for a commercial purpose and this inevitably means that there are some
constraints on what you can do, and on the creative process." His summation
is that 'iunding does have a subtle possibility to negatively affect the creative
instincts of both artists and scientists."
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Meik!e suggests that the result of government bodies encouraging
collaborntions, and a cross-disciplinary type of art and research work, could present a
''two-edged sword".
On the one hand it means that there is the funding to be
~reative and to have a certain amount of freedom to pursue
these projects both in art and In science. On the other hand, it
also means that funding bodies have the ability to subtly direct
what those activities are because they can target the research
or the art. {Meikle)
McLachlan perceives a similarity between funding and sponsorship at the
beginning of the twenty-first century and the medieval system of patrons, also noted
by Clcworlh and Nicholls. He suggests that the constraints on creativity today could
arise, not from the competition, but from the sponsors "determining an agenda"
and calling for "competition around a theme". Those themes may not necessarily
"match those that the scientist or artist would be interested in pursuing
spontaneously", and the result is that the contenders could tailor their application to
suit the sponsor's theme, proffers McLachlan. Bucklcy and Conomos (2004) have
similar concerns (sec Chapter 8). This, McLachlan contends, raises several issues
concerning funding and

t~rgeted

outcomes: the relevance, or otherwise, of the

outcome to the original theme; and the unpredictability of the outcome of research,
particularly in the biological sciences.
Nicho!ls has no experience of the current art funding regime hut conjectures
that it is no different from the situation during the Renaissance when patrons set the
agenda. However, she notes that there arc social issues around scientific
developments; for instance, the social interpretation and acceptilnce of new ideas,
and funding could influence the way these matters arc addressed.
Bunt acknowledges tlm the question of whether artists or scientists who
apply for funding or sponsorship target their work to confonn to institutional
conditions, or proceed without feeling directed or limited by the funding, is complex.
Although he thinks artists arc not necessarily making targeted art, he suggests that
the funding may limit what they do. However, he believes that most arlists would
refuse to do a particular piece of work rather than change it to receive funding, or to
be accepted by a gallery. Therefore, gallery management also plays a rote in the
censorship of art through the funding and staging of exhibitions (see Chapter 4).
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There are subtle differences in the opinions of the participants, but an
overview of the comments put forward in this section provides the following; the
artist or scientist could feel their capacity for critici;m is limited by their relationship
with and/or dependency upon the funding body; many funding bodies are influenced
by current trends, or superficial uttraction, and could target the project towards a
commercially viable outcome, or limit the scope of the subject matter; some funding
bodies could require the project to promote the acceptance of specific technologies,
or to put a 'positive spin' on new developments not tmivcrsally accepted; some
funding bodies could assess submissions embracing novelty and cutting edge
technologies more favourably than others to improve their image and ruisc their
profile; artists and scientists could structure their projects to comply with the funding
criteria rather thun submitting creative and explorative proposals; and artists and
scientists could be obliged to conform in major ways.
On the positive side of the ledger, comments include: instead of feeling
limited by the funding, some recipients could work well within the requirements and
retain their creative integrity; professionals will work well in most environments;
some participants doubt whether artists or scientists would accept fnnding if it directs
them towards a particular outcome that stifles creativity; participants acknowledge
the benefits of government funding for art and science, particularly as projects can
proceed that were not possible otherwise; funding that crosses disciplines and
supports work that pushes the boundaries of what science is, or whut art is, is
welcomed; and competition for funding could mean that higher quality projects arc
supported.
On conflicts of interest
Although the comments expressed here are simibr to those in the previous
section, they are directed towards issues involving conflict of interests, in practical
and administrative terms, between the recipients, and between the funding bodies and
the recipients. Artists who undertake corporate funded projects and/or research have
vnrious options op~n to them: for example, some artists encoumgc commerdulisalion
of their research; some arc involved in corporate laboratories that ultimately exploit
their research with little or no return, or recognition, to the artist; and others retain
individual control over the results of their work.
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Biotron is typical of the tangled web that grows when science and corporate
funding interweave, posits Moynihan {2002). Extensive claims were made for the
advanced biotechnological research intellectual property developed at the Australian
National University (ANU), and a company was formed and floated on the stock
exchange. As Moynihan portrays it, "scientists were mixing it with venture
capitalists" (p. 49). A controversy erupted and inquiries were instigated by ANU and
company regulators. Relevant matters to this study arc raised by three ANU
researchers, Laver, Mullbucher and Waring, who me not associated with Biotron.
They consider corporate sponsorship could "lead to diminution in the free !low of
ideas, a focus on more applied projects and serious conflicts of interest" (Moynihun,
2002, p. 51). Their sentiments accord with those of some research participants. Inter
alia, th~ Biotron controversy prompted ANU to review its liaisons with private
corporations.
Control'crsy erupted, too, over stem-cell scientist Alan Trounson's 400,000
shares in ES Cell International Ply. Ltd., incorpornted in Singapore, a company that
originated from research carried out at the Monash Institute for Reproduction and
Development where Trounson was Director. However, there was nothing illegal in
his holding the shares. Researchers arc frequently offered a share of proceeds or
after-costs income from the commercialisation of any intellectual property derived
from their research (Hope, 2002, p. 24). Based on these previous examples, it is
important for artists to be aware of the legal issues involving copyright, intellectual
property, and the various forn1s of remuneration applicable when signing contracts.
Clancy applauds funding for artists because it opens up exciting opportunities
tOr artists to "realise their Ideas". On another level, she is aware that "there could
be a negative side". Expectations from the fundin~ institutions fonn part of her
concern. Clancy notes thal there was criticism of the Paradise Now: Picturing the
Genetic Revolution exhibition, New York, 2000/2001, sponsored by a large bio-tech
company.' Tim bio-tech sponsorship was seen as problematic because, according to
Cluncy, it was suggested that "there could be certain research outcome
expectations and these could limit artists' control". She suggests that artists need
to ascertain any potential circumstances that could limit their art work, such us the
funding body having a prec.:..,~~i,·cd idea of what would be produced from their
investment, and to ens'!rc that they feel able to work within that framework. "Jh~t
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aside, funding organisations frequently require acquittal statements following
research projects, as do many art related sponsors including the Austrnlia Council,
and Arts Victoria. These acquittal statements could provide mechanisms with which
to scrutinise, not only financial transactions, but other outcomes.
Clancy hypothesises that events relating to the work of Heather Ackroyd and
Dan Harvcy, who conducted collaborative research into grass to create art,' represent
a scenario in which complications could arise from institutional or COT]lorate funding
of art works. Titc headline on the website declares: "Hypcrspcctral lmaging leads to
New Art Fonn, Greener Lawns. England's fields may soon stay green even when the
grass is dead thanks to hypcrspcctral imaging genetics- and avant-gardc art." In the
article, the scientists acknowledge that working with the artists prompted the
scientists to "think about hypcrspcctral imaging for studying grass". The research led
to a new grass which
the institute plans to mmkct ... for use on the nation's parks, lawns
and golf courses within two years. The artists' and scientists' work
will continue with the aid of a government grant. Their
multidiscip!inary collaboration resulted in a 30,000 curos L'Orcal Art
& Science ofColor Prize earlier this year [2000). (Drollctte, 2000)
If artists conduct research that leads to products with commercial potential,
Clancy asks: ''what if the artists sell their art works? What if they sell the
images, the pictures on grass, which they have developed with the scientists
from the institute?" Hypothctical!y, issues of copyright, and the conditions of the
agreement under which the collaboration was established, would be pertinent should
such events occur (see Chapter 6).
Another aspect that concerns Clancy is that, in some instances, artists could,
due to their lack of scientific knowledge, unsuspeetingly contribute to a development
that later proves to be problematic. Catts and Zurr also signal that some of the new
technologies arc "highly risky and dangerous" and that artists dealing with them
need to exercise due care and responsibility. The artist Joe Davis had snch an
experience. He states:
I still come up with ideas that arc dangerous and don't realise that
they arc dangerous. For example, there is a 200-mer [a sequence of
200 amino acids] that folds into a highly geometric capsule. I had this
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idea ofcre~ting Kepler's nested polyhedra [once thought to define the
planetary orbits] in these viral capsids. (cited in Gibbs, 2001)
Fortunately, Davis ran the idea by one of his genetics mentors first who:>
"pointed out that I could inadvertently create a supcrvirus" (cited in Gibbs, 2001 ).
One facet of Davis' near misadventure appears to have been overlooked as I
have not located any mention of it, as yet, in any commentaries. The British Medical
Associ~tion's

report, "Biotechnology, Weapons and Humanity I!" (2004) wams of

the lack of global agreement on
advances

th~t

~n

infrastructure to manage biotechnological

could be used for warfnrc. It mges countries to agree upon and

strengthen the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention in 2006. In particular, the
report calls upon scientists to take responsibiHty for the possible impacts of their
research, and to discuss with funding bodies whether the proposed research should k
prohibited. In light of the Association's call, and Davis' experience,

~rtists

need to be

cognisant of the possible impacts of their interventions in laboratories, and to cn,urc
the ethical, legal and moral attitudes of the scientists with whom they engage arc in
hamtony with their own. Duvis' supcrvims could have been appropriated by the
scientists or others and used for

n~farious

purposes, if they were so inclined, without

Davis r~alising the potential use of his discovery.
Cleworth proposes that the economic rationalist view, which he sees as
permeating politics and our culture, is a factor in the encouragement and funding of
linkages between art and science. He suggests that such linkages could be calculated
to promote the concept that the new biotechnological developments :mve a potential
for social and economic benefit. In addition, linking art with science could, according
to economic rationalists, invest art with some greater or more direct purpose as a way
to sell art to governments and the general public. Cleworth secs parallels with
science funding that encourages short tenn, direct economic outcomes although some
of the best work in both art and science takes ;rears to evolve. The push to link
research with commercial companies and r,ctworks is an clement materialising in art
institutions where pressure is being brought to bear to justify their programmes,
according to Cleworth.
The science communication aspect of institutional funding interests
Edmondston. She secs many difficulties in the relationship between scientists and
joumalists in the traditional methods of print and press where "a particular science
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understanding often gets lost in the news or the print media". According to
Edmondston, there has

b~cn

a push to expand science cornmunicalio1• ptatfonns

beyond the more traditional methods in an "attempt to increase scienthic literacy
for social, political and economic reasons so that there is a better
awareness ... Art and science collaborations can be used as

1.1

platform for

research and communication programmes". Her ideas coincide with those of
Williams who, according to Eldridgc and Eldridgc (1994), believes that
"Communication ... is intrinsic to culture as a way or life and not just a means for
commenting upon it" (p. 77).
If the scientists and artists have common goals, Edmondston does not foresee
a problem in sci-art collahomtions. However, she counters that
if they [the artists and scientists] are constrained by the way the
funding is set up, or the reasons for doing the project, or feel
that either the scientlsts or the artists are pushed or channelled
into one particular aspect of it, then that is going to be an issue
in terms of providing constraints and will have definite impacts
and implications for both the scientists and the artists Involved.
(Edmondston)
Although

some scientists

would col!aborate

Edmondston doubts whether others would
incentive appropriate to them, or Ub'fee with

b~

for

altruistic

rer~ons,

involved if they did not identify an

th~

proposed ~rt outcome. On the other

hand, she envisages that scientists, who are not necessarily in agreement with the art
work, could agree to collaborate

bec~use

funding is available. In that case, the

funding could instigate somethin;; positive that might otherwise not have happened.
Edmondston identifies a dilemma between the recognition that there is a
need to commercialise science outcomes, accompanied by a drive for technology and
innovation, and the fact that there is proportionately less money being

~!located

to

pure research. McLachlan recognises a number of agendas that have driven
institutional and governmental interest in funding sci-art projects. "Possibly the
most simplistic agenda has to do with the public understanding of science."
He

sug~;ests

this "trivial way of using sci-art collaborations" is one frequently

adopted by the Wellcomc Trust, as noted previously by Wotpcrt (2002), see the
section on The Wellcome Trust above. McLachlan is also

~onccmed

that the

governmental agenda is driven by a view that art and science "are polar opposites"
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and proposes that "a natural tendency in humans Is to try to reconcile ihe
irreconcilable, the Hegelian synthesis", In addition, there is u ''fashion" for scimt ''that comes and goes". Therefore, McLuch!an is concerned that the
government agenda has "important consequences" for the scientists and artists
working within that framework. It will result in "difficulties and confusion" if it
fr,]s to rccoJ,'llise ''the real value" of art and science working together.
Possible areas of conflict

o.~f

interests between the collaborators, or between

the collabornlors and the funding body, identified by the participants include

l~gul

issues such as copyright, iutollectual property, and remur1cration or royalties; issues
of control of the pmjcct administratively; issues of decisions regarding the final
outcome or product; issues of unanticipated developments, incidents or products;
issues of responsibility for possible impacts of the research activities and/or
outcomes; issues of the recognition of the 'real value' of the collaborative processes
an<!

~heir

c,utcomcs; and the social and cultural issues surrounding the work of some

collabr,rators.

Summary
In Australia, the New Media Arts Bonrd lms been charged with encouraging
cmss-discip:inary collaborative work, and hybrid ;.rt fonns, but support for the
Board's funding activities is not universal. The Australia Council's decision, in
December, 2004, to dissolve the Board and to create an Inter-Arts Office with
responsibility for hybrid art fonns is another indication of the blurring: of boundaries
between art practices, and between art and other disciplines, and of the emergence of
new fom1s of art.
Some commentators suggest that the proliferation of new media work is
primarily a result of r.ovem;ncut funding through grants and through the exhibition
and purchase of the outcomes by government instrumentalitics. Another reason
prc.ffcrcd is the number of energetic, well organised '"Jstitutions and lobby groups
that have established a global network of conferences, symposia, nnd exhibitions to
encourage experimentation and imagination in the development and proliferation of
new tcclmologies. In addition to the Wclleomc Trust and other sponsorship
organisations, these structures include bodies that have been founded in affiliation
with universities in the UK and the USA to promote new media, such as the
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social responsibility and for a meaningful cultuml contribution to

th~

communities in

which they operate. Their continued and expanded cultural contribution in the llelds
of science and the humanities will be welcome.
When funding is tight, competition is strong. One positive identified in this
situation is the possibility that it is the better quality projects that will be funded, and
a negative is the possibility that the work will be targeted to compiy with the
requirement for a short tem1 outcome despite an awareness, in many quarters, that
the best work frequently takes years to evolve. A similar situation pertains cutTently
in art institutions where economic rationalism is forcing institutions to justify their
art programmes in the short tcnn rather than taking along-tenn view which is more
appropriate for traditional art practices. Although participants, both scientists and
artists, recognise the necessity for the thorough assessment of funding submissions,
they me frequently frustrated by the amount of i,,fonTiation requested for some
proposals and, consequently, the large amount of time

d~votcd

to preparing

submissions, a situation tlmt pertains in most areas of commercial life.
Participants comment on the possibility of conflicts of interest when the
outcomes of sci-art projects have commercial potential. Again, they suggest that
formal agreements be put in place before the commencement of the collaborative
work. However, if the collaborators have established common goals, difficulties
should not arise in that mea. Several participants arc cc·gnisant ofthc risks inherent in
sci-art research and point out that artists dealing with some new technologies and
materials need to exercise due care and responsibility. One rn;pcct not rai;cd by the
participants is the possibility that a dangerous product, created unwittingly by an
artist, could be appropriated for nefarious purposes without the artist being aware of
the potential use of that product.
Another aspect of the Australian Government's agenda is the idea that art can
be used as a vehicle to communicate and demystify biotechnological developments
to the public. One participant agrees that art is a suitable communication tool for
science and explains that the scientific understanding of research is sometimes lost in
a journalist's interpretation. However, most participants consider an artist's role as
that of critic, not communicator or illustrator, and would encourage the government
to tmdcrstand the cultural Values inherent in creative endeavours. In

contr~st,

Edmondston points out that institutional funding for sci-art collaborations that
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expand science communication could assist to

incrc~se

scientific literacy where more

traditional methods have pro,cd unsuccessfuL However, McLachlan is concerned
that the puhlic understanding of science is m1e of the more trivial ways of using sciart collaborations, and proposes that it is important to recognise the "real value" of
art and science working together.
One threat to the opportunities for science and art to work together could
result from the privatisation or patenting of research outcomes relating to human
genetic information. Such practices could restrict interaction between researchers and
artists ano limit the character of sci-art collaborations. If an emphasis is placed on
funding fo; research that is oriented towarlls a commercial end product rather than
investigation, some suggest that society and governments could be powerless in
relation to the intentions of multinational companies.
Many of the circumstances highlighted by the participants in this chapter
indicate that artists need to be aware of their role in any proposed project or
collaboration, and to ensure that they comprehend the implications of their
involvement.
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Endnotcs
William Creek is located in outback South Australia on the Oodnadatta
Track. It is South Australia's smallest town and the gate-Nay to Lake Eyre.
2 Wi/liam Creek am/ beyond: Austr•Iliau artists oplore the owbaek.
McGrcgor, K. (2002). Craftsman House.
3 These high-profile defectors include Peter Carey, Tim Winton, Olivia
Newton-John, and Jack Thompson, according to Schofield.

4 B~rta Sichel is an art writer and academic who co-curatcd
tcchno.seduction, 1997, an exhibition ofmultim~dia installations by forty artists.

5 Sir John Sulston's comments arc reported from his address to the XIX
Genetics Congress, 2003, in Melbourne. Sir John shared the 2002 No bel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine, headed the British team on the Human Genome Project, [Uld
retired as Dire, tor of the Sangcr Cent er in 2002.
6 Sulston, J., & Ferry, G. (2003}. The common thread: A story ofscience.
politics, et/tics and the lwmwJ genome. UK: Bantam Press.
7 ParadiSe Now: Picturing the Genetic Revolution was sponsored by The
Bohcn Foundation, Jeromc Foundation, the Joy of Giving Something Inc., The New
York State Council on the Arts, Roy und Niul~ Tilus Foundation and m~mbers of
Exit Arl.
8 Ackroyd nnd Hnrvcy collaborated with bioehemisls fiom lhc Institute of
Grassland and Environmental Rcscnrch and received aSci-Art grant from the
Wcllcome Cenlre for Medical Science. See:
http://www .photonics.com/spcctra/npplicaticms/XQ/ASr/uoaid.165/0X!read.htm.
Acce~sed May 19, 2004.
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plate 3

CHAPTERS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE ISSUE OF CREATIVITY: PROBLF.M
SEEKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS

They say that time changes things, but you actually ha\'C to change them
yourself. (Andy Wnrhol)

Introduction
University administrators arc currently placing more and more emphasis on
quantifiable outcomes in areas such as cost per course in relation to EFTSU',
graduate employment, corporate funding of research, and the consolidation of
curriculum units into generic modules to rationalise the number of academics
required on the teaching staff. Titese initiatives are in response to variations in the
Australian Government funding to universities, but have implications for the
knowledge outcome. My experience, and that of some of the participants as
mentioned in other contexts within this thesis, is that visual arts departments lmvc
been among the first to come under the economic rationalist microscope despite the
contention that the humanities foster the innovative, lateral thinking that supports n
knowledge economy.
Issues of education and the visual arts, and notions of creativity and
innovation

~hrough

art edttcation, arc discussed in Chapter 4. In view of the recent

push by the Australian Government for innovation, in this chapter I ask the
participants for their altitudes towards the notion of creativity,

~nd

the value or

otherwise of problem seeking ~nd problem solving skills.
The use of the word

'crc~tivity'

sontc interviewees who were

linked with 'scientist' proved problematic for

adamantth~t

scientists arc not creative. Some took the

opposite stance und others ranged between the two poles. The participants'
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enthusiasm to address questions around the topics of creativity, and problem seeking
and solving skills, demonstrates a lively interest in the subjects. Many perspectives
emerge and some of the issues raised have implications for the manner in which
creativity and innovation arc addressed, not only in science and art, but in wider
applications. The extent of the link between creativity and the notion of the
'discards' is di8cusscd in Chapter I I.

Thoughts on creativity rrom recent literature
Creativity is not confined to an artistic life but extends to individuals who
seck to move out of the routine of ordered daily life and to dctcm1inc
the fom1 and content of their life, [to] experience the rebellion of life
within their own selves, and they find themselves in pro!Ound
alienation from much of the traditional culture. So they arc in the
midst of the crisis that is characteristic of creativity generally: the
crisis of estrangement, alienation, othcrness, difference. (Hofstadter,
1985,p. 203)
Ragsdcll (1996) extrapolates Hofstadtcr's outlook to the corporate world. As
organisational management becomes increasingly complex the ability to think
creatively will be critical, she asserts. Ragsdcll acknowledges that ·'~rcativity is a
quality that defines the arts. This is rarely the case in the sciences, in particular the
sciences of man~gemcnt" (1996, p. 141). Similarly, my research indicates that
creativity and complexity arc issncs pertinent to the successful establishment and
management of scientist and artist collaborations wh~re stereotypical attitudes arc
being clmllengcd.
In 1970, Maslow proposed that more study be applied to the sociology uf
science, and defined some differences between the 'idealized' artist and the
'idealized' scientist. He

cl~ims

the

~rtist

discovery of the idiographic (the unique,

"is usually a specialist in knowledge or
th~.

idiosyncrntic, the individual)" and that

the scientist "is a specialist in the nomothetic (the generalized, the abstract)". He also
claims that, although the artist is close to the scicutist as "problem discoverer,
questioner, or hypothcsizer", the exclusive responsibility of the scientist is as
"problem solver, checker, and certainty maker" (Maslow, t970, p. 8). Shearer and
Gould (undated) disapprove of the use of stereotypes such as those specified by
Mas low. The participants' comments also indicate that

a-.~pects

of Maslow's findings
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are not accepted univcr:sally, and my research supports more recent perceptions that
the world in which we now live is of a more h,wdisciplinary nature.
Florida (2003) argues llwt technology, talent and toler.mce arc the three keys
to developing a creative environment. His research indicates that local governments
who cultivate environments that appeal to the creative clas~es are more successful in
developing culturnl capital and vibrant economics than those who concentrate on
subsidising large shopping malls, call centres and similar ventures. In addition, he
emphasises that creativity is multidimensional and includes aspects of technological
creativity, economic creativity, and cultural and artistic creativity. Eakin (2002)
reports that the Aus/ill Amcrican-Sialesnwll requested Robert Cushing' to test se\' era I
social and cultural theories that could be related to Austin's rapid population growth.
Cushing admits to being "very sceptical of the creative-class nation". However, he
was surprised to discover that his preliminary research suggests that Florida's theory
provides "the best explanation for Austin's high-tech transformation" (cited in Eakin,
2002).
As a result of the more interdisciplinary and multidimensional attitudes
currently being encouraged, authors now appear more willing to refer to issues that
were fonncrly greeted with scepticism, derision even, such as intuition and
serendipity in science. For example, McLachlan reveals later in this chapter how his
first sci-art collaboration undermined, for him, the prevailing myths about artists and
scientists.
Intuition and serendipity
Collis (2004) deduces from the interviews he conducted with scientists, that
'sercndipitous' discoveries predominantly arrive to the prepared mind: a mind that is
prepared through research, study, and contemplation. As well as the prepared mind,
Seljcantson (2004), from the Australian Academy of Science speaking on The
Science Show: Serendipity in Science,' 2004, nominated fantasy as an asset that aids
'serendipitous' breakthroughs. She also agreed with other panel members Julian
Cribb and Brad Collis, and audience members, who claimed that many scientists
associate a relaxed state of mind with the time at which they enjoyed a 'Eureka'
moment. The majority of sciclttists Col! is interviewed, and also those present in the
audience, frequently compared this relaxed state of mind with being in a garden.
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Pressed to respond to questions about the level of government funding for science,
another panel member, the Federal Minister for Education, Science and Training, Dr
Brendan Nelson, spoke about the Australia Council's programme to support links
between science, art and creativity.
The relaxed stale of mind could be the state others recognise as 'play' and
which they claim forms a function in creativity. Recent research in psychology
addresses this subject but an in depth analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, I mention a couple of pertinent instances. Freeland (2001) asserts that our
"emotions, intellect, and imagination" are triggered by an aesthetically sensuous
object, and that this reaction is connected with "free play" (p. I4). Artists have
alluded to this stimulation over the years, and recently Katherine Hall' made a
similar observation in discussing her art practice (K Hall, personal communication,
April 02, 2004). Others who have commented on the positive role of 'piay' in
creativity include Smith (1988, pp. 153-154), and, in the literature review, Wilson
(1996), Herd (2002), and Ragsdell (1996). Indeed, Bunt acknowle(lges that some

scientific advances are serendipitous and arise when au observant scientist detects the
possibilities

in

an

unexpected

occurrence

(see

below).

These

open

acknowledgements of the role of 'play', or 'lateral investigation' call into question
the stereotypical image of the scientist

an~

nrtist. They are ulso examples of a wider

understanding and acceptance of multiple forms of functioning as proposed by
Grcene (2000).
During his collaboration with Storey, McLachlan discovered that artists do
not live according to the myths surrounding them, and, in the process, realised that
scientists, too, are not stereotypical. Misleading myths about scientists and artists
cloud the iss\\cs, according to Kemp (2000), who observes that both scientists and
artists participate in the construction of"humun mentul and physicullandscupcs". He
claims they share "structural intuitions" and applauds the way in which

"thes~

intuitions hnvc manifested themselves in the works of innovative artists and scientists
in culturally apposite ways" (Kemp, 2000, p. 7). According to Vesna (2001), both
scicutists nnd artists intuit changes in perception and materialise those changes for
society to experience nnd debate (2001, p. 122). Following from this, I note that
scientists whom Hoffmann and D11kas (1972, passim) nominate as intuitive include
Einstein, Huygens, Young, Faraday, and Maxwcll (1972, passim). As Silvennan
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(2000) reminds
s~ck

research~rs,

it is useful to look beyond mere categorisation and to

the links between subject elements (p. 825).

Political and corporate attiludes to creativity
During the 1990s, a new awareness of the part creativily could perform in
projecting Australia towards the goal of a 'creative nation' infonned the Australian
Government's initiatives of conferences and workshops to foster innovation. In 1992,
the Australian Government appointed a panel to advise it on the fonnulation of a
Commonwealth cultural policy. The Creative Nation: Commonwealth Cultural
Policy was announced in October, \994.
At one of the subsequent workshops hosted by the New Media Arts Board in
Canberra, in 1999, Bunt reports that a politician [unnamed] stated that "a well
developed and cultural Australia, to call itself a civilised 11alion, needed art
and science as a luxury to enrich its society". Bunt found it interesting that it
was the representatives of commerce in attendance who took the more positive view
of science and art and recommended that both were necessary for the good of the
country as they encouraged creativity. The politician's perception, that art and
science arc needed on the basis that they arc luxuries that enrich a society, is an
example of the altitudes the participants who advocate cross-disciplinary cducntion
wish to overcome. The perception concerning art could stem from reports connecting
Renaissance patronage of the arts with the wealthy and the church, the promotion of
the purchase of art as an investment, and the view, in some quarters, that art serves
no Useful purpose. Tile participants suggest that the exhibition of 'difficult' art work
with inaccessible didactic panels also encourages the allitulle tlmt art is elitist. In
relation to science, I contend that it is a problematic exercise to endeavour to
construct a framework to support a claim that science is a 'luxury'.
In another move to encourJgc diversity, creativity, innovation, and
commercialisation of new ideas, the Australian Government and corporations
combined to establish the 2004 Australian INNOVATION Festival, with the theme
"Learning, Living, Creating".

How~ver,

Bucklcy and Conomos' (2004)

co~tend

that

the Australian Research Council's (ARC) funding policy for art encourages artists
"to develop

r~search

projects that do not represent their primary intellectual concerns

as artists but do fit neatly into the ARC funding categories" (p. 40). TI1eir concerns
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reflect those ofMcLachl~n, allhough his relate to an international view and not to an
Australian perspective in particular. Bucklcy and Conomos also claim that the
H~rvard Bu~incss

Review (HBR),

Febru~ry

2004, reports that Australia was rated

outside the top 15 countries on a creativity index designed

~s

an indicator "of a

country's ability to achieve growth" {2004, p. 40). However, Florida's (2004) HBR
article cited figures from a survey, Europe in Ilia Creative Age,' Table 4: The EuroCreativity !nd~x. with the USA listed
Austrnli~

as a comparison to Europe. His reference to

states:

Other [italics added] research indicates that Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand have built dynamic creative climates. Toronto and
Vancouver, Canada, and Sydney and Melbourne in Australia compete
very well with mnjor U.S. regions like Chicago and Washington, DC.
(Florida, 2004, p. 15)
Buckley's and Conomos' article prompted a riposte from Thomas' (2004)
who calculates that the recipients of ARC grants from arts and architecture "have
increased from 8 per cent in 1996 to 17 per cent in 2003 within the humanities and
creative arts fields" (M. Thomas, 2004, p. 39). A case in point is the ARC Discovery
Grant awarded to Professors J Chan and N Brown, of the University of New South
Wales, for research titled "The making of creative artists". The project is designed to
ex~mine

how creativity is developed among artists.' The acceptance of proposals of

this nature might encoumge university administrators to join commerce and the
Au:1tralia Council to support the continuation, if not the expansion, of the presence of
visual art departments in universities.

Problem seeking m1d problem solving skills ond the creative process
In tliis thesis 1 have linked creativity with problem seeking aml problem

salving ski!ls hceausc, while I agree with Zolberg (1990) that their particular
characteristics can differ, I consider them complementary. She suggests thot
sdcntists and artists share some characteristics in problem solving but differ in that
sdcnce

"emphasizes

intellectual

communication"

and

art

requires

the

"communication of subjective knowledge", and adds that problem finding skill is
vital in the modem world where innovation is prized (1990, pp. 121-122). Minsky
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(1990) ascribes both problem seeking and problem solving skills to artists {pp. 230.

231). Here again, education is regarded as integral to this process.
Refonn to educate for creativity was a notion introduced in Australia in 1943
by Sir Herbert Rea(\, according to Smith (1988), who explains that the idea was to
"tmin a different power of mind than mtionality- creativity in general". This was a
false assumption, Smith asserts, because, in his opinion, creativity does not lie in the
subject being taught, for example art, "but in the manner in which a subject, any
subject, is taught".
Read's false theory has led teachers of art and craft to make false
claims for their subject that carmot be sustained. And it has led to a
damaging distinction between professionalism in art, which is
concerned with skills in the production ofu special kind of object, and
the proposal by art teachers that their business is to draw out creativity
in general. {B. Smith, 1988, pp. 54-55)
Tile manner in which visual art students arc streamed will channel their
approach to problem seeking and problem solving, predicts Caves (2000, p. 22).
Those students streamed towards a commercial art practice will adopt the altitude
that their employcr(s) will provide the problem and the studem will provide the
solution. On the other hand, the students anticipating a fine art practice will be
"successful at spelling novel prof..lerns and solving them in fruitful und compelling
ways". Caves (2000) indicates that students who embrace the problem seeking and
solving path find their rewards "not from the work but ill the work, rewards derived
not from the product but obtained in the proces-s of production". He locates a
correlation between a problem-solving art practice and scientific research hut
qualifies this by claiming that the artist will formulate the

"prohl~m

and solution

internally, in a way that is perhaps not really self-articulated", and the process will
lack "scientific predsion" (p. 22).
Long concurs: "lt is the creative process that creates both art, and, to
some degree, science" he says, despite the advent of new technologies. The
differences he discerns between creutive processes i11 art and sci.!nce ure that
scientists arc less creative in that "scientists start off with a specialised area, with
data ... and rely on new discoveries or designing new experiments et cetera"
and the creativity derives from the lateral thinking or interpretation, whereas art
comes from the "more classical side of the mind" and is required "to create
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something new in order to present somethii!g that has not been seen
before."Th.e patterns from the research data indicate

!~at

we are at the threshold of a

transcendence of distinct dichotomies between artists and scientists, see Kcmmis and
McTaggart (2000).
Elaborating, Umg suggests that imagination is useful to scientists as it can
assist them to illustrate and to convey the data from their scientific papers to the
public and

thcrcb~'

cnCOltrage community cnthusiasPI and support for their work. As

discussed in Chapter 6, imaginative artists have assisted Long in the illustration of
difficult palacontologic concepts "that have not been seen befc-"1"' both for the
Western Australian Museum and in the books he has written. Hill,"' a gcolo6ist, also
suggests that, due to perceived dimculties with communication, perhaps scientists
should be ere~ live in the ,·,ay they present their expl~notions.
Castlcde11 considers problem seeking and problem solving skills essential for
an artist and enjoys dmllcngcs in both her art practice and in her teaching. She
perceives that a student who is sc3rching for a way to negotiate a probt...m is a
student who is doing quite well. Although she had not thought about it previously,
Cast1ed~n

senses that there could he a parallel between scientists and artists in this

area.
Calls ami Zurragrce that
basically artists are problem seekers, !hey generate problems
to solve. The problem artists are trying to solve is how to tell the
story, and the problem for the scientists Is how to gain the
kr1ow!edge in pure scien!iflc terms. So, here, it is supposedly
the subjeclive and the objective collidin(l, although lots of good
scientists have found that their solution is by being able tc tell
their story better. (Calls and Zurr)
The dilemma that scientists face, to be "abla to tell their story better", is a
recurrent theme throughout this research. A circumstance which Catts and Zurr have
C.'{pericnccd at SymbioticA supports the i!lca that artists are problem seekers and
problem solvers. At SymbioticA, participants arc welcome from many different
disciplin~.<

but it appears t!oat it is the artists who arc the most likely people to

become involved in collaboration with a scientist in the wet laboratory. Calls and
Zurr hnve discovered th11t artists seem more willing to "go native" in tile

t~boratory,

and to he mor~ cw,fortablc making mistakes. "Artists can celebrate fa~ure"

'/.07

opines Catts. (However, most funding criteria do not entertain the notion of failure as
a vaiid part of the process of discovery). As an example of different crossdisciplinary approaches, Catts cites Um incident of an anthropologist [unnamed) who
was very interested in the scientific )lfOmis~ oftissue engineering as a way to retllace
the illegal trade in organ transplants. However, after three hours, the anthropologist
left SymbioticA and did not retum. Clearly, the wet laborutory environment does not
appeal to everyone. An artist and research participant, Clancy, enjoyed her residency
at SymbioticA as discussed in Chapter 3. The disparity does not indicate a statistical
difference, but it may give an insight into disciplinary differen~e. The experience! of
Joc Davis in laboratories in the USA are discussed in Chapter 6.
From

h~r

collaborative experiences, Claney says that there arc different ways

of looking at problems, and them is a different research language in tenus of the
questions

ask~d

by artists and

sci~ntists.

Her perception is that problem seeking and

problem solving cannot be separated because to solve a problem you have to seek a
problem. "You have to think of a question in order to ask it." In her opinion,
problem seeking and problem solving skills are "really, really important for
artists". Although many people who study at art school do not continue with their art
practice afler leaving, Clancy subscribes to the view "that learning to think
creatively is really valuable for society", an issue reflected upon above. Another
factor she raises is that "working with art is a lot about decision mailing". An
example of this is the knowledge of when "to let go of the work, when it is
resolved, and realising that the work has its own integrity", u vital question for
generations of artists. Clancy emphasises that problem solving skills impinge on
many areas of urt practice

<~no.!

artists nrc aware of several factors: for example, that

problem solving skills apply in art related philosophical, financial and physical
nwttcr:s; that art is not about compromise; that it is necessary for an artist to remain
focusscd and dedicated to the concept; and that artists need to find their own
solutions. As un example of an artist who chooses or finds

a~sthctic

problems,

Cloncy cites Melbourne bused artist, Kathy Tcmin, who examines spatial problems
and who~c works have titles such as Corner, Green ami Brown Problem.
Cleworth, who has not been involved in a sci-art collaboration,

d~c\arcs

he

hos limited knowledge of scientific methodology, but, from what he has rcJd and
heJrd, it appears to him that creative scientists have similar processes to creative
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~rtists.

He describes the creative process as one which involves "lateral thinking"

and the opportunity

·~o

go off on tangents for very long periods of time". Of

course, such a process is not acceptable when there is pressure
economic outcome. Therefore, for Cleworth, the

cre~tive

app!i~d

for an

process in art mtrrors that

in science, except that art is a cultural product. Here I intmjcct to observe that, in my
view, this distinction is blurred with sci-art such as Worry Dolls and Pigs Wings. The
works arc products of a scientific laboratory setting. The works arc exhibited by
people who arc reviewed as artists. Titc works are tcmted 'sd-art'.
In Edmondston's estimation, undergraduate science traininB helps develop
both problem seeking and problem solving skills, but she advises that overall
definitions arc difficult due to the different levels and the di!Tcrent skills involved.
With regard to the relevance of problem seeking and solving skills to an artist,
Edmondston speculates that, in a sci-art collaboratic•n, "if the scientist and the
artist were open-minded and inquisitive then that could work quite welt,
whereas if the parties came In with a completely different philosophy that
could be a problem."
Problem seeking skills arc an important activity, a highly regarded skill, for
artists who work to improve in this area, according to Kuhaupt. He reasons that
artists use problem solving skills to create the art work, and to resolve the results of
research and artistic exploration into "some sort of form ... the actual form you
are after".
This idea of the artist's ability tc resolve the results of research and
exploration into an appropriate 'fonn', and the prospect of new ideas emerging
through the stimulation of latewl thinking when artists and scientists collaborate, is
highlighted by Lauric Andcrson's association with NASA. Her appointment is
discussed in Chapter 6. On top of the beneficial possibilities mentioned here,
Andcrson's appointment is possibly related to addressing public sensitivity to
NASA's ill-fated Challenger, 1986, and Columbia, 2003, projects, and the building
of better communication between the organisation and the community. As stated
previously,
scientists.

~cveral

participants claim communication is a key issue for many

Long declares that, although some scientists and scientific organisations may
have problems with communication skills, all good scientists need good problem
solving skills in order to qualify for a PhD. As Bunt would have it, probkms with
comllJunication skills often evolve because scientists become caught up in their own
specialist world, but communication skills are becoming increasingly important to
scientist; based in universities and government institutions who arc regularly
required to deal with the media, and to account for public expenditure. Therefore, art
in the broad se me, not just visual art but writing, and literature, can play a part, he
states. I suggest that the intense pressure to write successful !;!110t applications
constitutes another impemtive for scientists to explain their research, or proposed
research, to a wider audience.
In his area of !Jhysics, Mcikle identifies "problem seeking and problem
solving abilities as being at the heart or a good productive and creative
scientist." Acknowledgint: his

l~ck

of familiarity with art practices, Mciklc assumes

that these skills would be just as important for an artist, and he posits there is an
"overlap between the skill set that an artist has or needs and the skill set that
a scientist needs." Problem seeking skills include the ability to identify the
questions that arc worth asking, and, as Mciklc would have it, problem solving skills
relate to architecture more than the visual arts.
I think architecture is a good example of where the practitioner
needs the ability to solve problems all the time because they
are continually trying to grapple with the clash between form
and function. For example, how do we make something that is
actually sound but also aesthetically pleasing? (Mcikle)
Meikle assumes that all artists would face similar dilemmas and need
problem seeking and problem solving skills as well as the skills to convey ''what it is
they are trying to say in whatever medium they choose to use." The flexibility
in choice of form correlates with MeLachlan's views on flexibility in choice of
avenues of exploration.
McLachlan notes "many parallels between scientists and artists as
kinds of people" including their need for the "fiexlbility to explore" new
discoveries as they present themselves. He admits that this is an "Un'lxpected"
realisation for him as he had "probably bought slightly into the myth that artists
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()ifferent areas of the brain. Together, these tw0 fields arc changing
not only what we understand about perception, but also what we
understand about consciousness. (Cathcart, 2001, January 15)
If humanity is to meet the dmllenges of the 'creative' and 'innovative'
community that govcmmcnts envisage, the populace needs problem seeking and
problem solving skills. Brycc" {2004) reminds his audience that, in t"hc future,
"talented thinkers who know how to create ideas" will be in demand, and that
"capital will flow to the areas of our economy that provide the environment for
creative thinking" (p. 11).
Scientists arc not 'creating'
Similarities may exist in all human creativity, says Wolpert (2002), but that
there is any particular similarity between artists ar.d scientists is not established. He
continues: "The similarity between art and science is even less than that between
billiards and rugby both ofwhich at least u~c a hall".
Bunt agrees. He suggests that the hypothesis that artists and scientists arc
both 'creating' is false. He posits that, although they might physically be doing the
same thing on the bench, their motivation and thoughts arc totally different. He views
this as positive because it can initiate new developments.
"Scientists don't solve problems", says Bunt, when asked about problem
seeking and problem solving skills. "Science Identifies problems and finds
problems." Although he acknowledges his

c~planation

as a generalisation, Bunt

suggcs!s '·engineers solve problems, scientists find problems, and artists
make problems". He elaborates: "scientists are not really looking to solve
problems, they are looking to find what Is there and, if that leads to more
quP.~tions,

all well and good." He adds that the hypothesis a scientist proposes may

or may not be imaginative and creative, but the hypothesis is ''worthless until it has
been shown to be true or not true, that it is false or not false"'. This position
concurs with Karl Popper (1902-1994), who proposes that the scientific upproach is
based on the disproving of hypotheses, or the failure to disprove them. Bunt
identifies "good challenging art" as art that invents or creates tensions, so that
"things which are not necessarily there are created", as mentioned in Chapter
11. Here Bunt identifies artlhDI creates ten~ions as being challenging, while Dunbar
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claims that a factor common to most of the creative scientists in his research "is their
ability to take risks" (Dunbar, 1997, p. 489}.

Se~cantson

(2004) also identifies

mavericks and risk-takers as being among those who have contributed to progress in
science.
Bunt suggests that scientists may need to be creative in their approach to a
tedmique or to technological problems. In this sense, scientists, artists and engineers
may all have to be creative, to find problems, and to solve problems, at different
times, but their core motives differ. As with other researchers, scientists aim to create
new knowledge, not to make something new, which is a different exercise. Bunt
clilillls that "'Why' is the central word for any good scientist, whereas 'how' is
the word for an engineer." Major bcneiicialleaming experiences to emerge from
the sci-art interdisciplinary interaction include the knowledge and greater
understanding the parties gain from the different ways in which other disciplines
work.
Question 5, to me, raises one of the very, very impDrtant things
that come out of sci-art -that the parties involved have to team
that of each other -that there is a real, real difference. One of
the biggest learning experiences of scl-art collaboration is, I
think, what the difference is, what creativity is, and the way
artists work. Artists work in such a different way because, for an
artist, it doesn't really matter how you gel to your truth or your
problem solving if it creates what you want to create. For a
scientist, the methodology Is crucial, and, for an engineer, the
situation is more like that of an artist. For an engineer it doesn~
matter how you get \here as long as it works. (Bunt)
Minsky (1990} sees it lli!Tercntly. He claims that, when he discusses with his
friends the "common belief' that scientists think ratiomlly and artists think
intuitively, he "of\en find[s] quite the opposite".
Yes, scientists tend to be conscious and deliberate when they work on
the lietails of their s11ojects, but they only rarely dwell upon the
question of how they ·~t their ideas - while our artists (if they arc
different at all) arc less concerned with performances, but tend to
reflect a goad deal more about haw to dcvclllp their concepts and
skills. (Minsky, 1990, p. 23~J
Some scientist~ may not be aware of"how they get their ideas", but Einstein
thought in visual imagery first, followed by words, explains Miller (1995), a process
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similar to the way in which Miro thought: "i b~gin painting and as I paint the picture
begins 10 assert itself, or suggest itself, under my brush .... The first stage is free,
unconscious .•. the second stage io carefully calculated" (Miller, 1995, p. 190).
Instances of this

~xperience ~re

discussed in Chapter 11.

Bunt hypothesises that scientists create new knowledge by finding out what
was already there but not already known, butt hat artists create something that did not
exist before. He nominates Einstein's theory of relativity as an example of scientific
thought, and proposes thnt if Einstein had not existed, it would not have been long
before someone else developed the theory of relativity. In
that if Beethoven had not existed, the

contras~

Bunt proposes

s•h Symphony would not have been created.

Bunt points out that Kuhn also postulates that most scientific investigations are
waiting to

h~ppen

and that developments arc triggered by a paradigm shift or

revolution in thinking. As stated above, Bunt predicts that an observant scientist can
precipitate a serendipitous moment. The development of the first double helix model
for DNA is a further example: although Watson and Crick published their work first,
other scientists, such as Fr.mklin, were already discussing such a model.
Brndshuw" (2004) spe<:ulates that fraud in reporting scientific research is on
the inc<easc and affirms that the pressure to publish is a contributing factor which
also affects creativity.
If the foundations of observational facts arc faulty, the whole c~ificc
[of science] cnn collapse. And there, nowadays is the rub:
administrators, an accursed bean-counting tribe which has escaped the
confines of corporate big business to "manage" the creative process of
scientific inquiry (an oxymoron, if ever there was one!) now seck to
impose quantal values upon its "products" (another misuse of
language), the research papers publishing the findings. (Bradshuw,
2004)
Scientists arc not the only group affected by the new managerial attitudes,
and artists arc among those whose creative processes and products arc subject to the
imposition of quantal values by the new regimes emanating from institutions and
corporations.
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A new

phllosophic~l

construct of the 'two cultures'

In relation to problem seeking, contrary to C P Snow's (1993) notion of two
cultures theory, Nicholls envisages "science and art not on a straight line with
scientists at one elld alld artists at the olher end but as a circle."
I think that theoretical scientists go so close to theoretlcal artists
that, if you had a long line of theoretical science through to
practical art, up to the real esoteric art, it would not be one long
line with them at either end. Actually, I think they join in the
middle with the two theoretical ones, and that the theoretical
science overlaps the theoretical art and philosophy which is
problem seeking. (Nicholls)

Does technology drive creativity in ~rt and science'!
Technologr as tool
Bcnjamin secs technology as a tool; it is "not the voice", and it is up to the
artist to choose which tool to use to allow the voice to manifest itself. Clancy agrees
and elaborates: technology is not driving art or science but it is a ''two-way split".ln
her view, artists respond to new technology, and scientists instigate new
developments when they need new

w~ys

of working. Clancy adds that, ranging from

"a piece of rock" to the latest advance, whatever technology the m1ist adopts, it
does not clwnge the crc~tive drive oft he user.
Clancy borrows from Munster to support her view that "science and art
are constantly being reinvented" through the availability of fresh technologies.
The reinvcntion of science .wd art through new technologies, that Clancy asserts,
satisfies the conditions for a dialectical process. Munster prefers the tenn
hybridisation to

coll~boration

to describe "nashpoints" when science and

~rt

arc

temporarily alit,'llcd due to tcchnologie~l innovations:
drawing from the work of Bruno Latourl"l who argues that the
technical object creates a network of meanings us it meanders acro~s
disciplines and boundaries, producing itself as a hybrid of natural,
cultural, aesthetic, and scientific spheres. Technical objects, especially
in contemporary culture, arc produced as in-mixing of biologicul,
political, sociul and aesthetic spheres. In turn, the v~riable borders
between sdencc and art, natura and culture, technic~! and human, arc
themselves rc-dral'.'ll through these historical, proccssual (sic]
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nctworkings such th~t they may be variously opposed or brought into
relations of conjunction. (Munster, 2001, pp. 19-20)
Artists involved in the new networks around technology have had input into
the upsurge in available techniques and technologies, declares Ca.stleden. The advent
of these new technologies has been "fantastic" in that it has provided opportunities
for the opening up and expanding of artistic practices, but Ca.stlcden does not believe
that technology is driving what art is about. Nevertheless, she reports that some
students complain that it may take weeks to learn a new computer software
programme to achieve a mediocre result, to which Castleden responds that "it may
take someone else years to learn how to make a paintbrush do what it does
with the paint and the medium". However, Ca.stlcdcn detects a correlation
between art that is totally bused on technology, and that critiques technology, and
painting that is about painting, that critiques itself and is self-referential; work which
she does not rind challenging or engaging. In her own practice, Castlcdcn uses a
digital camera, digital imaging, and the

interne~

as tools to aid her research but the

technologies do not define her art. She concludes that, although many artists engage
with new technological developments which offer new realms of investigation,
commentary and critique, they have retained their innate creative processes.
Piccinini expressc> similar views in that technology has provided her with
new tools, but it has not changed her creative process. Similar to Castlcden, she
defines work that is solely about

tccbnolog~·

as lacking in cngugcmcnt. In computer

based work, Piccinini's preference is for a product that addresses aspects of human
life but in which the technology becomes invisible.
According to Crogan and Scanlon {2004), the separation between the artist
and the manufacture of her creations, due to her contmcting technical experts to
realise her ideas, leads to a "disjunction between her work and its subject matter ..
Piccinini is, ironical!y, as abstracted from their creation as arc scientists from the
social consequences of the biotechnologies they develop" (p. 38).
Calls observes that Piccinini's work deals with similar issues to that of the
TC&A but from a "fantasy perspective". For Cregan and Scanlon, this perspective
is a "c\ltc-rcncx" (2004, p. 38). Tin1ms {2004b) argues that Piccinini's 11te Yo1111g
F,ui/y establishes a communication with the public because it is not didactic and

inaccessible, nor is it elitist. The work has "inventiveness and [a] sense of fun" and
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these lead to ''thought and contemplation", he claims. However, Timms also asserts
that Piccinini's work "takes the new and unfamiliar, then normalises them by fiHing
them into the fabric of what is known .... By that means, it helps us to overcome our
fear of the new" (p. 172). The 'normalising' of the unfhmiliar is raised in the
discussion of the role of artists with biotechnological practices, as some participants
express concerns that work that illustrates does not critique the new developments,
and could encourage complacency rather than debate within the community.
Bunt queries whether science is just providing the ut1ist with new materials
with which to work; for exantple, a move from working in stone to working in cells.
Most professional artists arc aware of the interaction between the concept and the
form of expression. As Stiles (1996) says, "Like law, art and science concentrate on
the definition and redefinition of fonn in order to chart justice, truth, and valnc" (p.
304). Bunt points out that working with cells offers the dimension of an active,
b'Towing, art work and artists previously have explored ways to make work in which
the art work itself continues to change after it leaves the artist's studio. For example,
in 1999, at the Bunbury Regional Art Galleries, Mark D'Arcy exhibited aesthetically
composed wall pieces of various metals that had been acted upon by acid. A small
aperture in the work, strategically placed, allowed fluid from small containers at the
back to seep through onto the front surfJcc gradually eroding or acting upon the
metal facade.
Meikle also does not agree that technology is driving art or

~cience

but is

aware that there is a danger that tlmt could happen. A way to keep that possibility "in
check" is "to recognise that technology is really just a vehicle". The scientist
can use technology as "a vehicle to answer the difficult questions that they are
trying to address", and, for an artist, "it is really a vehicle to express their ideas
or their concepts".
If you make the technology the ceiltrepiece of the art or
science, then there is a danger that it might start to actually
control what you are doing and to control the creative
process .... If technology were in control of what a particular
scientist or research group were doing, then, by definition, it Is
not good science and will not have lasting significance. I would
say it would probably be the same for art. If technology is at lhe
core of what artists are doing rather than the art, then it is not
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good art, and it is probably not going to be lasting either.
{Meikle)
Nicholls concurs with Meikle and advocates that technology will only drive
art and science if it is allowed to do so, and that art and science are fundamentally
behin~

the development of technology, not the other way around. Society should

decide which technologies it will pick up and use, advises Nicholls. Technology can
be used in an art form, but the creativity in "real art" comes back to the way the
artists me thinking, and the message they wish to express, Nicholls remmks. Science
and medicine nre using nm10tcchnology to develop small devices that can be
implanted into the human body, but she concludes that it is science i!nd society's
needs that drive technology, not technology that drives scien<;e.
Cleworth reminds us that, historically, technological developments have had
a profound effect on western art, as exemplified by the fascination with perspective
and geometry during and since the Renaissance. For him, some artists wiH always
want to engage with new and potential discoveries in the language of the fine arts,
ani.! Cleworth does not consider the question of whether technology is driving art or
scieuee as being significant. Although technological developments have provided
new ways to be creative, Clcworth surmises that technology has not altered the
fundamental human creative process.
McLachlan suggests that technology enables art but, in accord with Cleworth,
he finds that it does not really impact on the creative process. '1t is only when a
new technology Is invented that it is applied, often in lots of ways which were
not foreseen,

in fact, applications that were

unimagined when the

technologies were invented." Technology, for McLachlan, is not driving art or
science nor does he see it as being cremivc in itself. Andcrson" (undated) observes
that technologies mediate both art and science, and that "every new medium which
technology brings into being re fashions the relationship between art and society,
and the horizons ofseicnce, ill non-linear ways."
Zurr implicates capitalist society that relics on newer and newer products, and
its concept that progress is the "main thing", in the drive for technology to expand,
but she think~ artists arc suited to testing and to scrutinising the new technologies,
and to raising any questions that derive from new developments. Catts agrees with
Zurr, but adds that "the sad llting about the situation is the fact that the force
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that drives scientific research Is capital and the dlstribulion of it". He believes
that the corporations and institutions that provide the funding arc inclined to direct
their funds to research they think will develop appropriate and profitable applications
for them. Here Cntts raises a contentious and important Issue: he proposes that it is
the power stn1cturc tlmt controls the directions in which our knowledge is being
applied and that it is this structure that should be critiqucd and analysed.
I would like to reflect here that the tool adopted, whether it is a new
tcrhnology or not, is a crucial clement in the fonn of the creative output of the user.
In an art practice. nomm!ly, that choice of equipment is guided by the creative intent
(If the artist, given, of course, that it is an ideal world and all options arc available.
However, creative artists are not limited by technology as they have no rigid
framework in which to operate and have the opportunity to problem solve and invent
solutions to deficiencies inthc equipment to hand. This adaptability is a hallmark of
an art practice and another area of creativity where artists develop skills in lateral
thinking. As Smith (1988) points out, before the scpnration of art from the crafts and
trades in the fifteenth century, the Greek tee/me, or ars, referenced art as skill (p. 10).
In his view, the artist as "technical hero" emerged in the latter part of the nineteenth
century in response to the death of the artist as "political hero" following the tragic
experiences ofDavid, Goya and Courbet (p. 25).
Technology as an innuence on nrt and science
BEAP, 2004, featured complex technology, but, as Blond (2004c) would
have it:
This exhibition is well worth seeing for some of the fascinating
questions it raises about science. As an art show, however, it is not as
successful because too many of the works arc dominated by
technology. Instead of art using technology to widen its see~'-' and
possibilities, in many cases art has been used merely as a way of
displaying science. (p. l I)
Kuhaupt asserts that technology has always driven science and art, and art
reflects the technology of the times. However, he recognises that the situation is
more dynamic and interconnected, and holistic, tlmn his assertion indicates, and he
identifies social, political and environmental factors as issues that influence the
situation.
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Science and

t~chnology

are not the same thing, asserts Long, despite titles

such as Institute of Science and Technology which really mean that they deal with
both science and technology. "Science fuels technology and drives it" he podts.
Long explains the process as "new scientific discoveries and innovalions can
become the technologies of the future, and technology is the application or
the science into a useful or economic product". Therefore, "science drives
technology, and technology drives science in the economic forum". Further,
Long thinks technology can drive art into different areas and
gelling away from the simple painting or sculpture of the old
days, we can now have completely integrated computer art, or
art that is technologically driven by scientific idP.as. The
randomness, the mathematics of it, can come up with ideas and
concepts that can then be integrated with new technologies to
present engaging, new forms of art. So, the rec.trklions of art in
the past can be completely opened to a WholtJ range of new
arts of the future. (Long)
Andcrson (undated) suggests that

sci-arti~ts

could consider themselves as

"simply exploring the boundaries of their domain" instead of considering
"themselves as working in science and art". He also contents that projects on "the
'scbrt' web site often appear to be fim1ly in the artist's domain, patronised by the
scientist" who views them as '·an interesting application or sideline". For Anderson,
"the medium is the message, and the scientist's input is frequently not visible other
than through its communication by tbe artist".
Bunt was brief in response to suggestions that technology is driving art and
science rather than vice versa. "Yes. Very much so" he declares. However, Bunt
avers that in relation to radical changes in society, science, in the fonn of projects
like the Huntan Genome Project, and advances in computer technology, is leading
the way. These radical advances have implications for personal freedom and the
security of infonnation, and are linked to other issues that warrant careful
consideration and debate, he says. Although he agrees that artists initiated many
developments in the ways computers are used, he as .-rts that electrical engineers
pioneered the

tcchnolo~y.

Bunt claims there is a danger "I irrelevance for art if it

fails to engage with contemporary major issues such as developments in science and
technology and, to support his argument, he relics on Kac, an artist who works with
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n~w

biotechnologies, who believes that paintiqg lost its

rclcv~nce

due to the advent

of photography.
Summary
The research daw suggests that the skills learnt in the field of creativity arc
multidimensional and interdisciplinary, and stand to benefit, not only artistic life, but
governments, co:porations and the wider community. For Florida {2003),
technology, talent and tolerance are key ingredients for a creative sOJcicty.
An interdisciplinary colbboration between art and science enhances the
possibilities to blurr boundaries, to challenge prevailing layers of understanding, aml
to discredit the traditional myths of the 'idealised' artist and the 'idealised' scientist.
Interdisciplinary postures also increase the likelihood of openness to suggestions of
intuition and serendipity in ~cience anC othcc specialities where such matters
previously were greeted wit~ scepticism. An educated, 'prepared', mind, that is
'rcl~xed'

and open to laterai investigation and th!ltasy, is recommen::led to permit

ideas to flow freely, and the concept of the polynmth is discussed in Chapter 11.
A consensus among participants on the difference in motivation between the
scientist and the artist appears unallainablc. Some proposed factors emerge: for
example, scientists rely on new discoveries of what was already Utero but not already
known, and the design of new experiments;

scienti~ts

could benefit from creative

approaches in the dissemination of their research data; scientists and artists use
difTcrcnl research languages and processes; scientists and artists have similar creative
processes but the products differ, that is, art is [usually] seen as a cultural product;
scientists and artists both nee<.! 'ncxibility' to explore issues; collaborations between
scientists and artists assist in diminishing prevailing sterwtypcs and myths; and
scicmists and artists who take risks are seen to have creative abilitic.>. Perhaps it
would be prudent to qualify the last

fu~tor

wit'.t 'acceptable' risks, although even this

is difficult in a climate of accountability.
The interviews reveal that artists are apparently more open to taking risks and
facing unusual missions in new surroundings than others. For example, the artists
emerge us the most likely group to integrate successfu!ly into laboratory
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environments, such us SymbioticA, and I speculate here that this could be due, in
part, to the majority of artists being adaptable to, and interested in, new technologies.
The majority of participants believe that a new fonn of technology is
regarded by artists as a tool or a vehicle that does not change the creative process
itself, and others understand new technologies as a means te rein vent science and art.
They also suggest that artists have had input into the development of configurations
for new digital technologies, that technology is not creative in itself, and that art and
science arc fundamentally behind the development of technology, not vice versa.
One participant anim1s that society should be the arbiter of which technologies will
be adopted, but, for professional artists, it is usually essential that the choice of
materials, implements or technologies to be employed in the creation of an art work
accords with their creative intent.
Bunt comments that, with regard to

biotechn~logical

developments, science

is 'just providing' new materials for artists; for example, moving from working with
stone to working with cells. He may have regarded it as 'just' providing new
materials but, in this regard, I detect a dialectical influence. Sdencc, in developing
the stem cells, has collided with art in that it has produced a new mode of artistic
construction, n hybrid that straddles science and art. Some participants signal that the
implications for society of these new materials and new technologies, and the radical
changes they could bring, arc issues that warrant debate.
Science and art differ in that science accentuates intellectual communicati()n
and art accentuates the communication of subjective knowledge, according to
Zolbcrg (1990), but the participants and others identify many similarities. Problemseeking and problem-solving skills arc seen by most as very important to scientists
and artists. Another parallel between

seienti~ts

and artists is their need [Qr the

flexibility to explore new territory, their desire to bring about major change, and their
endeavour to be the first 'to do sometlu'ng'. Nevertheless, Bunt sbtes that scientists
arc not 'creating', but that their research is creating new knowledge of what is
already there.
Capitalist society's perceived push for consumerism, and the intent of the
corpordtions and institutions that f1md research, prompt two participnnts to
recommend that a critique and analysis be conducted of the power structure that
controls the directions in which our knowledge is being chmmellcd and applied.
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Although Long believes that science drives tcclmology, ~nd teclmology drives
science in the economic forum, Bunt believes that technology is driving art and
science. Nevertheless, Bunt warns that art is in danger of becoming irrelevant if it
fails to engage with major contemporary issues represented by recent technological
udv~nccs

in science and medicine. Adding to this, Nicholls depicts the relationship

between science and art as circular rather than linear, a view different from that held
by Snow and others.
Throughout this chapter, it is the seitntist participants who have contributed
many of the insights into creativity and innovation, ~nd who have instigated the
discussion about the 'discards'. This circumstance is indicative of the manner in
which they have been open to collaborative projects with artists. McLachlan, in
particular, hus been acknowledged with a prestigious award for his innovation in
combining art with mcdicaltmining.
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CHAPTER9

ATTITUDES TOWARDS PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY IN ART
PRACTICE

Tlie problems of the painter arc the problems of the philosopher,
the enigmas of our k11owledge of the Cl'tcrnal world. (Gauss, 1966,
p. 99)

Introduction
The participants were asked "To what extent do you think philosophical or
theoretical considerations influence art of all persuasions today?" Art history was not
mentioned specifically but those interviewees who wished to comment on that area
were encouraged so to do. Other innuenccs on art practice that arc identified in this
chapter inclw.lc the convergence of daily life with artistic and scientific endeavours.
The Influence of philosophy and theory in art practice
Aristotle was the first to reco!,'llisc art "as an object of knowledge", according
to Agacinski (2000), and thereby to marry art to theury (p. 95). Agacinski's chapter,
Theoretical excess: Transfomlations of painting, concludes that:
theory as a discourse on what is to be seen in painting must not be a
way of transcending the work to its meaning. 11 is a discourse which,
exceeding art as a work (travail et ocuvre; labour unU opus)
contributes to its appearance or attests, a posteriori, that art lms
lmppcned, (Agacinski, 2000, p. 105)
Bcnjamin, who agrees that art with a "sense of meaning" includes
philosophical and

thcor~tical consid~rations

"in the mix", maintains that, if the work

becomes over-burdened with such ddibcrations, it can become self-conscious.
According to Gadamer's obituary, meaning, for him, was influenced by the
metaphysical ethos in modem Gcnnan poetry and one of the values of his philosophy
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was his insistence that poets ''help us to restore the wholeness and spirituality that
have been lost to science. Culture is valuable because it shows us truth as a
possession and the other person's voice as its revelation" (Obituary, 2002, p. t2).
Because art "is not only a material production but has material effects" in the worl(l,
Tilley (1991) decrees as "unhelpful" Gadamer's persistence with the function of the
individual because it rules out the input of the "collective". Tillcy prefers Jamcson's
model wherein instead of relating the emotions and apprehensions contained within
the art work to the individual, with their ''personalized experiences", the meaning; is
tnmsferrcd to a "collective process" (p. 152). These notions have implications for
contempowry traditional urt, sci-art collaborations, other new media, and the
adaptation of art for science communication purposes, be<:ausc Tilley argues t!mt, in
certain circumstances, power accrues to art as a politically active creation. It is the
perceived power of art to provoke debate, or dialectical tension, that Catts illld Zurr
aim to harness for their bio-art installations
Baudelairc's contribution to our understanding; of art sways Mayne
(Baudelaire & Maync, 1995). "Painting (or poetry, or music) exists in its own right;
it has nothing to do with politics (or philosophy, or archaeology),

~ven

though in

certain conditions it may appeal, in a greater or lesser dcg.ree, to a spectatur who is
concerned with these things" (p. xviii). Many of the participants do not agree with
Baudelairc as they believe that, through their work, artists can critique political,
social and cultural issues. However, Wilson (2002) is adamant that artists need to be
clear about their own theoretical standpoint due to the influence of critical and
pootmodernist theory in contemporary art discourse. He delineates three possible
courses of action fer artists who

~ngage

with the new teclmological developments:

(1) continue a modcmist practice of art linked with adjustments for
the contemporary era; (2) develop a unique postmodemist art built
around deconstruction at its cote; [and] (3) develop a practice focused
on elaboruting the possibilities of new technology. In reality, the work
of artists interweaves these approaches. (pp. 25-26)
While Wilson categorises the potential activities of the artist who wishes to
engage with new media within three parameters, Stiles (1996) positions the nexus
between art and science as follows:
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The imagination that pictures, researches, ami seeks to engage in the
transformation of all substance bclo11gs to the alchemical minds of the
scientist and the artist, both of whom approach the philosopher's
stone. Scientific formulas and equations have been described as being
elegant and beautiful, just as an artist's works may be scientifically
informed and technologically constructed. Artists and scientists act in
the intersection between the natural and the constructed. Like law, art
and science concentrutc on the definition and redefinition of foml in
order to chart justice, truth, and value. (1996, p. 384)
The modern world is "dependent on theory" and so is contemporary art,
confirms Weibc\ 1 (cited in S. Cook, 2000). !f it were not, art would become
entertainment and artists marginaliscd in contrast to scientists whose work is
"impm1ant", he asserts. His comments add another dimension to Clcworth's
observations that art is in danger of being usurped by entertainment, sec Chapter 4.
People arc dependent on the images that are provi\lcd by science (on
x-rays, on ultrasounds). They arc no longer dependent on the images
provided by art. 1l1erefore art becomes marginaliscd because its
images lack in necessity. And therefore in order not to be
marginalised artists have decided to be part of the entertainment
industry. But this is exactly the way they will be further marginaliscd
because the profcssionul entertainment industry knows better than art
how to make fun entertainment. (Wcibel cited in S. Cook, 2000, p. 4)
A romantic view of art, one that is about feelings and finding the inner self,
still lingers and interests conceptual artists, according to Kuhaupt. However, he
believes that, in the early twenty-first century, theory und philosophy, Hum Plato to
Postmodcmism, arc still important tools of examination and arc integral to many
current ~rt fonns. In addition, Kuhaupt perceives that scientific theory is interesting
artists more and more, and that scientific theory and theories from other disciplines
arc becoming part of contemporary urt. His assertion cn1phasises the importance of
interdisciplinary co-operation, the opportunities the dialectical processes within these
co-operative discourses otTer, and links with the themes that wcav~ throughout this
research. Kuhuupt comments that the question, What is Art?, is now redundant
"because the answer is 'whatever you like'. Obviously you can debate the
subject in an art historical and art theoretical sense, but that is about it"

Piccinini submits that the extent of philosophical or theoretical input into an
art work will depend on the artist, but, for her, as with Bcnjamin, it is the e\'ents und
the culture uround her that inspire her art. According to Bunt, the absence or
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presence of elements of philosophy or theory does not necessarily correlate to the
quality of the work that is produced in either field. He describes as postmodcmist the
claim that art needs a philosophical or theoretical underpinning to have any
substance, but observes that, in some instances, such a justification is essential to
provide a framework within which the viewer can comprehend the work. Bunt
believes that this situation is mirrored in science based art wherein the meaning or
the work needs to be demonstrated to ensure that the sci-art does not become
illustration. However, in his opinion, great work is produced that does not require
philosophical or theoretical ratimmlisation.
Regarding the philosophical or theoretical content of her own art prw.ticc,
Castlcden secs

link~

between the results of her academic studies and her work, but

acknowledges that an art work that is presented to nn audience would not necessarily
be "shouting" these ru;pe(:ts. However, in tcnns of her momentum and engagement
with the ideas that she has, and with the problem solving involved in how to express
them, philosophical and theoretical debates contribute to, but do not dominate, her
practice. Although Castlcden does not pursue theory for theory's sake, sh~ finds that
her research for her Masters degree has enriched her art practice.
Zurr regards artists as philosophers and cites Eduardo Kac as an c.\amplc of
an artist who writes extensively about his work and the moral, ethical and wcial
implications of the technologies he uses. Zurr states:
Recent advances in biomedical technologies raise many
philosophical questions about life, and options of life, that must
be dealt with. One of the ways is by artists suggesting
contestable futures and different scenarios, and by raising
these Issues. (Zurr)
Caus suggests that, in the field of new technologies, art is driving philosophy
rather than the other way around, which he considers was previously the case. He
notes that
in France, where we recently exhibited our work, the only time
the philosophy department of the Sorhonne University was
engaged to a large degree with the broader implications of
biological technologies in society, was when the curator of the
exhibition made a pun about biological art. The response to the
pun opened up discussions about the use of art as a metaphor
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to society and the implications of biological technologies in the
role of art. (Co.tts)
Catts says his example also explains why many artists with biologically based
practices write copiously about their work as there is no philosophical or art
historical framework currently in existence to facilitate critique by people with no
experience in, or knowledge of, the field. {Call's assertion is also referred to in
Chapter 5.) He claims that artists have to "invent their own philosophy and to
create tangible, evocative objects for the philosophers to pick up on and
begin to discuss."' Catts suggests that philosophy has stagnated

be~:ause

"poslmodernism killed any need" for philosophical discussion and the
contemporary focus is on the "individual and the setr', rather than the "social
conte:U" of developments. As Catt.s would have it, lack of information and informed
d~batc

lends to "ludicrous" public statements in inappropriate situations, and

illust!'atcs his point with an anecdote. During n recent visit to France, Catts attended a
conference during which
a person was talking about the memory of the cells, and using it
as a scientific metaphor. Obviously there are residues in the
cells that are to do with the past, but from there to literally call it
memory, bocause the scientific term for it is memory, was not
correct because it was not memory as we perceive memory to
be. A philosopher stated that is the memory, the cells
remember the whole evolution; they remember everythir'lg in a
similar way to the way ir'l which we remember. That was
enough to infuriate quite a lot of scientists who shouted at her.
(Calls)
As reported in Chapter 5, Catts and Zurr contend that many sci-art artists are
aware that "our belief systems and cultural tools are Ill equipped or inadequate
to analyse lhe effect of lhe new technologies". TI1ey argue that we still use belief
systems based on old notions of the body and of life, and that these notions arc not
really helpful to establish infonncd debate in regard to the consequences of the new
technologies to us, as a society and as individuals. In order to generate a new
outlook, they believe it is necessary to create tangible examples that would render
our belief systems obsolete by confronting people with things they cannot cope with
using their existing cultural tools. Calls and Zurr also claim that art is the best vclliclc
with which to attempt to do this, and this is the reason they think it is important for
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artists to eng~ge with the new technologies even if they do not agree with them. Zurr
comments that the tension between the known and the new is imporl<lnt

lo

her as it

challenges prccolJceivcd ideas and provokes thought: "I like the fact that if you are
scared of something and you are not sure what, you actually go and check
what it is you are scared of and why." Thus, for Zurr, the exploitation of the
tension between the known and the unknown leads towards a deeper understanding
and knowledge.
Cl~ncy

thinks that, although philosophical considerations do influence art

tot!ay, contemporary artists are not particulmly concerned with theoretical ideas, but
with issues that affect humanity and the artists individually.
The world is full of conflict, contradictions and uncertainty, and
it feels as though we are on the cusp of some sort of
environmental disaster or a change for the better. Due to
factors like terrorism, September 11, 2001, the precarious
nature of the environment, genetic engineering, and other
factors including globalisation, there is a lot of uncertainty. I
think that Issues such as these make artists concentrate more
on philosophical things rather than art theory in their work.
(Ciancy)
Because many artists "intuit the deep, underlying tensions and Issues
that are percolating through our culture and society at any one lime",
Clcworth believes that conceptual, philosophical, and theoretical considerations do
innuence art today whether it is "overtly or intuitively". He suggests that a bias
towards "an intellectualised approach to art making" in art education, art
galleries and other public systems, "and the way the work is discussed as well"
in the early twenty-first century, is partly a cyclical mind-set. Looking back, he
reminisces that some of his former leachers '1alked about the 70s as being the
period when there was mostly talking being done and very little art
production", apparently a common experienca throughout art schools in Australia
during that time. In the 1980s, Clcworth says, ''we saw that period of so-called
return to painting ... it was about getting paint all over you."
Because Edmondston perceives a wide range of both values and approaches
in art and science practicts, and because she has not had a great deal of interaction
with

~rtists,

her assessment is that, for some people, theoretical or philosophical

concepts arc paramount to their practice, but otl1ers ''will see art just as a job and
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a means of making life a little bit easier for them in terms of income." The
notion that the income from an artist's practice is a worthy factor for consideration is
not supported by the research, titled Don't Give Up Your Day Job, conducted for the
Australia Council (Throsby & Hollister, 2002).
Philosophical issues arc very important for contemporary art that is at the
cutting edge because

"an.~sts

are always trying to engage the public to face or

confront issues that are c.-:::1\roversial" declares Long. Artists need to be well
infonncd about issues and to research the philosophical, cultural, social and ethical
matters or the art work will be shallow. According to Long, "good art Is always
deep, and engaging, and subtle."
Meiklc sunnises that art has a long history of being linked with philosophy
and theory, and that art that engages with the big philosophical questions of the day
is likely to be the most provocative, and even, possibly, the most successful. His
views support those of Bunt who claims that art will become irrelevant if it fails to
engage with contemporary issues.
McLachlan asserts that, in science, by the time a theoretical description of
something is available, the evidence is in: "theory is part of retrospective
rationalisation and not part of the discovery and exploration". He also sugg-ests
that, for artists and scientists, philosophy can be quite remote from practice. As an
example, he claims that Karl Popper had "a big influence on other philosophers,
but that his ideas are irrelevant to the practice of science and had absolutely
no influence whatsoever on scientists."
Philosophical and thwretical considerations influence art of all persuasions
today cnonnously, and this constitutes a reflection of where society is, asserts
Nicholls. "The ability to engage with philosophical and theoretical issues is
directly correlated with our ability in society to create art", states Nicholls, who
then goes on to speculate that there would be ''very little art and philosophical
discussion going on in Iraq at the moment". Nicholls is fundamentally correct
about the situation for artists in Iraq in 2003. During the 1990s, Vincent (2004)
reports, Iraqi artists did quite well, one testifying that he had "over I 00 commercial
shows from 1992 to 2002", embassy personnel and tourists being his main
purchasers. Since the coalition's invasion, sales have slumped, many art venues arc
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inaccessible, and artists arc finding themselves flung; into the maelstrom of an
international art scene, the wiles and works ofwl;i~h are difficult for them to addr-ess.
Vincent notes that one Iraqi artist remarked: "Fir:st we have to discover our identity.
Before, Saddam told us we were Arabic Muslims. Now he's gone, and we have to
open the door to ourselves, to learn who we arc and what it means to be Iraqi" (2004,

p. 93).
Cultural theory and art
The participants' comments prompted me to examine recent texts that
question the value to art students of some of the theory taught in tertiary art
departments. In his summation of a symposium in 1990, Sandler dcci<ies that art
theory has becon1c problematic.
Art theory had become, in a word, academic, and indeed, it remained
influential only in graduate art history programs, in which
unregenerate !enured idcologues taught that seholar:ship meant
choosing and mastering a dogma; poking through works of art for
evidence supporting it; and evaluating the work on the basis of the
dogma. (Snndlcr, 1996, p. 546)
Eagleton's Ajier 1/1eor/, 2003, is welcomed by Slattery (2004) as validation
of his recent challenges to the dominance of French twentieth century theory in
Australian academe (p. R40). Eaglcton's reassessment of cultural theory is also
timely for Timms (2004b) who asserts that "most university art schools teach art
theory based on cultural studies rather than art history". He decries the rc;:cnt neglect
of art history, which, according to Timms, is usually invoked currently only for its
"dialectical uses'' to demonstrate ''contemporary relevance" in relation to ''realism
and transgressivcness". Timms postulates that "theory is didactic, generalising, and
self-contained. lt does not encourage- it actively discourages- intimate emotional
engagement with individual works of art" (p. 28).
Robcrt Dickerson, the sole surviving artist of the Antipodean group,
maintains

th~

view he first expressed in the 1960s, that: "The theory of art is

absolutely absurd. No such thing" (Bannennan, 2004). The Antipodean Manifesto,
penned by the art historian Bemard Smith, and signed inJ959 by Charles Blackman,
Arthur Boyd, David Boyd, John Brack, Robert Dickcrson, John Perceval, Clifion
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Pugh, Robert Dickcrson and Smith, defended the tradition of the figurative image in
urt (B. Smith, 1988, Pfl· 193-197).
However, independently of the education system, and as he moved from one
fonn of expression to another, Robert lrwin recognised in his art practice the need to
situate "what\ was doing in any kind of historical or philosophical dialogue", and
began with Hegcl (cited in Sobchack, 1993, p. 72). Jrwin regrets that "our society hns
come to see philosophy as a discipline instead of us a way of going" (cited in
Sobchack, 1993p. 122).

Summary
Art's function

as an instrument of discourse and of critique of political, social

and cultural issues is enhanced by n knowledge of theory and philosophy, according
to several participants. Others invoke a caveat that art work overburdened with these
elements often becomes self-conscious and inaccessible. That aside, it is suggested
that artists need to be aware of their own theoretical standpoint due to the influence
of critical and postmodemist theory on contemporary rut discourse.
Anoth~r

view is that art not supported with theory could be classed as

entertainment in contrast to the work of scientists which is regarded as important.
However, science and art share one common philosophy, according to Stiles (1996),
in that they both contemplate t:1eir use of form in their engagement with issues of
"justice, truth, and value" (p. 384).
An over-arching idea that materialises out of the interview data relating to
philosophy and theory indicates that, whether it is an artist or a scientist, it is the
individual response that is significant. These responses arc inspired by the events and
the culture experienced by the artist, and by the issues facing humanity as a whole,
and the absence or presence of philosophy or theory is not a gauge of 'quality' in the
work. 11 is also pointed out that some viewers may need a theoretical framework to
provide a context for challenging art, whether traditional or science based, to enable
them to comprehend the work. l11c use of didactic panels is further discussed in
Chapter 1L
Another view espoused by a participant is that the advent of, and wide
engagement with, new technologies is driving philosophy, rather than philosophy

2Jl

driving contemporary altitudes. The alleged lack of pertinent philosophical or art
historical framework for biologically based art is given as the reason artists active in
sci-art feel the need to write copiously about their work. In addition, Calls and Zurr
contend that current belief systems and cultural tools do not equip society to analyse
the impacts of new technolor,ical developments on the community. Zurr also
comments that the tension between the known and the new is a zone that she finds
challenging to explore, and thallhal exploration can lead to greater understanding.
Some participants emphasise that philosophy is more relevant to them than
art theory. The majority of artist participants graduated from university during the
1980s and 1990s, a time when French theorists dominated cultural discourse. and this
could contribute to their apparent accord with the views of Timms (2004b) and
Slattery (2004) who advocate a greater emphasis on art history. Nevertheless, earlier
theorists, such as Raymond Williams (1965), indicate the important influence that
cultural and social contexts have on socictal relationships. ll is interesting to posit
here that a contemporary cultural and social context that is more amenable to
interdisciplinary activities between people working in art and science may have
fncilitat~d

sci"art collaborations to develop. Overall, from the participants' altitudes,

it wo ·1ld appear that both philosophy and cultural studies arc necessary to move
towards a reassessment of our current belief systems, and that this approach may
precipitate a more interdisciplinary engagement.
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CHAPTER 10

AVANT-GARDE: TODAY?

Avant-gardism might haunt contemporary art and criticism, but it Is nu longer
the stage uf contempurnry practice (M cLean, 2000, p. 47).

Introduction
Question 9 asks participants whether they consider the tenn avant-gunlc
applicable to any contemporary art practices and, if so, which practices and how. The
question was prompted by the proliferation of recent texts debating the relevance of
the tcnn avant-gardc in current art critici.;m: some of these texts me cited in this
chapter. I did not mention the words 'technologically' or 'conceptually' to the
participants as I did not wish to either restrict or target their thinking. Although the
limitations of the research prevent an in-depth analysis of this area, I posed the
question, nevertheless, to gain an

insi~\ht iiS

to whether or not the participants view

their own work, or the work ofsci-art collaborators, as having some of the qualities
generally associated with the tcnn avant-gardc. Although several participants agree
that the temt avant-gardc could apply to certain contempornry art practices, their
reasons differ. Once ngnin, however, the responses highlight the diversity of opinion
nnd variety of subject matter the participants proffer in answer to the same question.
An corllcr notion of 'avant-~nrdc'
Taylor (1987) sets the backdrop. He introduces the avant-gardc of the early
twentieth century as one that was
aware of the "new" philosophical positions of Nietzschc,
Schopenhauer, Hegel and Bcrgson, and that sought to linO.: in these a
new means of opposition to the "nommliscd" iifc of tl.: bourgeois
middle class. Whether it was despair, erotic decadence, the illusions
of perceptual reality or the forces of alienation ·nd <he hyp0crisies of
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bourgeois life; it virtually d~jin~d this avant-gardc to sec itself and its
s11pportcrs as custodbns of these philosophies. (p. 23)
Huyssen (1980) explains that political as well as philosophical and artistic
radicalism were features of the avant-gardc in the early decades of the twentieth
century. Since then, however, "Like a parasitic growth, confurmism [including
political, institutional and academic] has al! but obliterated the original iconoclastic
and subversive thrust oft he historical avan\ garde of the first three or fo.Jr decJdcs of
this [twentieth] century" {1980, p. 152). Pointing to a hi!.lden dialectic between avantgardc and mass culture, Huysscn perceives that Wailer Bcnjamin's notion 'of a
[possible] historical change in sensory perception' occasioned by the new
technologies, and changes brought about by city living und capitalism, could be one
of his "most interesting and yet undeveloped ideas" (1980, p. 163). This hidden
dialectic, prompted by a change in sensory perception, relates to Chapter I I, in
which the possibility of an artist's abi:ity to sec 'gold' in the discards of others is
discussed.
Moving forward, theorists suci1 as Krauss (1985) contcn!.l that the concept of
the avant-garde, pr~dicatcd on notions of self-birth and originality, and even the
possibility that any late twentieth century art could be considered avant-gardc,
diminished with the advent of Postmodcmism. Her comments about the grid md its
adaptation by artists who were considered avant-garde arc known to most students of
art.' Gleeson (2002) adds weight to Krauss' claims later in this chapter. Willett
consib'llS the term to the status of an anachronism (1999, p. 60). However, whether
any contemporary art meets the requirements of avant-gardc is a quandary that rests,
for the moment, in the realm of art criticism rather than art history; the latter being a
discipline that focuses on past art practices, as Smith (1999) points out. According to
Betancourt (2002), an an practice that repeats historical avant-garde origins will
fonn part of the basis of the new avant-garde established around "disruptive
technology" which, "is basically a fom1 of cultural democracy". For example, first,
the avant-gardc "would fall outside the framework of ihc existing art world" and,
second, "democracy, in the fomt of equal access and a1•ailability, is another crucial
characteristic of a disruptive technologies model for avant-gardc". He acknowledges
that these characteristics will not suffice alone an!.l, in ar!.lcr to rJdically alter current
beliefs and values, and to ensure equal access, he suggests that, as well as addressing
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issues about audience, "such an avant-garde would be connected with a technology
like the Internet (or a new technology that replaces it, as yet unknown)". Although
his ideas rebte to both the "artistic and social realms" as required by Nochlin {1991,
p. 2) and mentioned in Question 9, I arn not sure that Betancourt would agree with
my interpretation ofavant-garde, or that of my interviewees. His argument posits that
equal access and availability is a characteristic of an avant-garde based on disruptive
technologies, but this would appear to undermine tile notion that an avant-gardc
concept is cutting edge and, therefore, would presage challenging, new ideas before
they became widely available. Equal acrcss and availability arc also problematic in
relation to bio-art which has the potential to become elitist due to limited access to
laboratories and materials, the expensive equipment involved, and the funding
required to maintain and promote sci-art
Betancourt's hypothesis that

coll~borations.

avunt-g~rdc

practices at the bcgi1ming of the

twenty-first century would be largely dependant on tcdmological developments, a
field on which some of the participants' art practices rely, is moved to a more
rigorous level of debate by Rutsky (1999). The latter agrees that technology has been
central to cultural shifts in both Modernism and Postmodcmism, and extends his
discour:se to recent developments in tmnotechnotogy and cyborgs.' He also contends
that style and aesthetics are important to "avant-gardc" and "state of the art" high
tcchn~,

but that these elements have been overlooked, as have many of the cultural

implications of technology. These elements, which impinge on the practices of some
of the participants, arc less conccmcd with changes in technology, and more
concerned with "the very conception of technology, of what technology is" (p. l).
Other grounds for scepticism of'"avant-gardc' rhetoric of high tcch" include:
If the rhetoric of the modemist avant-gardcs served to distinguish an
artistic vanguard from the rest of the population, the notion of a highloch avant-gardc privileges a "highly technological" vanguard that is
also, often, "highly capitalist". Yet, one crucial similarity that high
tcch does share with 1hc modernist avant-gardcs is that in both, the
conjunction of the technological and the aesthetic is a central concern.
(Rutsky, 1999, p. 5)
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Issues of controversy ond o~slmilation
Jn his analysis of post avant-garde

vi~ws,

McLcan (2000), an art historian,

situates avant-gardism as "a metaphor for a revolutionary posture. Today it describes
a geneml mentality considered characteristic of, and even essential to, contemporary
art, whatever its content or style" (2000, p. 46). Although McLean's claims for a
prevalent 'revolutionary posture' arc in line with those of some of the par,icipants,
not all the participants arc convinced that avant-garde is essentially applicable to art
practices today.
McCulloch (2003) con!latcs the tcm1 avunt-garde with contemporary. In her
comments on the Clcmcnger Contemporary Art Awards for 2003, she advises her
readers that the annual Joan Clcmenger $30,000 endowment is for "the purchase of
avant-gardc Australbn works" and that JWards like the two Clemenger endowments
"arc ~ignificant in raising the profile of avant-gardc art. The only quibble I have with
this year's award is the definition of contemporary, which in art tenus has come to be
a synonym for nvant-garde" (2003, p. R21). I have been infom1cd that the tertns of
the Joan Clemcnger Endowment specify 'contemporury art' and that the tmn 'avantgarde' is not used (J. Smith, personal communication, July 26, 2004).' The entries in
the Clemenger Contemp.;,mry Art Award, 2003, ranged from bark paintings
(Mawumdjul, winner), a bicnic car (Stelarc), to photography and painting.
Clcworlh contends that tl:e notion of the uvant-gardc has been incorporated
into the marketing and hype surrounding art practice in the twentieth and early
twcnty-lirfit centuries to ouch ap. extent that he doubts whether contemporary line arts
do ncl\mlly function as avant-gardc. He hypothesises that work that appear:s as radical
is quickly subsumed within, or its radicalism is dissolved by, society. Clcworth cites
Juan Davila,' whose work is highly politically motivated and cutting, as an example
of an artist who "talks about maintaining a strong critical edge and criticises
the art world for not being pol!tical enough" but who exhibits his work within the
gallery system; a circumstance that makes it difficult for Davila to be seen to
maintain a critical function. Tile dilemma for political or critical artists of whether or
not to exhibit within the institutional gallery system is complex. Alternative spaces,
such as artist run spaces and other, more unorthodox, venues can bring their own
problems: for example, lack of infrastrucl\lrc, poor location, lack of rcwgnition as a
serious venue, low audience numbers, and a lack of interest and critique. However, if

artists do not exhibit their work, they are unlikely to receive reaction and feedback,
~ritical

or otherwise. Cleworth's view is supported by Hooker's (2003) reflection, in

the latter's critique of the texts of Adorno, that "generations of radical artists have
been tomtented by the effottless us~imilation of their works, ideas, gestures and
personalities" (p, 6). These concerns are not new. Gombrich notes (1995, p. 622) that
artists of the mid-1960s found that there was little left to be defied once their anti-art
"became art with a capital A". Glecson expressed similar thoughts in the "Sun", in
May, 1964.
But what happens when the time Jag between what the avant-garde
considers unacceptable, and therefore worthy of its attention, and its
acceptance by a wide section of the public is so small that it is hardly
discernible? What becomes of a rebel whose cause is so immediately
accepted that it cannot be recognised as a rebellion? At this point,
rebellion merely becomes a change in fashion. (Gieeson, 2002, p. 20)
Haackc's career is typical of that of an artist who has adopted a revolutionary
posture in their work (sec Chapter 4). He is one of mauy radical artists who were
vilified, and then embraced by the gallery management, thus anaesthetising the
audaciousness of their installations. Nevertheless, some of Haaeke's exhibits have
caused furores. Mann (1991) enters the debate ubom the rccuperability, or
'rehabilitation', ofHaacke's work, declaring that
any antithetical art that succeeds in the artworld is a failure; Huuckc's
political art is attractive to certain established sectors of the artworld,
ergo he has failed. He has been recuperated, and because he is
recuperated he is ideologically dead. (p. 126)
A combination of granite, uranium and sculpture brought the

r~dical

work of

James Acord to the notice of USA oflicialdom. Acord's practice is unique. An artist
as a nuclear power"! Acord's story is stranger than liction. By an amazing set of
circumstances too complex to relate here, Acord, a sculptor who works with granite,
and who was endeavouring to progress his art practice in the USA, cl'cntually took
graduate lel'cl classes in nuclear engineering to obtain a licence for a nuclear site. Jn
particular, he now enjoys mil'ing at meetings at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington DC, with his licence number tattooed on the back of his
nccl(: "WN means Washington, 10 means uranium, 407 that's the 407 1 ~ license
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issued, and the dash one means 1 only have one location" (Acord, 1998). Acord is the
only private individual to hold a licence for n nuclear site.
Pis~·

C/irisr' stirred religious controversy in Australia when it was exhibited at

the National Gallery of Victoria in 1997. In Moscow, controversy surfaced over an
icon with a large hole in place of the hea(l of the subject to enable visitors to place
their own heads in the void, and a Coca-Cola logo with the face of Jesus dmwn next
to it and the words ''This is my hlood". The exhibition, Caution: Religion, opened in
January, 2003, but was closed afier four days. The more than foow

;~rtists

who

exhibited came from Russia, Armenia, Germany, Georgia, Cuba, the USA and Japan.
Pravda (2004) reports that Yuri Samodurov, head of the Sakharov Museum Moscow,
with Ludmila Vasilovskaya and Anna Mihachuk, have been convicted of inciting
hostility towards religious believers, a conviction that could bring up to five years in
prison or a fine of up to 522,000, but the caso has been sent for "rcinvestigation".
Shmidt (2004), a Counsclor-al-law in Moscow, expresses concern about the growing
power of the Russian Orthodox Church in Russia and notes that steps arc under way
to require the teaching of Divine Law in schools and "to punish disrespectful
treatment of Church symbols according to the same article of the Criminal Code as
stale symbols".

Appropriation of images of poverty
Copying the clothing of the poverty stricken and selling it as grungc
expensive clothing is another practice which Benjamin speculates derives from the
conlcmpor~ry

avant-gardc. His view coincides with that of Cleworth who refers to

the appropriation by large corporYtions of items of clothing wom by, for example,
"so-called street kids", which in some cases are examples of quite radical reactions
to social conditions of the time, and the subversion and marketing of the items of
clothing as "up-market" goods. However, the initial tct1sions this .1ppropriation of
'protest' clothing generates soon c.i1ssipates, and the products arc subsumed into the
mainstream, a situation that parallels that of 'protest' art, such ns the work ofHaackc.
Benjamin's and Clcworth's assertions arc pertinent in light of the manner in which
art magazines have recently featured fashion as art (sec Chapter 4). United Colors of
Bcnctton, a fashion clothing, sporting goods, and Fl racing company based in Italy
that 3ppropriatcd aspects of"street" life, admits that its advertising c.1.mpnigns have
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frequently met "strong" and "f~rocious" reactions. Benetton appears to have
attempted to ameliorate this criticism by featuring the company's cross cultural
attitude to staff selection, its support for "the creative development of young
artists/rescurchcrs", plus its cultural activities, including a museum and library, on its
web site (United Colors ofBcnctton, 2004). However, arguably the 'united colors' of
Benetton's organisational structure could also be viewed as a marketing toot.
As(' 'CY would have it, Cubism transfonncd society, but today, advertising,
with its uccess to mass media and money is more likely to be the medium to subvert
society. Bcrgcr (1972) presages this and proposes that publicity, or advertising,
encourages the view that people can "transfonn" their lives by "buying something
more" (p. 131). Further, he indicates that publicity subverts society by turning
"consumption into a substitute for democracy .... And it also masks what is
happening in the rest of the world" (p. 149).
Amnt-gardc, today?
Meikle proposes that "there are a lot of things in both art and science
that are cutting edge, but are not necessarily avant-garde."
Attributes previously considered applicable to the avant-garde artist included
"revolutionary, dandy, anarchist, aesthete,

t~chnolcgist,

mystic" and "originality''

(Krauss, 1985, p. \57). The necessity for some cf these attributes lingers today,
according to many of the participants. Timms (2004h) questions the current use of
the word 'contemporary' as indicating "modem, up to date, and fashionilble" and, in
the art world, mdicating "authority and style". This, he claims, is a means of
"avoiding the term 'avant-gardc', with its unacceptable overtones of linear progress,
while at the same time retaining the competitive edge that 'avant gardc' confers''
(2004b, p. 18).
Avant-gardc or contemporary urt practices cannot subvert society today,
according to Clancy, but '1errolism, destruction, and war'' arc runong those events
that can. At a time when the world is subject to tragic and shocking events, such as
global terrorism and suicide bombings, Bcnjamin is surprised by the attention work
such as Traccy Emin's "middle-class nonsense" attracts.' If such work is
considered avant-garde, Bcnjamin qucstiom its relevance to society. Another
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instance of ~n avant-garde practice, in Benjamin's opinion, is the creation or
deliberately abstruse art work which, by its own definition, excludes others who arc
not part of the art cognoscenti. If an aim of the avant-gardc is to subvert, then
Benjamin is sceptical if one can subvert the masses by confusing them.
The term avant-garde only applies today to art that is socially threatening and
engaging, claims Long. He explains that by threatening, he means art that challenges
the audience's religious or cultural beliefs; for example, the exhibition of Piss Clll'is1
in Melbourne in 1997.
If one views avant-gardc as challenging, then Cluncy nominates the work of
Calls ami Zurr, such as Worry Dolls, which she secs as being "on the Clltling edge
of the aesthetic avant-garde", and as a

~racticc

that has the "potential to

challenge In different fields; social, artistic, and scientific".
Interpreting avant-gardc to mean "in front of the normal, leading", Bunr
recognises that science, technology and the media have leapt ahead since the 1960s
and 1970s. He rues the fact that an item about sci-art and bio-art will be included in
news bulletins, not as the headline, but as the droll item to close the report.' The
political, commercial and technological stories take precedence. Bunt remarks that
commerce places a very low value on art, but that many multimillionaires who wish
to leave their mark behind invest in art and/or endow an art gallery in their own
name.
Calls declares that, because ''the biomedical field is creating a lot of
fundamental and important philosophical and ethical questions, bio-artists
mllst engage in the broader social aspects of these developments", and, from
this premise, he proposes that artists with biologically based art practices would
qualify as avant-gardc. He qualifies this assertion by slating that some artists who
deal with aspects of the biomedical field arc not avant-garde; for instance where the
artist is eo-opted to promote a corpomtion's products to "entrench the Cllrrent
power strtJcttJreS". In other cases, if artists want to be part of the bio-nrt scene, they
need to be subtle in their approach to funding bodies or they are not given the
necessary access and, as a rcsull, the work is not challenging or avant-gardc. This
could occur where the funding body is apprehensive that the artist's intentions are
critical rather than supportive of that body's activities. Another argument Catts and
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Zurr mise is that, prior to the extensive exposure of the public to propaganda, "from
advertising to political, art that was selling ar1 idea directly was seen as
appropriate". In 2003, "people are much more sensitive, and effective art
should be much more ambiguous: the art that raises the question rather than
providing the ar1swer in your face" states Calls. Nevertheless, Catts admits he
would like to believe that their TC&A project can be seen as avant-gan.lc.
If one takes a definition ofavan(-garde to mean those who arc "out in front",
and who break new ground, then, by definition, it still has to exist, says Nicholls. She
nominates the Worry Dolls as an example of work that could be called avant-garde
because it challenges how we use tissue culture, the ethics surrounding its use, and
the colleCpl of what is a "living thir1g". In relation to the 11otion of alienation or
disaffcctio11 with society, i11 Nichol!s' experience art created with this ethos is not
"very effective", it does not "go anywhere". In contrast, the biologically based art
is disturbing, but slightly intriguing, and has a connotation of being engaged with
society's issues and debates. One disturbing aspect Nichol!s identifies is that, if
celebrity artists make art that is dismissed by the public because it does not really
engage or challenge them, other co11temporory artists arc impacted by this altitude
because people generalise and de<::ide they "are not ir1terested in modern
[contemporary] art", they do not attend exhibitions of new work, and damage
accrues to all contemporary art practitioncr:s. Nicholls has located a notable discord.
The practices of artists, such as Haacke, Emin and Scrrano, could result in the
alienation of the very public with whom they arc endeavouring to form a Uiuloguc, a
situation that, by Jssociation, is extended to other contemporary artists.
If avant-garde is linked with subverting sodcty, Edmondston does not equate
the work ofKac, Catts, Stelarc or Picci11ini with avant-gardc and, in some cases, her
reaction is that the work is quite tame and not particnlurly original. However, she
suggests that if they had chosen different applications for the technologies they are
using, the work might have been considered avant-gardc. In Edmondston's proposed
collaboration, which she describes as art for art's sake, the team does not wish to
project any particular political agc11da or message, or to be controvcr:sial.
Meiklc judges the question about the avant-gardc as "intriguing" and,
although he surmised that avant-garde art means something that is subversive, has a
shock factor, and "really jars against your instincts a little", he compares that with
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avant-garde music which is not necessarily "jarring". Asked whether he regarded
Payne's work (sec Chapter 3) as avant-gardc, Mciklc responded that the public is not
used "to seeing inside the body" so, in that sense, perhaps her work is subversive
and radical. Although he hasn't seen an installation by Calls and Zurr, Mciklc
submits that this work could also be categorised as radical as the public is not used to
seeing "a living biological process" or attending a "dying ceremony" for the
exhibits. Ncverthdcss, although he observes many things in art and science that arc
"cutting edge", Mciklc does not consider them "necessarily avant-garde".
Along with Mciklc, and although she is aware of artists who are constantly
pushing boundaries; for

~xample

Friedman's 1,000 Ho11rs of Staring, Castleden is

not convinced the use of the term avant-garde is warrunted. C.1>1lcdcn deplores
categorisation aiJd, when asked

~bout

the avant-garde, responds that, for her,

engaging art always pushes boundaries and pioneers new ideas.
Von Hagens' 'art work', mentioned by Nicholls in Chapter 11, pushes
boundaries, .1s does that of Damien Hirst and others that could be constmcd as desensitising the community to acts of violence against humans. A documentary abeut
extreme art in China shows images of Zhu Yu, a Chinese 'artist', who washed a
stillborn baby and then consumed it, the photographs being publicly displayed as art.
The documentary also "features a man drinking the wine used to preserve an
amputated penis" (Bottum, 2003, p. 14). As Bot\U<;I relates, instances were
previously reported of the Shcnzhcn Health Centre for Women and Children
distributing "bottles of thumb-sized aborted babies to be made into meat cakes or
soup with port and ginger", so, in Zhu Yu's case, is his art not avant-garde or
shocking, but also trailing behind 'normal' practice? The point Bottum makes is that,
if practices such as those mentioned arc permitted to proceed without abhorrence,
and if Peter Singer's suggestion "that a baby is less important than a pig and that we
ought to have a 28-day trial period before we decide whether or not to let newboms
continue living" goes unchallenged, then we, the public, could become inured to
problematic practices. Bottum's unease is precipitated by the following events: the
perception that Singer's position as an ethicist at Princeton University could make
"the slaughter of the innocents a debatable moral question rather than an undebatable
moral principle"; the claim by the Raelians to have delivered a 'cloned' human; and
the establishment of the Stanford University's $US!2 million research centre "that
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would deliberately create cloned human fetuses in order to destroy them for
biomedical research" (Bottom, 2003, p. 14). A problematic issue for humankind is
the broadcasting of television footage of the beheading of hostages by terrorist
groups. Artists will find it very difficult to "shock" and "challenge" in light of the
real life brutality appearing on television screens. In light of acts such as these, which
impinge on the role of the artist at the beginning of the 21st century, Carrol!
questions "Where is our capacity for spontaneous and unselfconscious revulsion?"
(1993, p. 232).

Timms (2004b) reports that, in the early 1990s, a study indicated that
contempornry art collectors in France frequently purchased art work that disturbed,
shocked and even 'assaulted' them {p. 77). The discussion in Chapter 4 highlights the
re-emergence of beauty as a factor in art from the mid-1990s onwards.
Ugly and shocking art has "dear precedents in the Western European canon",
Frecland (2001) reminds us; Goya, for example (p. 28-29). Through their
perspicacity as painters, Goya and Picasso still sOOck and challenge audiences today
with their imag~s of the brutality humans innict on their fellow humans; for example,
Goya's Disasters of War series, 1810-1820; and Picasso's G11emica, 1937. Their
ability to achieve this result with paint demonstrates that conceptual and artistic
skilfulness can render a resort to dub1ous prdcticcs unjustifiable.
Ncgatlve connotation to the term 'avant-gardc'
Although the idea of subversion is strong for both science and art, the
difficulty for McLachlan is that it seems to him that the tcnn uvunt-gardc has
acquired a negative cultural interpretation, He suggests that "people are often
slightly disapproving" of something that is <Jcscribcd <IS avant-garde. McLachlan is
supported in this view by Strom' (2004) in her advocacy for the tcnn 'political
culture' in preference to avant-garde. She claims that "overtones of derision" have
become associated with avnnt-garde since the rise ofpostmodcmist theory (p. 47).
Summary
llle paUcms that have emerged from the discussion of avant-garde indicate
that the term is well understood by members of both disciplines, despite the
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assertions that the tcnn has fallen from favour: that avnnt-gardc has become
conflatcd with 'contemporary'; and that the possibilit.v of a radical avant-garde

practice has diminished during Postmodcrnism. Tcclmologicnl developments, such as
access to mass media and the interne\, that have facilitated the speedy dissemination
and llilsimilation of new ideas, have contributed, in part, to this diminution. However,
Waiter Bcnjamin (cited in Huyssen, 1980, p. 163) posits the notion that the changes
in daily life, brought about by capitalist society's rapid immersion in new media,

particularly during the second half of the twentieth century, could prompt a change in
sensory perception, a change that would reflect a dialectical

pro~ess.

That may be so,

but Betancourt {2002) cites democratic access as one of the key characteristics of"a
disruptive technologies model for avant-garde". In the case ofbio-art, the availability
of 'Jcmocratic access is debatable due to the costs involved and the limited
opportunities in laboratories for artists.
One consequence of the wide availability of new teclmologies is the swift
assimilation of new ideas. This rapid assimilation, and the manner in which notions
of the avant-garde have been appropriated by commerce for marketing purposes, arc
proposed as grounds for the perceived rapid subsuming of radical art work into the
routine. If being avant-garde is linked with radicalism and

~ubversion,

one

participant suggests that advertising is a more likely medium to subvert
contemporary

~ocicty

than is art. She proposes that access to the mass media and

large amounts of capital outlay enable advertisers to suggest to the public that certain
purchases will transfonn their lives quickly and easily.
A number of participants suggest that cutting edge work is not necessarily
avant-garde, and that the historically linear concept of avant-garde is no longer
appropriate. On the other hand, it is the new technologies that facilitate the
development of biologically based art practices, and 'semi-living' sculptures, that
many of:he participants nominate as avant-garde. These bio-art practices incorporate
the elements of style and aesthetics which Rutsky {1999) asserts arc important to the
wider concept of technology. His wider concept also considers social issues and
Long, in particular, refer~ to the possibility that art that threatens religious and
cultural beliefs could be referred to as avant-garde.
Two participants flagged the 'irrelevance' of inaccessibl~ work that does not
engage or cha!lcnge the audience, such as that of controversial 'celebrity' artists,
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deemed "middle-class nonsense" by one. Nicholls suggests that the careers of other
contcmpornry artists could be

impa~ted

upon if members of the general public

assume that all eontcmpomry art is similarly irrelevant. McLcan (2000) claims that
the spectre of the avant-garde stilll.aunts contemporary art criticism.
The net overall result of the participlll1ls' comments, then, is not an
overwhelming endorsement of the recognition of biologically bMcd art practices as
avant-gardc. The Wony Dolls arc favoured by Clancy, Calls and Zurr, Nicholls, ill1d
Mcikle as the most eligible far consideration as avant-garde art in this field. Meikle,
when prossed, agrees that Paync's work would probably also qualify. This lack of
enthusiasm for the tcnn avant-gardc could reflect the diminution of its popularity
after the advent of Postmodcmism, as Krauss (1985) explains. Therefore, the sci-art
collaborators were more likely than the traditionally based artists to consider
biotechnologically based work avill1t-~;arde.
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Endnotc.>
For example; Krauss, R.E., Pa"c Gallery & Ahon Art Institute. {1980).
Urids; Formal mu/ image in Hfl' ccnl1•ry al"/; Essay. New York: Pace Gallery.
2 Although Rutsky is aware ofHarnway's cyb~rgs, and allows that "the
future nccu not be simply 'humnn', need not be predicated solely on the 'utopian'
politics ofhuma;~ cnlightcnmcttl and cmpowcnncnt; other futures arc possible,
imaginable" (p. 158), it is plausible to conjecture that participants with 'semi-living'
biologi(al\y ba:;c<J practices in this research have already leapt beyond the scicnccliction realm that Rutsky depicts in \999. Rut>ky, R. L. {1999).1/ig/i tcclwi!: Art am!
tcdmologyfi"om ilw muchine llesthctic to the postlnmum. Minncapolis, MN; London:
University of Minnesota Press.
3
Victoria.

Jason Smith is the Curator, Contemporary Art, National Gallery of

4 Juan Da\'ila, was born in Chile in 1947, and urri\'cd in Melbourne in
1974. Davila critiques the gallery system in: Da\'ila. J. (December 2001). Art ur
mart? Anist Juan Davila comments on our states [sic] galleries. Mcwljilt. UO(i4), 128-

13:.!.

5 f'i.<.< Clrrisl ( 1989), Andres Scrrano. Prior to th~ exhibition ut the
NJtional Gallrr.v of Victoria, representatives of the Catholic Chur('h applied to the
Supreme Conr of Victoria to prevent the exhibition from opening on the grounds
that the work l'i.<s Christ was blasphemous. Their application failc:l and, following
the opening, !here were t1vo attacks<":~ the photographic work. ln the first incident, a
man unsuccessfully tried to rc111ove the work. The sc~ond involved two youths l'."ho
attacked ':tc work with a hammer. The Oircctorofthc Gallery, Dr Timothy Pol\s,
closed the exhibition early due !o apparent cotocems about the security of staff and
visitors. Arguably, the reputation of the Gallery was a bigger com:em.

6 Traccy Em in has ~xhibitocd 1vith the Young British Artists (yBu) which
includes Damien Hirst and other controversial artists. Some of their works, including
Traccy Emin's Tcul; Every011C 11/in•e Ever S/epl With 1963-95, were among muny
iu:ms dcs•.roycd i~ a lire at the Moman storage warehouse in Le}1on, cast London,
curly un Monday 24 May, 2004.
7 This fo~ula is frequently adopted by the Australian Broadcasting
C"rporation's news and current affairs desks.
'
8 Dr Strom is Visiting Professor of Art Hiotory, Grand Valley State
University, USA.
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CHAPTER 11

THE ROLE OF THE ARTIST AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

Socrates said that for him the person who discovers ami who makes a thing
-,which is invisible C\'ldcnt, is an artist. (Takis, cUed in Stiles, 1996, p. 386)

Introduction
In this chapter, the participants locate issues that have implications for both
established and emerging artists. Access to rewarch laboratories, and tbt: availability
of new technologies and materials, have assisted artists to expand their practices.
These, and ether experiences, have impacted on the role of the artist and the manner
in which art works arc created, analysed. and exhibited,
Governmental and institutional views on the role of the artist
According to the Australia Council (1999), the ability to "sec things
differently", and to "interpret and critique cullural innovation" arc qualities with
which artists nre imbued. The Council anticipates that artists will use these skill·, in
collaborations with science and technology to advance the cause of the 'knowledge
nation'. and, through exhibitions, to give "people a direct experience of scientific
discoveries" {Australia Council, 1999, p. 5). for example, the Council notes the
international recognition accorded the work of Calls and Zurr, and their innovative
approach to tissue culture processes (1999, p. 10). 11 stales:
Artists arc by their very nature diiTercnt to most people in industry,
though less so in mcas of science. 1t is that difference that brings new
perspectives, new approachc~, new synergics. new umlcrslandings. As
a community there is a dire ncc<.lto work TOGETHER to 'repositiou
the ur/isl' [Italics added] whilst not diminishing their inherent
qualities ami abilities. Strong emlon;emenl of the lJOVemmcnt is
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csscnti~l to effect the necessary culltoral understanding across
industry. (Australia Council, 1999, p. 19)

However, the desire to 'reposition' ,utists could be difficult to achieve if
artists arc as idiosyncratic as folklore lw,uld

~nvc

it, and, possibly, the very

repositioning could be the means of diminishing the differences thnt the Council
extols. Indeed, Jlthough at first glance the proposed repositioning may appear to
offer opportunities, particularly in the form of government sponsored work and
recognition, the possible limitations that could develop include overt or covert

covenants on the extent of tile critique of government policy the artist can exercise.
The government would gnin access to some of the benefits of the 'power' attributed
to art, but, at the same time, could undcm1ir.e the power of the artist to

~xcrcisc

that

power. This undercurrent of latcr.t issues epitomizes the factors of which Boyatzis
( 1998) advises researchers to be aware.

Corporate funding and its provenance

As outlined earlier, a discussion of bioethics is beyond the scope of this
!hesis. 1-!owcver, in a different context,

B~njamin

refers to

th~

adions

of~hmeholdcrs

who arc now choosing to invest in companies that arc perceived to be opcrming
within "'clean and green" pammetcrs, and asks: "Is it the responsibility or role of
artists to ensure that the purchasers of their work, or sponsors, acquired the
funds in an ethical manner?" The ramifications of such an exercise would
rcvcrbcmtc through public galleries, dealer galleries, private collections

a~d

art

practices across the globe. Bcnjamin poses this eonmulrum because he and the other
artists on an "rt expedition were criticised in the Melbourne press for

~cccpting

the

patronage of " person whose bnsincss <.lca\ings alleged\)' had been under qncstion
>evcral year> prior to the excursion. The criticisms were raised even though the
businessman had been cleared of any

~llcgcd

wrong-doing.

The role of Ht and uf th~ nrtist
"'Art ploughs a wake simultaneously to other kinds of movements and
other world events" (Castlcdeu, sec Chapter 6).
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possible paths for no lists who respond to new technology us follows: the "exploration
of new possibilities" in

whi~h

the art work acts as research; the "exploration of the

cullural implications of a line of

'~search"

in which the art work "explores the

nnrrativcs and conceptual framewo~:ls that underlie the research"; the "use of the
new unique capabilities to explore tl·emcs not directly related to the research; and the
"incidental use of the technology" in· •vhich the research provides a resource for
"intriguing or beautiful" images (2002, r;J. 8-9).
In his rCI'iew of the papers presented, and art exhibited, at the first
Consciousness Reframed

Conferenc~,'

in 1997, Jones (1997) relate

that, in

connection with Seaman's work,'
the real activity of an artwork for the contemporary audience is in the
emergence of new ideas and new triggers for interpretation !~rough
the experience of the work. This has always been an aspect of the
contemplation of an artwork, although historically the viewer's
experience has been more passive. In VR [Virtual Reality] and
eybcrspace the artist may be able proae1ively to generate emergent
ideas in viewers us they experience the immersion. {Jones, 1997)
lmmersive interactive work requires the physical ~nd mental input of the
audience. However, perhaps Jones is not aware of the complex nwnt~l input that n
deep engugement with some other works of art necessitates, and, in addition, the
ephemeral nature of interactive work poses problems for viewers who wish to review
their experience and re·access the work on later visits. Joncs continues:
In the m1dience's contemplation of a painting, the Unmtionul clement
becomes little more than a slightly extended present, whereas
involvement in VR, new-media or video work forc~s one to ~rend
some time with the work simply to gain any idea or [sic] it at all ..
Duration as a dimension or [sic] an artwork allows the producer or the
work to introduce a series or ideas, or a flow and mutation or one
idea, which is not available in most painting or sculpture. {Jones,
1997)
Ascott {2001) predicts that new digital tcclmologies could facilitate a new
consciousness of Becoming, whereby art, instead of being a "servant of expression"
is now "more

engag~d

in the process of creating reality, of constructing worlds, and

in a sense legitimising all our own altemative realities, In this way [digitally b:Jscd]
mt is an agency of Becoming ... a constructive, more than expressive or decorative,
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process" (Ascott, 2001). Of art in

gener~l.

As colt intimates that it can work on social

and political levels but, in particular, he claims that it is the indirect relationship
between artist and viewer that "protects the artist and pem1its our dreams and visions
to have currency and survive" (2001}.
Ascoll secs a role for new media in constructing new realities, but Wilson
warns that "Critical theory wants to explode the concept of art and questions its
continucJ usefulness" (2002, p. 17}. He predicts that artists working in sci-art and
technological research will push for the inclusion of their art work within the
definition of art. The numerous journal articles, conference papers and texts sdartists, such as Calls an<.! Zurr, write about their practices lend credence to Wilson's
theory, ami a desire to be regarded as 'true' artists may well be an additional
motivation for their many publications. The idea that sci-artists wish to be regarded
as 'artists', and their work as 'art', implies tlmt they sec value in such recognition,
and it coul<.l he that they arc attracted by the prospect of incOr]lorating their practices
within conventional art paru<.ligms.
Castledcn is adamant that artists have always had a role as critics or
commentators on political, social and philosophical levels, and that their voices have
been clearly heard. She says "il's always been the role of the artist to stir things
up a bit",

~nd

suggests most artists are eager to explore new technologies and to

discover new ways of working or being. Purves (2002) lnmks "tlmt artists arc the
scouts and the antennas [sic) of our society, and that they wish things to be a whole
lot better and fairer, and more interesting and even clm\lcnging than they arc".'
In addition, Castledcn claims that "challenging perceptions of what art is,
is absolutely a role of the artist". In this regard, she explains that, for her, "whal
art is" means "in terms of engaging the viewer in elements of ibe art work" not
necessarily the fonn in which the art manifests itself: for example, "a block of wood
on the floor, a painting on the wall, or an ethereal work Qll the interne!".
Timms (2004b} argues for
art that is more respectful towards, yet at the same time more
demanding of, its audience, art that is neither facile nor wilfully
abstmsc, rewarding patience, knowledge and dedication .... a means of
askh·c~ '~rious and profound questions about who we nrc, where we
have ~umc from, and where we might be going. (p. 13)
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Cust!eden notes that, although the role of the artist is to pose more questions
than to supply

~nswers,

there needs to be a level at which the viewer enn access the

work. This access may be from several points of view: for

e~ample,

an aesthetic

aspect; a conceptual aspect; or from the aspect of a particular clement in the work to
which the viewer responds. To illustrate her point, Castledcn refers to Rinaldo's
installation at BEAP, Awopoicsis, 2000.
Wonderful mechanical arms hung from the ceiling and followed
the viewer around the room. Although they ware highly
technology based, the actual struts of the arms were made of
grape vine canes and, even for the most unperceptive viewer,
surely to walk In and see such hyper technology with such
simple, natural elements, is automatically a critique on those
form/function, natural/mechanical dialectics. (Casllcden)
Catts and Zurr question the use of the generic term 'artist' in the research
qucstioo'S because, as sci-artists, they need to be innovative in the presentation of
their worl:. In their view, the role of the artist is difficult to define, due to the many
different fonns of cngngcment and activities for people working in art. They proffer
that, !Or them, it is impm1anl that artists deal with critical, social issues, ami use
disturbing images if necessary, but they concede that this is not necessarily the case
for tnorc fomJalist artists who derive their imngery from scientific developments.
Catts and Zurr find it difficult to understand why some artists feel

threm~ncd

by new

collabomtivc sci-art practices because, in their view, it does not mean that traditional
technology i:· obsolete or irrelevant, but that sci-art represents another way of
engagement in social debate and artistic practice. They emphasise that they do not
"chase" new technologies, but cngnge with them

bee~ Jsc

of the profound issues

these technologies mise, und because these issues need to be debated and resolved.
Zurr perceives that "the role of the avant-garde artist, the critical artist, is
to raise problems, and to question the status quo." With regard to new
technologies Zurr says:
11 is still too early to know how things will develop and now is
the time t>J open up the debate rather than to class it. That is
what we are doing -we are creating evocative objects in order
to open up debate. (Zurr)
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Calts argues that knowleJge should not be segregated, controlled, and
explored by only one group of people; for example, scientists. He identifies a social
responsibility for

all

members of our contcmpomry society to discuss

biotechnological developments. He also points out that "it is frequently those
areas that are considered to be a 'no-go' zone for artists that are already
being exploited, not just by scientists for knowledge, but by profit driven
companies for consumer goods." The sale of genetically modificJ fish as pds, for
example, is acceptable but, Catts says, "lf the same fish were to be in a gallery,
the outcry would be "You have to prevent artists from modifying living
species". {Catts)
His comments underline the eonut\Jrum between differences in the way in
which technological and ;cicntific advances are regarded in a scientific context, in a
commercial context, and in an art context. Greenc {2000) notes the need to
understand issues in context, m1d the three situations outlined arc characteristic of tbe
possible tensions that present when science, art and commerce meet at the thn:;hold
of new technologies.
Cat!s' observation on intention is mentioned in Ch~pter 5, but it is rclcv~nt in
this context, too. He states that "Sir!Ce the days of Duchamp artists don't really
have to justify their practice. They only have to justify their intentions. So that
opens up the whole realm of human activity to justify the art practice.''
Hors field {2000) suggests that contemporary society secs intention us irrelevant, and
that it believes "things or events or facts cannot be understood, only recorded or
described" {p. 107). The import of this for artists is that Urt critics and historians take
upon themselves the role of interpreter. "My slight unease with the interpretation of
historians or philosophers is that it cements, it embeds, more ncccssnrily, their
intervention. The audience arc [sic] only going to get to the surface of the
c.xperiencc" {p. t08). Horsfictd participated in three exhibitions where the intentions
of the artists were subverted by the curators. He suggests that frequently an "11 priori
justific~tion"

is added, after the event, to art whether that work is by a student or at\

established artist.
It seems to me entirely invidious that we come to be through that

intention. We should first look ut intention. We shouldn't attempt to
teach it. We shouldn't attempt to use it as a means for assessing value,
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so that we can judge. We should first of all address why we make art,
why we exist as political beings, how we move through the world; all
of these seem to be absolutely the base. (Horsfield, 2000, p. 109}
For Clancy, the artist's role varies according to circumstances but artists'
inteb'l"ity to themselves and to their creative process is of prime importance. In this
sense, Clancy encourages fonnulaic artists to challenge their process and to push
their work to a higher level. She recommends that, as applies to all members of the
community, celebrity artists, such as Traccy Emin, and nnlmown artists, all have a
responsibility to avoid racist or disparaging statements.
Cleworth would like to believe in the notion of a contcmpordry avant-garde,
not for its own sake, but to push boundaries, and to question new and pre-existing
conditions whether they arc economic, social, or cultural. Nevertheless, he queries
whether contemporary artists can fulfil the role of "pushing boundaries" am!
instead arc "anything other than producers of products and entertainers". The
perfom1ances ofStclarc, and audience interactive fully-immcrsivc visual/auw\ virtual
installations, such as EpMmCre, by Char

Davie~,

arc two examples of work that

could be experienced as entertainment. This raises the question whether or not artists
take advantage of the 'incredible passport' to which Wa:twonh claims they have
access (sec Chapter 6).
To take advantage of artistic 'passports' requires funding, and Clcworth
raises issues emanating from economic rationalism.

Th~se

also concern Vcrwoert'

(undated), who contends that it is economic principles that provide

th~

"master-plan

or hidden agenda" for the "reconciliation of art and science". He suggests that the
promotion of interdisciplinnry collaboration is in keeping with the "spirit of this new
economy", and encourages interaction between equals rather than "top-down
hierarchies". Vcrwocrt notes that this economic agenda "remodels the mtist as
expert".
This understanding of t~e artist as a professional is no doubt a
progressive perspective: it implies the ucknawlcdgcment that artists
arc producing actual work and make a real contribution to society. Jt
thus does away with the popular >uspicion that artists arc nothing but
a bunch of dubious kltcrs. At the same time, however, the concept of
the artist as professional leaves unquestioned the basic utilitarian
assumption that art should be useful. (Yerwocrt, undated)
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Clcworth wonders whether the economic and social conditions prevailing
today are so powerful that they ·vill subsume or contain any level of critical debate
and critical "outsideness" in such a way tlmt anyone tmly "outside" will not have a
voice. Nevertheless, he recalls that "many of the greatest artists have worked in
accord with the state er the church and have still produced wonderful work
with great insight".

Th(~refore,

he anticipates that it will only be in "a hundred

years' time" that historians, like archaeologists, will be able to reflect on whether
the artists of the early twenty-first century were not only reflecting on their culture,
but also participating in debate and instigating change.
For Benjamin, it is important that he mixes with the wider community to
gauge current concerns and ''to be inspired by other things", a process he
describes as "cross-pollination". Nevertheless, to develop a satisfying art practice,
Be1\iamin understands the artist's role as "a constant series of breaking down
doors within oneself rather then socially". In his work, he wants to share with his
viewers a quiet moment of reflection, and, through that time of stillness, a feeling of
empowem1cnt. Qualities of transcendence and beauty, which he stipulates

~re

not

''decoration" or "shallow decadence", are important to Bcnjamin who adds that
beauty is a difficult characteristic to achieve

(s~e

Chapter 4).

Bcnjamin's experience that "something else takes over with the finished
piece" is in common with that reported by many artists. He explains that the artist
stand!: at the easel and works, but cannot envisage what the finished work will be
because, as the work proceeds, a creative clement takes over and the work takes on a
life of its own. This creative clement Bcnjamin can only llescribe as magic. He
bdieves that this magic resides in great pieces of art and that "it is undeniable, but
also indescribable". Knell er {19G5) empathises with Bcnjamin's experience.
At some stage in the process of creation the creative product whether painting, poem, or scientific theory [italics added]- takes on
a life of its own ;~nd tr<~nsmits its own needs to its creator. lt stands
apart from him [sic]and summons material from his subconscious.
The creator, then, must know when to cease directing his work and
when to allow it to direct him. He must know, in short, when his work
is likely to be wim than he. {Kneller, 19G5, p. 61)
Nevertheless, Kuhaupt decrees that the role of illustrator should be avoided.
Bunt agrees, and doubts that the illustrative work that frequently results from
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scientist and artist

col!abor~tions

could be deemed arL Although he subscribes t<~ the

notion that "Artists make problems, and good, challenging art inver1ts or
creates tensior1s, so that things which are not necessarily there are created",
when asked to describe the role of the artist in society, Bunt hesitated to answer
because he felt unqualified to respond. From his notes he proffered "to stimulate, to
create, to propose, to enlighten, to please, even".
Long agrees that art should be engaging, but also argues that it should be
controversial. His view is that a contemporary artist "should be someone who
presents ideas and concepts that engage, challenge, and evoke response in
people and communities at large." Long believes humans tend to develop a
"certain mind-set", and he would like to think that art can jolt people "out of that
linear way of thin~Jng and look at the world in a fresh way."
According to Meikle, good art provokes thought or an emotional response.
He suggests that artists could rcnccl to society the current thinking and philosophies
of the day in order to provoke a reaction, and focus on, and try to express, some of
the biological concepts nnd conundra that arc still unexplained. Much oflhc sci-art or
which he is aware uses well known biological concepts as a medium to express an
idea, such as the structure of the body, how the body works, or the way cells divide.
Instead, to cam legitimacy, Mciklc proposes that artists "address some of the
really difficult questions that cannot be understood at the moment, and try to
find a way to visualise those concepts." As Bcrger (1972) writes: "images were
first made to conjure up tt.c appearances of something that was absent" (p. !0).
Mciklc's proposal is in accon.l with other participants and has implications far the
section on prescient artists below.
McLachlan reiterates his preference for the term "men and women working
in art or science" rather than artist or scientist, and is doubtful that he would wish
to "give them a role". He believes curiosity and having fun arc the elements that
assist artists and scientists to produce their best work, not necessarily an altruistic
desire to help humanity. lf, subsequently, the work can be demonstrated to have
value, that is not necessarily part of the

initi~·l

motivation. As McLachlan would have

it, artists and scientists have the sarr,e rcsp•Jnsibilitics as other citizens and, along
with other com1nunity members, they ate able to exercise their own frccdoms.
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However, he avers that there is an ethical limitation on how far those frccdoms can
be deployed if they impact upon the freedom of others.
Further, McL.1ehlan proposes that the views of scientists are always
subordinate to those of society, and that scientists do not have the right to determine
ethical conclusions on their own- they cannot say that something ought to be done,
speaking as a scientist.
The tennination of pregnancy, for instance, is something that I
can provide ir1formation on but my view is equivalent to
somebody else's view, and the way we have chosen to make
decisions like that is through the democratic process.
Therefore, I think artists and scier1tists are bound within this
system. 1t Is not perfect, but it Is better thar1 any alternative.
(McLuchlan)
Nichol!s believes that the artist, as a function rather than as an individual
person, has a role in what is called the "civilisation of society", or, a term she
prefers, the "health of society", a "sustaining" society. She notes, for example, that
the Aboriginal commu~ity had a sustaining society; they had art and culture.
"Society needs to have art or the commtmity becomes disaffected, more
disjointed as an organism, so that if you take a city as an organism, the level
of art In that city Is an indication of its health" argues Nicholls. In

Ch~pter

4,

Nicholls points out that, ~ccording to Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, a society's b[ISic
needs, such as food and shelter, need to be provided before attention can tom to
activities such as art. Citing Melbourne as an example, Nicholls says that the city is
"thriving at the moment" [2003], it is "a growing society and a healthier place,
and 1 do not think that it is a coincidence that it can cope with the building of
Federation Square [a project considered controversial when first mooted] now."
TI1c city also has recently supported street sculptures, and a freeway entrance to the
city which resembles a zipper- a massive piece of sculpture which Nicholls thinks is
"partly an indication of art with function over form".
Although Piccinini doesn't delineate a specific role for the artist, her aim is to
make work that is meaningful and with which people can engage.
Susan Norrie, a•1 Australian artist with an international profile, secs her role
as an artist as follows:
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Technology too contains an csehatological dimension within its
power, its force and its presumed qualitative successes. If we arc
indeed at such a critical and signific:mt moment in our history (the
possibility of the end of existence, and the eschatological cfTcct
relating to industrial accidents and terrorism, etc.) then, as an artist, it
is important to take on the responsibility of investigating and
documenting the truths and experiences of our time. (citetl in
Engberg, 2004, p. 567)
However, it is the sustainability of an art

pra~tt~e

that concerns Bullock

(2000). He contends that the biological metaphors used to describe artists' works and
prnctices, such as to "flower", to "mature", ami "to be nurtured", me indicative of
"the fragility and

vulner~bility

of the artist within a culture where his or her success

is dependent on external factors" (p. 29). He has experience<.! the necessity to work
outside the stutl:o to support him, and his art

pr;~ctice,

during the long periods

between exhibitions before his career was established. Bullock is also aware that,
althvugh the art world consitlcrs it essential for an artist to b~ innovative and "to
progress ... in tcnns of concepts, technologies and materials", frequently the
collectors who follow the artist's career are not as enthusiastic for change. In his
experience, the wider public is "conservative an<.! reserved in what it will

~ollcct"

(p.

28). To develop sustainable practices, Bullock urges artists to use !heir skills and
abilities to design r,trategics to adapt and to meet the challenges of a system where
there is an "unfair emphasis on the artist's generosity" and other art world
participants arc allowed "to be too passive" {p. 29)

The artist as inquirer
Sontag (1967) does not support !he concept of a conflict between the 'two
cultures' but suggests "we arc witnessing ... the creation of a new (potentially
unitary) kin(] of sensibility.... Art today is a new kind of instmment, an instrument
for modifying consdousncss and organizing new modes of sensibility" (p. 296).
Calls and Zurr are typical of biotcchnologically based artists who arc working in the
realms of consciousness and new modes of sensibility. However, artists working in
sensitive areas need to be alert to the scrutiny their work coult: attract, as the
following events in the United States of America indicate.
These events did not occur from lack of due diligence on the part of the artist.
In the early hours of May 11, 2004, Kurtz, a biotcchnologically base(] artist and
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academic.' telephoned the emergency number because his wife had suffered il cardiac
arrest and died in her sleep. The police arrived and, suspicious ofKurtz's (legal) sciart equipment, called the Federal Bureau of investigation (FBI).
Within hours, FBI agents had detained Kurtz as a suspected
bioterrorist and cordoned off the entire block around his house ....
Over the next few days, dozens of ag~nts in hazmut suits ... silte-d
through Kurtz's work, analysing it on-silo and impounding computers,
manuscripts, books, equipment, und even his wife's bmly for further
analysis. Meanwhile, the Buffalo Health Department condemned his
house as a health risk ...• Though Kurtz has finally hccn able to rctum
to his home and recover his wife's bo~y. the FBI has still not returne-d
any of his equipment, computers or manuscripts, nor given any
indication of when they will. (Kroker & Kroker, 2004)
Ku;iz and two other members of thr Critical Art Ensemble fCAE), which
"produces artwork to educate the public about the politics of biotechnology", were
served subpoenas at the

Massa~husetts

Museum of Contemporary Art (CAE Dcfcnsc

Fund, 2004). Th~y originally faced bio-tcrrorhm chargGS. In July, 2004, Kurtz and
Fwrrell were charged with four counts of muil and wire fruud, which each carry a
maximum sentence of twenty years in prison. Their attorney claims that these
~hargcs

arc historically used when the government cannot prove other criminul

clmrges.
Fund raising

c~.tivitics

to assist with Kurtz's and Ferroll's defence have been

held internationally, including in Perth, Western Australia. In a plea for funds to
assist with legal costs, CAE's peers state:
The equipment seized by the FBI consisted mainly of CAE's most
recent project, a mobile DNA extraction laboratory to lest stllrebought food for possible contamination by gcneticully modified grr.ins
and organisms; such equipment can be found in any university's basic
biology lab and even in many high schools. (CAE Defense Fund,
2004)
Claiming work is non-scientific is another strategy to undcm1inr- the
credibility of the artist as researcher who questions scientific assuw::ccs. An exumple
is the invocation of the theory of the emotional artist in conflict with the intellectual
scientist. On·J person to receive this attention is Cornclia Hessc-Hom:gger, who
graduated from the Zoological Institute of the University of Zurich, qualified as a
scientific illustrator at the Zoological Station in Naples, and then worked at the
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University of Zurich. Later, alcrtc<l by her ohservatiDns in ber

g~r<len,

Hcssc-

!-loncgger became concerned by sdcntific assurance.., made available to the pub\ic
despite the lack of biological

n·oc:~rch,

thJt low level radiation from Cbcmobyl

would not damag<' insect or plant life. She uses her professional experience 10
document in word and aquarclle paintings the "morphologically-misshapen
~pccimens"

she discovers in her field research, and to "'raise romplcx issues about

the mic of the artist in objectively charting the ofien invisible decline of the
endronmcr.t" (Ruskin Sd10nl of Druwing and Fine Art, 19%). llcssc-Honeggcr's
research has extended to the environs of the nuclear plants m Scllaficld, UK, Three
Mile Islam], USA, and the Krummcl nudear power plant in Gemtany. Evidemly the
HA ARP Project"·' in Alaska now looms on her rudar.
According to Hesse-Honegger, "We don't consider artwork to be a form of
research, ncithe·.- [sic] the artist as a scismogr~ph on our time", but this is changing.
She is also dissatisfied that the use of "copied pictutcs and 'virtual

;~nlities"'

in

educalioll is replacing skills such as painting which teach perception rr.~t! the ability
"to sec what is"' (Hesse-Honcgger, Undated). Kemp {19981 agrees tlwt these "~cts of
seeing"", and their interprc:ation in the "h,md-dmwn image", continue In have a role
in the illustration of scientific entities. Howei'Cr, he qualifies this cndcorsement by
asking if Hcsse-Honcggcr's wu:k, Jcspitc her academic background, ccn>titutcs
"evidence'', and, i11dccd, whether they arc "works of art or

scicnti~c

illustrations?"

Nevertheless he "sustain{s] the right of the ob.,essioml enquirer to !Jrobc
uncomfortably int-;. visual comcrs where dark questions lurk'" (Kemp, l ?98, p. 555).
His enquirer role parallels that of Meiklc and McLachlan

~-.·ho

propose that the artist

looks for the minutiae that possibly htrk in-between the 'known'.
The problems faced by Kurtl and other members of the CAE challenge
Edmondston's notic.n that artists arc regarded as having wider freedom in the
community. Hesse-Honcggcr deduces, from the scientific community's "loud artd
aggressive" objections to her work, which she surmises could emanate frotnthe fear
o~

witOtdrawal of research funding if scientists suppott her findings, thm artists "arc

almost the only independent

voi~cs

in our society·· when their art

pr~cticcs

arc not

dependant upon f1mding that is tied to an agenda (UndJic(l).
Ncvcnhclcs~.

my

loc~l cl;~mist

rem··.mJs me that

au(lience that consi(lers the role of artists is not to

th~rc

.~stion,

is a very large an

b11t to represent nature
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(personal communication, November 28, 2004). His view is reflected in the growing
number of monthly instructional magazines for recreational artists available in
Austmlia.
lnacccsslblc dhlaetic panels nnd art
The ttse of difficult lwguage to iLCcompany urt exhibitions applies to
traditional as well us biologically based work. The promotional material for Su
Baker's Mls-clt-scc/tc,' 2004, e~hibited at Curt in University of Technology, reads, in
part:
Su Baker has produced a significant body of new work in Mis-C/1to explore a new aesthetic of painting in a post-cinematic, postm!, post-criticijl age. As Baker says bcrsc!f this is an impossible but
cestatic ambition. The ne1v work can be seen as ciphers of
subjectivitics, residual deposits of, in this case, pictorial stylistic
playthings. This is no\ a return to an anti-intellectual essentialism or
reductive formulism, or to the abandonment of narratives, nor does it
propose a si'lglc orthudoxy - but, on the contrary, it proposes to
embrace a free-form com:'kY.ily, nmltiple genres und eclectic
reference points, it aims to invest in th~ silent, visual and libidinal
economy of painting with a sense ofintelleetual gravitas, to empower
the scopophilic "!1joyrncnt of making and looking with .111 underlying
seriousness - indeed, a serious pleasure. The "serious pleasure" of
making and looking ami wlmt could be more serious than that. (John
Curtin Gallery, 2004)
~·ccnc

Nds~n

(2004) reports that the work in 2004: Anstralim1 Culture Now,

exhibited in Melbourne, at ACMI and the Nntional Gallery of Victoria (NGV), was
overshadowed by the number of essays acwmpanying the exhibition. On the other
hand, Crawford (2004) fount! "welcome rclicr' that "the diatribe that surrounds
contctnpornry art" is absent from. the presentation of John Wolsclcy's work in 2004:
Australian Culture Now. \Volfgang Lnib contends that the less the artist says, the
more the art is open to engagement with the audience (W. Laib, personal
corr.ntunication, February 15, 2005).
Et!mondston was hesitant, at first, to respond to questions cunccrning the
curatorial problems with science bas1.·d art

du~

to lack of personal invulverncnt.

llowever, as a viewer and frorn a science perspective, she rccom.ncnds th;t\ helpful
infonnation nmkes the art •·more uso.llul". She proposes that curators also nee(!
infonnatio11 and backt•.rouml ahout the work, ·•and lhe juslificalion of il as an

art/science collaboration." Edmondston and her prospective collabomtors intend to
provide scientific information, complemented b)" additional events and material,
including seminars, focus groups, postcards and qucstio:mnirc>, to increase
awareness and umlcrstanding of!lwir project's subject maucr. Titc responses will be
evaluated to gauge the e!Tcctivencss of the installation as a science communication
method. According to Edmondston, Baroness Susan Grecnticld" porlrays science
communication a> either tcchnophilic or tcchnoplmbic, but Edmomlston intends that
their installation project will aim for neutrality in that it will not try to persuade

o~

influence the audience in any way.
Bunt contends that the work created by the more tr;1ditional artists during and
afkr their residencies at SymbioticA does not require words to

c~plain

the

ani~t"'

intentions. In contrast, discussion about the necessity for didactic panels to
~ccompany

scicnti!lcally based work, such as Wonr Dolls. aro>e during their

exhibition at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art (PICA) in 2002. Bunt recalls
that scientists a>kcd how members of the public could uudcrstand what was
happening in the large, black dome structure without c.xpluuatiotts :1bout tissue
culture. I!owever, he observes that mcmben; of the public did not complain. and
appc~red cumfon~blc ~xpcricncing

ConVerge,

.~002,

the work in their own way.

featured hia-art

includi.t~;

that of l'iccinini and Catts and

Zurr. [The presence of Piccinini's work in conVerge suggests th>lt it is regarded as
bio-mt, but she reports that she was hcsit:mt :11 (irst to be a p:trticip:utt in this rc>earch
;ts >he bclic\"c$ her work is not hi\ltcclmologically based.] Radok (201J2) felt that the
Pi;:~·

Wirt;:s in>tallation by Calls and

Z~rr

at conVerge needed more au..!:\'11Ce

infomt:ltion and \eft the viewer "dum bet! down"' (p. 11 ).
The foregoing examples indicate that it is diflkuh to ncgoliilte between too
much and too little infomtatio•t. They also foreshadow questior.s about the rui.wJII
d "<'In· of sci-art. b sci-;1r1 a fon11 of entenainmcnt"! Is s<"i-an an etlucational tool'! I"

sd-:trt intemlctl to interrogate and challcng~ biotcdmohgic;1l d~vclopments"! Is >~i
art art"!
Tile n~ct!, or olhcrwi~c. for veracity itl statement~ provided lo ~ccompany art
wmk at exhibitions ;1rosc during the interviews. Bunt is tolcr;mt of ·trtists who give
incorrec·t information rcg:mlin!l scientific a;p~cts of their sci-:111 projects, am! bases
his orinion on the premise that the arl work is not goin~; to ~ffcct me direction or

---------------

science, Drawing on MEART (described in Chapter J) as an example, Bum
acknowledges that most viewers do not fully understand what is happening in the
installation, but, for him, the important point is that it stimulates thought about the
whole issue of crcmivity, and it proposes a 'contestable future'. "Are robots,

cyborgs, in the future, going to be creative? What do we think about
combining living organisms with machinery?" Bunt acknowledges that, prior to
installing MEART, the artists and scientists involved discussell whether it was
necessary to establish the connection to Atlanta, or whether it would suffice to have a

screen with images 'Nhich purportedly came from Atlanta. Although, in their view,
the !alter would haw had the same impact,

th~

team members decided llmt they

would "do it for real" in deference to artistic integrity. Joncs (2002} contends that,
although A!EAR"f" relates to

i~sucs

surrounding artificial intelligence and cyborgs,

"endlessly, tediously drawn lines from the robot

arm plotter pens make for something

like abstrJct expressionism done by an obsessive compulsive Jackson Pollock".
Collcss (2003) draws attention to the ethical and aesthetical

is~ucs

!;•tent in this

"'scmi,living artist"' installation [MEA/fll (p. R19).

Bum SU!J!:Csts that another consideration for the

s~icntists

and artists involved

with sci-art is that critics have suggested that the work could prompt fals~ hopes or
false impressions; for c~amplc, that sentient cyborgs or the possibility of growing
··wings for people" will be available in the foreseeable future. On the other hand,
81mt claims that iflhe work is explained in great tlctail, it may remove the impncl:
If you explained in grea! detail that MEART b realty using nmve
celb as a random noise generator, which is what t think it is
doing, and you have a totally arbitrary computer programme
that picks up bits of that noise and decides it will paint in red or
green or blue, that dim;nishes the work not improves it, even
though it is truthful. ... If you totally demystify the work, that can
actually be negati~e. because remember these are not t0acl1ing
pieces, they are not there to be a science museum. tf you want
lo teach the public about tissue culture and cyborgs, that is for
the science museums, that Is where you do that, or in a lecture.
Not in an art gallery. In an art gallery if the work is ambiguous,
or even misleading, that is not important. (Bunt)

To

d~monstratc

llis point, B1mt explained that some members of the public,

including a few who had
~-"Umcd

knowlcd~c

of scientific fields other thnn

ncurobiolo~/.

that the nerve cells were really controlling tile am1, and that there could

be~
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small brain there that

w~s

actually registering "things" and responding. He

unden;tands that it is possihlc for a public attuned to science fiction !ilms, such as the

Tcrmilwlor series, to assume that such complex scientific developments arc possible.
Bunt suggests that the idea of such misconceptions is justified by the sight of
members of the public crying at the end of the "dying" ceremony when the Wony
Dolls arc exposed to hmnan contact: ''the people have imbued the 'blobs' of cells

with sentience and life which is not the case". However, one could then question
whether the TC&A members are cncouroging this perception by labelling thdr
creations 'semi-living sculptures'. Bunt maintains that a big difficulty for sci•.nce is
that the results of many discoveries are counter-intuitive and Stlch
frequently regarded with

di~covcrics

arc

~ccpticism.

For Clancy, the field of bio-art and new media is still new and needs time to
cl"olve. Artists who work with biotechnology and living organisms need to explain
more about their work and arc developing a new language system, whereas m1ists
who work with traditional media, and media such as video, "can possibly engage
to a greater extent with more people because it Is more of a known
language". Asked whether the infom1ution that accompanies the art work needs to
be accurate, Claney replies that
with the work of Catts and Zurr, the information needs to be
accurate in the sense that what they are showing is semi-living.
I! needs to be alive. In terms of, say, my bacteria drawings,
people want to know how they are done and what it is, so I
think there Is more of an explanation of that needed. When I
was showin') som&one the abstract of my paper for the aaANZ
conference [2003], and it said Andre Brodyk is the first
Australian artist who has exhibited living genetically modified
organisms, they said "'Didn't Stelarc do that?" I said, "No,
because his wasn't genetically modified'". (Cian~y)

Clancy agrees thnt

Stcl~rc's

work was 'living', but is concerned because the

person who queried her abstract "would have known exactly what gen~tically
modified foods were". She cites another example of areas where confusion can
arise:
I showed a chromosome video made as part of the Body
Manufacture project. The video was derived from my karyotype;
I animated the chromosomes. I thought it wouldn't stand on its
own as a piece because it was part of the overall Installation,
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but someone said to me that it just becomes abstract, because
people don't know exactly what they are, and how is the
audience suppoJed to see that it is real chromosomes. 11 was
really important because it is a form of self-portraiture and I
needed to explain that the work developed from my
chromosomes. (Ctancy)
CIHncy explains that it was important io her that she had the experience of
imaging her own chromosomes as the process was symbolic, particularly as the work
wns a self-portrnit.
Edmondston believes th•J it is difncult to prescribe what infommtion, if any,
needs to accompany sci-art installations. Some work is dimcull for the public to
inierprct without supporting infomtation. Other work "comes laden with its own
message, like Patricia Piccinini's, which obv"rously has that definite 'yuck'
factor. They're cute, but my experience with it is that you show people things
and they think 'oh that's revolting, are they really going to create these sorts
of things?"'' [Piccinini stales that she does not coliOOoratc with scientists UJ.d does
not claim a scientific b:rsis fur her creations. Her interview w:u; conducted after my
interview with Edmondston and, of cour:se, Edmondston's comments were not
reported to Piccinini.]
Although the public might find sci-art installations visually interestiug, and
stimulate

deb~tc

nhout

g~nelic

engineering

~nd

other developments, Edmondston

doubts whether sucn work informs them about the science unless it is supported by
accessible infom>ation. Whether sci-nrt installations me "useful" depends:
on the art work and the intentions of the artist, because I think a
lot of them are quite sensationalist and shocking, and I think
that's line, i: gets people thinking about it, but if there is nothing
tQ direct that thinking, do you just reinforce preconceived idea3
about where it is going, or do you increase the shock value of
it? (Etlmondston)
A•Jstralian artist, Judy Watson, frequently c.xhibits intcntmionally, and
understands that the research she is able to present with her work in Australia is often
not awilablc to subsequent viewers nationally and intcmllionally. She states: "In the
end, as an artist you have to realise that your work has to imparl a sense of itself
without all tliat background information, so it has to work on its own tenus" {cited in
Mackenzie, 200~b}.
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A similar situation pertains with Cnstlcden's work. She leaves the viewer to
interpret her art al whichever level they feel appropriate. Blond (2004b) reviewed her
latest exhibition, Souvenir, and applauds her approach: "Her wise avoidance of tying
her work to a specific didactic rneaning widens its possibilities" (p. 13).
Further, Castlcdcn deplores the tendency towards a high-brow, elitist attitude
that "distances the knowing from the unknowing, or the initiated from the
uninitiated". She cites Narelle Jubclin's exhibition On Writing: Writing On, 2002, at
the John Curtin Gallery as an example of work that was supported by a ''lide volume
of knowledge and theory, but that permitted many "ins" for people who were not
fmniliar with the complex background to the artist's work. Castleden contends that
there is a fine balance between accessibility, non-accessibility, and ovCr-explanation;
the latter being a frequent criticism of political art. To

5nmmarif~,

Castleden thinks

the role of the artist is to push boundaries, to critique cor.terfi;JOrary society, and to
embrace the new where relevant. She i' a believer in the ''wow" factor in art
engag~s

th~t

and encourages a receptive audience, UJlOil whid' Robert lrwin elaborates as

The best moments m our [art] lives arc, you're going along, and all of
a sudden it's Wow! And then you wander around for a while saying,
What was that? You know, you're changed. To me, that moment is
the moment when art can exist. (cit~d in Sobchack, 1993, p. 74)
Although Calls claims that artists only have to justify their intentions, P.ot
their art practice, he recognises that there arc issues t!mt arise when one c••.dcavours
to contcxtualise an, such as biologically based work, within an historical fnimework.
He places the responsibility for this in the hands of Jrl historians. Artists witb sci-art
practices arc not really disturbed by the fact that their work does not fit within a
e11rrent curatorial and art historical frame·"ork, according to Calls. He suggests that
the problem conccms art historians, critics and other artists more because they are
not sure how to deal with the work, but admits that one relevant critic;sm of the

:~ew

media art scene is based on the lack of tools to evaluate whether it is good or bad art.
Catts ponders thnt it is probably jnst a mutter of time to allow the development of an
historical framework, hut that, even if it is bad art, if it creates discussion it is
worthwhile doing.
In recent years, assertions have appeared in magazines and newspaper articles
that contemporary art is

clitis~

that the 'person

in the street' finds it
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incomprehensible, and that many of the didactic panels are unnecessarily complex.
Timms (2004b) suggests that material that is difficult to understand does not
represent a genuine "attempt at communication", and could be interpreted

a~

patronising and discriminatory, He argues that a resort to "mindless self-promotion"
and "nrcanc theoretical discourse ... surely indicate deep-seated anxieties about the
present predicament of the visual arts" (p. 11).
In addition, Timms hypothesises that the preponderance of explanations
accompanying art work encourages the audience to rely on that infonnation rnther
than to explore the ideas expressed in the work themselves. He encourages artists to
consider the obligation "to invest their work with conceptual complexit.v"
unnecessary. Timms also suggests that an over reliance on cxplanmory panels leads
to the "trivialisation" of art and that, "paradoxically, the more sophisticated and
intelligent the

commenta~.

the greater its trivialising effect may be" (2004b, p. Ill).

"Poorly communicated, unintelligible mind-sludge" is Reid's description for
the "fine art visual philosophy" that frequently accompanies contemporary art (Reid,

2002c, p. 36).
The significance of materials or expression medium
"Unlike God, the artist does not create matl'Or; he [sic] works wi!il il" (R.
Bcrgcr, 1963, p. 43),
As noted earlier, Bunt observes that stem

~en~

provide artists with a new

material with which to wor~. The availability of lhrse new technologies and
materiuls is a pivotnl issue in the development of sci~nrt

collabor~tions,

and, although

the dialectical processes of this development have heen eommcniCd upon in Chapter
8, it is worth acknowledging here the substantial shift in art pmetiee that access to
laboratories and scientific material has pr'~cipitated. In particulnr, the characteristics,
often intangible, of the materials artists use typically have an influence on the
outcome of their work. The research participants did not mention the properties
associated with the stem cells, or bacteria, or other 'semi-living' matter, used in the
sd-art process. Nevertheless, work that concentrates on the illustration of seitnce,
and art in which the medium dominates, arc circumstances that coneem many
participants as their r.omments throughou1 this thesis signify.
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These two situations, illustmtion and medium domination, both, in part, result
from n lack of consideration of the "expression medium", ns Hofmann describes it
(cited in Chipp, 1968, p. 538-542). In new media, similar situations occur when
artists are more concerned with the medium, und its 'banner', than with the content,
as discussed by Whitclaw (sec Chapter 2), Benjamin and other participants in this
study. In such instances,

u.~

medium is l\{'lt used

as the means of expressing an idea,

but as the subject matter, or idea, itself. Bcrgcr (1'163) asserts:
One can no more appreciate a work of art without regard for its
material than one can speak a foreign language without regard for
pronunciation, articulation, and so on; for awareness of material is
what makes our response an cxpcricucc, and not merely an idea. (R.
Berger, 1963)
Hans Hofmann {1880-1966) established art schools, first in Oem1any, and, in
1932,

inN~:.,

York. His philosophy on art still has currency in art schools today, and

an important tenet of that philosophy is the part played by the "expression medium".
Artists need to understand and sense the qualities inherent in the medium of
expression to enable their ideas to be

~atisfactorily

conveyed, according to Hofmann,

who adds that "the idea is transformed, adapted to, and carried by the inner quality of
the medium, not by its external aspect" {cited in Chipp, 1968, p. 541}. 1l is in
response to this quality of the individual expressive mediums that Hofmann
maintains different mediums can convey the same fonnative idea.

lnstonccs of scicntilic~lly insightful artists
As mentioned in

Ch~pter

4, Long suggests that

~rt

is required "to create

somelhing new in order to present somelhing that has r1ot been seer~
before." Lconnrdo da Vinci is usua;ty the first person discussed when examples are
sought of artists who have envisaged scientific phenomena. Because my research
covers contemporary artists, l am limiting the few historical examples mentioned to
some ofthe more well-known instances in the twentieth century.
"Rcvolutinnary art and visionary physics" differ in methods but bo"11 aim to
investigate ''the nature of reality", asserts Shlain (1991, p. 16). He sugges~f that the
artist's images can puvc the way to change perceptions of the world. "[,~pcatedly
throughout history, the artist introduces symbols and icons that in retrospect prove to
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have been an avant-gurde for the thought pa!tcms of a scientific age not yet born" (p.
19). Shlain also points out that Marshalt McLulmn, in Urulerslrmdi!lg M1:dia,
"dismisses the importance of art" (1991, p. 19).
Miller (1995) claims that "Constable and Seurut embody the effect ofseience
on art". But, Miller says, in the twentieth century, Socrates {sec cpigmph this
chapter) is supported by artists such as CCzannc and Picasso who "began in-depth
explorations of a world beyond visual appcarPJtccs, of the world as the artists saw it
to be" (p. 186). Further, Root-Bemstein suggests that the artists who "invented
anamorphie painting, fauvism and pointillism" pioneered the "scielnific use of
artistic techniques such as anamorphic distortion, false coloring and pixclization"
(2004, p. 93).
Frantisck Kupku immediately springs to mind as a prescient artist. A
pol)'lllath, he is hailed as the first painter to show totally abstract work in the Salon
D'Automne, 1912. Andcl (1997) repotts that Kupka educated himself in
contemporary scientific rosearel\ including frequent visits to the planetarium in
Paris, and maintained that, although "art

r~presents

.1 different means of cognition

from science", artists can learn from, and be inspired by, science. Kupka informed
himself about man)' areas of science, attended phy~ivlogy lectures at the Sorbonne,
and worked in the biology labomtory there (p. 88). The following incident, which
Kupka described in a letter in 1897, supports the theory that inspiration follows
infonnation.
"Yesterday I experienced a state ofsplil consciousness in which I had
the impression of viewing the Earth from outside. I was in a large
empty space and could se~ the planets silently turnin11." The vision
was the inspiration for the painting Tile First Slep, 1909-1913 in
which the cmtcr shaped motif also appears and on which Tile Cosmic
Spring obviously draws. (cited in Andcl, 1997, p. 87)
An

e~hihition

held in Switzerland, in 1958, celebrated the bicentenary of J.R.

Gcigy S.A. Jaggi {1960) records that the theme of the er.hibition was the coincidence
of scientists "revealing to us new and unexpected beauties of form in nature" while
artists were creating abstract images of similar elements of fom1. He observes that
conscious ini!•J~ncc was not a factor but that the basis for this meeting of practices
stemmed from the "intellectual climate"

~ftlmt

time {p. 8). Artists whose work was

exhibited alongside scientific images with similar characteristics included cezanne,
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Braque, Picasso, Dclaunay,

Tob~y.

Matisse, Kandinsky, Klcc, Arp, Giacametti,

Wols, ami Pollock (Schmidt & 'Schenk, 1960, passim}.
More recently, Kemp (2000) quotes instances of contemporary

~rtists

whose

work has been llkencd to technological developments in science of which the artist
has had no knowledge. This situation is to be expected, writes Kcmp, as artists "have
always created images framed by the leading paradigms of their society" (2000, p.
7). Cleworth suggests

tha~

artists need to be intuitive and receptive to new

developments, or pointers to new developments, but says tlmt they arc not
necessarily ahead of their times.
Root-Bemstcin (2003) suppmts the significance of the polymath artist and
scientist. He explains that the results of an artist's fantasy or imagination, or
innovative thinking, might possibly "turn out to be what actually is. Unexpectedly, a
painting can so111etimcs be a way to generate scientific ideas" (p. 268). Drawing
skills, as well as other skills in the humanities, am advantageous for a scientist, he
adds. "Be_ing cultured is still a prerequisite to being educated, and education is still a
requirement for being successful" (p. 270). Root-Bemstcin provides many examples
of scientists whose own art, or the novel structures of other artists, has inspired a leap
in understanding that has facilitated a new scientific h)I]Jothcsis. "The thesis that the
arts may provide insights beyond the methodological capabilities of the sciences
comes from the fact that the artistic innovations ollen precede and make possible
subsequent sdentifie ones. Examples arc legion" (Root-Bcmstcin, 2003, p. 273). He
cites the following examples, among others: Anthcil and Lamarr, frequency hopping;
Bakken, miniaturised regoiators for electric output that contribu!ed to the
development of implantablc pacemakers; Escher and Penrose, aperiodic tilings;
Buckminstcr Fuller, geodesic, dome structures, similur structures were Inter found in
compounds and molecules ('buckminstcrfullcrencs' or 'buckyhalls'); and Walker,
kaleidocycles (p. 274}. Root-Bcmstcin's statement that "since artists are trained to
observe what 'Jther people overlook, they sometimes think about what other people
never sec" (2003, p. 275), accords with the views ofMcikle, McLach!an, Clnncy and
other panicipants.
Another example is Diego Quciros-Conde'" (2004), a physicist, who is
co\labotating with Danielle Grekoff, a painter, to explore his "belief that art has the

power to change imagination and thus to allow the emergence of new scientific
kle. .. " (p. 228).
Do nr!lsts contribute to tiLe debate about blotechnologkal developments"?
"The artist is the person who invents the means to bridge betwecu biological
inhnitunce and the environments created by technological innovation" (McLuhan,
McLulmn, & Zingronc, I 997, p. 378).
Catts and Zurr arc clcnr that their use of tissue culture is intended to
encourage debate. Lowe (2002) was particularly surprised by the different
perspcctiv~

on scientific dcvc\opmcnts Pigs Wings presented ut the conVcrl:(C

exhibition, und the accompanying statement that "This absurd work presents som~
serious cthicul questions regarding a near future where semi-living objects exist and
animal organs will be transplanted into humans" (p. 53). The creators of Pigs Wi11gs
would, no doubt, take comfort in Wilson's (2002) assertion that those who work at
the cutting edge of science and technology believe that their innovations wi!llead to
"universal truths". "A.\ evidence of science's l'alidity, they point to the
accomplishments of the s;ientific worldvicw in building robust, cross,substantiating
theoretical structures, am/ iu ,"r;'rlicting am/ comrollir1g tile material ami org1mic

world [italics added]" (Wilson, 2002, p. 13).
Cluncy believes that ~rtists contribute meaningfully to sci-art collaborations
and debate, but that the extent of that contribution is di~fiCit]t to quantify. However,
Edmondston is not sure that sei-mt always engages meaningfully and critically in the
debates wnceming biotechnological <.lcl'elopmcnts, ami thinks that the role of
science in science and art col!aborutions needs to be defined. She bdievcs that
science and nrt arc different disciplines itt 111any ways: "science is by nature
almost conservative in its outpuls ... il works in very small increments,
whereas I see art as progressing a liltle bit faster than that, and t1 has the
ahility to do thal."
Specifically, Edmondsto~ thinks that the science sitle of some of the sci-art of
which she is awnrc is "a liltle bit 'soft' In some ways". She also uses Edt1anlo Kuc
as at1 cxmnplc. Kuc "slarted off with a transgenic green fluorescent bacterium
and made his way up lo the rabblts".ln Edmondstor,·~ c>!Jinion this is "useful art
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work" because it appeals to n great many people who are "absolutely fascinated by
this idea that you can lake a fluorescent gene from a jelly fish, put it into a
rabbit, and get a fluorescent rabbit." Further, EdPJondston accepts "the rationale
for putting this in a rnuseum, or in an art exhibition, is that it will help people
understand a little more the process behind transger10sis and creating, or
genetically engi11eering, transgenic animals". However, she suggests that the
creation of n fluorescent rabbit is enttrtainm~nt, "a useful party trick", and not
science. Edmondston states that, although the basic process can he used for a whole
lot of di!Tc•cnt outcomes, it is not cutting edge. Edmondston's reference to Kac's

Albtt as a 'party trick', highlights wmc of the ways in which the subjects of sci·art
arc viewed, and the moral and ethical dimensions surrounding some practices.
Edmondston predicts that the technology behind tissae culture on sca!Tolds
work, similar to the \/; scale car project of Catts, Zurr and Stelarc discussed in
Chapter 5, will h~ve very limited application.
1 think that it is going to be ver; difficult to generate lnree
dimensional tissue culture creations that can be usec: to
transplant into individuals because of the problems with blood
supply to dimensions of tissues. lt might be used for an ear, but
my guess would be that a prosthetic ear is going to be a lot
easier to generate In other ways, and probably more
economically, than using this tissue culture ear. (Edmon!lston).
Edmondston then discusses Piccinini's We are F11mily, and admits that she
does not know whether or not it is an art/science collaboration. Her observations
support Timms' view that artists can help the viewer interpret scientific infonnation
but they arc usually not in a position to cstablhll scientific facts (Timms, 2004a, p.

Rl9).
The hybrid meerkats and piglets do create a platform for
discussing transgenosis and the splicin.g or genes, but the
whole idea that we are going to create these hybrid species I
don't think is all that accurate, so the science behind that is
questionable. (Edmondston)
According to Calls,
artists being represented as

th~ es~nlation
h~wing

:'I

of publicity about sci-art has led to some

an intimate knowledge of science when this is not

the case. For example, Catts claims Piccinini was represented in this way at the
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Venice Biennalc, although Piccinini does not claim an intimate knowledge of
science, and has previously indicated that her work is the result of her imagination
and fantasies in response to the new technologies. He claims that recent promotional
material now suggests that Australia is a "smart" nation and its artists nrc educated
in scicuce. Catls believes that it is really important for artists to engage critically with
\he new technologies, but to avoid misrepresentation. In his view, if artists who ~re
commenting about technology represent themselves, or are represented by others, as
experts in the field of science or new technology, which is frequently nul the cnsc,
the integrity of the whole area of sci-art could be in question ami the
misrepresentations "might come back to haunt them."
Kuhaupt is familiar witll" the work of Catts and Zmr and, although it is not
"arty" in his view, he applaudf "the manner in which they present and promote it.
However, he questions the level ofl,ritique that qualifies sci-art as art, and

note~

that,

in most cases, artists can only examine the science from ann's length.
Long argues that art should b~ engaging and controversial, and cites the work
of Piccinini as a good example of art that does not "say anything bad" about
g~netic ~nginccring

hut evokes responses from the community. Be subscribes to the

view that: "What scien~e does is not good, orb! j, or evil, it is just research."'
Long asserts that research brings new infonnation, but it is the manner in which this
infonnation is interpreted and put into a social context thut can make it appear
frightening or technically bad.
It is the social context in which PicciTJini's work is received th.1t concems
Crcgan and Scan Ion (2004). They claim that the discus;ionthe artist o1ims to promote
"is curiously slanted" and, ''when it doesn't descend into fanlasy representation" it is
based around "personal responses to biotechnology and its implications. Larger
questions about biotechnology and what it means to be human arc studiously
avoided" {p. 40).
Mcikle believe; that "lhe general [lUblic Is sceptical about some of the
recent developments, mostly those that present a moral dilemma." However,
he would prefer to think thaturtist and scientist collaboratiens arc "less concemed
about those sorts of public 'perceptions and that their real motivation is
exploring new ways to express their art, rather than Worrying about what the
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moral dilemmas are." On reflection, he comments

th~t

"some moral dilemmas,

such as that presented by stem cell technology, are probably the areas that
artists should or do migrate towards because they have the potential to
provoke thought, which is partlv what artists are attempting to do." But Mciklc
proposes that collaborations between artiots and scientists em1ld be quite successful
in cxpbining some of the 111ore difficult concepts, because scientists "do not
communicate well" and have difficulty in "explaining their research in
language that is understood by thiJ general public".
McLachlan contends that •;ollaborativc scientists and artists do engage
meaningfully and critically in the debates, but that there is a lack

ofpubli~

debate. i11

addition, he claim~ that the Weltcomc Consortium documents arc "disappointing" in
this area, ami art critics hav<>, as yet,

faile~

to initiate an informed discuosion of the

work. Following his sci-art project, McLachlan

claim~

to be transformed into "a

different kind of person" and feels inspired to "proselytise on behalf of this
idea". Due to his experience with the Joumal ofTI!eoreliwl Biology and the events
tha! followed, McLachhm's hypothesis is that once he mentions the paper in JTB, the
follow up in Na;11re, and the £337,000 grJnt he received, he will have the immediate
attention of

~cientists, ~nd

wi!l then be in a position to indicme that, although

relevant, these factors arc not the most important point. He would then have the
opportunity to go or; to explain why scientist and artist collaborations arc useful, and
to work towards bringing about cultural shifts.
Nicholls characterises the Wony Dolls as "interesting, bizarre, and very
challenging" but finds it difficult to quantify the influence of that, and similar sci-art
work, on the wider global debate. Despite her fascination with biology, one work
Nicholls heard about in London but declined to view. and which she classifies as
"challenging" but "repulsive", involved the representation of a mortuary with
diosccted real human bodies." In Nicholls' opinion, the meaningful and critical input
of th'; and other exhibits, such as En1in's Tell!, arc questionable. She proposes that
art wo· .:s best when the audience io encouraged to feel rather than to be confronted
by repugnant attitudes. For example, Richard ::lcrra's S•mke, 1997, which Nicholls
saw at the Guggcnhcim, Bilbao, with "colossal steel plates that weave around
ami go up and out at different ang,Js" invokrd in Nichol!s "a feeling of
intimacy and mystery."
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For Cnstlcdcn, artists who engage with high technology, such ns stem cell
research, are not necessarily in agreement with the philosophy or motivation behind
the research, but their engagement enables them to critique the technology from an
infonned ;msition.
Bcnjamin watches recent stem cell research in wonder and is conccmcJ that
the speed of technological developments obviates opportunities for community
debate on the ethics of their implementation. The few examples of biologically bascJ
art he has seen have failed to expand his knowledge of the research, or challenge his
current thinking.
Mitchcll (2002) expresses com:ems as we move from

Bcnj~min's

age of

mechanical reproduction to the age ofbiocybcmetic reproduction. As Mitchell would
have it, there is a "dialectical tension" in the tenn biocybcmctic," r.nd, rather than
call the current era "the digital age" or similar, he proposes that it is an age of
conmct between "models of calculation and control" and "new fonns of
incalculability and uncontrollability, from computer viruses to terrorism" (Mitchell,
2002, pp. 10-11)
Artists, technicians, and scientists have always been united in the
imitation c~ life, the production of images and mechanisms that have,
as we say, "lives of their own". Perhaps this moment of stillnes~ in
history, when we feel caught between the utopian fantasies of
biocybcmetics and the dystopian realities of biopolitics, between the
rhetoric of the post-humnn and the real urb>ency of universal human
rights, is a moment given to us for rethinking just what our lives, and
our arts, arc for. (Mitehcll, 2002)
Mitchell's words were written afler the United States of America went to war
in Afghanistan and before the second invasion of !raq, an event that could be seen as
marking the end of his 'moment of stillness'. However, his words arc also in
sympathy with the notion that this is a period at the threshold of change, as signalled
by Clancy, and as indicated by the diverse factors influencing the prnctic~s of
contcmp?rary conventional artists and sci-artists outlined in this thesis. Mitchcll hus
pinpointed issues of concern

th~t

he believes warrant mgcnt debate, and many artists

arc in a position to engage in such a debate as they work towards new levels of
expression and ideas.
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'Discards' Into 'gold dust'
The concept that iflspiration can be found in the di;cardcd intellectual or
physical mal\,."!" of others is not ntw, and some participants provide excellent
examples of the way in which these 'discards' can benefit seienti·;ts and artists.
Berlin's (1979) notion coincides with their suggestion that there is a role for the artist
to

e~plore

the 'in-between', the discards, !ell mouldering between the e•·eat ideas of

science and philosophy. He suggests tbat there arc empirical questions, and there arc
the questions mathematicians or logicians ask, but
between these two great classes of questions there nrc other questions
which cannot be answered in either fashion. There arc many such
questions, and they include philosophical questions. One of the prima
facie hallmarks of a philosophical question sccllls to me to be this:
that you do not know where to look for the answer. (Magcc & Berlin,
1979, p. 24)
That 'junk' sequences in DNA now appear to have "value as a reservoir of
ncxible potential for future cvc-lution" (Levy, 2001, p. 172) typifies, to me, instances
where matter or ideas that fall within, or create, "in-between spaces", as Levy (p.
173) describes them, can provide valuable input for art work. These 'discards' arc
regarded as area~ of research potential by both scientists and artist~. Asked why
Bcuys was a "gmnt" in the twentieth century art world, Roscnthal replied "it's to <!o
with the expansion of a possibility, of looking where nobody has looked before- as
Picasso did (cited in Jcnkins, 1991, p. 76).
Wilson (2002) focuses on

n~w

media, but he concedes that urtists and

scientists are likely to be more observant of elements in nature than oth~r prop le, and
agrees that his 'artist as researcher' might
very well value research according to criteria quite different from
those of the commercial and scientific worlds. They might sec aspects
of the problems missed by the other researchers. The arts could
become a place where abandoned, discredited, and unorthodox
inquiries could be pursued. (p. 37)
McLachlan's connection with Storey could be seen as unorthodox but it was
highly successful. He thinks that "r.reative scientists and creative artisls have
lots of similarities In approach in discarding things, and also in looking
through the pile of discarded ideas from others." This element was brought
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home to McLaehlan during his collaboration with Storey, and "became a standing
joke, in fact, because the metaphor was lileral." Storey had created a r,eries of
"material dresses" from discards, "the cuttings and the things thrown away by
others". Her next step was to make wearable clothing out of rubbish bags which was
a "conscious joke reference". McLachlan, too, looks at ideas that have been
neglected.
Often ideas don't fit into the current extant picture of the
scientific area and, ther~fore, they are Ignored. Therefore, at
any one time in science, any area will have a perfectly
convincing account. Text books do not say, for instance, such
and such is unknown or not well understood. Everything is
always presented as if it is convincing and finished, and
somewhere witt,in that there are little bits that you are not being
told. These little bits that you are not being told are the bits that
you cannot reconcile with the picture, and then somebody will
pick up one of those discarded pieces and shatter the whole
picture with it. {Mclachlan)
McLachlan associates Einstein's Nobd

Pri~c,

which, he explains, related to

"\he photo-electric effect"' and not the theory of relativity, with "one of these
discarded pieces·· that others had overlooked. Einstdn's photo-electric effect
"destroyed the whole of classical wave theory and the texts about physics for
the previous one hundred Years." In relation to Knhn's notion of the paradigm
shift, McLnchbn claims that 5cientists
and, to do

thi~,

an~

artists want to be a "paradigm shi!ler''

they arc "constantly scanning the horizon for the thing which will

be the breakthrough, the thing that will be new and different". Kuhn {1970)
cites sittmtions in which a problem that •·ought to be solved by known rules und
procedures" but resists the best efforts of experts in the field, or the breakdown of a
piece of equipment, lead to an anomaly that provokes new investigations. The results
of these investigations can somNimes establish "a new basis for the practice of
science", a "paradigm shift" (pp. 5-6).

!11

my view, Kuhn 's model ofparadigm shifts,

and his 'revolutions', correlate with a dialectical,xoccss in that they generate new
schools ofthonght from which further investigative processes emerge, as referred to
in Chapter 2.
1110 distinction between lmvi<lg problem seeking skills and having lots of
curiosity is difficult to define, ard McLaehlan sees "looking for a problem" more as
thinking "I wonder how that WGr!<s". As an example, Galison (2002) describes the
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image general relativity presents of an obje"t falling into a black hole, and the
manner in which the object moves through "redness" until its eventual move
"beyond the visible".
That scene resembles ours. Just when the scientific image moves
towards abstraction we are Jell with the last glimpse of a frozen
picture and ignore what happens next. At just that moment when the
abstract-logical becomes pictorial, we forget the picture to cclcbmte
that last remembered moment of non-image. It is all too easy to forget
the incessant traffic back and forth between the scientific-artistic
desire to grasp with eyes open and shut. (Galison, 2002, p. 323)
Mciklc and McLachlan promote the notion that it is a legitimate exercise for
the artist to i.ntcrrogate, or 'play', or 'laterally investigate', the discards of science
that

repres~nt

the fragments of knowledge or inquiry which, through lack of interest,

research outcome, or imme<.liate financial marketability, lapse from scrutiny.
Creativity, imagination, and resourcefulness would be traits necessary for a ocicntist
or artist involved in such a pursuit to enable them to fin<.!, or even

~oto

the absence

of, the missing links or discards. As McLachlan expresses it, "creative scientists
and creative artists, I think, have lots of similarities ir1 their approach to
discarded thir1gs and also In lookirlg through the pile of discarded ideas from
others." Kuhaupt has similnr ideas and

st~les

that

~rtists

"things that don't quite add up". These discarded

idc~s

lend to look around for
could reside within the

relationship Frow (1986) describes as being belw~cnthc "seen" and !he "unseen", or
"that which is missing from the prior text" (pp. 24-25).
Of course, this approach is not limited to the discards from the realms of the
science

labor~lory,

but could have positive implications in other fields of human

endeavour, particularly as innovation and lateral thinking seem to be the buzz words
of the early twenty-first century. It is interesting to note that, although many
participants suggest that the most successful collaborations are initiated by artists,
Mciktc and McLachlan were looking for alternative activities to interact with their
professional commitments. They arc among those who originated the thread that
weaves through this research about the opportunities presented by the 'got <.I dust' that
could be found among the 'discards' of others.
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Looking forward
Biotechnologicully based art has already made a considerable "critical
intervention" to contemporary debates, claims Pum, but, despite the interaction, this
does not indicate that artists are "'doing science' or vice versa" {Punt, 2001). Wilson
argues that artists require the necessary education to develop roles as artist and
researcher, r~!hcr than to engage with science and be seen by scientists us a
"dilettante".
At the same time [as working with research], artists must keep alive
artistic traditions oficonodasm, critical perspective, play, and sensual
communication with audience:!. They must be willing to undertake art
explorations that do not n~atly fit in historically validated media and
offer their work in new contexts. {Wilson. 2002, p. 40)
Hill indicates that a useful '"idea" is a legitimate research outcome.
New knowledge is a crucial outcome of the research activity. I! is not
a machine, or a sculpture, or a piece of medical equipment or 1
painting, but an idm which may be embodied in all such things, ami
which can be repealed. (Hill, 1995a, p. 12)
But Hill adds a rider. He proposes that the "unique 'unrepeatable' artwork"
sits beside the "idea" and that "one can aim at repeating sensations", an outcome that
would blend research with development. Taking Leonardo's Mona Lisa, 1506, as an
example, Hill argues that the innovative ideas, the research, "those repeatable
elements concerned with picture-making, such as the rendering of mass through tonal
values, or the suggestion of depth by means of atmospheric perspective", which led
to the creation of the painting. have been suhjcct to repetition since the Renaissance
(Hill. !995b, p. 28).
In 1997, UNESCO held a summit" to progress recommendations made in
1980 concerning the status of the artist. The comprehensive document covers aspects
raised during the interviews by many of the participants. Topics such as the
encouragement of creativity, creative diversity, funding, cultural policy, career paths,
artistic education and training, new technologies, intellectual property, remuneration,
taxation, and health arc all broached {UNESCO, 1997). Australia has progressed
some of the fif\y recommendations, but others need to be advanced.
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Summary
Australian Government representatives assert that urtists arc imbued with the
ability to sec things differently, and can

intcrprc~

critique and encourage cultural

innovation. In view of these perceived atlributes, the government has proposed a
programme to 're-position' artists to enlist their expertise in the communication of
scic11cc. However, if artists are 'by their very nature different', as the Australia
Council recognises, or idiosyncratic as folklore indicates, implementation of this
policy could diminish the very qualities the government agencies wish to harness.
For c.tamplc, artists whose practices arc bound by government policy or funding
requirements could find the freedom they arc presumed to have, and which is envied
in some other quarters, restricted. The tension between the intent in the Australian
Government's proposal and the actuality of the dynamics that operate in a
professional urt practice is typical of a dialectical process in train, and the outcome is
yet to be revealed.
Artists arc also described as idiosyncratic, which is interpreted as
irresponsibility by some and as a S}'Tllptom of lack of restraint by others. This is
balanced by the view that artists appear to endeavour to acbic";e, concurrently, many
and various difficult goals. Perhaps it is this suggested complexity of tasks, and
resistance to categorisation, that leads some participants to hesitate to uominate
~pccific

roles for artists because they consider tbat artists' functions in society arc

difficult to define.
The preferred level of veracity in the communication of infom1ation about
sci-art exhibits to tbe public appears to be difficult to judge, and participants express
concern that an extensive explanation could lessen the impact of the work. Although
artists ure not usually qualified to establish scientific facts, participants believe !bat,
in some instances, art work cun help the '!icwcr interpret scientific data. Wilson
(2002} argues that scientists arc more likely to regard artists seriously, rather than as
dilettantes, ifurtists acquire the necessary education to be respected as researchers.
However, some participants recommend that a new understanding, supported by a
new language, is necessary to enable sci-artists to communicate with the audience.
That aside, art is a visual language and sei-artists who feel the need for a new
language perhaps would benefit from a more extensive knowledge of the advantages
art offers as a fonn of expression, and the skills required to achieve tbis expression.
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A new

l~nguage

would take time to amass, but the seeds of its inception arc indicated

in the work of Ascott (1997) who ll3s initiated a new vocabulary f... r new media {sec
Appendix C).
In

sever~\

quarters, the

~.cicncc

associated with many sci-art proje<::ts is

regarded as 'soil', and, even ;n some highly publicised examples, projects arc
sometime< based on technologies that have been

~vailablc

in laboratories for several

years. Indeed, sci-art's potential multidimcnsionality otTers artists oppmtunitic~ to
exhibit the work as a product, as illustration, as art, as entertainment, as a tool for
instruction, or as an amalgam of all of these factors and possibly others.
A common response to the dense didactic panels and essays that frequently

accompany contemporary art exhibitions of all genres is that these texts tend to
alienate and to confuse the viewer, and oflcn convoy an elitist attitude. Some
participants arc conccmcd that, if an over-abundance of analysis and information is
provided, the audience could fail to engage intellectually with the art and limit the
deliberation they are prepared to allocate to the work, and, therefore, merely accept
the intel]lretations presented by others. Internationally active professional artists arc
aware that any backgronnd information provided is oflen separated from the work
afler the initial exhibition and, consequently, the art needs to 'work on its own
terms'.
Difficulties in defining and quantifying the quality and level of intcwction by
the partners in

sci·~rt

collaborations could

contnbut~

to the lack of consensus among

participants on whether artists contribute to the debate about new technologies. Calls
and Zurr clearly regard their 'semi-living' sculptnres and other sci-art as encouraging
d~"oate

about new scientific and medical technologies. Some commentators agree that

their work, and that of other selected bio-artists, generates awareness of serious
ethical questions that warrant commnnity debate, and is, therefore, a tool for critique
and possibly changL.
However, Vcrwoert (undated) sul)gests that the promotion of interdisciplinary
collaboration is in keeping with the contemporary economic rationalist economy, and
that a cnns~quencc could be the controversial 'remodelling' ofthe role of the artist as
an expert. This proposed redefining of artists as experts would, for some, shifl the
focns of art practice and is another indicator that art practice is on the threshold of
change. In a similar vein, Cleworth suggests that countries use large events, such as
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th~

Venice Bicnnale and Documcnta, to present artists with strong social or culturnl

ugendas, and that this lends to present the art works as commodities or cultural
products. In addition, he contends that connections with government or large
institutions that fund prominent events is seen by some as an imprimatur that the
artist is 'cutting edge', although the pursuit of such a connection could encourage
confom1ity and undermine the initial aims and intent of the artists involved.
According to the participants, in addition to their communication skills,
artists can work in many ways. These include the critique of political, social, cultural
and tJhilosophical issues and the pcrceiv~d boundaries that chametcrise those issues;
and the creation of work that is cngfiging, controversial and challenging in order to
question new aud pre-existing conditions and to encourage cultural challJ,><:, Some
participants suggest that even 'bad' art, and disturbing images, arc acceptable if they
provoke a response from the audience, but others describe questionable, confronting
and repulsive exhibits as counterproductive. Artists who take up the challenge to
push boundaries frequently face difficulties with authorities who do not wish to see
the status quo tested.

ln~eed,

Hense-Honegger (undated) suggests that artists have the

only independent voices in some countries today.
Characteristics identified in the research that encourage good, challenging art
include a high level of profe~sional integrity on the pJrt of artists; a willingness to
push work to a higher intellt:l:tual and creative level; a willingness to add curiosity
and fun to the process; and a connection with the community to inform them and
their work. However, the inquiring artist could find that unwelcome attention
emanates from suspicions about the artist's intentions and the materials and
technologies used. The research substantiates the observations of many professional
artists who arc aware of the impact their choices of media have on the interpretation
of their concept, and on the life and success of their work, but also that an overemphasis on materials and technologies can prove counter-productive.
Other observations include the following: scientists and artists both
experience the phenomenon of the 'wow' factor or 'aha' moment; artists (and
possibly scientists) need to know when to allow the work to 'take over'; a great work
of art has magic; m1ists report sensing th~t their inanimate subjects return their gaze;
an artist needs to cam legitimacy; a scientist's view is subordinate to those of
society; and a se ·:ety needs mt to sustain its health as a eivilisatioll
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History has provided examples of prescient artists who had the ability to
visualise concepts and phenomena before their existence and/or configuration was
established by science. Their ability is attributed to an awareness of the prevailing
pamdigms and interests of the society in which they lived, essential for an infom1cd
or prepared mind. Similarly, throughout this thesis, reference is made to the notion
that artists and scientists can, on occasion, benefit from re-examining concepts,
incidents and observed phenomena that were not explored fully, or were regarded as
insignificant, by others at the time. As the participants put it, an important role for
the artist is to address issues that defy understanding and to try to visualise those
concepts for their communities so that that which is not necessarily present or
visible, is created. Merleau-Ponty (19G4) describes them as the properties within the
things themselves. Others describe them as the 'in between'. In this study they nrc
referred to us the 'discards', the unorthodox or 'discarded

intcllc~tual

matter of

others'.
Many of these varied roles advocated for contcmpornry artists link them with
dialectical processes: artists would be

engag~d

in pursuits that encournge tensions

between existing pumdigms; that require an engagement with multiple layers of
meaning and understanding; and, in some cases, that have the potential to move
prevailing attitudes and practices to other levels of sensibility, commitment, meaning
and purpose.
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Endnotcs
Consciousness Reframed conferences were established by the Centre for
Advanced Inquiry into the Interactive Arts (CAiiA), at the University of Wales,
founded by Roy Ascott and others. The Centre has been renamed the Planetary
Collegium.
2

Bill Seaman, Rotate Soft Erobotic Agent Spokes, from Passage Sets/One

Prt/ls Pivots a/the Tip ofthe Tongue, digital image, 1995.
3 Stuart Purvcs is the proprktar oft he Austrullan Gallery, Melbourne, and,
at the time of the interview, President of the Australian Commercial Galleries
Association.
4 Jan Vcrwoert studied cultural studies and philosophy in Hildcshcim and
London. He now lives in Hamburg nnd works as an art critic for, among others,
Frieze, Springcrin and Camera Austria. He was awarded the prize for art criticism by
the Association of the Gennan Kun~tvercinc in 2001.

5 Stove Kurtz is Associate Professor in the Department of Art, at the State
University of New York's University at Buffalo, and is a member oft he
internationally recognised Critical Art Ensemble.
6 Dr R Bcrtell provides 'Background of the HAARP Project' on
hl1p://www.eartlmulsc.com/haamibackgraund.html, accessed June 09, 2004. High
Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP).
7 "HAARP is n scientific endenvor aimed at studying the properties and
behavior of the ionosphere, with particular emphasis on being able to understand and
use it to enhance communications nl!d surveillance systems for both civilian and
defcnsc purposes": from the HAARP website:
http://www .haam.a1aska.cdu/haamlhPumosc.html, accesscd June 09, 2004.
8 Baroness Grcenficld, a neurobiologist, is a prominent science
communicator.
9 Su Baker, Mis-en-Sce!!e, John Curtin Gallery, Curt in University of
Tcclmology, Western Australin, 25 June- 08 August, 2004. The exhibition is part of
her submission for the award of Doctor of Creative Arts. Bai:er is t!oc Head of School
of Art, Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne. Baker is cited in Chapters 4 and 11.
10 Queiros-Condc's PhD studies the structure of turbulence. His article in

Leonardo examines the link between the geometry ofturbulcnce and painting.
11 Gennan anatomist, Professor Gunthcr von Hagcns, exhibited Human
Body Warlds in Japan, Gcnnany, Austria, Belgium, and England (2002). The
exhibition comprises human bodies that have been treated by a process called
'plastination'.
12 Mitchcll explains the "dialectical tension" he hypothesises resides within
the tcnn 'biocybemetic' ns follows: "Cybernetics come from the Greek word for the
'steersman' of a boat, and thus suggests a discipline of control and govcmance.
Norbcrt Wicner called cybernetics 'the entire field of control and communication
theory, whether in the machine or animal' (QED: 1948). 'Bios' on the other hand,
refers to the sphere of1iving organisms which arc to be subjected to control, but

which may in one way or another resist tbat control, insisting on 'a life of their
own'." (Mitchcll, 2002, pp. 10-11).
13 UNESCO, the Frencb Ministry of Culture and Communications, and tile
Gctty Conservation Institute organised a summit at the UNESCO Headquarters in
Paris, in 1997, to re-address recommendations made in 1980 concerning the status of
the artist. Many ofthcsc issues surface again in the interviews for this research.
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plate 4

CONCLUSION

This thesis investigates the role of the artist at the begi1ming of the twentyfirst century. ll also sets out to identify dialectical processes that have occurred
between art and science, particularly due to new developments in biotechnology that
!,ave emerged since the laUer part of the twentieth century.
Critical qualitative inquiry provides for an eclectic, post-structuralist
approach, and the methodology, methods and philosophy maintained throughout the
study rclleet the

inten.H~ciplinary

nature of the research, as does the selection of

scientists and artists as purticipants. The semi-structured interviews proved to be an
appropriate method for garnering COIJtcmporary views on the questions submitted to
the participants, and, in addition, allowed opportunities for comments on issues not
directly canvassed. Due to the stature of the participants within their professional
communities, they are ideally situated to inform the research. The veracity of the
intcrvi~:w

data was ensured by slbmitting the transcripts to the participants far

verification prior to their con .• <ents being inc\uded in the research analysis process.
The additional topics

rais~d

by the participants, typical of the non-linear

approach that critical qualitative inquiry engages, and their wide ranging responses,
required a multi-linear analysis that allowed me to develop a degree of cohesion for
discussion. Consequently, the analysis process began with pattern analysis, a useful
tool in such situations, and the results of that process guided the selection of the
subject matter for each chapter and the structure within the chnptcrs. In this way, and
following the recommendation of Grecne (2000, p. 988), it was possible to tease out
many complex and interrelated issues into coherent fmmeworks rather than
endeavouring to lock the debate into "any singular philosophy or approach". Where
necessary, cross-references ·are supplied in the thesis. It is important to note,
however, that the complexity of the comr,cting issues and responses was
compounded by the number of individual theories the participants brought to the
research.
To my knowledge, this is the first in-deptl1 smdy that incorpordtes the views
of contemporary collaborative sci-artists and non-collahorativc artists and scientists
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in order to collate and rnmlyse their opinions on the role of the artist at the beginning
of the twenty-first century. In view of the participants' knowledge and involvement
in the research area, and the fonvar<l moves many of them have made in their career
paths since tlm interviews in 2003, I recommend that follow-up research be
conducted in 2007 or 2008 in order to ascertain any changes that they have observed
or experienced. This is pertinent due to several situations identified below, where, in
my view, current circumstances are in a state of flux and significant changes could
occur in the near future.
In order to focus the arguments, a search for and analysis of dialectical
processes, both in an Hegelian triadic fonn and a poststructuralist approach, arc
conducted and reported in the ~hapters. Each chapter summary examines the material
from the chapter in relation to the theories expounded in Chapters I and 2. This
conclusion draws together and explores potential tensions and instances of dialectical
processes that range across all the chapters.
In contrast to the triadic fonnulation which seeks a thesis, an antithesis and u
synthesis, a poststructuralist approach seeks 'rhythmic' layers of understanding.
Frow (\986) describes it as interpreting the connection between that which is 'seen'
and the 'unseen' (pp. 24-25). In accord with both Frow and Docker (1994), I found
that elements within the connections or relationships the participants propose 'shift
and slip' according to the individual interviewee's background and philosophies. As
a consequence, the multi-linear approach supported by a poststructuralist
methodology proved a constructive framework for the study. Although the research
locates some

instan~cs

of dialectical processes, these processes have not emerged as

the dominant issues 1 had hypothesised, and I found much that is complementary
between science and art. Nevertheless, the instances of dialectical processes in the
relationships between art and science cannot be ignored and signal possibilities for
change.
The discussion of the perceived similarities and dissimilarities between
science and art that emerged is an example of the benefits of the semi-structured
interviews. ll appears to me thnt the subject of similarities and differences between
art and science constantly lurk below the surface of debate, possibly in response to
the frequent references to Snow's mid 1950s idea of 'two cultures' that appear in
recent relevant ti.tcraturc. Indeed, the research finds that lhe similarities far outweigh
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the dissimilarities prcdominontly in the area of the philosophical attitude that both
scientists and artists bring to their

pr~ctices.

l11e findings, therefore, challenge

previous beliefs that art and science arc distinctly separate disciplines, and indicate
that sci-art collaborations play un important part in the breaking dJWil of antipathy
towards interdisciplinary activity between scientists and artists. In addition,
engagement in collaborative projects has proved propitious to the 'debunking' of
stereotypical myths surrounding scientists and artists, according to participants,
although the arrival in a laboratory of some artists has been greeted with scepticism
and negativity. Their interaction, or clash as the proponents ot the two cultures
theory couid claim, caused the two disciplines to both collide and collaborate. In
some instances, this has precipitated attitudinal chonge and a wider appreciation of
the qualities of the parties concerned. This dialectical process is set to continue.
One example of a wider uppreciatiou of the potential of art is McLachlan's
acdaimc~

incorpor.ltion of artworks, an~ im~gcs of nrt, in the structure of his

lectures to medical students. His innovation, a result of his collaboration with Storey,
has set u new benchmark for lecturers in medicine, and signit1es an example of a
tension between traditional und new methods of teaching that has precipitated
positive outcomes.
However, for scientists, an engagement in a sci-art collaboration does not
necessarily enhance their career

p~0spects

and, in some cases, could be regarded us

detrimental. In contrast, for artists, the perception exists, in some quarters, that asciart collaboration could assist their practice to appear culting-edge and 'sexy' because

it involves new materials and technologies. Nevertheless, the products of scientist
and artist collaboratiC>ns arc not regarded as successful by all the participants. The
activities which attr.lct the most disapproval arc those in which the artist merely
illustrates the scientific concepts rather than engaging with the scientist in discussion
and critique. Participants claim that this illustrative work is frequently associated
with 'sofi' sdencc, fails to acknowledge the 'real value' of art and science working
together, and trivialises both science and art.
Upon consideration, this negativity towards work that illustrates science
requires the researcher to "embrace ambivalence" as proposed by Luncnfold (1999,
pp. xiv-xv). On the one hand, scientific visualisation, particularly in areas such as
space explorntion, chaos theory and fractal geometry, is bringing images- beautiful
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images- to the public that enhance the community's access to an understanding of
scientific concepts. On the other hand, sci-artists, whose works 'die' at the end of an
exhibition, also rely on photographic documentation to disseminate their work after
the event. Although some participants discount the value of 'illustration', it appears
that a meta-discipline of scientific visualisation could emerge and that sci-artists will
need to be on board.
At the outset, it was made clear that this thesis does not attempt to define
what constitutes art, but some participants reveal their ways of thinking about works
of art. Accordingly, it appears that some time honoured thoughts on the
quintessential elements of a work of art, including an impression of time spent and
time capt:ucd, and sensations of stillness, mystery, magic and/or transcendence,
continue (o pertain at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The proposed
relationship, wherein the artist's creation tr:mscends work that was achieved
previously, could be regarded as dialectical as the work is considered to have moved
to another level of creativity. This continued regard for the elements attributed to art
is a quality that many new media proponents wish to access for their new practices,
but do not particularly wish to acknowledge, an anomaly that is discussed below.
The resurgence of beauty us a component of contemporary art exhibitions,
highlighted by art critics, could be cyclical, but, that aside, it could represent a
dialectical response prompted by the graphic images in the mass media of violence
due to war and other civilian tragedies, and 'natural' disasters. History shows that
artists respond to different world events in different ways, and previous periods of
conflagration and despair, such as the deprcosion during the 1890s and World War I,
were followed by radical art in the form of Surrealism, Dada and Cubism. The recent
return of beauty is one of the indicators of change, a possible instrument for a
movement of understanding, located in this research that signal that art is in a state of
flux. The reason for the resurgence of expressions of beauty in contemporary art
could provide a subject for further research.
In contrast to the resurgence of beauty in art, some proponents of new media
contend that their diverse practices have finally accomplished the death of traditional
art, and that a new definition of an art masterpiece will need to be established, along
with new criteria for a1's evaluation. The proposal that traditional art has, at last, met
its antithesis in new media, suggests the possibility of a dialectical process. However,
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although Calts assc1ts that science and technology arc the key components of
"development of twenty-first-century society" and that artists cannot ignore this
fact and continue "painting landscapes forever", most of his follow participants do
not equate 11rofcssional artists with 'painting landscapes'. They emphusize that
contemporary professional artists challenge and critique social and cultural issues
and have a role to play in debate, a role that Calls aud Zurr encourage in thei1·
practice. Indeed, some participants stress that artists who do not engage in
contemporary debates on issues of importance will find their work regarded as
irrelevant.
Ambivalence emerges between the claims by new media proponents of the
death of art, and their wish for a theoretical and art historical framework to overcome
the curatorial difficulties they claim disadvantage the exhibition oftheir work. If new
media artists consider it advantageous to them, in some way, that the appreciation
and

importanc~

of traditional art fonns arc diminished within the community, one

could argue th~t a theoretical and art historical framework would be ofliUlc value in
mediating their .... 1ratorial concems. Sci-artists also face strong competition for
recognition from their new media cousins, sud1 as digital and technologically based
art. One

ben~fit

that could accrue from this

~csearch

is a wider appreciation of the

activities and intentions of collaborative artists und scientists.
An issue for both conventional and new media artists, according to the
research, is the problematic trend towards the difficult, inaccessible didactic panels
and essays that accompany many contemporary

~rt

exhibitions. The participants

suggest that, for a general audience, complex texts tend to alienate viewers, to seem
elitist, and to negate the efforts of the artist to engage the audience's involvement in
intcq:reting the work. Many experienced artists understand that art work needs to be
able to 'stand

011

its own'. Two participants suggest that inaccessible work, and

particularly that of controversial celebrity artists {which one describes as 'middle
class nonsense'), becomes irrelevant, and the

c~rccrs

of other contemporary artists

could suffer if the public assumes that a11 contemporary art is similarly obscure and
elitist. This move to question the didactic practices that dominated the end of the
twentieth century is another example ofuttitudinal adjustment that foreshadows art as
a discipline at the threshold of change.
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That aside, participants point out that certain members of the public may
welcome texts that explain challenging art, and that art exhibited without a
philosophical or theoretical framework could be labelled entertainment, in contrast to
the work of scientists which is accorded an aura of importance by muny in the
community. As one artist participant observes, it is ti"equently the packaging of the
work that determines its marketing and contextualisation, a factor of which artists of
all persuasions need to be aware.
Sci-art practitioners are also confronted with the dilemma of the extent to
which factual scientific infom1ation is needed to facilitate viewers' understanding of
their work. Some participants suggest that it is not the role of the artist to determine
the veracity or otherwise of the scientific concepts, but to provide objects to
stimulate debate. Other concerns raised include the costs of mouming a sci-art
exhibition, and the (unlikely) possibility of biological terrorism and dangers to public
safety linked to t11e use of hazardous materials. Trallitionalartists also face immense
costs to mount an exhibition. The research suggests that both traditional and new
media artists could benefit from an exploration for altemativc innovative exhibition
spaces, another movement towards change.
In their discussion of the avant-garde, some participants observe that, at the
beginning of the twenty-first century, art that is described as 'radical' when first
exhibited is often not regarded as confrontational or challenging for long. Rather, it is
quickly assimilated into the mainstream and becomes entertainment. However, a
dialectical process is associated witl1 the notion that the avant-garde has a role to
provide aesthetic experiences to address (or provide an antithesis to) changes in
sensory perception occasioned by the tendency for the mass media in a capitalist
culture to encourage mediocrity.
The advent of new technologies has historically heralded a period of
heightened artistic activity, and the new materials, such as stem cells, have facilitated
the creation of 'semi-living' sculptures and other innovative creations. These
developments reflect dialectical processes in that they provide artists with new
materials with which to work and, thereby, move their art pmeticcs into an mea of
new skills, concepts and influence. These practices, and their outcomes, become a
hybrid between art and science. At the same time, sci-art1.;ts could unwillingly
promote the assumption that disquiet, scepticism and debate about stem cells, genetic
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modification and other recent biotechnological developments arc unwarranted
because the results of these developments are innocuous. For example, the creation
of 'semi-living' sculptures, such as Worry Dolls, the eating of Disembodied Ci1isine
at the close of the exhibition, and the use of bacteria to develop 'living drawings',
could be seen by some audience members as an indication that these are
commonplace materials readily accessible for many
participants' views did not fom1 .. a

purpose~,

consensus on the

including art. The
extent to which

biotechnological\y based artists C~ntrih~te to the debate on scientific and medical
issues. That aside, the scientists and arti.~ts involved in bio-art collabormions do not
regard these practices as merely an aberration in the continuum of art. They suggest
that the influence of sci-art has the potential to extend further than is currently
appreciated, and, therefore, they intimate that sci-art presents dialectical possibilities
for change.
Science and art collaborations blur established boundaries between the two
disciplines and one perceived advantage of this is an openness to expressions of
intuition and serendipity, and to claims that a critical, receptive mind, one that is
open to lateral investigation and fantasy, is beneflcial for creativity in both science
and art. The recent changes announced by the Australia Council in relation to its new
Inter-Arts Offlcc with responsibility for 'hybrid' arts, also reflect the contemporary
interdisciplinary attitude and the consequent blurring of boundaries. In addition, the
Council's announcement adds credence to my assertion that the arts are in a stale of
flux and arc at the threshold of change.
According to studies conducted by Root-Bemstein and others, crossdisciplinnry knowledge and expertise play a signiflcant role in the development of
the polymath and successful scientists are highly likely to be very successful in areas
of the humanities, such as music, literature and art. These claims raise concerns
regarding future opportunities for interdisciplinary studies; for example, art and
science, given current trends to 'downsize' the humanities and pure sciences. An
investigation into the extent of polymath qualities in high-profile Australians could
reward further research and provide data for researchers in the fields of innovation,
creativity and

interdisciplin~ry

education.

Education in the visual arts is also at the threshold of change. Factors
contributing to this instability include the reduction in funds for visnal art education
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and other areas of the humanities due ~o economic rationalist policies, the streaming
of visual art students in universities towards theoretical studies, and the debate about
the value of higher degrees in the visual arts. In 2001, Vesna wrote of her concerns
Umt both the humanities and sr.icnce were placing theory above practice, and argued
that both theory and practice need to be infonncd by the othe1. Bemard Smith (1988)
and Cleworth propose a way forward but, again, a synthesis is not immediately to
hand. Although a cross-d;seiplinary education could provide research skills for artists
who wish to take pari in interdisciplinary collaborations, a conflict develops if, as
some participants suggest, the result is that the:; become considered 'experts' in the
field.
Participants me clc•tr that technology does not change the creatiw process but
it does provide new tools or vehicles with which to work. However, the research
finds that the cost of new technologies makes it more difficult for artists or scientists
who wish to engage in these areas to choose to work alone in their laboratories or
studios. As a result, 'pure' science or art research could be hindered, and incidenccs
of the isolated 'genius' who experiences the 'al1a' or 'eureka' moment may become
more infrequent. These ideas, then, link creativity with funding issues, and one
participant points out that the most interesting art created during the nineteenth
century came from outside the academics and institutions during a period when art
did not rely on capital in order to develop. A tension exists here between the need to
provide for artists who 'push boundaries' le; work out~ide institutional pressures if
that is where they arc at their most creative and innovative, and the need to provide
for artists whose practices rely on substantial capital and sponsorship, such as
biotcchnologically based sci-artists. The situation, therefore, is one of instability, and
a continuing role for professional artists who work outside instit11tionul systems
could be in jeopardy. An equitable solution is needed here if, as Plekhanov (1973)
hypothesises, "gifled persons appear" in response to the social and cultural
conditions in which they live and work. H would appear that the words of Marx and
En gels (1976), cited in Chapter 2, have relevance today: "Whether an individuallikP.
Raphael succeeds in developing his talent depends wholly on demand, which in turn
depends on the division of labour and the conditions of human culture resulting from
it" (p. 417).
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The perception that scientists lack communication skills, and could benefit
from creative approaches in the dissemination of their research data, was cited us one
reason for the encouragement ofsci-art collaborations. One commentator claims that
science

accentuates

intellectual

communication

and

art

accentuates

the

communication of subjective knowledge. Hr>wcver, some participants suggest that
the successful outcome of collaborations between scientists and artists depends on
which party initiates the project and, where the collaboration is initiated by a
scientist, they suggest the results are sometimes merely illustration. In contrast, they
view artist initiated collaborations as frequently more effective in that they arc
prompted by curiosity and by the possibilities presented by the new biotcclmologics:
the artists engage in debate about 'contestable' futures. However, unanimous
enthusiasm for the results of biotechnologically based art was not forthcoming, nor
did the participants endorse the idea that all such art practices arc avant-gardc.
The participants compare both the positive and negative implications that
funding bodies could have on the way scientists ~nd artists approach their practices
and on the outcomes

of~ny

collaboration, with the benefits such an association could

bring. In particular, biotechnologically based artists could find their ability to
investigate and critique the scientific an•i medical developments compromised. The
partkipants recommend that artists address and formalise issues, such as copyright,
intellectual property and ethics, and who controls the projected course and outcome
of the project, prior to the commencement of all art collaborations, irrespective Of
whether traditionally or biotechnologically based. The research discourse indicates
that dissonance could arise between the desire for creative freedom on the part of
artists, and the desire for a particular outcome, either overt or covert, on the part of
funding bodies. These perceptions need to be addressed if all parties arc to be in a
position to achieve ontcomes beneficial to the society they, presumably, seck to
serve.
Two scientist participants who took part in sci-art collaborations because they
were open to innovation and were looking for something different, raised the notion
of looking for the 'discan.ls' or 'things between', 'the properties within the things
themselves', to stimulate creativity. The artists interviewed did not raise this notion.
1ltis could be because, from my observations, artists tend to take such activities as an
integral part of an art practice. Prescient artists arc among those who have
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century if they fail to engage in debate on issues that affect the community in which
they live. For example, artists are in a position to identify and critique controversial
technological developments; to comment upon political, social, cultural and
philosophical issues; and to 'see differently', such visualisations enabling their
audience to access different perspectives. However, in order to fulfil these roles,
artists need to maintain a high level of integrity to themselves and to their creative
processes, notwithstanding the tensions, outlined ubove, that surround their practices
at the beginning of the twenty-first ~~ntury.
The findings of this study suggest that art is on the threshold of change, but
that thc change is not necessarily precipitated by sci-art col!aborations. Indeed, it is
appropriate to question whether sci·art will maintain its self-proclaimed role as agent

provocmeur or whether it wiH be subsumed into the mainstream as has occurred with
other radical fonns of art in recent years. Another anomaly observed in the data is the
funding and mganisational support provided to biotcchnological!y based artists in
comparison to artists with more traditional practices,
former engage with a minority audience. In

a~dition,

notwithst~nding

the fact that the

the dialectical processes located

by the research arc, again, not all prompted by movements in the relationship
between science und art: among other influences arc governments and established
institutions, fimding, education, and cultural and social issues. The research has
provided a forum for scientists and artists to assess their roles in relation to these
bodies and influences.
Clearly, the role of the artist at the

b~ginning

of the twenty-first century is at

the threshold of change. Many of these changes involve

multi-vari~te

fact.1rs and

influences: for example, governmental and institutional programmes that encourage
innovation and creativity otTer advantages and, in some instances, financial support
to scientists and artists who become involved. However, the programmes also bring
potential disadvantages in that they could stifle spontaneity, creativity and
investigative research. Interdisciplinary education also offers advantages to students
and the wider community, and, in particular, a cross-disciplinary approach could
enhance the likelihood of increasing the number of polymaths in the future.
Nevertheless, there arc tensions and concerns in education circles in relation to
funding cuts, the relevance of some new higher degrees in the visual arts, and the
manner in which visu.1l arts students are streamed. These instances, and others
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discussed in this thesis, characterise the indeterminate nature of many of the issues
confronting science and art today. Whatever the case, while the researcll has raised
many ambiguities, perhaps the only consistent finding is that the collaborntivc
interaction between artists and scientists is a non· linear process and, because of the
malleable contemporary boundaries of both disciplines, the potential exists for
further beneficia\ interaction. However, artist and scientist participants alike convey
the perception that both disciplines arc expected to continue to confront, and to
express their responses to, challenging issues, and that they anticipate that artists will
have an important role to contribute to the debate about social and cultural concerns
in the foreseeable future.
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APPENDJXA

STATEMENT OF DISCLOSURE

Date
'Phone:
Email:

(08) 9780 7819 (Postgr~du~tc room)
jdrochc@studcnt.ccu.cdu.au

To Participant

Dear ..•..
Research Title:
The role of the artist at the beginning of the twenty-first century: An
exploration of dialtctical processes in nrt and science wllh pnrUculnr reference
to biologically based urt.
Thank you for indicating that you are prepared to participate in my research for the
degree ofDoctor ofPhilosophy at Edith Cowan University.
The research to be undertaken examines the role of the contemporary artist and the
innucnce of the interaction between art and science on that role. The methodology is
based on the dialectic and explores the use of conceptual thought, particularly in the
area of biologically based art, and the theoretical and philosophical relationships
between art and science. A copy of the research proposal abstract is attached.
The research data will be gathered through interviews with artists and scientists. The
artists will be selected from those who work in biologically based art, and artists with
'traditional' art practices. There will be at least three artists from each category. The
scientists will comprise those who collaborate with artists, and others who do not
participate in such collaborations.
It is anticipated that the infonnation gained from the research will facilitate debate
on the role of the artist in the contemporary worldview. In addition, the research
findings may infonn future discussions on the education of, support of, and attitudes
towards artists, and the expectations and responsibilities of arti~ts, in a rapidly
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changing world. The knowledge acquired during the research in respect to
contemporary ar1istic creativity, and to the interaction between art, science, and
technology, will contribute to a rapidly expanding new paradi!;lll in these fields.
Please indicate on the Inforatcd Consent Fonn if you wish to vet the transcription of
the interview to indicate comments which you do not wish to be attributed to yon in
any publication of the data.
To provide a context for your comments, I would appreciate your supplying me with
a curriculum vitae. This infonnation will be published as an appendix to the thesis
document. During the research process, and for at least five years following the
completion of the thesis document, the interview tapes, transcriptions, and other
confidential material will be held in a secure environment at the Edith Cowan
University, Bunbur)' Campus. Afler that period, the tapes will be cwscd and
destroyed along with the transcripts and other confidential documentation.
The interview would require approximately one hour of your time. If you have any
queries please do not hesitate to contact me. However, if you have any conccms
about the project and would like to talk with an independent person, you may contact
Dr K Robinsnn, Associate Dean, Research and Higher Degrees, Edith Cowan
University, South West Campus {08) 9780 7794.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely

Judith F.ochc
PhD Camlidatc
Edith Cowan University
Faculty of Regional Professional Studies
Bunbury, Wcstcm Austrolia, 6230.
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APPENDIX B

INFORMED CONSENT FORM

Thc role ofthc artist at the beginning of the nvcnty-first century: an
exploration of di:tlectiea] proccsscs in art and sclcncc with particular
reference to technologically ami biologic:1lly based art.
I, .......................... ,have read the abstract relating to the proposed resean:h, the
title of which appears above, and the Statement of Disclosure dated ....•..•.•...•....•.
Any questions 1have asked regarding the proposed research have been answered to
my satisfaction.
I agree that the research data g~thered for this study may be published in a doctoral
thesis, book chapters, and papers in refereed or non-refereed journals, understanding
that I will be identified. I also agree that the infonnation in the cuniculum vitae that I
provide may be included in the thesis document to establish n context to my
comments.

I understand that I will be interviewed and the interview will be audio recorded. In
addition, I understand that, during the course oft he research and for at least five
years following the completion of the research and the finalisation of the thesis
document, the interview tapes, tile transcripts of the interviews, my curriculum vi1ae,
and other confidential documentation will be stored in a confidential environment at
the Edith Cow an University, Bunbury Campus. The Edith Cow an University will
desti"tly the interview tapes, transcripts, ami other confidential documentation aflcr no
less than five years have elapsed from the date of acceptance of the doctoral thesis.

I agree to participate in this activity, realising I may withdraw at any time.
Please indicate as appropriate: I wish/do not wish to vet sections of the thesis where
comments arc attribu1ed to me.

Participant:

Date:

lnvestiga1or:

Date:
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APPENDIXC

GLOSSARY OF NEW MEDIA TERMS

The definitions and terms in this glossary were coined by Roy Aseott,
Founder of Planetary Collegium, in 1997, and were retrieved
November29, 2004, from:
hllp://www .coopcr.edularVtechnolcssays/gloss.html.
Art: While tradit:onally art was focused on the appearance of things
and their representation, artists now arc concerned with processes of
trnnsfonnation, construction and emergence.
Aesthetics: The classical concern with the surface image of the world
gives way to the tcelmoctic aesthetics of creative consciousness and
artificial life.
Art Gallery: The artist's window on the world now becomes a
doorway into dataspaee. As the gallery changes from showcase to
operations centre, the museum must become n collaboratory.
Author: The designer of contexts for noetic navigation, and of openended, evolulive systems in the Net.
Behaviour: Classical Aesthetics dealt with the behaviour of forms,
Tcchnoctic Aesthetics deals with forms ofbehaviour.
Biohaus: We need a biology of building. Seeding should replace
designing, buildings must be planted and allowed to b'TOW.
Body: The site of bionic transformation at which we can r<Xrcate
ourselves and re-define what it is to be human.
Connectivity: Connectionism is the way of cognitive scienti~ts,
conncctivism is the way of the tcchnoetic artist. They converge where
the artificial collaborates with the natural in a new synthesis of being.
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Cybcrccptton: The emergent human G1culty of technologicallyaugmented cognition and perception.
Cybersclr: We me each made up of millly selves: de-centred,
distributed, and constructively schizophrenic. We arc the embodiment
oftcchnoctic relativity.
Design: Design was always a top down affair with blueprints, master
plans and models. Now it's a bottom up process, its algorithms
growing in a tclematic substr.~te.
Double Gazing: We sec, hear, and feel in ways unknown to
biological man, just as the cnvironr.1ent increasingly hears, secs and
feels us. With retina-tracking lasers, the artist's gaze is returned; the
wal!s have ears, and buildings speak volumes.
Five-fold path: Connectivity, immersion,
emergence.

inter.~ction, tran~fonnation,

Galntronics: The technological amelioration of planetary life.
HolomaUcs: The holomatic principle is that each network interface is
an aspect of a tclematic unity: to be at any one is to be in the virtual
presence of all !?!hers throughout the network.
Hyperwrtex: The global network of collective cognition.
Supcrthought comes from its community of mind, wisdom from its
hyperstructurc of experience.
lmmatcriaUty: The llematerialis~tion of art, telemedia nnd virtual
leads inexorably to the re-materialisation of culture in the fom1
ofurtificiallife.
re~ lily

lnter~clivity:

The trivial fonn is a closed system with a finite data
set. The non-trivial fonn has the open-endell capacity to accommodate
new variables.
Interspace: B~tween the virtual and the actual, where reality is renegotiated and the new consciousness is embodied.

Interstitial practice: Art located at the meeting point of bioelectronics, nano-engineoring and the science ofconseiousness.
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Kl: Consciousness in artificial systems, machines and architecture.
The Japanese know this spiritual energy to be intrinsic to tcclmology.
Mystcmies: The systems study of mystical consciousness, in
architecture, iconic and ritualistic form.
Nanotcchnology: Tools to re-materialise art from sGreen-based media
to world-based artificial life, where atoms replace pixels.
Noetic networks: Our personal neural networks
networks to create a new space of consciousness.

mer~c

with global

l'aramentation: The cerebral activity ofcollcetive intelligence.
Paranaturc: Absorbs, recontextualises and goes beyond Nature,
technologically assisting in its many inadequacies.
Photomutation: In the multimedia culture the silence of the lens may
go the way of the early movies: mute images will mutate to the sonic
state.
Post-photographic practice: The digital camera is a tool for
constructing reality not for renccting it.
Psibernetic phenomena: The human desire for tmnsccndcncc takes
many forms: telepathy, telekinesis, out of body experience. Now we
have tclcmaties, telepresence and the aesthetics of apparition.
Radical Constructivism: Forget representation, think only of
connectivity, complexity and the construction of reality.
Sentient Net. The conscious Net is the feeling Net. In artificial
systems, only emotional intelligence can produce truly augmented
thought.
Shamantics: Foregrounding the semantic aspect of shamanism in the
tcchnoctic context.
Smart Architecture: To support the realities of cyborg living, the
distributed self, und our tL-chnoetic ecology, architecture will have to
become more conscious, anticipatory and responsive.
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Structural Analysis: Psycho-therapy for intelligent buildings may be
more appropriate than pullir:g ourselves in analysis. Think of all the
psychotic and schizophrenic places you know.
Tcchnoctic A•·t: The technology of consciousness provides the
substrute from which a new art is emerging.
Tclcmatlc Imperative: When there are no more geographical
boundaries, territorial aggression is as irrelevant as polarised politics.
The only imperative is to connect. Nowadays even the self is
permeable.
Telcmantics Net Semantics: the creation of meaning in cybcrspace.
Tcleprcsicncc: Just as tcleprescncc gives us a new sense of self, so
our consciousness accelerates to a higher state of prescience:
tcleprcsicnec. it means thm we anticipate faster and foresee further.
Tclcnoia: Telcnoia celebrates the networked consciousness of global
connectivity. It replaces the paranoia of the old industrial culture:
anxious, alienated, secretive and neurotically private.
Variable Reality: Dry Reality is found in the mid space of vr. Wet
Reality is the nature we nurture. Moist Reality emerges from the biotechnology of artificial life.
Wormlmle: Intrinsic to hypcnncdia in cyberspacc, the wormhole also
is as essential a requirement of urban systems as of galaxies,
facilitating our passage between real and virtual spaces, and between
natural and paranatural worlds.
Zen: The new necessity in art of watchful preparedness: standing
back in a Zen-like state of readiness to allow new ideas and forms to
emerge from the hypcrconncctivity of the Net, then to cultivate,
nurture and re-seed them.
The following definition ofmoistmcdia is quoted from Roy Ascott's opccch
at the Planetary Tcchnoctics: art, technology and consciousness conference,
University Paris 8 (LabArt), November 28, 2001. The definition was repeated in
Leonardo (2004) Vol. 37, No. 2, pp. lli-116.

Molstmcdia: In its strictly tcclmological form Mixed Reality is in many ways
a rchcmal for the truly enormous changes that lie aheud as the dry digital
technologies converge, with the biologically wet, producing what! callmoistmedia.
Moistmcdia arises from the convergence of Bits Atoms Neurones and
Genes: the "Big B.A.N.G." of our post-biological universe. As
examples, think of Osaka's nano-bull, (a three-dimensional model
bull just 10 micromctres long- about the size of a red blood r.cl11
Roslin Institute's lamb called Dolly, Kac's Alba the fluorescent
Rahbit, Robokoneko, Starlab's kitten, or Stove Grand's robot baby
orangutan, Lucy. Relevant here too is the work of Oron Catts and
Iona\ Zurr of Tissue Culture Art in Perth, Australia, and Ulrike
Gabriel of Berlin. They are the harbingers of the re-materialisation of
a culture which earlier we thought would be totally immaterial and
virtual. It's a matter of "bye-bye Baudrillard". Also, we might add
that, at the level of Hollywood. and its influence on popular
consciousness, the movie AI should no: be ignored, with its rubric:
"his love is real but he is not". (Ascott, 200lu)
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APPENDIX D

SPONSORS OF BEAP 2004

BEAP Portners
Curt in University of Technology
SymbioticA and the University of Western Australia
Turn New Music
Edith Cowan University
TAFEW A Central
City of Swan
The Bank
Central Design Centre
Collahurators
Artscdge

PICA
Media-Sp~ce

Fibrcculture

Arts Research Network
Expcrimcnta
Sound Culture
Public Funding Partners
ArtsWA
Government of Western Australia
LottcryWcst
Australian Government
Australia Council for lite Arts
Australian Government and the Government ofWestem Australia: The
Visual Arts and Craft Strategy
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Government ofWcstcrn Austrnliu
EvcntsCorp Western Austrnlia
Major Sponsors
Computronics
Jumbo Vision Intcmatiorml
Western Australi~n Museum (Maritime)
Ma ores Building Contemporary Art Gull~ry
Square Peg Design
Technology Park
Supporting Sponsors

Artragc
Art Gallery of Western Australia
JVC

Digital J111Jction
NEC: Empowercil by Innovation
HTPC: Home Theatre Personal Computers
Department of Culture and the Arts: Government of Western Australia
State Library ufWcstcm Australia
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APPENDIX E

GLOSSARY OF ACRDroiYMS AND TERMS IN THESIS

AbaF:

Australia Business Arts Foundation.

AC:

Companion in the Order of Australia. The Order of Australia has four
Honours:
Companion in the Order of Australia {AC)
Officer in the Order of Australia (AO)
Member in the Order of AustrJlia (AM)
Medal of the Order of Australia {DAM)

AC4CA:

Australian Centre for Concrete Art.

ACM I:

Australian Centre for the Moving Image

ACSA:

Adelaide Central School of Art.

AI:

Artificial intelligence.

ANU:

Australian National University

ARC:

Australian Rcscmch Council

ARNTE:

The ARC Research Network for Tissue Engineering: Living Materials
for a Healthy Australia.

13EAP:

Bicnnale of Electronic Art Perth

CAE:

CritiCill Art Ensemble

CERN:

Conseil EuropCcn pour la Recherche Nucli:airc. The European
Organization for Nuclear Research, the world's largest particle
physics centre.

CPAI:

Creative and Pcrfonning Arts Activity Index

CS!RO:

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Australian federal government instrumentality.

DNA:

Deoxyribonucleic acid

EAT:

Experiments in Art and Teclmology.

EFTSU:

Equivalent Full Time Student Unit.

EU:

European Union

FBI:

Federal Bureau of Investigation

GFP:

Green nuorescent protein

Organis~tion,

an
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HAARP:

High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program,

Alask~.

HBR:

Harvard Business Review.

~ISC:

Higher School Certificate.

JTB:

Journal ofThcorctic~l Biology.

MAAP:

M!lllimcdin Art Asia Pacific.

MCR!:

Murdoch Children's Research Institute, Melbourne.

MEA:

Muhi electrode ~rray

MEART:

Muhi electrode array art

MR!:

Magnetic resonance imuging.

NAVA:

National Association for the Visual Arts Limited (an Australian
organisation).

NGV:

National Gal!cry of Victoria, Mclboumc.

NHMRC:

National Health Medical Research Council

NIMR:

National Institute for Medical Research (UK)

NIMRart:

National Institute for Medica! Research art programme.

OA:

Off,ccr in the Order of Australia (Sec AC above)

PET:

Positron Emission Tomography.

PICA:

Perth Institute for Contemporary Art.

Rill!IT:

Royal Melbourne Institute ofTeclmo!ogy.

Sydney VisLab:

Sydney Regional Scientific Visualisation

L~boratory.

SymbioticA: the Art and Science Col!aborative Research Laboratory, University of
Western Australia.
TAFE:

Technical and Further Education

TC & A:

Tissue Culture and A1t Project.

UNESCO:

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

llWA:

University of Western Australia.

WAAPA:

Western Australian Academy ofPerfonning Arts

yB~:

Young British Artists.
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